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Note to Reader 

 

 

 

 

A note on transliteration 

Transliteration of Chinese into English is difficult because of the numerous systems of 

transliteration that have been developed and no system has been universally adopted.  

For this work, transliteration of most Chinese words into English relies on the Pinyin 

system. Unless otherwise noted Pinyin is used for individuals associated with the PRC 

and PLA and all place names including those held or formerly held by the Kuomintang 

(KMT) on the mainland or coastal islands. However, in this text there are some minor 

exceptions for mainland place names that are well known in English based on other 

systems (e.g., Yangtze River instead of Chang Jiang). 

 

The major exception to this is proper names of KMT individuals, maritime vessels, and 

place names on Taiwan and the Penghu Islands. These are presented in a modified Wade-

Giles format. Examples include Chiang Kai-shek (instead of Jiang Jieshi), the Tai Ho 

frigate (instead of Taihe), and Taipei (instead of Taibei), respectively. This slightly 



 xiv 

modified format keeps the hyphenated given names (as Wade-Giles does) but removes 

apostrophes present in Wade-Giles as these not in common practice today. A further 

exception to this rule regards to the names of commonly used English place names in 

Taiwan which do not conform to Wade-Giles including Keelung Harbor (instead of Chi 

Long Wan). 

 

A note on usage of terms related to conflict 

As a work focused on understanding how military coercion occurs and is employed on 

the battlefield, this work does not intend to make normative and/or moral distinctions 

between belligerents and their actions. Unfortunately, many commonly used terms in the 

vernacular that describe aspects of conflict are highly loaded and subjective. Wherever 

possible, neutral/positive terms are chosen in this text. However, it is impossible to avoid 

all normative terms. When such terms appear in actuality or merely appear to appear, 

absolutely no normative or moral judgment is being expressed by the author, either 

explicitly or implicitly. 

 

For example, deterrence and compellence are loaded terms. Deterrence is often used to 

imply just coercion, whereas compellence is often used to imply unjust coercion. This is 

one of many reasons these terms are not applied to coercive actions or actors in this work. 

Similarly, retreat and abandonment are also loaded terms relating to brute force that 

regularly imply a normative judgment by the user about the commanders who make such 

orders and the forces that carry out them out. This work instead uses the terms retrograde 
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or withdrawal as they are not inherently charged. Furthermore, these terms allow for a 

movement/redistribution of forces that may be a measured and rational battlefield action, 

one that preserves force strength rather than losing it to annihilation and/or surrender.  
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PATTERNS OF MILITARY COERCION: CHINA AND TAIWAN, 1949-1958 
 
Jeffrey Engstrom, Ph.D. 

George Mason University, 2020 

Dissertation Director: Dr. Ming Wan 

 

This dissertation analyzes a decade of conflict between the People’s Liberation Army 

(PLA) and Kuomintang (KMT) forces, after the conclusion of the Chinese Civil War 

through the Second Taiwan Strait Crisis (1949 to 1958). It develops a new theory of 

military coercion, namely coercion by military forces against each other during armed 

conflict. A typology of the patterns of coercive acts armed forces engage in was 

developed to identify instances within the empirical evidence. The evidence gathered, 

primarily from Chinese language sources, was applied to test the hypothesis that argues 

military coercion will succeed or fail based on the interaction of a coercive threat’s cost 

imposition credibility and the target’s ability to counter. The theory successfully 

predicted the outcome of roughly 94 percent of the predictable instances of attempted 

coercion. 
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Map of the Taiwan Strait 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Map of Taiwan Strait and major coastal islands 

Source: M. Taylor Fravel, Strong Borders, Secure Nation: Cooperation and Conflict in China’s Territorial 

Disputes (Princeton NJ: Princeton University Press, 2008), 232, figure 5.1.  
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Chapter One: Introduction 

 

 

 

 

Research Question, Importance of Topic 

 

This dissertation explores military coercion, or specifically, how military coercion is used 

both in crisis and after the fighting starts. Towards this end, it examines a later period of 

the unresolved civil war between China and Taiwan from 1949-1958. The main research 

question is under what conditions does military coercion succeed or fail? 

 

This dissertation examines the phenomenon of military coercion. Military coercion is 

coercion that uses military force to make specific coercive threats. Unlike general 

coercion, which makes vague and latent threats, military coercion is a broad term 

encompassing both the immediate coercion (i.e. coercion that occurs during crisis) 

coercion and intra-conflict coercion (i.e. coercion that occurs during conflict and war).  
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To date, considerable research has been conducted on generally well-established 

dimensions of general coercion and immediate coercion.1 Yet intra-conflict coercion is 

understudied within this literature, is. Intra-conflict coercion, quite simply, is coercion 

that occurs during a conflict and is carried out by military forces. Even though research 

on the topic explicitly began thirty years ago, the literature contains only a few works that 

deal with this specific phenomenon and new empirical research has not appeared now for 

over a decade. This study seeks to make a further addition to this literature by looking at 

the practice and interaction of both immediate and intra-conflict coercion. 

 

Understanding military coercion is extremely important for policy, theoretical, normative, 

and historical reasons. First, as Carl von Clausewitz stated, “war is policy by other 

means.”2 Therefore examining how states interact during conflict is exploring applied 

policy. Improving our understanding of when and how military coercion succeeds and 

fails helps optimize state policies, allowing for more effective uses of the tools of 

statecraft. Military coercion in tandem with brute force shapes conflict outcomes. In some 

cases, these outcomes dramatically redefine the balance of power and attain global 

impact. Furthermore, failures of military coercion may be costly or even disastrous for 

the coercer as coercive threats are often escalatory in nature, prompting the target to 

retaliate in kind.3 

 
1 This includes coercion research cases focused on deterrence or compellence, general or 

immediate coercion, and direct or extended coercion. 
2 Carl von Clausewitz, On War, trans. Michael Howard and Peter Paret (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton 

University Press, 1984), 81. 
3 Pape notes “Wilhelmine Germany’s submarine campaign [not only] failed to compel England to 

withdraw from World War I, but also led directly to the U.S. decision to enter the war and thus helped 
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Second, we still lack an accepted theory of military coercion. Instead, we have multiple 

and competing theories of coercion sub-types: deterrence and compellence. Developing a 

theory of coercion with more explanatory power is impossible without understanding 

how coercion occurs, what patterns it takes, and how it is used during conflict. Yet we 

continue to lack a deep empirical basis from which to develop such a theory. 

 

Third, decision-makers’ understanding (or lack thereof) of military coercion often shapes 

conflict duration and severity. For example, coercers have often resorted to the coercive 

strategy of punishment, or threatening civilians, as a means to achieve coercive success. 

The fire bombings of Tokyo and Dresden resulted in numerous civilian casualties but 

were failed military coercion attempts. Understanding the limits of military coercion’s 

efficacy may help curtail the use of such strategies in the future. 

 

Finally, except for specific flashpoints, such as the First and Second Taiwan Strait Crises 

(1954-1955 and 1958), the final decade of the civil war between the People’s Republic of 

China and the Republic of China is not well studied in the literature. This period is best 

characterized as a single long conflict, varying in intensity, in a broad geographical 

setting. It is replete with dozens of battles that took place in the land, maritime, and air 

domains. Not every battle was lost by Taiwan. Indeed, the Kuomintang (KMT) waged a 

 
ensure Germany’s ultimate defeat” Robert A Pape, Bombing to Win: Air Power and Coercion in War 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1996), 1-2. 
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number amphibious attacks or counterattacks to gain or regain territory and successfully 

defended itself in key moments, forcing the PLA to significantly alter its strategy. 

Understanding these conflict interactions expands our knowledge of Chinese-Taiwan 

relations, China’s security policy, and broadens our understanding of the nature of East 

Asian security practice.  

 

There are numerous gaps in the scholarship that this dissertation intends to fill. First, 

there is no agreed upon theory of military coercion. Theories proposed so far have either 

been subjected to severe criticism or have not been operationalized.4 This dissertation 

will seek to both propose a new working hypothesis and test it against existing theories.  

 

Second, this dissertation proposes a way to mitigate a well-known source of sample bias 

in coercion research: the identification of cases of both successful and failed instances 

coercion. Specifically, the literature has noted that successful deterrence and failed 

compellence leave few behavioral traces.5 As a result, instances of these types of 

coercion may go unidentified, thus skewing perceptions of coercion’s efficacy. Pape and 

 
4 Jonathan Shimshoni’s and Daniel Byman & Matthew Waxman’s theories of coercion were not 

operationalized. Though operationalized, Robert A. Pape’s denial theory was criticized by Barry D. Watts 
and Karl Mueller for a number of reasons, including the inability in practice to isolate one coercive strategy 
(i.e. denial strategy) from other coercive strategies (i.e. punishment, escalation, decapitation) that were 
either sequentially or simultaneously employed. The working hypothesis advanced below is coercive 
strategy neutral. See Jonathan Shimshoni, Israel and Conventional Deterrence: Border Warfare from 1953 

to 1970 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press 1988); Daniel Byman and Matthew Waxman, The Dynamics of 

Coercion: American Foreign Policy and the Limits of Military Might (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2002); Barry D. Watts, “Ignoring Reality: Problems of Theory and Evidence in Security Studies.” 
Security Studies, vol. 7, no. 2 (1997): 147-148, 162-163; Karl Mueller, “Strategies of Coercion: Denial, 
Punishment, and the Future of Air Power.” Security Studies vol. 7, no. 3 (1998): 220. 

5 Richard Ned Lebow and Janice Gross Stein, “Deterrence: The Elusive Dependent Variable.” 
World Politics 42, no. 3 (1990), 350. 
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Shimshoni sought to address sample bias issues by looking at all known cases of a 

strategy (strategic bombing) or at a particular conflict node over a period of time (Israel, 

1953-1970), respectively. However, either approach could have unintentionally 

overlooked within-case instances of coercion. The research design section discusses how 

to identify instances of both failed and successful military coercion in a structured and 

replicable approach. 

 

Finally, while there are many excellent contributions to our knowledge of coercive crisis 

dynamics in East Asia, the extant research involving China and/or Taiwan as belligerents 

is not focused on intra-conflict coercion, a subset of military coercion.6 Indeed, no 

existing intra-conflict coercion case studies exist that address China or Taiwan as either 

coercer or target except Pape’s case study on the Korean War, in which China is the 

target of U.S. coercion. 

 

 
6 For works on military coercion that is immediate but not intra-conflict, see: Allen S. Whiting, 

China Crosses the Yalu: The Decision To Enter the Korean War, (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 
1960); Allen S. Whiting, Chinese Calculus of Deterrence: India and Indochina, (Ann Arbor, MI: 
University of Michigan Press, 1975); Zhang Shu Guang, Deterrence and Strategic Culture: Chinese-

American Confrontations, 1949–1958, (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1993); James C. Mulvenon, 
“The Limits of Coercive Diplomacy: The 1979 Sino-Vietnam Border War.” Journal of Northeast Asian 

Studies vol. 14, no. 3 (1995): 68–88; Mark Burles and Abram N. Shulsky, Patterns in China’s Use of 

Force: Evidence from History and Doctrinal Writings, (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, 2000); 
Abram N. Shulsky, Deterrence Theory and Chinese Behavior, (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, 
2000); Allen S. Whiting, “China’s Use of Force, 1950-96, and Taiwan.” International Security 26, no. 2 
(2001): 103–131; Robert S. Ross, “The 1995-96 Taiwan Strait Confrontation: Coercion, Credibility, and 
the Use of Force.” In The United States and Coercive Diplomacy, Robert J. Art and Patrick M. Cronin, eds. 
(Washington, DC: United States Institute of Peace Press, 2003) 225–273; Christopher P. Twomey, The 

Military Lens: Doctrinal Difference and Deterrence Failure in Sino-American Relations, (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 2010) 
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What is Military Coercion? 

 

Coercion versus Brute Force 

 

Coercion is defined as making a target, through threats of force or limited uses of force, 

to act in a way they otherwise would not. One form of coercion is getting a target to not 

undertake an action they otherwise would take.7 Another form is getting a target to 

undertake an action they otherwise would not, or to undo an action already begun.8 In 

any case, the object of coercion is to attain target compliance.9 Coercion can be 

successful with low levels of violence or without any violence occurring at all.10  

 

 
7 This is usually labeled as deterrence, though this is a semantic distinction because a target can 

also be compelled to not take an action. See later section on distinguishability problems between deterrence 
and compellence. For definitions of this type of coercion, see Glenn H. Snyder, “Deterrence and Power.” 
Journal of Conflict Resolution vol. 4, no. 2 (1960): 163; Thomas C. Schelling, The Strategy of Conflict 
(Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1960), 9; Alexander L. George and Richard Smoke. 
Deterrence in American Foreign Policy: Theory and Practice, (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1974), 11; John J. Mearsheimer, Conventional Deterrence, (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1983), 
14; Paul Huth and Bruce Russett, “What Makes Deterrence Work? Cases from 1900 to 1980,” World 

Politics vol. 36, no. 4 (1984): 496; Paul Gordon Lauren, Gordon A. Craig, and Alexander L. George, 1990, 
Force and Statecraft: Diplomatic Challenges of Our Time (New York: Oxford University Press), 177; 
Robert A. Pape, “Coercive Air Power in the Vietnam War,” International Security vol. 15, no. 2 (1990): 
106; Pape, Bombing to Win, 12; Byman and Waxman, The Dynamics of Coercion, 6; Patrick M. Morgan, 
Deterrence Now, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 1; Timothy W. Crawford, Pivotal 

Deterrence: Third-Party Statecraft and the Pursuit of Peace, (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2003), 
5; Lawrence Freedman, Deterrence, (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2004), 26. 

8 This is usually labeled compellence, though this is also a semantic distinction because a target 
can also be deterred from not taking an action or deterred from not undoing an action. See later section on 
distinguishability problems between deterrence and compellence. For definitions of this type of coercion, 
see Pape, “Coercive Air Power in the Vietnam War,” 106; Pape, Bombing to Win, 12; Byman and 
Waxman, Dynamics of Coercion, 6. 

9 Snyder, “Deterrence and Power,” 167. 
10 Thomas C. Schelling, Arms and Influence, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1966), 2-6. 
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Brute force is in direct contrast to coercion. Brute force achieves its ends by using 

violence to dominate and conquer and does not require target compliance.11 Using 

overwhelming force to annihilate an adversary and forcibly take territory is the essence of 

brute force. Target compliance is unnecessary because the target is unable to marshal 

force to shape future outcomes.  

 

Throughout this dissertation the terms coercer and target are used to denote the initiator 

of coercive threats and the intended receiver of those same threats, respectively. 

Furthermore, situations may occur where all belligerents are making coercive threats and 

may simultaneously be the target of the other’s coercive threats. In using this language, 

absolutely no normative descriptors have been applied, nor should any be inferred. 

Indeed, military coercion (whether deterrent or compellent) like military brute force 

(whether defensive or offensive), can be used for either beneficial or malevolent ends. In 

doing so, this dissertation seeks to explicitly avoid normative terms such as ‘aggressor,’ 

‘challenger,’ and ‘defender,’ that are still commonly used in the coercion literature.12 Not 

only are these terms imprecise, they are also often highly debatable, as all belligerents 

may see their actions as deterrent or defensive.13 Furthermore, as Lebow and Stein point 

 
11 As coercion and brute force are ideal types of the use of force, actual warfare contains some 

mixture of both.  
12 For works using the term “aggressor,” see Schelling, Arms and Influence; George and Smoke, 

Deterrence in American Foreign Policy. For works using “challenger,” see Shimshoni, Israel and 

Conventional Deterrence; Zhang, Deterrence and Strategic Culture; Pape, Bombing to Win; Morgan, 
Deterrence Now; Branislav L. Slantchev, Military Threats: The Costs of Coercion and the Price of Peace, 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011); For works using “defender,” see Schelling, Arms and 

Influence; Zhang, Deterrence and Strategic Culture; Pape, Bombing to Win; Morgan, Deterrence Now; 
Slantchev, Military Threats. 

13 Zhang, Deterrence and Strategic Culture, 268. 
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out, these terms are based on the concept of the status quo, which can be difficult to 

objectively determine and is highly dependent on specific time frames.14 

 

Though the phenomenon of military coercion likely stretches back to the beginning of 

organized warfare itself, it did not receive substantial scholarly attention until the advent 

of atomic weapons.15 With their arrival, military strategists of the great powers quickly 

realized that national security could no longer solely rely on a strong conventional 

forces.16 Indeed, achieving and maintaining security during the early Cold War era was 

conceived of as requiring the ability to threaten massive retaliation through sufficiently 

robust coercion, specifically nuclear deterrence.17  

 

Successive generations of coercion theorists made numerous conceptual advances and 

added to the empirical base of knowledge through case study research and large-n 

statistical analysis. Their researched broadened our understanding of the phenomenon 

greatly. It recognized a new strategy of coercion: in addition to coercion by punishment 

(i.e., the ability to inflict harm), they identified coercion by denial (i.e., the ability to deny 

 
14 Lebow and Stein, “Deterrence: The Elusive Dependent Variable,” 347. 
15 For example, Richard Ned Lebow identifies and examines 10 instances coercive attempts 

(deterrence and compellence) during the Peloponnesian War (431-404 BCE). See Richard Ned Lebow, 
“Thucydides and Deterrence,” Security Studies vol. 16, no. 2 (2007) 

16 For example, see Bernard Brodie The Absolute Weapon: Atomic Power and World Order (New 
York: Harcourt Brace, 1946). For a discussion on the genesis and development of nuclear strategy during 
the Cold War, see Lawrence Freedman, “The First Two Generations of Nuclear Strategists,” in Peter Paret, 
ed., Makers of Modern Strategy from Machiavelli to the Nuclear Age, (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1986), 735-778. 

17 Albert Wohlstetter recognized that a “delicate balance” had to be maintained to achieve robust 
nuclear deterrence and necessitated a secure ‘second strike’ capability.  See Wohlstetter, “The Delicate 
Balance of Terror.” Foreign Affairs 37, no. 2 (1959): 232. 
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an adversary’s military strategy) as a potential means to achieve coercive success.18 This 

body of research recognized that coercion could be immediate: “dealing with a specific 

threat” or general: “the anticipation of possible or potential threats.”19 Simultaneously, 

researchers recognized coercion could also be direct: using coercion for a state’s own 

ends, or extended: using coercion on the behalf of an ally (or protégé).20 Furthermore, 

upsetting the traditional model of an explicitly understood coercer and target, research on 

U.S.-China conflict interactions in the early Cold War, revealed that both belligerents 

perceived themselves as the defender and actively sought to deter the other’s hostile 

actions.21  

 

Military coercion verses other forms of coercion 

 

 
18 Snyder, “Deterrence and Power,” 163. 
19 Morgan, Deterrence Now, xvi. For research on immediate deterrence see: Mearsheimer, 

Conventional Deterrence; Huth and Russett, “What Makes Deterrence Work? Cases from 1900 to 1980”; 
Janice Gross Stein, “Extended Deterrence in the Middle East: American Strategy Reconsidered,” World 

Politics vol. 39, no. 3 (1987): 326-352; Paul K. Huth, Extended Deterrence and the Prevention of War 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1988); Lebow and Stein “Deterrence: The Elusive Dependent 
Variable.” For a discussion of research on general deterrence see: Paul Huth and Bruce Russett, “General 
Deterrence Between Enduring Rivals: Testing Three Competing Models,” American Political Science 

Review, vol. 87, no.1 (1993): 61-73. For a discussion on general compellence see Eric Herring, Danger and 

Opportunity: Explaining International Crisis Outcomes (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1995), 
19. 

20 For research on extended deterrence, see: Huth and Russett, “What Makes Deterrence Work? 
Cases from 1900 to 1980”; Stein, “Extended Deterrence in the Middle East: American Strategy 
Reconsidered”; Huth, Extended Deterrence and the Prevention of War; Lebow and Stein, “Deterrence: The 
Elusive Dependent Variable.” For research on extended compellence see: Lebow and Stein, “Deterrence: 
The Elusive Dependent Variable,” 352, fn 25; Herring, Danger and Opportunity, 21; Robert J. Art, 
“Coercive Diplomacy: What Do We Know,” in Robert J. Art and Patrick M. Cronin, eds., The United 
States and Coercive Diplomacy (Washington, DC: United States Institute of Peace Press, 2003), 359-420. 
For research on direct compellence see: Robert A. Pape, “Coercion and Military Strategy: Why Denial 
Works and Punishment Doesn’t,” Journal of Strategic Studies vol. 15, no. 4 (1992): 423–75; Pape, 
Bombing to Win; Michael Horowitz and Dan Reiter, “When Does Aerial Bombing Work? Quantitative 
Empirical Tests, 1917-1999,” Journal of Conflict Resolution, vol. 45, no. 2 (April 2001): 147-173.  

21 Zhang, Deterrence and Strategic Culture, 268. 
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To date, considerable research has been conducted along the generally well-established 

dimensions of coercion types: deterrence or compellence; nuclear or conventional; 

extended or direct; and general and immediate. Not fully captured by these typologies is 

military coercion.22 Military coercion, quite simply, is coercion that occurs during a crisis 

or conflict by militarized forces to achieve tactical, operational, or strategic ends. Military 

coercion may be concurrently conventional and/or nuclear, deterrent and/or compellent, 

and extended or direct in nature. However, military coercion (immediate and intra-

conflict coercion) cannot be a type of general coercion as general coercion occurs before 

a crisis.23 

 

While Thomas Schelling was possibly the first to explicitly recognize the phenomenon of 

military coercion, Jonathan Shimshoni (1988) and Robert Pape (1992, 1996) were the 

first to specifically investigate it.24 Shimshoni examined a single state, Israel, and its 

deterrent relationships while engaged in conflict between 1953 and 1970. Focusing on 

two of Israel’s immediate neighbors, Shimshoni’s three case studies explored low and 

high-end military conflict with Jordan (1953-54) and Egypt (1953-56 and 1967-70).25 

 
22 The original use of this term is by Edward Rhodes. See Edward Rhodes, “Conventional 

Deterrence,” Comparative Strategy, vol. 19, no. 3 (2000): 248. 
23 Interestingly, Patrick Morgan who made the original distinction between immediate and general 

coercion—specifically deterrence, ruled out the possibility of intra-conflict coercion. Indeed, in his chapter 
titled “Two Kinds of Deterrence Situations,” Patrick Morgan writes “there are really two kinds of 
deterrence… one I call immediate or pure deterrence, while the other is general deterrence.” Patrick M. 
Morgan, Deterrence: A Conceptual Analysis, 2nd ed. (Beverly Hills: SAGE, 1983), 30. 

24 In his discussion of battlefield versus coercive warfare, Schelling recognized that coercion could 
occur during conflict. Yet in his conception, coercion was only used in attacks against civilians or civilian 
targets. Furthermore, he did not acknowledge the intra-conflict coercion that occurred during the Korean 
War, instead considering the conflict a “battlefield test of strength” (p. 176). See Schelling, Arms and 

Influence, 170-184. 
25 Shimshoni, Israel and Conventional Deterrence.  
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Instead of a particular country, Pape examined a specific means of military force, 

strategic airpower, and its ability to coerce. Pape’s case studies explored the efficacy of 

compellence through the bombing campaigns conducted by the United States against 

Nazi Germany (1942-45), Imperial Japan (1944-45), China and its protégé North Korea 

(1950-53), North Vietnam (1965-72), and Iraq (1991).26   

 

Shimshoni, Pape, and the few others who have focused on military coercion have 

uncovered aspects unique to this specific phenomenon not acknowledged by the broader 

coercion literature.27 First, and most obviously, is that because conflict has already 

occurred, the belligerents have determined to use military force.28 Once war starts, 

military coercion along with brute force is part of the forceful bargaining that occurs 

during conflict. How the war is to be fought, whether it is to be escalated, and how it is to 

be ended are important questions that have to be decided upon.29 Belligerents use military 

coercion to shape, determine, and sometimes even directly achieve the answers to these 

questions. Yet, theorists in the broader coercion literature have routinely ignored, and in 

one case discounted, the existence of the use of coercion during conflict.30 

 

 
26 Pape also conducted a medium-n analysis of 33 other strategic bombing campaigns. Pape, 

Bombing to Win.  
27 This includes Watts, “Ignoring Reality: Problems of Theory and Evidence in Security Studies”; 

Mueller, “Strategies of Coercion: Denial, Punishment, and the Future of Air Power”; and Byman and 
Waxman, The Dynamics of Coercion.  

28 I use the term belligerents to describe both (or all) combatants, coercers and targets, and 
expressly do not attach any normative distinction to this term. 

29 Schelling, Arms and Influence, 216. 
30 Specifically, Morgan, Deterrence: A Conceptual Analysis, 30. 
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Second, in addition to all of the other dimensions of coercion listed above, military 

coercion explicitly recognizes the reality that coercion can occur at different levels of 

war: strategic, operational, and tactical. In the cases he studied, Shimshoni found that 

Israel often engaged in tactical and strategic coercion simultaneously.31  

 

Third, the study of military coercion has significantly broadened our conceptual 

understanding of previously known, but largely ignored coercive strategies of 

punishment, denial, and escalation.  

 

Fourth, the study of military coercion has identified a new category of coercive strategy, 

decapitation. Decapitation is a strategy that seeks to kill or neutralize the target’s 

leadership. The logic is that if the top leadership is eliminated a state or group can 

effectively be coerced to change its policy. Though targeted attacks and assassination are 

obvious means to carry out this strategy, decapitation may not require the coercer to 

engage in direct violence. Byman and Waxman’s “power base erosion” strategy aims to 

remove a regime by undercutting support a regime requires from its “key supporters.”32 

 

 
31 Shimshoni explicitly noticed this difference though other scholarship has recognized different 

levels without recognizing the specific phenomena of intra-conflict coercion. Shimshoni, Israel and 

Conventional Deterrence, 217-218. Also see Lebow and Stein, “Deterrence: The Elusive Dependent 
Variable,” 365. 

32 Byman and Waxman see “power base erosion” as a punishment strategy not a decapitation 
strategy. While recognizing that the distinction is somewhat blurry, this paper classifies the strategy under 
the decapitation strategy rubric because the direct targets of the strategy are the civilian elites who are the 
foundation of the leadership while avoiding targeting of the civilian population at large. Byman and 
Waxman, The Dynamics of Coercion, 50, 59-65. 
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Finally, the nature of success caused by military coercion is different than how the 

broader coercion literature understands it. Unlike with general coercion, where coercion 

success or failure is determined before a conflict starts or upon the commencement of 

hostilities, success in Pape’s terms, “comes late” as governments “tend to hold out longer 

than societies and partly because states evaluate costs and military performance 

poorly.”33 Additionally, as Shimshoni has demonstrated, military coercion success “has a 

relativistic definition” and therefore coercion success itself “can only be answered by first 

answering the question… of what and in what time frame?”34   

 

When (and Why) is Military Coercion Used? 

 

Military commanders use military coercion instead of brute force for a variety of reasons. 

The most obvious is to prevent crisis from becoming conflict (i.e., immediate coercion). 

During conflict military coercion (i.e., intra-conflict coercion) is often attempted when a 

commander perceives inability to achieve objectives solely through brute force. In these 

instances, one cannot impose their will on their opponent but rather must achieve a 

modicum of adversary compliance/acquiescence. Fairly evenly matched belligerents 

quite regularly find themselves in this position. Though even stronger belligerents 

throughout history have found it difficult to make their adversaries come out and fight. 

 
33 Pape, Bombing to Win, 32. 
34 Shimshoni, Israel and Conventional Deterrence, 235. Though they were not focused on intra-

conflict coercion Blechman and Kaplan noted a similar relativistic view of time horizons and success. 
Barry M. Barry M. Blechman and Stephen S. Kaplan, Force Without War: U.S. Armed Forces as a 

Political Instrument, (Washington, DC: The Brookings Institution, 1978), 64. 
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Whether ancient Sparta burning an adversary’s crops to force a battle or the French trying 

to get the Viet Minh to fight on the battlefield at Dien Bien Phu, stronger belligerents 

have often needed to be inventive to get their weaker adversaries to mass and meet on the 

battlefield.  

 

Even commanders who possess enough military capability to achieve their objective by 

brute force alone are still likely to use military coercion. Conflict is costly and wasteful. 

Using military coercion (i.e. immediate coercion) to achieve objectives without resorting 

to war is almost always preferred. After a conflict starts the perceived costs from using 

brute force to take or defend certain objectives may also be deemed to be exceptionally 

high. Military coercion (i.e., intra-conflict coercion) may provide a pathway to achieve 

the same objective, though at substantially reduced costs to lives and materiel. 

Furthermore, the very ends of conflict, whether military or political, may be undermined 

or even made unobtainable if indiscriminate brute force is used. Winning the peace is 

often as important as winning the war. 

 

Furthermore, brute force and military coercion (specifically intra-conflict coercion) are 

intertwined, successful brute force in one battle can coerce future target compliance. 

Similarly, successful coercion can initiate follow-up brute force opportunities. On the 

other hand, failed brute force can successfully coerce the initiator to halt a campaign. And 

failed coercion may force a belligerent to resort to brute force options or take no further 

actions. 
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Brief Argument 

 

This dissertation is both theory-proposing and theory-testing. As a theory-proposing 

dissertation, it advances a new theory of military coercion. The deductive argument of the 

theory is further outlined below.  

 

Research questions  

 

As discussed, the literature is still underdeveloped, lacking both deep empirical 

foundations and broadly accepted causal theory. Not surprisingly, general agreement 

about the efficacy of military coercion has yet to be reached. Accordingly, the primary 

research question for the dissertation is essentially the same research question posited by 

other works on intra-conflict coercion surveyed and is: 

 

Under what conditions does military coercion (immediate and intra-conflict) succeed and 

fail? 

 

There are several secondary questions that the dissertation will also examine that have 

been identified by the broad coercion literature, the intra-conflict coercion literature, and 

the East Asian security coercion literature.  
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a) Beyond target compliance, what does successful military coercion look like? Earlier 

researchers have noted: the “relativistic definition” of coercion success;35 the fleeting 

nature of coercion success;36 and the propensity for coercion success, when it occurs, 

to “come late.”37 Based on the empirical evidence, do these characterizations hold? 

Are there other important characteristics of successful intra-conflict coercion to note? 

b) To what extent does successful or failed military coercion that occurs at the 

operational level of war interact with coercion simultaneously or sequentially 

employed at the strategic level, and vice versa?38  

c) To what extent do existing alliance dynamics enhance or undermine military coercion 

effectiveness?39 

 

Theory Foundations 

 

To answer these questions, we need to examine the phenomenon of coercion much more 

holistic and inclusive way than has occurred to date. Distinguishability problems posed 

by well-known coercion sub-types, deterrence and compellence, mean that the theories 

 
35 Shimshoni, Israel and Conventional Deterrence, 235. 
36 Blechman and Kaplan, Force Without War, 64. 
37 Pape, Bombing to Win, 77. 
38 Shimshoni, Israel and Conventional Deterrence, 26, 174-175, 218. 
39 Shimshoni, Israel and Conventional Deterrence, 19-20; Thomas J. Christensen, Worse than a 

Monolith: Alliance Politics and Problems of Coercive Diplomacy in Asia (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 2011); Zhang, Deterrence and Strategic Culture; Huth and Russet, “What Makes 
Deterrence Work? Cases from 1900 to 1980,” 523; Mandel, “The Effectiveness of Gunboat Diplomacy,” 
International Studies Quarterly, vol. 30, no. 1 (1986): 62. 
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proposed by the earlier research for either sub-type may be impractical or even 

impossible to operationalize.  

 

Indeed, if the terms “deterrence” and “compellence” are so loaded, and therefore 

subjective, that they can only be differentiated from one another theoretically, if at all. 

Furthermore, the recurring trend in the coercion literature to champion one coercive 

strategy as the dominant type, while discounting the viability of the others, creates false 

dichotomies. As a result of these realities, the proposed hypothesis focuses on the broader 

phenomenon of coercion, incorporating and re-unifying both sub-types and is strategy 

neutral.  

 

THE NEED FOR A DETERRENCE- AND COMPELLENCE-NEUTRAL THEORY OF COERCION 

Coercion research has suffered because researchers have attempted to make unique 

theories for the same phenomenon. As a result of a false dichotomy, numerous 

researchers have advanced deterrence- or compellence-specific theories.40  

 

 
40 For deterrence-specific theories, see George and Smoke, Deterrence in American Foreign 

Policy; Mearsheimer, Conventional Deterrence; and Huth, Extended Deterrence and the Prevention of 

War. For compellence specific theories, see Alexander L. George, David K. Hall, and William E. Simons, 
The Limits of Coercive Diplomacy: Laos, Cuba, Vietnam (Boston, Mass: Little, Brown and Company, 
1971); Alexander L. George, Forceful Persuasion: Coercive Diplomacy as an Alternative to War 
(Washington, DC: United States Institute of Peace Press, 1991); Pape, Bombing to Win; and Art and 
Cronin, eds., The United States and Coercive Diplomacy. 
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It would appear to make intuitive sense that attempting to get a target to ‘not do anything’ 

is easier than getting them to ‘do something.’41 A number of coercion theorists agree with 

this assertion and further argue that deterrence is easier than compellence.42 Yet, 

according to Baldwin, “any deterrent threat can be stated in compellent terms, and any 

compellent threat can be stated in deterrent terms.”43 For example, does the United States 

deter an adversary’s nuclear attack or does it compel an adversary not to attack? 

Certainly, the restated threat may seem a bit clunky but this does not obviate the logic. 

 

Other researchers accept Baldwin’s argument to different degrees. Byman and Waxman 

recognize the terms “overlap considerably” but still believe the different terms hold 

“value.”44 Lebow and Stein state that the two types of coercion “are often practiced in 

tandem and in ways that effectively blur the distinctions between them.”45  

 

This work fully agrees with Baldwin, and argues there is no useful analytical distinction 

between deterrence and compellence. Studying the empirical evidence of military 

coercion at the tactical and operational levels of war, which this work does, makes it very 

 
41 According to Thomas Schelling, coercive demands to ‘not do something’ are simple to 

understand and convey while coercive demands to ‘do something,’ engender the response of ‘how much.’ 
Schelling, Arms and Influence, 72. 

42 For example, see Schelling, Arms and Influence, 100; Robert Jervis, “Deterrence Theory 
Revisited,” World Politics, vol. 31, no. 2 (1979) 317-318; Art, “Coercive Diplomacy: What Do We 
Know?,”  404. 

43 See Baldwin “Power Analysis and World Politics,” 188; and Maria Sperandei, “Bridging 
Deterrence and Compellence: An Alternative Approach to the Study of Coercive Diplomacy,” 
International Studies Review, vol. 8, no. 2 (2006): 253-280.  

44 Byman and Waxman 2001, p. 9. 
45 Lebow and Stein, “Deterrence the Elusive Dependent Variable,” 352. Further bolstering their 

claim that the two terms are indistinguishable, Lebow and Stein note that in 1973 the Soviet Union used 
compellence to deter Israel from attacking Egypt (352-353).  
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clear that deterrence and compellence are normative, not positive, terms. The argument 

for distinguishability between the two terms and theories hangs on a theoretical illusion 

that has no practical reality at this level. If coercion cannot be objectively distinguished at 

the lower levels of conflict, no evidentiary foundation can be developed to positively 

identify it at higher levels.  

 

As deterrence is thought of as morally just and compellence is thought of as morally 

unjust, their use makes clear the implicit biases of the user regarding the relative position 

of belligerents or their actions. It should not be surprising that high level strategy 

documents by major powers regularly invoke deterrence to justify their own actions, 

strategies, and postures, but almost never compellence.46 In this way, policymakers have 

more fully intuited the normative reality of the terms than academics have. 

 

Since a precise distinctions cannot be made between deterrence and compellence, 

empirical or theoretical findings specific to either type of coercion are questionable. 

Furthermore, policy recommendations based on an exclusionary understanding of the 

terms are of dubious utility. 

 

 
46 A review of recent and available Quadrennial Defense Reviews (1997, 2001, 2006, 2010, 2014, 

and 2018); National Defense Strategies (2005, 2008, 2018); and National Military Strategies (1992, 1995, 
1997, 2004, 2015) reveals that the term “deter” is regularly invoked to describe U.S. actions while the word 
“compel,” when used, is a descriptor of potential adversary actions. Only the 2015 National Military 
Strategy uses the term “compel” to describe U.S. actions against an adversary, tellingly so as “to render 
(the adversary) incapable of further aggression.” National Military Strategy of the United States of America 
2015 (Washington, DC: Department of Defense, 2015). 
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It is unfortunate that the broader research community still has yet to fully accept this 

understanding and the policy realm is almost entirely unaware of this debate. 

Accordingly, this dissertation presents a research question and a hypothesis for military 

coercion (immediate and intra-conflict) that is not exclusive to deterrence or 

compellence.  

 

THE NEED FOR A STRATEGY-NEUTRAL THEORY OF COERCION 

Pape has strongly argued that only one coercive strategy works for conventional military 

conflict: denial. However, blockades, bombardments and sieges are all different types of 

punishment strategies that have achieved military objectives in past conflicts. One only 

need to scan the history books to see events such as the 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis (a 

blockade), the 1870-1871 Siege of Paris, and as will be explored further in this text, the 

Second Taiwan Strait Crisis, as successful instances of coercive punishment strategies. 

This is not just a modern phenomenon either. Against agricultural economies, Archer 

Jones argues military strategy of punishment could be used to induce battle or extract 

political concessions by burning crops.47 Other theorists have argued with varying 

emphasis that escalation strategies (Shimshoni) or punishment strategies (Douhet) are 

instead the dominant and most efficacious strategies of coercion.  

 

 
47 Archer Jones, The Art of War in the Western World (Urbana, Ill: University of Illinois Press, 

1987), 56. 
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I argue that particular coercion strategies cannot be tautologically pursued for success, or 

similarly used to explain failure. All coercive strategies may succeed or they may fail 

under the right circumstances. Success or failure is not determined by the coercive 

strategy itself but rather the susceptibility of the target to the strategy.  

 

Furthermore, coercive strategies may be indistinguishable in practice. As such they may 

only have theoretical utility rather than practical application, similar to the terms 

deterrence and compellence. Indeed, by examining Allied operations in the Gulf War as 

an example, Barry Watts strongly argues that multiple strategy types, punishment denial, 

and escalation (risk) were all used simultaneously.48 

 

Main Argument and Findings 

 

As the distinguishability problem is unavoidable and all coercive strategies have 

succeeded at one time or another, the need for new theory is clear.  

 

Primary Hypothesis: The primary hypothesis is that military coercion succeeds when 

costs threatened are greater than the benefits of noncompliance and the target perceives it 

cannot either counter or mitigate the threat. As a result, the target believes the coercer 

 
48 Watts, “Ignoring Reality: Problems of Theory and Evidence in Security Studies,” 147-148, 162-

163. 
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threatens credible cost imposition. A more detailed explanation of the hypothesis and 

theory is provided in the following chapter.  

 

To test this hypothesis a typology was developed of the coercive acts armed forces 

engage in. The typology (explained in more detail in the next chapter) was created to 

systematically identify relevant instances within the empirical evidence, gathered 

primarily from Chinese language sources. From this evidence, the theory correctly 

predicted the outcomes, both successes and failures, of roughly 94 percent of the 

predictable instances of attempted coercion, as seen in the table below. Two additional 

patterns of coercion that are not predictable by the theory, because they can occur 

simultaneously with the other patterns (i.e., slowing down attacks, and adding more 

forces), are also listed as instances of identified coercion. 

 

Table 1. Success of theory predictions 

Coercive patterns No. total 
identified 
instances  

No. correct 
predictions 

No. 
incorrect 
predictions 

Percent 
correct 

Coercive patterns that can be 
predicted by theory:  
High-Low, High-High, Low-High, 

Low-Low types 

173 162 11 93.64% 

     
Coercive patterns not predicted by 
theory:  
slow down attacks; add more forces 

42 N/A N/A N/A 

     
Totals 215 - - - 
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Research Design 

 

Identifying Military Coercion 

 

What constitutes an instance of military coercion (both immediate and intra-conflict 

coercion)? Instances of military coercion attempts, whether successful or failed, are the 

unit of analysis for this dissertation. Unfortunately, this is not a straightforward task and 

the earlier works on the military coercion literature have not explicitly addressed how the 

cases they explored were identified. Similarly, the broader coercion literature also 

provides scant guidance, though vigorous debates occurred regarding case selection, 

specifically whether coercion actually occurred.49 From these debates it is now well 

known that instances of successful deterrence are often difficult to detect, as are instances 

of failed compellence. 

 

Yet without an explicit and systematic framework to identify military coercion, even 

rather obvious instances might be inadvertently overlooked, leading to under-

identification. Thankfully, recent historical research has explicitly recognized the 

occurrence of coercion at the operational and tactical levels of war, in addition to the 

strategic level. Though this literature has not explored the mechanics of military coercion, 

 
49 Lebow and Stein challenged the validity of the data set used by Huth and Russett. Lebow and 

Stein, “Deterrence: The Elusive Dependent Variable” and Huth and Russett, “What Makes Deterrence 
Work? Cases from 1900 to 1980.” 
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it paints a fairly detailed picture of the types of coercion witnessed throughout the history 

of conflict.  

 

Through careful examination of these sources that collectively survey two and a half 

millennia of war fighting, I have compiled a list of identified military coercion types. 

This list shows that that military coercion has many patterns. It also shows that coercion 

is regularly identified as deterrent or compellent thereby exposing the normative biases of 

the observer towards the coercer and the target. Though certain types of military coercion 

may not be widely practiced on today’s battlefield this list includes the following 

examples found in the literature. These specific types are then grouped into general 

patterns of coercion: 
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Table 2. Historical instances of coercion and their general patterns 

Coercion types identified in the military history literature 
 

General patterns of coercion 
 

Compelling political concessions 

Coercing adversary to change 
strategy 

Deterring conventional attack 
Deterring nuclear attack 
Compelling adversary to fight on unfavorable terms 
Compelling adversary to protect anything of intrinsic value (e.g., 
crops, airfields, or cities) 
Compelling adversary to resort to siege/blockade methods 
Compelling surrender or deterring adversary’s continued resistance Coercing adversary to end a 

military campaign or operations 

Deterring to avoid an adversary’s escalation50 Coercing adversary to forgo 
intended military campaigns or 
operations 

Deterring an adversary’s raids with counterraids 

Deterring adversary from fighting / attacking in a particular battle Coercing adversary to avoid 
battle Deterring adversary from a specific type of attack51 

Compelling adversary to retreat 
Coercing adversary to withdraw 
during battle 

Compelling adversary to withdraw / abandon / fall back / retire 
Compelling adversary to move 
Compelling adversary to hold a flank/commit more forces Coercing adversary to commit 

more forces Compelling adversary to relieve a garrison/raise a siege 
Compelling adversary to slow down attack 

Coercing adversary to slow down 
attack 

Deterring adversary from concentrating its forces 
Compelling adversary to take evasive maneuvers / disperse / hide / 
limit emissions 
Sources: Larry H. Addington, The Patterns of War since the Eighteenth Century (Bloomington, Ind: 
Indiana University Press, 1994), 17, 25, 28, 31, 88, 91, 94, 99, 121, 131, 135, 138, 169, 193, 140, 202, 
218, 248, 296; Stephen Biddle, Military Power: Explaining Victory and Defeat in Modern Battle 

(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2004), 60, 62, 82, 320-321 n14, 322 n26; Lawrence 
Freedman, Strategy, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), 71; Jones, The Art of War in the Western 

World, 50, 56-58, 64, 67-69, 71, 78, 95, 97, 99, 106, 110, 120, 126, 136, 138-139, 145, 161, 184, 186, 
188, 205, 222, 227, 230-231, 250-251, 263, 274, 276, 280-282, 284-285, 288-289, 296, 301, 305, 312, 
316-317, 358-359, 361, 363, 368, 376, 388, 429, 435, 484, 500, 545, 554, 558, 607, 649, 651-652, 655, 
666-667, 671-675, 679, 684, 686, 688, 693-695, 702-703, 706; William H. McNeill, The Pursuit of 

Power: Technology, Armed Force, and Society since A.D. 1000 (Chicago, Ill: University of Chicago 
Press, 1982), 121, 155, 158, 198, 264; Allen R. Millett and Peter Maslowski, For the Common Defense: 

A Military History of the United States of America, (New York, NY: The Free Press, 1994), 286, 380, 
387, 404, 419, 494, 634; Walter Millis, Arms and Men: A Study of American Military History (New 
Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1956), 347; Russell F. Weigley, The American Way of War: A 

History of United States Military Strategy and Policy, (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 
1977), 31, 34, 38, 202, 254, 271, 281, 292, 294, 305, 466; Russell F. Weigley The Age of Battles: The 

Quest for Decisive Warfare from Breitenfeld to Waterloo, (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 
1991), 13, 19, 74, 106, 161, 177, 226, 253, 323, 379, 401, 411, 477, 486, 516, 524. 
 

 
50 While this is not specifically identified in the surveyed literature, it is a logical object of intra-

conflict coercion based on the other identified factors. 
51 For example, surface to air missiles (SAM) deterred U.S. B-52 bomber attacks in Vietnam. 

Addington, The Patterns of War since the Eighteenth Century, 296. 
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Case studies will be carefully examined for instances of the abovementioned types. Once 

identified, those types will be accumulated into the general patterns of military coercion. 

This is admittedly an inductive approach. Other, as of yet unidentified types of military 

coercion may also exist. Given this possibility, this research will seek to be open to new 

types of military coercion by scrutinizing the moves and actions of military units on the 

battlefield, the orders of battlefield commanders, official documents, and the writings of 

historians to seek to understand the motives for specific actions. However, as this list 

covers a broad swath of history of war fighting at the tactical, operational, and strategic 

levels, and has been recognized by numerous eminent historians, it provides us with 

fairly high confidence that instances of military coercion existing within the cases will be 

properly identified. 

 

Measuring Success and Failure 

 

How can we determine whether cases of military coercion are successes or failures? First, 

we need to measure how compliant the target was. Was the compliance immediate or 

stalled? Were the threat demands fully or only minimally complied with? Second, we 

need to measure the success of compliance itself. Specifically, how significant was the 

compliance? Did it achieve operational or strategic ends? And what was the 

duration/timeframe of success? 
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For tactical to lower operational level coercive threats that take place on the battlefield 

this is relatively straightforward. Successful coercion results in immediate and tangible 

outcomes, e.g., target withdraws or commits more forces. Similarly, failed coercion also 

results in immediate and tangible outcomes, e.g., continued fighting or escalation. 

Timeframe is also relatively unimportant, except to the conduct of the battle itself. 

 

Measuring success at the higher operational to strategic level can be significantly more 

challenging. At this level, coercive demands are often more complex, target compliance 

is more difficult to ascertain, and time frames matter. Does the target change its strategy? 

How can we tell? And if so, for how long? Unsurprisingly, is at this level that significant 

controversy about research design exists in the literature and is discussed below. 

 

In an important debate, two pairs of researchers looking at the same data set came to 

radically different conclusions about a number of research design issues. Relevant to this 

immediate discussion was their argument over what constitutes coercion failure/coercion 

success and how to know if coercion even occurred.52  

 

First, in their research design, Huth and Russett tolerate low levels of noncompliance 

whereas Lebow and Stein do not tolerate any. For example, a situation in which less than 

200 battle deaths occur would be coded as a coercive success in preventing a general 

 
52 The researchers also argued over sample bias and case selection, issues that will be discussed in 

the research design section.  
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attack by Huth and Russett. In contrast, Lebow and Stein would code this outcome as 

coercive failure.53 

 

Second, Lebow and Stein’s approach to research design requires a higher standard of 

proof of intentions then Huth and Russett’s does. Coercion success is achieved when the 

target does something they otherwise would not do. Clearly, coercion cannot be 

considered successful if the target was already compliant or intended to be so. This is 

especially acute for threats that seek to prevent a target from doing something in the 

future that it is currently not doing. If a target does not do something after being 

threatened, it can be difficult to prove that it was otherwise going to do it otherwise. This 

is especially relevant for general coercion and immediate coercion situations, though less 

so for military coercion where belligerents are already engaged in militarized conflict. 

 

This dissertation agrees with Huth and Russett that successful coercion may occur even 

with imperfect target compliance and will seek to capture different levels of compliance. 

However, I also agree with Lebow and Stein and will seek to find evidence of intentions 

of the target willingness to comply. Also, not discussed in this debate, but discussed by 

other researchers, is that successful coercion can be fleeting.54  

 

MEASURING SUCCESSFUL COMPLIANCE 

 
53 Huth and Russett, “What Makes Deterrence Work? Cases from 1900 to 1980,” 490; Lebow and 

Stein, “Deterrence: The Elusive Dependent Variable,” 344.  
54 Blechman and Kaplan, Force Without War, 64. 
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Measuring success of compliance for military coercion that is also intra-conflict coercion 

is generally straightforward. Coerced changes of strategy, ending of campaigns or 

operations, forgoing campaigns, troop withdrawals, etc., are usually quickly if not 

immediately apparent to all belligerents. This is because complexity of intra-conflict 

coercion threats are low and failure to heed credible threats potentially results in swift 

battlefield catastrophe. 

 

However, measuring the success of compliance for military coercion that is immediate 

coercion is not always a straightforward task. Immediate coercion often involves complex 

coercive threat demands. It also often involves already mobilized forces or even forces 

that have begun military operations. Even when complex coercive threats are complied 

with, that compliance can be slow to commence. Furthermore, compliance may not be 

fulsome but selective in nature. 

 

Therefore, where relevant, compliance success will be assessed for immediacy of 

compliance. Did compliance began immediately or was their intentional stalling (even 

though the target eventually complied)? The difference is not how long compliance took 

to be achieved but rather the if the target intentionally waited or stalled. However, as 

even a freight train requires over a mile to stop even if the brakes are applied 

immediately, immediate target compliance can still take time to fully occur.  
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Compliance success will also be assessed for the fullness of the compliance. Specifically, 

how fully did the target comply with the threat? High compliance occurs when the target 

fully complied or complied with substantial majority of threat demands. Medium 

compliance occurs when the target complies with some but not all threat demands, 

leading to some deviations from the initial demand. Low compliance is when the target 

complies with minimal (possibly low hanging) threat demands but made substantial 

deviations from the original demand. 

 

MEASURING THE OUTCOME OF COMPLIANCE 

The significance of compliance success can also be measured as it achieves either 

tactical, operational, or strategic ends. Tactical success occurs when target compliance to 

coercive threats achieves battlefield ends for the coercer. Operational success occurs 

when target compliance achieves campaign ends for the coercer. Strategic success occurs 

when target compliance achieves a strategic/political ends for the coercer. This is usually 

relevant specifically to military coercion that is intra-conflict coercion. In contrast, 

military coercion that is immediate coercion is almost always at the strategic or upper 

operational levels. 

 

Lastly, the duration or timeframe of compliance success can also be measured. This is 

particularly relevant for military coercion that is immediate coercion. Military coercion 

that is intra-conflict coercion usually is temporary by nature and highly dynamic. While 
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compliance success is achieved, target withdrawals or pauses in fighting may not be 

significant as they may signify the target awaits more opportune circumstances. 

 

Methods of Analysis 

 

To develop and test a theory of military coercion this dissertation will use case study 

analysis of various military campaigns and operations waged between the People’s 

Republic of China and the Republic of China (i.e. Taiwan). The theory seeks to explain 

success and failure (the dependent variable) of military coercion. This will be 

accomplished through “structured, focused comparisons.”55 The case studies analyze 

various campaigns, operations, and battles within their time periods in sequence to be 

able to ask two main questions. First, what are the various instances of immediate and 

intra-conflict coercion, and what were the outcomes? Second, what was the decision-

making process of the would-be coercer and target being coerced when coercion is 

attempted to affect the higher operational and strategic levels of war? 

 

Decision-making processes are centered on the perceptions of the target and the 

willingness and ability of the target (or its patron) to either use a countermeasure or to 

escalate in response. The outcome is the success and failure of the coercive action. On 

this last point, Shimshoni has already recognized that success and failure can 

 
55 Alexander L. George and Andrew Bennett, Case Studies and Theory Development in the Social 

Sciences (Cambridge MA: The MIT Press, 2005), 67. 
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simultaneously occur at the tactical and strategic levels of war and success at one level 

may coexist with failure at another.56 Furthermore, Blechman and Kaplan recognized that 

coercive successes are often fleeting.57 Accordingly, special emphasis will be placed on 

understanding how intra-conflict coercion outcomes affect the campaign and the overall 

conflict, and if the efficacy of successful coercion erodes over time.  

 

Why employ case study analysis instead of other methods of inquiry? First and foremost, 

experimentation is unsuited to social science research on military conflict, to include 

military coercion. Mercifully, militarized conflict is a phenomenon that cannot be readily 

repeated with different treatments while holding all other variables constant. With this 

method of experimentation squarely off the table, observational study is the only 

remaining avenue for empirical analysis. For observational study, the research can pursue 

case study analysis or large-n analysis.58  

 

When developing theory, as this dissertation does, case study analysis provides a superior 

method of inquiry for finding causal mechanisms. According to Stephen Van Evera, 

large-n analysis provides, in contrast, “little to no insight into the causal process that 

comprises the hypothesis’ explanation, nor does it generate data that could be used to 

infer or test explanations of that process.”59 

 
56 Shimshoni, Israel and Conventional Deterrence, 215. 
57 Blechman and Kaplan, Force Without War, 64. 
58 Stephen Van Evera, Guide to Methods for Students of Political Science, (Ithaca, NY: Cornell 

University Press, 1997), 50-51. 
59 Van Evera, Guide to Methods for Students of Political Science, 55. 
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In testing theory, large-n analysis provides arguably a superior method of inquiry to case 

study analysis. However, the few identified and developed cases of intra-conflict 

coercion contained within the literature to date have prevented this method of inquiry. 

This is unfortunate because we can have high confidence that recorded history is full of 

cases military coercion!60 However, from almost 100 land and sea battles and scores of 

air engagements and operations and this dissertation has identified 215 instances of 

attempted or actual military coercion.61 Though large-n analysis cannot be accomplished 

from the research conducted in this dissertation to theory test, the medium-n analysis 

conducted is a good foundation. As further cases are identified and developed in the 

literature, it may become a viable means of inquiry to test theory in the future.  

 

Case Selection 

 

In studying military coercion, the intent of this dissertation is to go deep and long term 

with one conflict dyad rather than broad and short term with many conflict dyads. As 

instances of military coercion potentially exist within every conflict and war, studying the 

universe of cases is well beyond the purview of a single research project or researcher. 

 
60 See section on Identifying Military Coercion above, in which multiple military history writings 

were analyzed and found to contain numerous instances of intra-conflict coercion dating back to the earliest 
records of war.  

61 This includes identified instances of military coercion that were attempted and failed, instances 
where it succeeded, and instances where its application did not solely cause either outcome but affected 
how operations were carried out, specifically by slowing operations down or forcing a belligerent to add 
reserve forces to a battle. 
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Accordingly, this dissertation investigates the coercive interaction of two adversaries in 

long-term conflict: the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) and the Kuomintang (KMT).62 

Specifically, it investigates the island battles and campaigns fought on China’s southeast 

coast during the period around and after the People’s Republic of China was officially 

established on 1 October 1949. To examine the numerous campaigns, operations, and 

battles thematically, exploring periods of both intense fighting and relative calm, as well 

as the major changes that occurred to the structures and capabilities of both militaries, the 

case studies have been parsed in the following three case studies and major sub-sections:  

 

1. Strongpoints, 1949-1950 
a. Zhoushan 
b. Xiamen and Jinmen  
c. Hainan  
d. Zhoushan (part 2) 
e. The postponed invasion of Taiwan 

2. Coastal Islands, 1950-1953 
a. Wanshan  
b. Eastern Guangdong and Southwestern Fujian 
c. Northeastern Fujian 
d. Zhejiang 
e. Aerial Confrontation 

3. Taiwan Strait Crises, 1954-1958 
a. The (First) Taiwan Strait Crisis 
b. Aerial and Artillery Confrontation 
c. Second Taiwan Strait Crisis 

 

 
62 It is a reasonable assumption that longer conflicts are more likely to contain more instances of 

intra-conflict coercion than shorter conflicts. 
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It should be noted that this study does not specifically examine concurrent PLA 

operations during this time period against Taiwanese remnants in the southwest near the 

Burma border, operations to control Xinjiang, PRC involvement in the Korean War, or its 

support to North Vietnam against France.  

 

This focus is unique for a number of reasons. First, the dissertation examines cases of 

military coercion between two non-Western belligerents, something that the extant 

literature has rarely addressed.63 When non-Western countries are examined within this 

literature, it is often as the target of Western military coercion.64 Secondly, we can 

explore what Shimshoni called the “relativistic notions of… [coercion] success.”65 We 

can examine a conflict that is waged with different intensities of violence at different 

times and how successes and failures at certain time periods affect and interact with 

outcomes, both on the battlefield and at the political level. Indeed, Shimshoni observed 

that tactical level coercion successes could exist concurrently with failures at the strategic 

 
63 While Paul K. Huth and Bruce Russett (1984) and Paul K. Huth (1988) included instances of 

China as a coercer in their data set, they did not develop case studies. Whiting (2001) and Johnson, et al., 
(2003) discuss China as coercer but only provide a brief description. Only Zhang (1993) and Ross (2003) 
provide fulsome case studies of China as a coercer. However, all of these works are focused on cases of 
immediate military coercion, where a belligerent entering a war applied coercion at either during a crisis or 
as the initial action, not intra-conflict military coercion that occurs during a conflict. Whiting, Chinese 

Calculus of Deterrence; Whiting, “China’s Use of Force,” Ross, “The 1996-96 Taiwan Strait 
Confrontation”; and Zhang Shu Guang, Deterrence and Strategic Culture; David E. Johnson, et. al., 
Conventional Coercion Across the Spectrum of Operations: The Utility of U.S. Military Forces in the 

Emerging Security Environment (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, 2003); Huth, Extended 
Deterrence and the Prevention of War; Huth and Russett “General Deterrence Between Enduring Rivals.” 

64 In extant case studies, researchers have usually focused on non-Western actors as targets. For 
example, China is studied solely as the target of Western coercion in: George et al., The Limits of Coercive 

Diplomacy; George and Smoke, Deterrence in American Foreign Policy; Horowitz and Reiter, “When 
Does Aerial Bombing Work?”; Lauren et al., Force and Statecraft, Herring, Danger and Opportunity; 
Pape, Bombing to Win. 

65 Shimshoni, Israel and Conventional Deterrence, 33. 
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level, and vice versa.66 Third, we can also see the interaction of third-party great powers 

and its effect on intra-conflict coercion. For example, the Soviet Union sent an air 

division to Shanghai in 1950 to repel and coerce the KMT to halt countervalue air raids 

against metropolitan areas.67 Later, the U.S. military, primarily the Navy and Air Force, 

supported Taiwan in two periods of crisis and the intervening period, by deploying forces 

and eventually nuclear weapons to the island. Both great powers at different times and for 

different lengths of time had mutual security treaties in place, and the U.S. even made 

nuclear threats on behalf of its protégé Taiwan. 

 

Though the outcome of the Chinese Civil war is well known, the nature of this conflict is 

not as one sided as it might appear to the casual observer. Both belligerents used ground, 

naval, and air forces to repeatedly attack and counterattack each other over the ten-year 

period examined. Though the trajectory of the conflict was clearly not in its favor, 

Taiwan did not lose every battle. Indeed, the KMT waged numerous amphibious attacks 

or counterattacks, to gain or regain territory, and some of these were successful for a 

time. 

 

Taiwan also held successfully defeated PLA amphibious assaults on two of its five 

strongpoints.68 Scores naval and air battles occurred as well. Even after the Second 

 
66 Shimshoni, Israel and Conventional Deterrence, 235. 
67 He Di, “The Last Campaign to Unify China: The CCP’s Unrealized Plan to Liberate Taiwan, 

1949-1950,” in Mark A. Ryan, David M. Finkelstein, and Michael A. McDevitt, eds., Chinese Warfighting: 

The PLA Experience Since 1949 (Armonk, NY: M.E. Sharpe, 2003), 81.   
68 This refers to the strongpoints of Jinmen Island and Zhoushan Islands. KMT forces later 

retrograded from Zhoushan. Taiwan is another strongpoint though it was never directly contested by the 
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Taiwan Strait Crisis in 1958, Taiwan continued to send commando raids into and 

reconnaissance flights over the PRC. For its part, the PRC continued to shell Jinmen 

Island, conducted naval raids, and on a number of occasions threaten an invasion by 

mobilizing its military forces in Fujian Province.  

 

To study these cases, Chinese and English language primary source official documents, 

decision-maker writings, memoirs, and various secondary sources have been examined. 

As official archival documents from China are difficult for international researchers to 

access, secondary source documents written by Chinese editorial committees and 

scholars from official military research institutes who have had access to these archives 

are analyzed. Furthermore, other sources including historical scholarship, journal, 

magazine, and newspaper articles will be examined. To seek to mitigate reporting bias 

from a single perspective, sources from China, Russia, and the United States were 

consulted. 

 

HOW REPRESENTATIVE ARE THE CASES? 

Because little research has been conducted seeking to identify the universe, or even a 

subset, of intra-conflict coercion cases that exist, it is extremely difficult to choose cases 

based on a particular selection criterion. Furthermore, military coercion is highly 

dependent on the overall context of the conflict in which it occurs. Therefore, choosing a 

 
PLA as the invasion plan was ultimately abandoned. The two other strongpoints that were eventually seized 
by the PLA were Xiamen and Hainan Islands.  
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conflict to study rather than specific cases of military coercion is the necessary 

approach—and reframes questions of generalizability from whether an instance of 

military coercion is representative to whether a particular conflict is representative.69  

 

The periods of conflict between China and Taiwan singled out for examination show 

great diversity applicable to a range of conflicts today. These chosen periods involve 

military brute force and coercion that take place in various domains: on land, and at sea, 

and in the air. They involve high intensity campaigns, as well as lower intensity 

operations and skirmishes. These periods also involve instances where the two 

belligerents enjoy support from great power allies (even explicit security guarantees), as 

well as periods in which such support does not exist. Finally, in the times of alliance 

support, there are occasions where explicit nuclear threats and counterthreats are made.  

 

Furthermore, this dissertation proposes to intentionally focus on a conflict that has 

received substantially less scholarly attention because its primary belligerents are non-

Western and requires access and ability to analyze Chinese-language works. This in itself 

provides a test for the theory being proposed, as the foundation of coercion theory, has 

been built largely from the study of cases of Western coercion and has typically relied on 

Western sources. 

 

 
69 This is different from Pape’s approach, whereby he selects specific air campaigns involving 

strategic bombing rather than entire conflicts. See Pape, Bombing to Win. 
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HOW RELEVANT ARE THE FINDINGS TO PUBLIC POLICY BEYOND THIS SPECIFIC CASE? 

No two conflicts are alike, though as seen from the survey of history of conflict for over 

two millennia, the phenomenon of military coercion (immediate and intra-conflict) is 

often present. This gives confidence that the patterns of military coercion are highly fixed 

while the means of warfare and specific types of coercion may substantially evolve. 

Limiting radio wave emissions and infrared signatures may be a relatively new aspect of 

warfare though the broader pattern of coercing an adversary to slow down an attack is 

not. 

 

From the perspective of the United States, military coercion is often seen as a way to 

shorten conflict duration and achieve conflict objectives ‘on the cheap.’ Two prominent 

examples of U.S. use of intra-conflict coercion to achieve these outcomes include the air 

campaign against Yugoslavia in 1999 and the ‘shock and awe’ campaign against Iraq in 

2003. Furthermore, the United States often seeks to apply coercion on behalf of its allies 

and security partners. Should conflict break out and security interests and obligations 

demand a response, the United States would like seek to use military coercion to prevent 

further aggression and to seek conflict termination. Understanding likely operational and 

strategic outcomes based on the predictions made by the theory in this work can help to 

employ this instrument more effectively. 

 

LIMITATIONS IN THE DATA 
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Threats to valid inference are due to well-known difficulties in conducting coercion 

research: sample bias and case selection. Achen and Snidal noted that valid inference in 

any sample of coercion cases is only achieved if there is confidence that failures and 

success can be observed.70 While these researchers focused specifically on the difficulty 

of detecting successful deterrence, compellence failures can also be difficult to observe.71  

 

As a result, research may greatly over count the cases of failed deterrence and undercount 

the cases of successful compellence. This dissertation deals with the issue of sample bias 

by looking at one conflict node (China and Taiwan) over a ten-year period using a 

structured approach and relying on numerous sources to compile empirical evidence on 

the various campaigns, operations, and battles that occurred or were intended to be 

prosecuted. In this way, numerous successes and failures of coercion, can be explicitly 

identified to test the causal variables proposed by the hypothesis.  

 

The second threat to valid inference is related to case selection. Specifically, general and 

immediate coercion suffer from questions of whether the target of coercion actually 

intended to attack and whether a would-be coercer sought to coercively change target 

behavior.72 In the aforementioned debate, two pairs of researchers (Huth and Russett 

versus Lebow and Stein) looking at the same dataset came to radically different 

 
70 Christopher H. Achen and Duncan Snidal, “Rational Deterrence Theory and Comparative Case 

Studies,” World Politics, vol. 41, no. 2 (1989): 160-163.  
71 In both cases, observing successful and failed immediate coercion (whether direct or extended) 

poses fewer challenges than observing successes and failures general coercion (whether direct or extended). 
72 See, the next chapter for a more fulsome discussion of sample bias and coding.  
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conclusions about how cases should be selected. Claiming coercive threats themselves 

were an insufficient evidentiary basis for case selection, Lebow and Stein argued that 

intentions must also be assessed to determine a potential coercer is actually seeking to 

coerce a target. Furthermore, Lebow and Stein argued that the coercer “must define… 

unacceptable [or acceptable] behavior [for the target], make public the commitment to 

punish or restrain transgressors, demonstrate the resolve to do so, and possess at least 

rudimentary capabilities to implement the threat.73 

 

These concerns are substantially mitigated, although not entirely removed, in the study of 

military coercion. In intra-conflict coercion instances, the belligerents have already 

decided to fight, and commitment and intent are not questions as they are with general or 

immediate coercion. Indeed, to stop fighting is to concede further bargaining attempts 

and accept the status quo. Furthermore, identification of coercion instances becomes 

easier because the burden of proof is lower—military coercion can be identified by the 

moves and actions of belligerents taken on the battlefield. The identification framework 

posited in the above section seeks to ensure systematic identification of possible instances 

and allows even well-known historical cases to be reevaluated. All battlefield actions and 

movements can be analyzed to see if actions taken were potentially coercive in nature.  

 

 
73 Lebow and Stein, “Deterrence the Elusive Dependent Variable,” 344, words in brackets added 

to make the sentence neutral to compellence as well as deterrence. 
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Still, threats to valid inference cannot be entirely eradicated. Identification of military 

coercion fundamentally rests on available source reliability and their richness in 

providing details at the operational and tactical levels of war. Actions not reported in 

detail or, worse, reported falsely (e.g., to cover up a blunder) may remain unidentified or 

may be potentially miscoded. To address these challenges this text tries to rely on 

multiple and different sources and points out where divergences exist. 
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Chapter Two: Explaining Military Coercion 

 

 

 

 

This chapter explores the identified determinants of coercion success for earlier coercion 

research focusing on general and immediate coercion and then looks at the variables 

presented for military coercion success. Next, it presents a rational theory of the narrower 

field military coercion based on two variables that seek to holistically incorporate many 

of these numerous and relevant determinants from both eras. With the theory military 

coercion explained, predictions of whether military coercion attempts will be successful 

or not are made based on that theory. These predictions will later be examined to see 

whether the proposed theory is plausible based on the empirical analysis from the case 

studies. Next alternative explanations for theory success or failure are discussed. To 

conclude, this chapter presents the plan for the rest of the dissertation. 

 

The Determinants of Coercion Success and Failure 
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Compliance (i.e., coercion success) occurs when a target believes the expected costs of 

coercive threats outweigh the expected benefits of continued non-compliance (i.e., 

continued resistance). Coercion failure occurs when a target believes the expected 

benefits of non-compliance outweigh the expected benefits of compliance. To date no 

multi-variable operationalized theory has been advanced by coercion theorists nor do 

universally agreed upon causal variables in this literature exist. Instead, we have multiple 

competing theories of coercion.  

 

To propose a new theory of military coercion from a strong foundation, this section first 

examines the causal variables that two strains of coercion research have identified. 

Specifically, this means examining earlier research which focused on general and 

immediate coercion, as well as the more recent era of coercion research which has 

specifically focused (or refocused74) on the largely neglected intra-conflict coercion. As 

mentioned earlier, scholars from both eras have largely sought to maintain the distinction 

between coercion sub-types, deterrence and compellence. However, in both eras, 

dissenters have questioned this practice due to the distinguishability issues previously 

discussed.75 

 

 
74 For early theory building on coercive punishment strategies, see Giulio Douhet, The Command 

of the Air, trans. Dino Ferrari, (New York: Coward-McCann, 1942). For early theory building of coercive 
denial strategies, see Snyder, “Deterrence and Power.”  

75 Specifically, David A. Baldwin first recognized this issue and was largely unheeded. Recent era 
scholars such as Byman and Waxman have also raised this issue. See David A. Baldwin, “Power Analysis 
and World Politics,” World Politics, vol. 31, no. 2 (1979): 188; Byman and Waxman, The Dynamics of 

Coercion, 3-9. 
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Determinants of Success 

 

GENERAL AND IMMEDIATE COERCION DETERMINANTS 

One major controversy of the broader coercion literature revolves around the 

determinants of general and immediate coercion success. A survey of this literature 

identifies the following four determinants: threat demand, threat timing, positive 

inducement, and/or threat credibility. The different coercion theories presented in this 

literature variously include some or all of these four determinants. Only George’s 

theories incorporate all determinants.76  

 

Threat demand: Threat demand, focuses on the target’s comprehension of the demand 

and its ability to correctly respond.77 If the demand is complex and/or threat itself is 

ambiguous, coercion may be unsuccessful. Threat demands of ‘do nothing’ or ‘don’t 

invade’ are simple to comply with whereas ‘withdraw,’ or ‘cooperate’ can be very 

complex demands.78 

 

 
76 George, like other coercion researchers of his generation, developed specific theories for 

deterrence and compellence (which he termed coercive diplomacy) which are explicated in the following 
works: George, Hall, and Simons, The Limits of Coercive Diplomacy; George and Smoke, Deterrence in 

American Foreign Policy; Lauren, Craig, and George, Force and Statecraft; and George, Forceful 

Persuasion. 
77 Research that has accepted threat demand as a causal variable of coercion success includes: 

Schelling, Arms and Influence, 72-73; George, Hall, and Simons, Limits of Coercive Diplomacy, 22; 
George, Forceful Persuasion, 1; Art “Coercive Diplomacy, What Do We Know?,” 389-390. 

78 Schelling, Arms and Influence, 72-73. 
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Threat timing: Threat timing means that a successful coercive threat must attain prompt 

compliance, yet even genuine compliance often takes time.79 Too little patience on the 

coercer’s part may mean that an otherwise successful coercion attempt fails. Too much 

patience and “compliance becomes unnecessary.”80 In order to be successful, the coercer 

must successfully communicate a deadline and create a “real sense of urgency.”81 This 

can be accomplished by communicating a deadline, time limit, or time schedule for 

compliance. 

 

Positive inducement: Positive inducement focuses on the concessions or ‘carrots’ the 

coercer could provide to the target.82 Theories using this variable argue that target 

compliance can also be achieved through increasing the benefits of compliance in 

addition to increasing the costs to noncompliance. Jervis notes, positive inducement has 

been largely discounted by realist international relations theory, which does not see 

rewarding a potential adversary as a way to deal with systemic anarchy’s requirement for 

self-help behavior by states.83 Glaser argues that positive inducements are essential to 

avoiding typical security dilemma dynamics under certain conditions. Specifically, states 

 
79 Research that has accepted threat timing as a causal variable of coercion success includes: 

Schelling Arms and Influence, 72, 88-89; George, Hall, and Simons Limits of Coercive Diplomacy, 27; Paul 
Gordon Lauren “Ultimata and Coercive Diplomacy,” International Studies Quarterly, vol. 16, no. 2 (1972): 
137; George and Smoke, 1974, p. 532; Lauren, Craig, and George, Force and Statecraft, 200-203; George, 
Forceful Persuasion, 7. 

80 Schelling, Arms and Influence, 88. 
81 Schelling, Arms and Influence, 72 
82 Research that has accepted positive inducements as a causal variable of coercion success 

includes: George, Hall, and Simons, The Limits of Coercive Diplomacy, 25; Lauren, Craig, and George, 
Force and Statecraft, 202; George, Forceful Persuasion, 7; Art, “Coercive Diplomacy, What Do We 
Know?,” 393-397. 

83 Jervis, “Deterrence Theory Revisited,” 295. 
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that are insecure rather than ‘greedy,’ will respond better to carrots that increase their 

security than to threats that decrease their security.84  

 

Threat credibility: Finally, threat credibility, stipulates that a target must believe the 

coercer able to impose costs that will exceed the benefits of noncompliance.85 Credible 

threats require the coercer to possess sufficient military capabilities and demonstrate the 

willingness to use them.  

 

INTRA-CONFLICT COERCION DETERMINANTS  

The intra-conflict coercion literature specifically identified and posited a fifth causal 

variable of military coercion success or failure: coercive strategy. Mirroring the broader 

coercion literature’s inability to agree on determinants, research on intra-conflict coercion 

has championed one of the coercive strategies outlined below to the exclusion of others. 

 

Coercive Punishment Strategy: Early coercion theory had well understood the strategy of 

punishment, or the power to create unacceptable civilian costs, as it was the strategic 

 
84 Charles L. Glaser, “Political Consequences of Military Strategy: Expanding and Refining the 

Spiral and Deterrence Models,” World Politics, vol. 44, no. 4 (1992): 502. 
85 Research that has accepted threat credibility as a causal variable of coercion success includes: 

Daniel Ellsberg, The Theory and Practice of Blackmail (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, 1968), 31; 
George, Hall, and Simons, The Limits of Coercive Diplomacy, 28; Lauren, “Ultimata and Coercive 
Diplomacy,” 137; George and Smoke, Deterrence in American Foreign Policy, 530-532; Lauren, Craig, 
and George, Force and Statecraft, 202; Mearsheimer, Conventional Deterrence, 203, 207; Huth and 
Russett, “What Makes Deterrence Work?,” 523; Huth, Extended Deterrence and the Prevention of War, 34; 
Jack S. Levy, “Quantitative Studies of Deterrence Success and Failure,” in Stern, et al., eds., Perspectives 
on Deterrence (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989), 118; Lauren, Gordon, Craig, and George, Force 

and Statecraft, 178, 201-202; George, Forceful Persuasion, 12, 82; Gregory F. Treverton, Framing 

Compellent Strategies (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, 2000); Johnson, et. al.,  Conventional 

Coercion Across the Spectrum of Conflict. 
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logic of strategic bombing campaigns and nuclear deterrence. In studying intra-conflict 

coercion, Mueller posited that another type of punishment could also include attacks 

against “valued assets [that the national leadership] has struggled to build since 

independence.”86 In addition, Byman and Waxman denoted that at least two other forms 

of punishment existed: “unrest” and “weakening.”87 Unrest seeks to punish civilians 

through instigating popular unrest and instability, whereas weakening seeks to punish 

civilians through the destruction of critical civilian infrastructure.88  

 

Coercive Denial Strategy: In 1960, Snyder recognized that coercion could also use the 

strategy of denial, which he somewhat narrowly defined as “having military forces which 

can block the enemy’s military forces from making territorial gains.”89 Pape posited a 

different definition as “the ability to thwart the target state’s military strategy for 

controlling the objective in dispute.”90  

 

 
86 Mueller, “Strategies of Coercion: Denial, Punishment, and the Future of Air Power,” 216. 
87 Byman and Waxman, Dynamics of Coercion, 65-72, 76-78.  
88 Byman and Waxman, Dynamics of Coercion, 65-72, 76-78. 
89 Snyder, “Deterrence and Power,”163. 
90 Denial by deterrence occurs when a target knows and fears the coercer’s conventional military 

or nuclear capabilities enough to not initiate a course of action. Denial by compellence occurs when an 
opponent’s key military means are effectively eliminated or neutralized through limited applications of 
military force. In this way, denial is likely the antithesis of an attrition strategy. In conventional military 
campaigns, denial is used when facets of an opponent’s ability to wage conflict are targeted. These targets 
include key military units, lines of supply, or even vital industrial centers. Denial can also be used to 
counter guerrilla warfare campaigns. This occurs when strategies are pursued that seek to prevent insurgent 
interaction with the local population. Pape, Bombing to Win, 56, 69-79. Mueller argues the Berlin Airlift, is 
also an example of a denial strategy since it nullified the Soviet’s ability to absorb West Berlin into the 
Communist Bloc. Mueller “Strategies of Coercion: Denial, Punishment, and the Future of Air Power,” 214-
215; Pape, Bombing to Win, 10. 
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Coercive Escalation Strategy (aka Risk): Shimshoni argued that escalation was a core 

strategy to intra-conflict coercion as it can “intentionally alter the nature of [a]… 

relationship,” between adversaries and because it “clarifies… [otherwise] ambiguous 

aspects of it such as balance of interest or power.”91 Pape also recognized the strategy of 

escalation though he termed it ‘risk.’92 Indeed, his definition of risk as a strategy that is 

“gradually increasing rate… in intensity, geographical extent, or both,” shows it to be 

fundamentally the same concept as escalation.93 Interestingly however, Pape narrowly 

recognized escalation strategies as modified punishment strategies, where limited though 

increasing amounts of punishment are applied.94 Applying the coercive strategy of 

escalation more broadly, Mueller recognized that escalation could also take the form of 

limited though increasing attacks aimed at an opponent’s strategy and thus could also be, 

in essence, a modified denial strategy.95  

 

It should also be noted that pushback to these posited theories occurred not only between 

the abovementioned researchers but also with researchers questioning the utility of any 

approach that excludes all but one coercive strategy. Explicitly arguing with Pape 

(though also implicitly arguing with Shimshoni and Douhet), are Watts and Mueller. 

Both scholars argue that any of the identified coercive strategies might also work under 

 
91 Shimshoni, Israel and Conventional Deterrence, 213. 
92 Pape, Bombing to Win, 18-19 
93 Pape, Bombing to Win, 18-19. For a definition of escalation see Forrest E. Morgan, Karl P. 

Mueller, Evan S. Medeiros, Kevin L. Pollpeter, and Roger Cliff, Dangerous Thresholds: Managing 

Escalation in the 21st Century, (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, 2008), 18-20. 
94 Risk, therefore, is fundamentally the same concept as escalation. Pape, Bombing to Win, 18-19.  
95 Mueller, “Strategies of Coercion: Denial, Punishment, and Air Power,” 218-220. 
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the right conditions. Using the Gulf War as an example, Watts argues that multiple 

strategy types, punishment, denial, and escalation (risk) were all used simultaneously. 96  

 

Furthermore, not only does a distinguishability problem arise in trying to sort out the 

effects of any particular strategy, but also when multiple strategies are used, 

policymakers and strategists should in—Mueller’s terminology—“hedge one’s coercive 

bets” by using all the strategies they think might work.97 Agreeing with Watts on this 

point, Mueller further argues for what he calls hybrid strategies, or strategies “that fall 

into the grey area between punishment and denial.”98 Accepting Watts and Mueller’s 

argument, Byman and Waxman focus on identifying and focusing on the target’s pressure 

points, which they argue may be susceptible to any of the posited coercive strategies, as 

the means to achieve success in their theory of intra-conflict coercion.99 

 

Determinants of Rational Coercion Failures 

 

Even if the coercer does everything correctly coercive threats may still fail. A separate 

literature focusing on rational and boundedly rational explanations for conflict offers 

numerous insights to understand why seemingly credible coercive threats (general, 

immediate, or intra-conflict) may still fail. 

 
96 Watts, “Ignoring Reality: Problems of Theory and Evidence in Security Studies,” 147-148, 162-

163. 
97 Mueller, “Strategies of Coercion: Denial, Punishment, and Air Power,” 208. 
98 Mueller, “Strategies of Coercion: Denial, Punishment, and Air Power,” 220. 
99 Byman and Waxman, Dynamics of Coercion, 30. 
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RATIONAL FAILURES OF GENERAL AND IMMEDIATE COERCION  

Rational coercion failures, in which the target of coercion does not comply with a 

sufficiently costly threat, may occur for many reasons. Regarding failures that are 

specific to general and immediate coercion, the literature has identified two general 

categories: the basic intentions of the target and the complexity of the world environment 

the target (and coercer) and resulting difficulties in the target having a fully accurate 

perception of reality. Basic intentions of states may cause rational failures to heed costly 

threats due the emotional commitment of target’s leadership to a particular issue 

(Fearon), the values of the target (Jervis), how the target sees the world (Jervis, Zhang), 

and whether the target state is greedy or insecure (Glaser).100 Regarding the complexity 

of the world environment, the literature identifies technology and misreading the offense-

defense balance (Fearon), geography (Fearon), and military doctrine (Fearon, Twomey, 

and Posen).101 

 

RATIONAL FAILURES OF INTRA-CONFLICT COERCION 

 
100 James D. Fearon, “Rationalist Explanations for War,” International Organization, vol. 49, no. 

3 (1995): 392; Jervis, “Deterrence Theory Revisited,” 308; Zhang, Deterrence and Strategic Culture, 268, 
271; Charles L. Glaser, Rational Theory of International Politics, (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University 
Press, 2010), 3-6. 

101 Fearon, “Rationalist Explanations for War,” 392, 402-404; Twomey, The Military Lens, 23-39; 
Barry R. Posen, Inadvertent Escalation: Conventional War and Nuclear Risks, (Ithaca, NY: Cornell 
University Press, 1984), 16-17. 
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Rational failures that are specific to intra-conflict coercion, though could also be broadly 

applied to general or immediate coercion instances identified in the literature, include the 

following two broad types:  

 

One type focuses on the target when it underestimates coercer’s threat credibility. This 

occurs when the target does not believe coercer possesses sufficient ability to carry out a 

coercive threat. This also occurs when the target does not believe the coercer possesses 

sufficient will to carry out a coercive threat. Lack of will is likely when a coercive threat 

is costly to the coercer as well. In either situation, the target believes the coercer is 

bluffing and chooses continued non-compliance. 

 

The second type focuses on the threats made by a would-be coercer. First, the coercer 

may misjudge the actual cost of the coercive threat to  the target. As a result, the threat is 

insufficiently costly because target possesses private information that negates/mitigates 

costs of the coercive threat. These could include military capabilities, strategy, patriotism, 

and help from allies.102 Second, the coercer misjudges the target’s options to escalate. 

This may again be due to private information, whereby the target possesses military 

capabilities unknown to the coercer. Or, it might occur because the coercer does not 

believe the target has the will to carry out an escalatory attack.103 Third, a coercer may 

not make a threat that is actually credible because a target has successfully 

 
102 Fearon, “Rationalist Explanations for War,” 392. 
103 Jervis, “Deterrence Theory Revisited,” 308. 
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misrepresented its own cost tolerance. Fearon points out that this can occur especially if 

the target seeks to prevent further threats to extract concessions, while simultaneously 

striving to avoid looking like the aggressor.104  

 

A Rational Theory of Military Coercion 

 

Coercion research has long posited that, all things being equal, coercion succeeds when 

the costs of compliance exceeded the benefits of noncompliance.105 Since the 

fundamental object of coercion is target compliance, this hypothesis focuses on the 

credibility of a coercive strategy (whichever single coercive strategy or mixed coercive 

strategy it is) and the target’s ability to counter it. In essence, success or failure of 

coercion is ultimately determined by the perceptions of a rational target under bounded 

conditions.106 This is different than other theories from the broad coercion literature that 

rest solely on the coercer’s ability to make a plausible and comprehensible coercive 

threat. It is also different that theories from the military coercion literature that focus 

solely on the coercer’s ability to carry out a single coercive strategy. 

 

 
104 Fearon, “Rationalist Explanations for War,” 408.  
105 This is formally demonstrated in an equation found in Huth and Russett, “What Makes 

Deterrence Work? Cases from 1900 to 1980,” 500 fn 8. Pape also develops a formal equation (Bombing to 

Win, 15-16).  
106 See Achen and Snidal “Rational Deterrence Theory and Comparative Case Studies”; Robert 

Jervis, “Rational Deterrence: Theory and Evidence,” World Politics, vol. 42, no. 2 (1989); Fearon, 
“Rationalist Explanations for War,” 1995. 
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Military coercion and brute force are highly intertwined and mutually reinforcing 

strategies. As a rational theory of military coercion, this theory assumes military 

commanders prefer, all things being equal, to win as cheaply as possible with the least 

depletion and harm to their own forces. It also assumes that military commanders seek 

quick victories rather than long drawn out conflicts. Coercive strategies, in contrast to 

brute force strategies, provide a potential avenue for attainment of goals both cheap and 

quick. Therefore this theory posits that military commanders foremost prefer to employ 

coercive strategies on the battlefield to achieve tactical, operational, and strategic ends. 

 

Brute force on the other hand, is not a preferred strategy and avoided if possible because 

it is often not cheap or quick. Instead it heightens increased risk to force protection and 

potentially leads to protracted conflict. However, it will be used when the coercive 

strategies are have already proven to be inefficacious. It may also be used when coercive 

strategies are unavailable, which may be due to a number of factors including lack of 

capability, lack of credibility, restrictive rules of engagement, etc. Furthermore, coercive 

strategies of denial, punishment, and escalation become brute force applications of 

military force when applied for too long and/or too intensively.  

 

The contemporary mantra “dissuade, deter, defeat” found in U.S. national strategy 

documents is a byproduct of this reality. It succinctly captures the ordered preferences of 

policymakers and strategists toward the achievement of policy ends using the military 

instrument. First by general coercion if possible, then by military coercion (i.e., 
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immediate or intra-conflict coercion) if required, and finally by brute force warfighting 

when necessary.  

 

As a result of these considerations, the main hypothesis is that military coercion success 

is determined by the cost imposition credibility of a coercive strategy and the target’s 

inability to counter it. Similarly coercion failure occurs when either the cost imposition 

credibility is low or the target has a countering capability.  

 

Independent variable #1: The cost imposition credibility of a coercive strategy.  

 

Accordingly, this theory’s first independent variable is the credibility of a coercive 

strategy to impose costs. This itself is based coercer’s capability and the will to carry out 

its coercive threats. Capability includes obvious factors such as military forces and 

hardware that can be locally brought to bear on the battlefield. It also includes other 

factors such as training, doctrine, morale, quality of command, organization, and past 

experience.  

 

Cost imposition credibility is not static. Instead, it often changes over the duration of a 

longer conflict through the nature of the fighting itself. According to Dan Reiter the 

“central role of combat is the reduction of uncertainty… by providing information about 

the actual balance of power… [of which] the outcome… is observed by both sides and 

should cause their expectations to converge regarding the likely outcome of future 
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combat… increas[ing] the likelihood of reaching an agreement that both sides prefer over 

continued fighting.”107  

 

Independent variable #2: Target ability to counter the coercive strategy. 

 

The second independent variable is the ability of the target can counter the coercive 

strategy. At least three types of counters exist. They include countermeasures that make a 

coercer’s strategy costly, counters that mitigate the strategy and make it ineffective, 

and/or the ability of the target to counter escalate and engage in brinkmanship. Pape fully 

recognizes the role the target plays in the outcomes of military coercion stating that “to 

succeed… coercers must not only thwart the opponent’s [i.e., target’s] strategy but also 

any possible countermeasures.”108  

 

Countermeasures are any actions the target takes that check or hinder the coercive 

strategy of the coercer. In effect, counters impose reverse costs on the coercer. Examples 

of countermeasures are numerous and include Yugoslavia’s novel employment of its 

surface-to-air missile batteries to change how NATO employed airpower against its 

forces in 1999. Of course, a would-be coercer may adapt itself to the target’s coercive 

tactics (i.e., counter the counter) and then re-establish, in the perceptions of the target, the 

ability to make credible coercive threats. 

 
107 Dan Reiter, “exploring the Bargaining Model of War,” Perspectives on Politics, vol. 1, no. 1 

(2003) 31. Words in brackets added. 
108 Words in brackets added. Pape, Bombing to Win, 30. 
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Targets may also mitigate costs imposed by a coercer through various means including 

effective civil defense, hardening, and deception. Successful mitigation does not impose 

costs on the would-be coercer but instead lowers the expected value of a coercive 

strategy’s cost imposition on the target. 

 

Even if the target cannot employ a counter to successfully mitigate an enemy’s coercion, 

it may resort to employing its own coercive strategy of escalation to either prevent a type 

of attack or to prevent further such attacks.109 If the target can successfully counter 

escalate, the target has denied the coercer escalation dominance.110 In the nuclear realm, 

during the Cold War neither the United States nor the Soviet Union possessed sufficient 

or effective anti-ballistic missile capabilities. As a result both could impose credible cost 

imposition on the other yet each had few if any means to counter or mitigate directly. 

However, both were able to prevent nuclear coercion by the other due to an ability to 

mutually impose unbearable costs through escalation.  

 

Predictions 

 

 
109 On escalation see Richard Smoke, War: Controlling Escalation, (Cambridge MA: Harvard 

University Press, 1977); Posen, Inadvertent Escalation; and Morgan et al., Dangerous Thresholds. 
110 This comports with Byman and Waxman who argue that coercion attempts by a coercer that 

has not achieved escalation dominance are likely to fail. Byman and Waxman, Dynamics of Coercion, 38-
41. 
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Military coercion theory is a descriptive theory. It explains how military coercion has 

occurred in the past. It is also a predictive theory about how the phenomenon will occur 

in the future based on the interactions of two independent variables. Specifically, it aims 

to explain why and when different patterns of military coercion occur, recognizing that 

both belligerents, coercer and target get a vote based on this theory. The below 2x2 table 

shows the ideal type outcomes of the interactions between coercive strategies cost 

imposition that are either credibly high or low and a target’s high or low capability to 

counter. These interactions and their potential outcomes are discussed below. 

 

  Credibility of military coercive strategy to create cost imposition 
 

  Low High 

Target 
capability to 
counter the 

coercive 
strategy 

Low 

 
 

No action occurs/impasse 
 

Leads to target not attacking 

for a limited time. 

 
Coercive threat success with 

minimal/no brute force  
Leads to target strategy change: 

including withdrawal before 

battle, to forgo a campaign, or to 

end a campaign 

 

High 

 
No threat/non credible threat to 

target 
 

Leads to brute force attack by 

target 

 

 
Coercive threat failure 

 
Leads to a decisive battle with 

loser withdrawing or facing 

destruction /surrender 

 
 

 

Figure 2. Explaining and predicting military coercion outcomes 

 
 
 
High-Low: When the target itself perceives a credible, high-cost imposition threat from 

the coercer and is simultaneously without sufficient capability to counter it, the coercer 
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has achieved escalation dominance. This is the most ideal outcome of successful military 

coercion from a would-be coercer’s perspective. When a high-low situation occurs, the 

theory predicts that it will coerce a fundamental change in an adversary’s military 

strategy.  

 

Coerced changes to military strategy result in one of two highly abstracted outcomes at 

the strategic level: either the military campaign or operations currently being waged are 

ended, or alternatively, a military campaign intended to be waged does not commence 

and is cancelled. Either of these outcomes may result in the end of the entire conflict if 

there are no further geographic areas/domains to contest. At the very least, they likely 

halt or pause fighting in a theater or area of operations. When this occurs at the 

operational level, the target withdraws its forces before an impending battle which may 

also have dramatic effects on the campaign being waged, also leading to the 

abovementioned outcomes. 

 

High-High: When the target perceives a credible, high-cost imposition threat yet believes 

it can successfully counter (through countermeasures, mitigation or escalation), the 

theory predicts brute force battles will occur to determine the outcome. This is because 

one belligerent believes it can achieve a decisive battlefield victory while the other thinks 

it can prevent it. In essence there is a fundamental disagreement about the coercer’s cost 

imposition credibility. This leads to a failed coercive attempt by would-be coercer’s 

coercion strategy. The resulting outcome is a brute force clash that either restores the 
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coercer’s cost-imposition credibility or gives the target credibility to deny the coercer’s 

strategy. As a result, failed coercion and then successful coercion occur often occur in 

succession. 

 

Furthermore, the failed attempt of coercion sets up one of two situations, each with the 

same immediate outcome. The first is a situation is where the initial coercer fails to get 

the target to not attack and then itself become the target of coercion after failing to 

defend, being coerced to withdraw from the battlespace. The second is a situation where 

the original coercer fails to coerce the target to not attack (a Low-High type) and then 

achieves victory on the battlefield after achieving successful cost imposition credibility. 

In either case the defeated belligerent is coerced to withdraw, if it is able. If it is not, it 

faces capture or annihilation. In the chaos and confusion that typifies warfighting, often 

all three outcomes occur at the conclusion of warfighting to a greater or lesser extent.  

 

Low-High: When a target does not perceive that a would-be coercer has a credible cost 

imposition ability and it has sufficient counters, a brute force battle may ensue. This 

occurs if the target has the capability to counter, and senses opportunity. At the 

operational level, this is the target’s perception before committing itself to offensive brute 

force actions. At a strategic level a Low-High outcome occurs either at the beginning of a 

campaign or during a campaign when a third-party becomes involved. Air and naval 

engagements and skirmishes often fall into the Low-High category, as they do not convey 
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sufficient information to either boost a would-be coercer’s cost imposition credibility or 

undermine it unless one side possesses dominant capabilities that cannot be countered. 

 

Low-Low: The last ideal type (Low-Low) occurs when a target does not that perceive 

that a would-be coercer has a credible cost imposition ability yet has no viable means to 

counter itself. In these cases opportunity may exist but the target is unable to take 

advantage of it. Instances of Low-Low may happen when both sides are temporarily 

exhausted or depleted and neither can commit the forces necessary to either create a 

credible coercive strategy or to contest that strategy. It may also happen when battlefield 

conditions occur preventing military action. Throughout most of history, the conditions 

of night and winter were major inhibitors of warfighting. In all these cases conflict has 

not ended, but the belligerents are waiting for conditions to change in order to continue. 

 

Other patterns: There are also two other patterns of military coercion that are not specific 

to the above outcomes, but rather may coexist simultaneously and affect any of the four 

types of coercion. The first is when a target is coerced to commit additional forces. This 

may happen before battle or a campaign to seek to coerce change to a military strategy. It 

may also happen during battle to prevent failure and defeat. The second is when a 

belligerent is forced to slow down a battle or a campaign. This may happen because one 

or both sides have capabilities that successfully counter the other side, unless care and 

caution is applied. It may also extend to superiority in a warfighting domain that is based 

on certain conditions (e.g. day light), or it may extend to limiting emissions because of 
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the threat of adversary anti-radiation seekers. In either case, the adversary has a potent 

tool at its disposal, but one that can be successfully mitigated through concepts of 

operations and/or specific tactics. 

 

Alternative Explanations 

 

There are few existing theories that offer potential alternative explanations. The literature 

to date is limited and what exists is too focused on championing a particular coercive 

strategy. As this theory of military coercion is inclusive of all strategies and mixed 

strategies, it stands in solidarity with the other theories developed to date. However, 

because it refuses to pick a champion, it is in direct disagreement as well. As a theory-

testing dissertation, this dissertation also tests the theory of military coercion against the 

existing theories to evaluate which theory provides the most explanatory power. The 

existing theories being examined are: 

 

Coercive Punishment Theory: By successfully targeting an adversary’s civilian 

population to create pain and damage, coercive compliance can be achieved. This is 

carried out by directly targeting population centers or things the adversary’s society 

values such as electricity generation. The fire bombings of Dresden and Tokyo as well as 

the use of atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki are historical examples of a coercer 

(the United States and the United Kingdom) taking this approach towards a target (Nazi 

Germany and Imperial Japan). This theory can also be expanded to include sieges and 
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blockades, strategies that punish military forces and civilian populations by cutting lines 

of communication and subjecting them to privation to food or critical materials. 

 

Coercive Denial Theory: By successfully targeting an adversary’s ability to achieve 

military objectives by destroying capabilities to carry out those objectives, coercive 

compliance can be achieved. This can be achieved by targeting selected military units or 

capabilities essential for an adversary to achieve military goals. Destroying command and 

control nodes which leave a military unable to efficiently function or targeting key 

maneuver units essential to seizing territory are examples of this approach. 

 

Coercive Escalation Theory: By successfully demonstrating a capability and capacity to 

escalate or wage brinkmanship to unacceptably raise costs, coercive compliance can be 

achieved. As mentioned earlier this is a strategy that is often used to counter an attempted 

coercive strategy, when the target (who is also a would-be coercer) has insufficient 

countermeasures or mitigation techniques against said strategy. 

 

Overview for the Rest of the Dissertation 

 

With the research design and theory explained, the dissertation next turns to three case 

study chapters. These chapters thematically and temporally focus on the conflict 

interactions between the PLA and KMT in the land, sea, and airspace of and near the 

Taiwan Strait. The first case study chapter (chapter 3) examines military coercion as it 
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occurred in the PLA’s attempt to seize the KMT’s five strongpoints: Zhoushan, Xiamen, 

Jinmen, Hainan, and Taiwan itself. The second case study chapter (chapter 4) studies the 

phenomenon as it existed in the PLA’s attempts to seize the other offshore islands and 

deny the KMT staging areas to conduct mainland attacks and disrupt maritime traffic as 

well as the aerial interactions between the two. The third and final case study chapter 

(chapter 5) looks at the two major crises in the Taiwan Strait and the often overlooked but 

active period in between those crises. The case studies are followed by a chapter that 

conducts analysis of the patterns of coercion that were identified and occurred in the three 

case studies (chapter 6). Lastly a conclusion chapter (chapter 7) considers the scholarship 

and policy implications of this research. 
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Chapter Three: Strongpoints, 1949-1950 

 

 

 

 

Since the resumption of the Chinese Civil War in 1945 through May 1950, the People’s 

Liberation Army (PLA) fought over 139 campaigns and major battles against the 

Nationalist Kuomintang (KMT) Army.111 The destruction of KMT forces on the 

mainland was exceptional during this time period. PLA actions successfully removed 

over six million KMT troops from the battlefield.112 Over one million of these were 

casualties, while the remainder consisted of KMT prisoners of war (POW) and soldiers 

that staged insurrections and uprisings against the KMT chain of command.113 This 

however was not enough to end the war. By mid-1949 it was clear that the KMT and its 

leadership would withdraw to the offshore coastal islands and Taiwan preventing a 

decisive victory. 

 

 
111 JFJZS, Annex 2: List of Important Campaigns, 1-48. 
112 JFJZS, Annex 2: List of Important Campaigns, 1-48. 
113 JFJZS Annex 2: List of Important Campaigns, 1-48. 
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Months before the founding of the PRC in October 1949, the Central Military 

Commission had debated the best approach for seizing Taiwan.114 Two general courses of 

action were considered. One approach was an island-by-island attack approach to seize 

all of the five major strategic strongpoints first before attacking Taiwan.115 These five 

major strategic strongpoints, referred to hereafter as strongpoints, were the islands of 

Zhoushan, Hainan, Xiamen, Jinmen, and Taiwan itself. Each strongpoint was a fortress 

from which the KMT could leverage to invade the mainland and control maritime traffic. 

Each strongpoint had port and airfield facilities and had substantial KMT troop presence. 

The other approach was to seize only the strongpoints of Xiamen and possibly Jinmen, as 

they are in Fujian, directly across the Taiwan Strait, and then attack Taiwan while leaving 

two other strongpoints, Zhoushan and Hainan for later.116  

 

In determining which course of action to pursue, four planning assumptions were 

considered. First, the PLA Air Force and Navy were deemed insufficient to protect forces 

transiting Taiwan Strait, without which the amphibious landing group was certain to be 

intercepted by KMT forces and suffer severe losses before reaching Taiwan’s shores. 

Second, PLA strategists and planners believed that an island-by-island attack would 

allow the PLA to annihilate substantial numbers of KMT forces defending the various 

strongpoints. Third, it was argued that the coastal islands were relatively easy for the 

 
114 JFJJS 112-113. 
115 Five Major Strategic Strongpoints 五大战略据点. Xu Yan, Jinmen Zhi zhan [Battle for 

Jinmen] (Beijing: China Radio and Television Press, 1992) 38-39. 
116 Island-by-island attack 逐岛攻击. JFJJS 112. 
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PLA to attack and seize. Because they were near the mainland, the PLA could use sail 

boats to make up for shortfalls in naval sealift. The PLA could also rely on night time 

crossings to mitigate KMT air and sea superiority. Finally, the PLA recognized that it 

lacked substantial experience in conducting amphibious landings.117  

 

Furthermore, seizing four of the nearby strongpoints and other outlying islands would be 

excellent training and preparation for an eventual Taiwan landing.118 As a result of these 

factors and assumptions, the CMC decided on the first approach, an island-by-island 

attack approach to liberate coastal islands close to mainland before assaulting Taiwan 

rather than ignoring the strongpoints other than in Fujian (Xiamen and Jinmen) and 

focusing on Taiwan.119 

 

This chapter and case study explores and examines the military campaigns intended by 

the PLA to seize the KMT’s five strongpoints: Zhoushan, Xiamen, Jinmen, Hainan, and 

Taiwan itself. In this pursuit the PLA sought to deny the KMT viable base areas and 

more importantly end the Chinese Civil War decidedly in the PRC’s favor. Towards this 

end the PLA planned four campaigns and prosecuted three. Ultimately, through brute 

force conquest the PLA seized two of these three strongpoints (Xiamen and Hainan), and 

through military coercion gained another (Zhoushan Islands). However, as the case study 

below will demonstrate, military coercion occurred at many levels of war and repeatedly 

 
117 JFJJS 112-113. 
118 JFJJS 112-113 
119 JFJJS 112-113 
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affected the execution and outcomes of all of the campaigns, both executed or only 

planned. The interplay of successful and failed military coercion and brute force at these 

different levels of war directly affected outcomes of both the PLA’s successful conquest 

of territory or KMT’s successful defense of territory. Indeed, during this time period the 

PLA was coerced into halting its brute force campaign against the strongpoint of 

Zhoushan for a time and abandoning its operations to seize the strongpoint of Jinmen. 

Most importantly however, the PLA’s ultimate success in seizing three of the KMT’s 

strongpoints, and the withdrawal of those forces to Taiwan, directly undercut (though was 

not the only factor) the PLA’s campaign to invade Taiwan which the PLA ultimately 

abandoned.  

 

Zhoushan 

 

The PLA’s operational strategy in the Zhoushan Islands Campaign was to assault and 

seize the islands held by the KMT one by one. This would give the PLA its best chance 

to assault and ultimately seize Zhoushan Island, the namesake and largest island of the 

Zhoushan archipelago. Zhoushan was also where the KMT had set up the Zhoushan 

Island Defense Command and had positioned five army corps headquarters, as well as the 

airfield and port at Dinghai. Without Zhoushan Island, KMT control of the remaining 

islands in the archipelago would fail.  
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To achieve this outcome, the PLA would first have to seize many of the heavily fortified 

islands surrounding Zhoushan Island. Accordingly, under the command of Chen Yi and 

his deputy Su Yu, the PLA’s Third Field Army began the campaign by seizing islands on 

the western flanks of Zhoushan starting with Daxie and Jintang, and then prosecuted an 

advance from the south. This southern approach required taking Meishang, Liuheng, 

Xiazhi, Taohua, Dengbu, and possibly Zhoujiajian Islands in succession. Once in 

possession of these islands, the PLA would be in a position to conduct a two-front assault 

of Zhoushan, or if it lacked the amphibious lift necessary for such an operation, it could 

conduct a siege of the island, attempting to make KMT possession of the island 

untenable.  

 

The KMT possessed local air and naval superiority, emanating not only from the 

abovementioned Dinghai, but also from a second airport on Daishan Island and seaport 

on Dazhangtushan Island. To overcome this the PLA was coerced to deploy its forces as 

well as collect and position small vessels in secrecy. The PLA was also forced to attack at 

night and favor poor weather conditions. The tides presented further problems, often 

limiting the days during a month that an amphibious invasion could occur on the various 

islands. Often the PLA had windows of only a few hours of sufficient high tide, on only a 

few days of the month, to successfully sail its landing forces on its fleet of local vessel up 

to the intended assault beach. In this way, the PLA often achieved tactical surprise and 

used the conditions of night and weather to prevent KMT from providing air and sea 

support and reinforcements. Even with these advantages and approximately 50,000 troops 
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on the Zhoushan Islands, the KMT failed to coerce the PLA to change its strategy and 

forgo its campaign to seize the strongpoint. 

 

Western Approach via Daxie Island 

 

The PLA began its amphibious assault to seize Daxie Island on the evening of 18 August 

1949. In preparation for the operation, 200 small boats had been mobilized the day before 

and had been hidden along the northern banks of the Chuanshan Peninsula. Had the boats 

been observed by KMT air patrols, the element of surprise would be lost and the boats 

destroyed in a KMT air attack.120 Were this to occur the PLA might be forced to delay the 

entire campaign and rethink the its operational strategy by attacking another nearby KMT 

held island such as Meishan or Jintang instead.  

 

Having failed to coerce the PLA to not attack the island, the approximately 1,000 KMT 

forces on Daxie were also unaware of impending battle when a PLA mountain artillery 

regiment began firing at KMT positions on the island just before sunset.121 At sunset, four 

battalions in the first echelon (two each from the 64th Division’s 190th and 196th 

Regiments) crossed the channel in 100 of the collected boats from positions adjacent to 

 
120 Liang Guanglie, Zhu Wenquan, and Wang Wenrong, eds., Duhai denglu zuozhan [Sea 

Crossing and Landing Operations] (Beijing: National Defense University Press, 2003), 231-232. 
121 Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan 231. 
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the southern end of the island.122 At only 400 meters distance from the mainland, the 

boats took 15 minutes to reach their disembarkation points.123  

 

The 1st Battalion of the 190th Regiment landed at the southern edge of the island, forcing 

the defending KMT 48th Regiment forces to withdraw from their positions. The 2nd 

Battalion landed echelon landed to the northeast edge of the island and flanked the 

retrograding forces.124 By midnight the PLA had surrounded remaining KMT forces in 

their fortified command post on Qiding mountain. These forces surrendered to the PLA 

which then pursued remaining KMT units as they advanced northward on the islands.  

 

After heavy fighting and breaking through three defensive lines PLA troops were able to 

wipe out remaining KMT resistance by dawn on 19 August. PLA successes coerced the 

KMT to commit more forces. Later that day at noon, the KMT landed a regiment on the 

northern end of the island, near Guanwai. Though supported by five warships and five 

aircraft, the assaulting KMT forces were coerced to withdraw due to stiff PLA 

resistance.125 This effectively ended KMT control of the island. 

 

After the defeat on Daxie Island, the KMT was forced to reassess the viability of its 

positions on the other nearby islands. This victory coerced the KMT to retrograde its 

forces (one regiment) holding nearby Meishan Island, east of the Chuanshan Peninsula. 

 
122 The 190th and 196th Regiments were under the PLA’s  7th Army’s, 22nd Corps, 64th Division. 
123 Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 232-233 
124 Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 233. 
125 DDZGJD, 244-245. 
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Like Daxie, Meishan was extremely vulnerable to PLA amphibious assault and artillery 

barrage due to its close proximity to the Mainland at approximately 600 meters. The 

KMT forces on Meishan retrograded to Liuheng Island, a position that was seven 

kilometers from the Mainland. Filling the vacuum, PLA forces from the 61st Division 

immediately landed on and occupied Meishan.126  

 

Jintang Island 

 

The PLA’s 7th Army began to develop plans for the invasion of Jinting Island, based on 

the decision to continue the advance towards Zhoushan Island from the west to further 

isolate and encircle the numerous KMT forces.127 The PLA’s operational strategy also 

determined that additional advance from the south would be also be undertaken. Jintang 

Island was the most heavily fortified island and defended west of Zhoushan Island and 

the KMT had stationed its 102nd Division there, as well as an artillery battalion. Of the 

three regiments that made up this division, one was deployed to the north end of the 

island while two were positioned in the southern end, closest to the PLA-held Chuanshan 

Peninsula and Daxie Island.128 However, this was not enough to coerce the PLA to not 

attack. 

 

 
126 DDZGJD, 245. 
127 DDZGJD, 246 
128 DDZGJD, 245; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 234. 
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To assault Jintang Island, PLA 22nd Corps commander Sun Jixiang, had determined by 

early September, that he would use four infantry regiments for the amphibious landing.129 

These regiments would be supported by artillery from numerous positions including the 

recently captured Daxie Island. Artillery on Daxie was positioned to attack any shipborne 

reinforcements from Zhoushan Island.130 Furthermore, the PLA’s extensive use of 

nighttime battle largely nullified the KMT’s ability to provide air support to its ground 

forces. 

 

On 3 October, Sun was facing the prospect of having to delay the operation to take 

Jintang. Though his forces had been poised since the day before, heavy rains, fog, and 

high waves prevented commencement of the assault.131 By the afternoon, Sun was 

running out of time. After the following day, the tides would not be favorable for an 

assault on Jintang for weeks. At four in the afternoon, the clouds cleared up. Not wasting 

any time, Sun issued orders to begin the assault. Within 10 minutes PLA artillery started 

firing at KMT positions on Jintang. Twenty minutes later 300 boats containing the four 

assault regiments left their embarkation points on the Chuanshan Peninsula and sailed for 

Jintang.132  

 

 
129 This was two regiments each from the 64th (190th and 196th) and 66th Divisions (197th and 198th) 
130 DDZGJD, also claims the Dinghai Airfield could be reached by PLA artillery, though at over 

12 kilometers from the nearest PLA held point on the Chuanshan Peninsula and at over 17 from Daxie 
Island, this may have been a stretch. 

131 DDZGJD, 247 
132 DDZGJD, 246-248; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 235 
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The five-kilometer crossing took an hour and fifteen minutes in the sailing boats the PLA 

had requisitioned. At the same time, PLA artillery continued to bombard KMT positions 

on Jintang while heavy rains returned, preventing KMT aircraft at Dinghai and Daishan 

from providing air support. The PLA assault regiments landed at the southern end of 

Jintang and established a beachhead. After fierce fighting, the PLA occupied the southern 

portion of Jintang, forcing the two defending KMT regiments to retrograde to the north of 

the island.133 

 

The assaulting PLA forces captured the command post of the KMT’s 102nd Division 

nearby on the morning of 4 October. For the next twenty-four hours, four PLA regiments 

continued to fight their way to the northern end of the island. Three of those regiments 

moved straight up the center of the island from south to north while one regiment circled 

around the eastern side. The PLA had to fight through a number of KMT fortifications 

throughout the island and nearby Dapengshan Island, to which remnants of KMT had 

withdrawn. By the morning of 5 October, the PLA had taken Jintang and in the process, 

had killed and captured a total of 2,409 KMT troops, which was approximately 70 

percent of the KMT’s original strength on Jintang.134  

 

Southern Approach, Liuheng and Xiazhi Islands  

 

 
133 DDZGJD, 247-248; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 236. 
134 This included KMT Major General Li Shuping, commander of the 102nd Division. DDZGJD, 

247-248; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 236.  
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With the capture of Daxie and Jintang, the western approach to the KMT strongpoint of 

Zhoushan Island was now secured. With Zhoushan now only seven kilometers away from 

PLA positions, PLA commanders faced an operational decision that had strategic 

implications. Instead of using Jintang as the riskier stepping stone to invade Zhoushan, a 

route that had the potential to end the campaign quickly, the PLA decided to continue to 

cautiously further encircle the KMT on Zhoushan. This was done by starting a second, 

southeastern advance towards the island in a counter-clockwise movement. This decision 

may have been driven by realization that the PLA did not possess enough small vessels to 

ferry enough forces to assault the elements of five KMT corps on the island. Regardless, 

PLA caution and focus on a southern advance, whether by choice or necessity, delayed 

the capture of Zhoushan island and further delayed preparations for a Taiwan Campaign. 

 

To prosecute a successful southern advance towards Zhoushan Island required taking the 

KMT-held islands of Meishan, Liuheng, Xiazhi, Taohua, Dengbu, and Zhujiajian. The 

task of executing this out fell largely to the regiments under Hu Wei, commander of the 

61st Division of the 21st Corps. Defending these southern islands were units under the 

KMT 87th Corps. 

 

In the aftermath of the successful conquest of Daxie Island the PLA coerced the KMT to 

withdraw from Liuheng and Xiazhi Islands. Specifically, KMT forces (consisting of a 

single regiment) on Meishan, an island just east of the Chuanshan Peninsula, retrograded 

to nearby Liuheng island. On 24 August, the PLA’s 183rd Regiment under the 61st 
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Division landed on the island and took possession of it.135 In the aftermath of the PLA’s 

successful assault on Jintang the 183rd Regiment on Meishan, supported by the 182nd 

Regiment located on the Mainland landed on Liuheng Island.136 The KMT 663rd 

Regiment had earlier retrograded to Zhujiajian Island and so no battle occurred. On the 

same day both regiments landed again on nearby Xiazhi Island. Battle also did not occur 

because the units under the KMT’s 221st Division formerly occupying the island had also 

retrograded.137 Now only the KMT controlled islands of Taohua, Dengbu, and Zhujiajian 

stood in the way of a Zhoushan Island assault. 

 

Taohua Island 

 

Less than three days after the successful operation on Jintang, PLA 61st Division 

commander Hu Wei started to make plans to take Taohua Island. Taohua was guarded by 

the 9th Traffic Police General Brigade and the 1st Battalion of the Youth Army under the 

221st Division. Unlike Meishan, Liuheng, and Xiazhi Islands, Taohua was heavily 

fortified and KMT and KMT Zhoushan Garrison commander Shi Chueh had ordered the 

KMT to defend the island. As a result, Hu Wei expected a fight but was not coerced to 

forgo attacking Taohua.138  

 
135 DDZGJD, Map 10 248 
136 DDZGJD, Map 10 248 
137 DDZGJD, Map 10 248 
138 Shi Chueh 石覺. Whitson and Huang lists the PLA 61st Division under the 22nd Corps however 

PLA sources list the division under the 21st Corps. William W. Whitson and Chen-hsia Huang, The Chinese 

High Command: A History of Communist Military Politics, 1927-71, (New York, NY: Praeger, 1973), 
Chart F; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 2003; DDZGJD, 248; ZRJJS 444-446; ZZD 1018. 
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Having collected 70 boats for the crossing from embarkation points on nearby Xiazhi 

Island the four PLA battalions designated to take Taohua developed their plan of assault 

in 10 days. During this preparation time, PLA soldiers battled malaria and dysentery. 

Nevertheless, on the evening of 18 October, PLA commander Hu Wei gave the order to 

begin an artillery assault on neighboring Taohua Island at 1840.139 

 

Already after dark, the PLA assault force of four battalions embarked for Taohua at 1940. 

After a crossing of over 2.5 kilometers, the assault force landed on the southwestern 

shore of the island. This approach and debarkation points were the closest to Xiazhi 

Island but forced PLA assault battalions to scale steep cliffs. Though the PLA forces 

repeatedly lost contact with both the defending KMT forces and other PLA units, by the 

morning of the 19 October, remaining KMT forces had been flanked and surrounded on 

Hill 282, the highest point on the island. At 1100, PLA forces successfully stormed the 

hill and eliminated the remaining defenders.140 

 

Dengbu Island 

 

After the successful assault and capture of Taohua Island, the PLA immediately began to 

prepare for the assault of Dengbu Island. Recognizing the importance holding onto 

 
139 DDZGJD, 249; ZZD 1018. 
140 DDZGJD, 248-249, Vol 1 Map 10; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 194-195; ZZD 1018. 
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Zhoushan Island and the northerly islands of Daishan with its airfield and Dazhangtushan 

with its port, the KMT was coerced to increased troop strength in the islands by roughly 

40,000 troops, bringing the total to 90,000. This included transferring the KMT’s 67th 

Corps to Zhoushan Island. To oversee the additional forces, two deputy commanders 

were appointed to assist KMT Zhoushan Commander Shi Chueh. Furthermore, seeing the 

importance of stopping the PLA’s advance at Dengbu Island, the KMT reinforced the 

island with an additional regiment and an additional battalion from the 221st Division of 

the 87th Corps.141 

 

At six kilometers in distance from Zhoushan Island, various PLA sources suggest that 

Dengbu Island was the last island the PLA required for an assault on Zhoushan Island 

from the southern approach.142 While this is possible, it overlooks the utility of Zhujiajian 

Island just northwest of Dengbu. Zhujiajian Island would have provided the PLA with a 

staging area and debarkation point of less than two kilometers.  

 

In preparation for the Dengbu Island offensive, 61st Division commander Hu Wei 

determined the landing would be conducted by four battalions from the 182nd and 183rd 

regiments, which would be split into two assault echelons. The first assault echelon was 

composed of three battalions leaving one battalion in the second assault echelon. A 

reserve battalion was also mobilized. Providing indirect fires for the assault would be 12 

 
141 DDZGJD, 249-250; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 237. 
142 DDZGJD, 249-250, Map 10, 248 
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artillery pieces from positions on neighboring Taohua Island.143 Facing PLA forces were 

one regiment and one battalion of the KMT’s 221st Division.144 The approximately 2,000 

troops failed to coerce the PLA to not attack. 

 

The assault of Dengbu Island commenced on 3 November at 2200, under the cover of 

darkness, rain, and artillery support. However, because the wind and tides changed during 

the landing operation only seven and a half of the nine total companies in the first 

echelon were able to successfully land on Dengbu and the second echelon was prevented 

from landing entirely. By 0600 on 4 November, this reduced landing force had captured 

three-fourths of the island and had defeated eight defending KMT companies. The 

remaining KMT forces were now pushed back to Dengbu’s northwest corner at 

Jiguanjiao.145  

 

PLA successes on the island coerced the KMT to commit additional forces. One hour 

later, under the cover of air support, KMT reinforcements arrived on Dengbu. These 

reinforcements consisted of four KMT regiments, or approximately 6,000 soldiers. Out of 

the reach of PLA artillery fire located on Taohua Island, and under the cover of KMT 

naval fire, these four regiments were able to land unopposed. Immediately after landing, 

the now reinforced KMT units on the island began to seek to breakout from their position 

through numerous counterattacks against PLA positions. Even under the cover of air 

 
143 DDZGJD, 250; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 237-239. 
144 DDZGJD, 350; ZZD 1020. 
145 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 98-99. 
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support the KMT’s breakout attempts pushed the PLA back to positions at Paotaishan 

and Liushuiyan and then a tactical stalemate ensued. KMT success on the battlefield 

coerced the PLA to try to attempt to commit additional forces but PLA forces on Dengbu 

were unable to be reinforced as KMT air force was able prevent any further PLA forces 

from sailing from Taohua Island during the daylight hours due to the numerous air 

sorties. As a result, PLA first echelon forces had to hold their positions until dusk for 

reinforcements to arrive.146 

 

Taking advantage of nightfall, the PLA’s second echelon’s battalion, the one and a half 

companies from the first echelon that were unsuccessful in landing, and a reserve 

battalion landed on Dengbu that evening to reinforce the first echelon units. While the 

reinforced PLA forces successfully took new positions, they were still outnumbered by 

the KMT forces on the island. The next day, 5 November, the KMT continued to land 

forces on Dengbu while KMT aircraft resumed their attacks on PLA positions on the 

island. Although the PLA forces held their ground, they were unable to advance and a 

general deadlock ensued. Having already committed its reserve units and unable to land 

additional forces during daylight hours PLA forces on Dengbu faced a bleak situation. 

Recognizing that his forces faced outright defeat, 61st division commander Hu Wei was 

coerced by the KMT to withdraw from Dengbu. Under the cover of darkness, PLA forces 

retrograded from the island that evening.147 

 
146 DDZGJD, 250-251; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 99. 
147 DDZGJD, 251-252; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 100-101. 
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The failure to take Dengbu Island coerced the PLA to halt the Zhoushan Islands 

Campaign and reassess its strategy. Specifically, the campaign was officially suspended 

on 14 November when Mao Zedong told the Third Field Army that he would rather the 

postpone the attack if its forces were unprepared and that proper preparation would 

require the concentration of enough forces.148  

 

The PLA’s inability to assault Zhoushan Island had ramifications. The KMT still 

possessed airfields at Dinghai and Daishan and port facilities at Dinghai and 

Dazhangtushan. As a result, the KMT could continue its coercive sea blockade and aerial 

bombing campaigns unabated. Though the PLA had made impressive gains on the 

battlefield taking Daxie, Jintang, and Taohua islands in combat, the campaign had failed 

to remove the KMT’s strongpoint at Zhoushan nor had it halted KMT’s blockade 

operations of the Yangtze River and Hangzhou Bay or hindered coercive air operations in 

Zhejiang that continued unabated. 

 

Zhoushan: Identification and Classification of Military Coercion 

 
 
 
Table 3. Identifying military coercion: Zhoushan 

Battle Date Coercive Interaction Notes 2x2 

General 8/18/49 KMT fails to coerce PLA to change 
strategy 

to not start campaign 
(unk.) 

LH 

 
148 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 102. 
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Battle Date Coercive Interaction Notes 2x2 

General 8/18/49 KMT coerces PLA to slow down 
attacks 

 N/A 

Daxie 8/18/49 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 
LH 

Daxie 8/19/49 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw reinforcements HH 

Daxie 8/19/49 PLA coerces KMT to commit more 
forces 

 
N/A 

Meishan 8/24/49 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw before battle HL 

Jintang 10/3/49 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 
LH 

Xiazhi 10/9/49 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw before battle HL 

Liuheng 10/9/49 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw before battle HL 

Taohua 10/17/49 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 
HH 

Dengbu 11/3/49 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 
LH 

Dengbu 11/3/49 PLA coerces KMT to commit more 
forces 

before battle N/A 

Dengbu 11/3/49 PLA coerces KMT to commit more 
forces 

during battle N/A 

Dengbu 11/3/49 KMT coerces PLA to commit more 
forces 

during battle N/A 

Dengbu 11/4/49 KMT coerces PLA to withdraw 
 

HH 

Dengbu 11/4/49 KMT coerces PLA to change 
strategy 

end campaign (medium 
term) 

HL 

N/A indicates other patterns of coercion that are not predicted by the military coercion theory 
based on the two independent variables. These other patterns, however, interact and affect the 
patterns explained by the 2x2 table. 
 

 
 
 
Seeking to conquer KMT defending forces and seize the Zhoushan archipelago, the PLA 

used a brute force strategy. However, as the above table highlights, numerous instances 

of attempted military coercion occurred during this campaign at the strategic, operational, 

and tactical levels by both PLA and KMT forces. These instances will be examined in 

further detail in Chapter 6. 
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Xiamen and Jinmen 

 

The campaign waged by the PLA to wipe out the remaining KMT resistance in Southern 

Fujian province including its two island strongholds on Xiamen and Jinmen islands was 

known as the Zhang-Xia-Jin Campaign. As the KMT failed to coerce the PLA to not 

attack the campaign was begun on 19 September. The PLA’s 10th Army under Yi Fei met 

with quick success taking the city of Zhangzhou and numerous towns and villages 

including Tong’an, Zhangtai, and Shima in only seven days. The initial phase of the 

Zhang-Xia-Jin campaign was successful that by the 25 September the PLA was in control 

of all Fuzhou Province areas on the mainland. However, the campaign was not yet over, 

as remaining KMT units had retrograded to nearby offshore islands intending to hold on 

to them.149  

 

At this point PLA 10th Army forces paused their assault and held an operational 

conference in Quanzhou on 26 September to determine how to seize Xiamen, Jinmen, 

and the other smaller islands still under KMT control and to collect the boats and sailors 

necessary to conduct island landings.150 The original intent for these assaults to occur 

simultaneously was hampered by a lack of boats and sailors numbering, 630 and 1600 

respectively.151 This number of boats was sharply reduced from the original totals 

available to the 10th Army before a typhoon destroyed many of the craft used in the 

 
149 ZZD 917. 
150 DDZGJD, 226; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 29-30. 
151 DDZGJD, 226; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 30. 
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Pingtan Island amphibious landing and seizure earlier that month.152 Furthermore, these 

shortfalls resulted in three revisions to the plan as the 10th Army now possessed only 

enough wooden boats to transport seven regiments of the original 14 regiments it 

envisioned for both landings.153 

 

On 4 October, orders were issued that the PLA’s 29th and 31st Corps would take 

command responsibility for the Xiamen assault while the 28th Corps would be 

responsible for seizing Jinmen.154 As a prelude, the final plan stipulated that the 28th 

Corps would first seize the small islands of Dadeng, Xiaodeng, and Jiaoyu, north of 

Jinmen Island. Next the 29th and 31st Corps would assault Gulangyu Island and Xiamen 

Island, northwest of Jinmen. As a finale, the 28th Corps would command forces to assault 

and seize Jinmen Island. Once successful, the PLA would have taken from the KMT two 

of its five strategic points, Xiamen and Jinmen Islands, the others being the Zhoushan 

Islands, Hainan Islands, and of course, Taiwan itself.  

 

Battle of Dadeng, Xiaodeng and Jiaoyu Islands 

 

Situated between one and four kilometers from the mainland, the KMT-held islands of 

Dadeng, Xiaodeng, and Jiaoyu Islands form a natural barrier from any attempted assault 

 
152 The Pingtan Island Battle is explored in the next chapter. 
153 DDZGJD, 226; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 30. 
154 DDZGJD, 226; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 29-30. 
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of Jinmen Island.155 Possession of these islands would provide a staging point for the 

PLA and an area for artillery batteries supporting PLA landing forces on Jinmen Island. 

After dark on 9 October, two PLA regiments sailed for Dadeng Island.156 By midnight of 

the following day, the KMT defenders’ regiments had capitulated and the island had been 

seized.157 The next evening on the 11th, one of the two regiments sailed the kilometers 

east and assaulted neighboring Xiadeng Island.158  

 

The two battles resulted in 1,400 casualties (or 30 percent) amongst the three KMT 

regiments defending the islands.159 On 15 October, a third PLA regiment landed on and 

seized nearby Jiaoyu Island, resulting in the loss of three KMT companies defending the 

island (approximately 400 troops).160 In each case, KMT forces failed to coerce the PLA 

to not attack. 

 

Gulangyu Island and Xiamen Island Battles 

 

 
155 Dadeng Island 大嶝岛, Xiaodeng Island 小嶝岛, Jiaoyu Island 角屿岛. 
156 This was the 251st Regiment (84th Division, 28th Corps) and the 259th Regiment (87th Division, 

29th Corps) DDZGJD, 227; ZRJZS 860-861; ZZD 1017. 
157 The KMT Army’s 45th Division was originally an air force security unit. Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 

49; DDZGJD, 233; ZZD 1017. 
158 This was the 251st Regiment. DDZGJD, 233; ZZD 1017. 
159 The two regiments on Dadeng were from the KMT’s 45th Division, 25th Corps on Dadeng and 

one regiment from Xiaodeng was from the 11th Division, 18th Corps. DDZGJD, 233; ZZD 1017; ZRJZS 
860-861. 

160 This was the PLA’s 245th Regiment (82nd Division, 28th Corps). One source (ZRJZS) states 
somewhat unrealistically that Jiaoyu Island was defended by three KMT regiments. DDZGJD, 227; ZRJZS 
860-861; ZZD 1017. 
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With the northern barrier islands secured, the PLA’s 10th Army turned its attention to 

Xiamen Island and its neighboring island of Gulangyu Island.161 Taking Xiamen would 

deny the KMT of one of their five major strategic bases.162 The KMT had turned Xiamen 

island into a fortress having built reinforced concrete fortifications and obstacles along 

with an airfield, tanks, artillery, and even radar.163 The KMT had also been coerced to 

dramatically increased the number of soldiers on the island, bringing the total to over 

56,000 from an initial 17,000 at the beginning of October. Furthermore, Chiang Kai-Shek 

and other prominent KMT leaders had visited the island on the 7 and 8 October. During 

that visit, Tang Enbo (the KMT’s Deputy Director of the Southeast Military and Political 

Affairs Office) stated the island’s defenses were “impregnable.”164 That confidence 

however did not stop Tang from moving his headquarters to nearby Jinmen Island earlier 

in September.165 Nor did it successfully coerce the PLA to not attack KMT held Xiamen 

and Gulangyu. 

 

At roughly 1500 on 15 October, PLA 31st Corps’ artillery units using U.S.-made 105mm 

howitzers began to shell KMT positions on Gulangyu Island.166 This bombardment was 

designed to soften KMT positions for landing by five battalions of PLA forces in two 

 
161 Xiamen Island 厦门岛, Gulangyu Island 鼓浪屿岛. 
162 Five Major Strategic Strongpoints 五大战略据点. Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 38-39.  
163 DDZGJD, 227-228. 
164 DDZGJD, 227-228.  
165 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 48-49. 
166 One source mentions this time as 1550 (DDZGJD,). XZJHJ 5-6; ZRJZS 860-861; DDZGJD, 

228-229. 
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echelons. This landing itself was intended to be a feint for the main attack on Xiamen that 

would commence later that evening.167  

 

Twenty minutes after sunset at 1800, the first echelon of two PLA infantry battalions set 

off from Haican and Haichang towards Gulangyu.168 Facing rough seas, the trip took 

three and a half hours to transit the three kilometers to Gulangyu.169 Meanwhile, PLA 

artillery continued to pummel KMT positions guarding the landing beach.170 Once ashore 

in Gulangyu, the PLA’s first echelon’s landing was unorganized leaving the forces to 

face severe counter attacks by two KMT regiments guarding Gulangyu.171 Disarrayed and 

scattered, the first echelon became cut off from contact with the rear.172  

 

The rough sea conditions continued and intensified throughout the evening, so much so 

that the second echelon of forces, composed of three additional battalions, could not 

achieve a landing on Gulangyu. Only two boats of the second echelon landing force were 

successful in coming ashore.173 In response to the failed attempt, the PLA sought to send 

an additional three battalions to Gulangyu that night.174 However, continuing storms 

 
167 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 33. 
168 One battalion was from the PLA’s 271st Regiment, 91st Division and one battalion was from the 

277th Regiment, 93rd Division. One source states that the first echelon was composed of four battalions (Xu, 
Jinmen zhi zhan). DDZGJD, 228-229; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan  33. 

169 DDZGJD, 228-229. 
170 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 33-34. 
171 These were from the KMT’s 29th Division (under the 55th Corps of the 8th Army). ZRJZS 860-

861. 
172 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 34-35. 
173 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 34. 
174 Specifically the PLA’s 91st Division. Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 34-35. 
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prevented the hastily assembled force from setting sail. By noon the following day the 

31st Corps called off the Gulangyu assault. 175 

 

Meanwhile, an assault force composed of eight regiments from the PLA’s 29th and 31st 

Corps set sail for Xiamen Island.176 At 2000, the first PLA regiment ashore, landed at the 

northwestern part of the island at Shihushan. 177 The unit immediately captured a KMT 

bunker and then repulsed five counterattacks from units under the KMT’s 74th 

Division.178 Four additional regiments under the 31st Corps landed nearby as well to 

secure the beachhead.179  

 

After sailing from Jimei on the mainland, three regiments from the PLA’s 29th Corps 

landed on the northeast side of the island near Gaoqi at 2100.180 After a long night of 

fighting this force captured the Gaoqi fortress from defending units under the KMT’s 

181st Division.181 The next morning the three regiments of the 29th Corps on Xiamen took 

control of Gaoqi Airport, the only airport on Xiamen. Retrograding KMT troops, 

destroyed a cargo plane and tanks to prevent them from falling into PLA hands. 

 

 
175 DDZGJD, 228-229. 
176 The reserve force was composed of one regiment from 87th Division (for the 29th Corps) and 

one regiment from 93rd Division (for the 31st Corps). DDZGJD, 228. 
177 This was the PLA’s 274th Regiment (of the 92nd Division of the 31st Corps). DDZDJD, 229-

230. 
178 DDZGJD, 227-228; ZRJZS, 860-861. 
179 These were the 271st, 274th, 275th, and 277th Regiments. Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 35-36. 
180 ZRJZS, 860-861. 
181 DDZGJD, 227-228; ZRJZS, 860-861. 
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To the west, the five regiments of the PLA’s 31st Corps achieved a breakthrough in the 

morning, where KMT defenders were holding defensive lines at Shihushan and 

Zaishan.182 By noon, the 31st and 29th Corps forces had ensured a solid beachhead and 

established a 10-kilometer front. PLA ships used smoke to hide its ships transiting 

between the mainland and Xiamen island from KMT air attack.183  

 

By dusk, the remaining units of the KMT’s 74th and 181st Divisions which had been 

coerced by PLA advances, retrograded from their respective positions in the northwest 

and northeast portions of Xiamen Island, joining the 166th Division guarding the south. 184 

That same evening, Tang Enbo who was commanding forces on the island was picked up 

by a small craft and headed to Jinmen.185 In the morning of the 17th, the 31st Corps 

entered Xiamen City and by the eleven at night the PLA controlled the entire island after 

surrounding the remaining KMT forces.186  

 

The Xiamen Island battle was a stinging defeat for the KMT. In all, the KMT lost 27,000 

soldiers on Xiamen.187 The 8th Army Command as well as the 55th Corps were wiped 

out.188 Remaining solders in the KMT’s 166th Division retrograded to Xiaojinmen Island, 

west of Jinmen Island.189 With the possession of Xiamen Island and the earlier seizures of 

 
182 DDZDJD 229-230 
183 DDZGJD, 231-232; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan> 
184 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 32-33, 37 
185 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 35-37 
186 ZRJZS 860-861 
187 DDZGJD, 233; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 37; JFJZS 339-340. 
188 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 37. 
189 ZRJZS 860-861. 
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Dadeng, Xiaodeng, and Jiaoyu Islands, the PLA had many potential embarkation points 

for an assault of Jinmen. 

 

Though the PLA had failed to successfully land sufficient forces to seize Gulangyu Island 

two days before, most of the units guarding the island of the KMT’s 29th Division also 

retrograded to Xiaojinmen after seeing the success the PLA had achieved on Xiamen.190 

On the morning of the 17 October, two PLA battalions landed on the island and captured 

1,400 KMT soldiers who were unable to withdraw.191 

 

Jinmen Island Battle 

 

After the loss of Xiamen Island, KMT commander Tang Enbo was coerced by PLA 

successes to reinforced Jinmen Island’s defenses with an additional 10,000 soldiers, 

bringing the island’s defenses to 27,000 soldiers (in addition to the 3,000 soldiers on 

nearby Xiaojinmen). These newly arrived units included four divisions.192 Similar to 

Xiamen Island, Jinmen was a fortress and featured defensive obstacles such as barbwire 

and landmines, possessed coastal artillery, and had 21 U.S. M5A1 tanks with 37mm main 

 
190 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 37. 
191 Specifically the 273rd Regiment’s 2nd and 3rd Battalions (91st Division, 31st Corps). One source 

reports it was the 272nd Regiment that took Gulangyu Island on 17 October 1949, not the 273rd Regiment. 
The 272nd Regiment was engaged in fighting on nearby Xiamen Island and could have been a stone’s throw 
away from Gulangyu. However, if it was the 272nd Regiment, the unit likely would have embarked from the 
mainland. DDZGJD, 233; ZZD 1017. 

192 Specifically, the 19th Corps with its three subordinate divisions (13th, 14th, and 18th) as well as  
the 201st Youth Division. Some PLA sources state that the reinforcing divisions arrived the day of the battle 
(24 October 1949) others state they Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 61; JFJZS vol 3. 338; ZRJZS 860. 
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guns. 193 Off the coast, Jinmen also boasted was a compliment of nine naval vessels in the 

port of Luowan including the KMT flagship Tai Ping and various gunboats including the 

Chung Jung and the Lien Cheng.194 Jinmen also possessed a compliment of 50 FB-46 

fighter bombers and 25 B-25 bombers on the island’s airfield.195 Additional Taiwan-

based air support was twenty minutes away.196 

 

At six kilometers away from the nearest PLA held territory, the recently captured Dadeng 

Island, Jinmen was significantly further from the mainland than Xiamen Island. Because 

of a lack of available boats (approximately 100), only three or four PLA regiments could 

be transported at a time. Furthermore, because these boats ranged in size and speed (a 

mixture of sailboats and motor boats) it was difficult to keep a tight formation.197 With 

these realities, the command element for the invasion, the 10th Army’s 28th Corps, 

determined that the assault would be composed of two echelons. From its command post 

in Lianhe, the plan it developed was to send three regiments as the first echelon.198 Once 

the boats had returned, the second echelon would bring an additional four regiments.199 

 
193 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 49-50, 61. 
194 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 61, 76-77 
195 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 49-50, 61, 76-77 
196 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 62. 
197 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 66, 68-69. 
198 The first echelon consisted of the 244th (82nd Division, 28th Corps), 251st Regiment (84th 

Division, 28th Corps), and the 253rd Regiment (85th Division, 29th Corps). Lianhe莲河. Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 
61; DDZGJD, 234. 

199 The second echelon consisted of the 245th Regiment and 246th Divisions (82nd Division, 28th 
Corps), the 259th Division (87th Division, 29th Corps) and the 256th Regiment (86th Division, 29th Corps). 
Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 61; DDZGJD, 234. 
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These forces would be supported by 80 artillery pieces, including U.S. 105mm howitzers 

and 75mm mountain guns deployed to Dadeng and Xiaodeng Islands.200 

 

At 2100 in the evening on 24 October, three and a half hours after sunset, the three 

regiments of the first echelon sailed from their embarkation points at Houcun, Dadeng 

Island, and Lianhe, respectively. The transit between these points and Jinmen, a voyage 

of 8-11 kilometers took approximately five hours. Thirty minutes before reaching their 

disembarkation points on Jinmen soldiers from the KMT’s 201st Youth Division guarding 

the north west portion of the island accidentally detonated a landmine, putting the entire 

division on high alert.201  

 

As PLA assault regiments neared Jinmen’s shores, PLA artillery on Dadeng and 

Xiaodeng Islands began firing at KMT positions on the island’s northern bank.202 Upon 

arrival on Jinmen at approximately 0200 in the morning on the following day, the 

soldiers of the three regiments rushed onto the island without consolidating a 

beachhead.203 Two regiments, landing in the west and center, met little resistance as 

KMT units were not deployed in strength near their landing areas.204 As a result, both 

 
200 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 61-62. 
201 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 64-65. 
202 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 64-65. 
203 JFJZS, 340; ZRJZS 861-862; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 67-68. 
204 Specifically the 253rd and 251st Regiments. 
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regiments made a steady advance and easily captured Guningtou and Huwei Township, 

respectively.205  

 

Further to the east, the third regiment had advanced to the town of Longkou next to its 

landing area and took heavy casualties as Longkou was fortified.206 Eventually 

overcoming the KMT defenders and achieving breakout, the regiment captured a number 

of KMT soldiers.207 However, in the regiment’s haste to move further inland, these 

soldiers were left behind only to rejoin other KMT forces nearby.208 

 

At dawn, the KMT fiercely counterattacked the three PLA regiments using air and naval 

support.209 More worrisome for the PLA was that many of the boats ferrying PLA first 

echelon troops became stranded on Jinmen’s shores and underwater obstacles as low tide 

occurred before they could return. As the sun rose that morning, they were still unable to 

free themselves and return to pick up second echelon forces.210 KMT artillery and aircraft 

began to destroy many of these boats.211 Additionally, the KMT Navy’s Chung Jung 

 
205 Guningtou 古宁头, Huwei Township 湖尾乡. JFJZS, 340; ZZD 1018-1019; ZRJZS 861-862; 

Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 60, 65.  
206 Specifically, the 244th Regiment. Longkou 龙口 or 垄口. JFJZS 340; ZZD 1018-1019; ZRJZS 

861-862; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 60, 65. 
207 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 65. 
208 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 65. 
209 This included 50 sorties by KMT aircraft, presumably stationed on Jinmen. JFJZS, 340; ZRJZS 

861-862; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 67-68, 70. 
210 JFJZS 340. 
211 JFJZS 340. 
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gunship sailed from Luowan in the southeast of Jinmen and began to attack stranded PLA 

boats near Guningtou.212  

 

Having advanced to Huwei township during the night, the PLA’s 251st Regiment took a 

beating during the counterattack. At 0600 the regiment’s leader Liu Tianxiang reported to 

the 28th Corps command that the KMT had taken many prisoners. Only two hours later 

Liu reported that the regiment was in chaos and six squads remained.213  

 

To the east, the PLA’s 244th Regiment was fairing just as poorly, having encountered a 

KMT M5A1 tank battalion at Qionglin.214 Not possessing effective anti-tank weapons 

and lacking effective cover, regiment commander Xing Yongsheng reported to 28th Corps 

command that the unit was taking heavy losses.215 Shortly thereafter, 28th Corps 

command’s contact with the 244th Regiment was temporarily cut off.216 At 1100 KMT 

tanks broke through PLA defenses, rushed to the beach and started firing at stranded 

boats not already damaged by KMT air attacks.217 After running out of rounds around 

noon, the KMT battalion of tanks withdrew from their forward positions allowing the 

244th regiment to regroup at Shangrushan, where a subordinate battalion was guarding the 

area.218  

 
212 Chung Jung 中榮. Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 70. 
213 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 69-70, 72. 
214 Qionglin 琼林, Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 70-71. 
215 The regiment’s rocket launchers did not work and the hastily improvised grenade clusters used 

by PLA soldiers were ineffective. Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 71-72. 
216 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 71-72. 
217 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 71-72. 
218 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 71-72. 
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At noon the 10th Army’s Political Department Director, Liu Peishan met with the 28th 

Corps Deputy Director, Xiao Feng in Lianhe to discuss the emerging crisis PLA forces 

on Jinmen were facing.219 By this time the 253rd Regiment had reported 1,000 casualties; 

the 251st Regiment was down to six squads; and the 244th Regiment was not in contact 

with headquarters and had lost half of its strength.220 During the meeting it was realized 

that the 10th Army did not have additional boats.221 Furthermore, it was decided that 244th 

Regiment Commander Xiang Yongshen would be appointed the commander of all PLA 

forces on Jinmen.222 Up to this point, no PLA officer on Jinmen had been given such 

command authority. 

 

Facing stiff resistance, the PLA’s 253rd Regiment retrograded from its forward position at 

Lincuo to the beaches near Guningtou in the early afternoon. This retrograde was carried 

out smoothly as the regiment had positioned a battalion to guard the beach.223 In its new 

position, the regiment received some fire support by three PLA artillery groups on 

Dadeng Island.224 Around the same time, KMT forces counterattacked the 251st Regiment 

and seized Guayinshan and Huwai Township heights.225 The 251st Regiment withdrew to 

the nearby beach but it was hampered because the regiment did not have forces already 

 
219 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 74-75. 
220 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 71-72. 
221 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 74-75. 
222 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 74-75. 
223 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 73-74 
224 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 74-75. 
225 Guanyinshan 观音山, Huwai Township heights 湖尾乡高地. Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 73-74. 
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guarding the beach.226 To the east, the PLA’s 244th Regiment regrouped around 

Shuangrushan with only 2,000 soldiers remaining.227 

 

Later in the afternoon, KMT air force aircraft attacked both the artillery supporting the 

253rd Regiment as well as a ship the 28th Corps was preparing to send logistics to 

Jinmen.228 At the beach, the 251st Regiment became encircled by KMT forces and had to 

breakout of its encirclement in order to retrograde to Lincuo, near the 253rd Regiment’s 

position in the vicinity of Guningtou.229 

 

PLA forces on Jinmen were in a precarious position by the end of the day on 25 October. 

While the 253rd Regiment still had most of its force strength, the unit’s ammunition 

supply was running low.230 The 251st Regiment had fared significantly worse having lost 

two thirds of its troops with only 1,230 troops remaining.231 Worse still for the PLA, only 

270 troops (or 7%) of the 244th Regiment’s original compliment existed, and they were 

cut off from the other two regiments in Shangrushan.232 

 

That night, KMT successes coerced the PLA to commit additional forces. However, the 

PLA’s 28th Corps Headquarters recognized that it could not send substantial 

 
226 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 73-74. 
227 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 71-72. 
228 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 74-75. 
229 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 73-74. 
230 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 75. 
231 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 75, Jowett 19. 
232 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 75. 
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reinforcements as it lacked vessels. The boats available had to be transferred by the 10th 

Army, from Xiamen to Aotou and Dadeng Island and were only sufficient to transfer four 

PLA companies.233 At this time, disagreement in the 28th Headquarters occurred 

regarding whether to send reinforce the troops on Jinmen or to evacuate remaining troops 

on Jinmen.234 The 28th Corps leadership decided to appoint the 246th Regiment 

commander as commander of all PLA forces on the island and to send four companies 

(two from an 259th  Regiment in the 85th Division and two from the commander’s own 

246th Regiment) along with him to the island.235  

 

Though hit by gunfire as it approached the shore, the ferry transporting two companies 

from the PLA’s 246th Regiment disembarked its troops on Jinmen’s shore at 0310 on the 

26 October. However, high waves prevented the boats ferrying two platoons of the other 

two companies (from the 85th Division) from landing.236 As a result, the intended landing 

force of approximately 1,100 troops was reduced to only 900 troops.237 

 

Reinvigorated by fresh troops, later in the morning PLA forces reclaimed some of their 

former positions in the northwest of the island. The 253rd Regiment had retaken Lincuo 

south of Guningtou and the 251st Regiment was in control of Butou, however the few 

 
233 JFJZS, 340; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 75-76. 
234 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 76. 
235 The 259th Regiment is not identified in these sources but is listed in a mural at the Guningtou 

Battle Museum on Jinmen. Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 76. 
236 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 76-77. 
237 There is minor disagreement within the historical literature as to how many PLA troops 

actually made it to Jinmen. ZRJZS 861-862; ZZD 1018-1019; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 60, 76-77. 
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hundred remaining troops of the 244th Regiment were still in Shuangrushan.238 When 

dawn broke, three KMT divisions launched a counter attack supported by tanks, aircraft, 

and naval fires.239 Later in the morning, the PLA’s 253rd and 251st Regiments suffered 

high casualties and were down to hundreds of soldiers each.240 Because the buildings of 

Lincuo and Guningtou were made of stone to prevent typhoon damage, house to house 

fighting ensued with the three KMT divisions using tank guns, rocket launchers, and air 

strikes to dislodge PLA troops.241 By noon, Lincuo fell and nearly all remaining PLA 

forces on the island had once again had retrograded to Guningtou. In the afternoon, 

remaining forces were running low on ammunition and food and the PLA had suffered 

5,000 casualties.242  

 

After sunset at 1731, the 259th regiment sent a motorboat to the island to make 

communication with forces surrounded at Guningtou. The numbers of PLA wounded 

seeking to leave Jinmen weighed down the boat to the point of stranding it, only for the 

vessel to be subsequently captured by the KMT.243 KMT resistance coerced the PLA to 

withdraw from battle. At 2200, Commander Zhu Shaoqing of the 28th Army radioed the 

regiments’ commanders on Jinmen to tell them and the roughly 1,200 troops remaining to 

withdraw.244 By 1000 on the 27 October, the battle for Jinmen was over and the PLA was 

 
238 ZRJZS 861-862; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 60. 
239 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 77. 
240 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 77. 
241 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 78-79 
242 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 79-80. 
243 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 80 
244 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 78-79. 
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defeated. 245 Remaining PLA troops were rounded up by KMT and captured.246 As a 

result the KMT remained in control of Jinmen, Xiaojinmen, Dadan, and Erdan islands 

and a few islets. Furthermore, unable to seize Jinmen, the PLA was coerced by KMT 

battlefield success to change its strategy by ending its campaign. 

 

Xiamen and Jinmen: Identification and Classification of Military Coercion 

 
 
 
Table 4. Identifying military coercion: Xiamen and Jinmen 

Battle Date Coercive Interaction Notes 2x2 

General 10/9/49 
KMT fails to coerce PLA to 
change strategy to not start campaign 

LH 

Dadeng 10/9/49 
KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack  

N/A 

Xiamen 10/15/49 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw  LH 

Xiaodeng 11/1/49 
KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack  

N/A 

Jiaoyu 10/15/49 
KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack  

HH 

Gulangyu 10/15/49 
KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack  

N/A 

Xiamen 10/15/49 
PLA coerces KMT to commit 
more forces before battle 

HL 

Xiamen 10/17/49 
KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack  

LH 

Gulangyu 10/17/49 
KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack  

HL 

Jinmen 10/24/49 
KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack  

HL 

Jinmen 10/24/49 
PLA coerces KMT to commit 
more forces before battle 

HH 

Jinmen 10/25/49 
KMT coerces PLA to commit 
more forces  

LH 

Jinmen 10/27/49 KMT coerces PLA to withdraw  LH 

Jinmen 10/27/49 
KMT coerces PLA to change 
strategy end campaign 

N/A 

N/A indicates other patterns of coercion that are not predicted by the military coercion theory 
based on the two independent variables. These other patterns, however, interact and affect the 
patterns explained by the 2x2 table. 

 
245 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 81. 
246 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 81-82. 
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Intent on seizing possession of the KMT-held islands in Xiamen Bay and removing all 

KMT presence there, the PLA used a brute force strategy including amphibious assault 

and seizure of islands. Yet as the above operational history highlights, military coercion 

occurred at many occasions throughout the campaign at the strategic, operational, and 

tactical levels of war by both the PLA and KMT. These instances will be examined in 

further detail in Chapter 6. 

 

 

Hainan 

 

On the heels of the PLA’s Fourth Field Army’s successful Guangxi Campaign, in which 

KMT forces in this southern province had been defeated and expelled by the middle of 

December 1949, the PLA’s attention immediately turned to assaulting and capturing the 

KMT strongpoint of Hainan Island. Still smarting from the unsuccessful Zhan-Xia-Jin 

Campaign, Mao Zedong instructed to the Fourth Field Army to “liberate Hainan based on 

the lessons of the Jinmen battle defeat.”247 The following lessons Mao further specified, 

as not to ignore weather and tidal conditions; to ensure that a sizeable assault force of at 

least the strength of one army corps (40,000 to 50,000 troops) was to be landed in a 

single amphibious crossing; that this assault force carry with it enough food supplies to 

last for three days; and that the assault force seize and establish a beachhead which could 

 
247 JFJZS 359; DDZGJD, 136. 
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be resupplied and follow on forces could be safely disembarked at before PLA forces 

tried to seize the rest of Hainan Island.248 

 

As a result of these orders, the PLA’s 15th Army, composed of the 40th and 43rd Corps, 

and led by Deng Hua moved to staging areas in Guangdong and Guangxi provinces to 

prepare for the campaign in late December.249 Also referred to as the “sea-crossing 

operational army,” the 15th Army at this time was composed of six divisions (three in 

each corps), the 1st Anti-Aircraft Division, the 28th Cannon Regiment, and an engineer 

unit.250 In addition to these forces, the Qiongya Column under Feng Baiju had been 

waging a long-running resistance and sabotage operations against KMT forces on the 

island. With its headquarters Wuzaishan, at the center of Hainan, the column was 

composed of ten regiments in three detachments.251  With approximately 20,000 troops, 

the Qiongya Column controlled the mountainous interior of the island (or approximately 

two-thirds of Hainan), while the KMT controlled the coastal cities.252  

 
248 JFJZS 359; DDZGJD, 136. 
249 The subordinate units of the 40th Corps were staged in the towns of Haikang 海康, Xuwen 徐闻

, Beihai 北海, Hepu 合浦, Anpu 安铺; the 43rd Corps’ units staged from: Zhanjiang 湛江, Haian 海安, 
Beisha 北沙, Donghaidao 东海岛, Chixi 赤溪, Yangjiang 阳江. The anti-aircraft artillery regiments were 
deployed to Santang Port 三塘港 and Hai’an Port 海安港 to cover the fleet and the cannon regiment was 
deployed to the coastal area south of Xuwen county. DDZGJD, 137; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 
213.  

250 Sea Crossing Operational Army 渡海作战兵团. Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 211; 
ZZD, p. 1035-1036; JFJZS 1987, p. 358; DDZGJD, 136-137; Deng Lifeng, ed., Xin Zhongguo junshi 

huodong jishi (1949-1959) [New China’s Military Activities (1949-1959], (Beijing: Chinese Communist 
Party History Press, 1989) 83-84. 

251 These were the 1st, 3rd, and 5th Detachments 总队 and an independent regiment. DDZGJD, 135-
137; ZRJZS, 911. 

252 The PLA literature provides a wide variety of estimates for the troop strength of the Qiongya 
Column, reporting variously only 10,000 troops (Deng, Xin Zhongguo junshi huodong jishi); 15,000 troops 
(JFJZS); or even as many as 25,000 troops (ZJBQ). DDZGJ 135; Deng, Xin Zhongguo junshi huodong 

jishi, 83-84; JFJZS 1987, p. 358; ZJBQ, 401. 
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On 10 January 1950 the CMC issued further instructions to the Fourth Field Army to 

liberate Hainan Island by the spring or summer of that year. These instructions 

recognized that combat effectiveness of KMT forces was poor; revised downward the 

numbers of PLA troops that needed to be landed in the first wave to 20,000, though 

added the requirement for a corps level headquarters in that landing; officially ordered 

the Qiongya Column to fall under the 15th Army’s command structure; and established 

direct radio contact between the Qiongya Column and the 15th Army.253 In response to 

these directives, the 15th Army requisitioned 2,130 boats (mostly wooden sailing boats), 

collected 4,000 sailors, and began two months of training and preparations for sea 

crossing operations.254 

 

Around the same time, the Qiongya Column launched a “clearing up and suppression” 

campaign against KMT forces on Hainan. This campaign was specifically designed to 

draw KMT forces away from intended landing areas, and to keep them focused on 

internal security. This was no small task as 100,000 KMT troops in five corps (for a total 

of 19 divisions) guarded the island.255 This force also included the KMT Navy’s 3rd Fleet 

with approximately 50 surface ships and a Marine Corps contingent, and four Air Force 

 
253 ZJBQ7, 401; JFJZS 1987, 359; 359 fn. 1; DDZGJD, 136. 
254 Numbers of boats collected in the literature are also reported as 2,100 (JFJZS, 1987) and 2,129 

boats according to (Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan). Number of sailors is reported in JFJZS 1987 are 
6,000. Furthermore, these numbers either include or are in addition to contributions of 450 ships and 800 
sailors from Haikang County, 170 ships and 400 sailors from Hainan Island, and 300 boats and 4,000 
sailors from Weizhou Island 涠洲岛 seized by the 40th Corps. ZJBQ vol. 7 401; DDZGJD, 137-138; Liang, 
et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan 214; JFJZS 359-360.  

255 DDZGJD, 144-145. 
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squadrons containing 42 fighter, bomber, and transport aircraft.256 As far as the 

disposition of forces was concerned, the forces were guarding the coastal areas of Hainan 

Island as follows: the Eastern defense area (also referred to as the 1st Route Corps, 

contained the KMT 32nd Corps), the Northern defense area (also referred to as the 2nd 

Route Corps) contained the KMT 62nd Corps and most of the ships from the KMT 

Navy’s 3rd Fleet, the Western defense area (also referred to as the 3rd Route Corps) 

contained the KMT 4th and 64th Corps, and the Southern defense area (also referred to as 

the 4th Route Corps) contained the KMT 63rd Corps and Marine Corps forces.257 All of 

these units were commanded by the Hainan Defense Headquarters and its commander 

Hsueh Yueh and Hainan Chief Executive Chen Chi-tang.258 

 

The KMT failed to coerce the KMT to change its strategy and not start a campaign. 

Though large in total numbers, the PLA had judged KMT forces defending Hainan to be 

“insufficient in strength, scattered in deployment, with many gaps allowing our army to 

choose a convenient weak point to break through.”259 By carrying out the “clearing up 

and suppression” campaign, the Qiongya Column intended to exacerbate an already 

difficult situation for KMT  defenders and sought to further ensure a successful assault by 

 
256 Or alternatively 25 fighters, 20 transports (ZZD and JFJZS). Or alternatively about 40 aircraft 

(Deng, Xin Zhongguo junshi huodong jishi ). Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 211-212; JFJZS 1987, 
358.ZJBQ, 1997, vol. 7, p. 401; DDZGJD, 135-136, 144-145; Deng, Xin Zhongguo junshi huodong jishi , 
83-84; ZZD 1035-1036; JFJZS 358-359.  

257 Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 212;  
258 The Hainan Defense Headquarters 海南防卫总司令部 (or 海南岛防卫司令部 in JFJJS) was 

formed from the remnants of the KMT’s Yu Han-mou Group 余汉谋集团. Hsueh Yueh who was formerly 
the KMT Qiongya Security Commander 琼崖保安司令. Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 212; JFJZS, 
110, 58-359; DDZGJD, 135-136.  

259 JFJZS 1987, 358-359. 
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15th Army forces. Accordingly, the Qiongya Column ordered the 1st Detachment to focus 

on the western region around Changjiang and the 5th Detachment to focus further south 

near Ledong. On the east side of the island the Independent Regiment focused on 

Wenchang and the 3rd Detachment focused on Qionghai.260 

 

In the midst of the 15th Army’s training for sea crossing operations and the Qiongya 

Column’s campaign to make life difficult for the KMT’s Hainan Defense Headquarters, 

an operational conference was held in the Leizhou Peninsula on 1 February. This 

conference brought together the leaders of the 15th Army’s 40th and 43rd Corps as well 

as the Deputy Commander of the Qiongya Column, Ma Baishan.261 During the 

conference the leaders adopted the concept of “combining active blockade running, 

crossing in small groups, and landing” as the overarching campaign guidance.262 The 

KMT air and naval superiority and lack of sufficient numbers of boats for the crossing 

coerced the PLA to slow down its attacks and take evasive maneuvers. As a result, the 

Central Military Commission ordered the 15th Army to not send a corps-sized landing 

force across the Qiongzhou Strait. Five days later, Mao Zedong issued further 

instructions for the 15th Army to not be negligent in preparing for the crossing by trying 

to speed up the campaign.263 As a result, the 15th Army decided to secretly smuggle PLA 

units across the strait to prepare for the eventual amphibious assault. 

 

 
260 DDZGJD, 137. 
261 DDZGJD, 136-137. 
262 ZJBQ, 1997, vol. 7, p. 401; JFJZS 1987, 359. 
263 DDZGJD, 136. 
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Secret Crossings to Increase Troop Strength 

 

In early March, the PLA’s 15th Army decided to smuggle a division’s worth of troops in 

four groups, spread out over a month’s time, in order to evade KMT air and maritime 

defenses and avoid raising suspicion of an impending assault.264 Furthermore, the Fourth 

Field Army units lacked any sea crossing proficiency in their long campaign history. 

While the Fourth Field Army could draw on Third Field Army’s lessons learned, nothing 

could replicate actual experience. Similarly, the Qiongya Column on Hainan Island 

needed to be reinforced in preparation for a large-scale assault. The units’ irregulars 

needed increased numbers of soldiers to bolster its ranks to more effectively use the 

Colum to support the 15th Army’s main assault forces. 

 

At 1900 on 5 March, the first secret crossing group embarked from Dengloujiao from 

southwest Leizhou Peninsula. Han Xianchu, the 40th Corps commander personally 

attended the embarkation of the 800 troops of this unit. 265 Setting out in thirteen wooden 

boats, this group consisted of one reinforced battalion.266 Instead of crossing the 

Qiongzhou Strait directly, this small flotilla sailed almost due west to avoid suspicion and 

then swung around southward to land near the town of Baimajing on Hainan Island’s 

western coast. Approaching their disembarkation point after sailing for 19 hours, the 

 
264 ZZD, 1036. 
265 Or 799 troops (ZZD). DDZGJD, 139-140; ZZD 1035-1036.  
266 This battalion was from the 352nd Regiment (118th Division, 40th Corps). ZJBQ, 1997, vol. 7, p. 

401; JFJZS 1987, 360; ZZD 1035-1036; DDZGJD, 139-140; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan 217.  
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flotilla of sailing boats was intercepted by five KMT aircraft and two warships. 267 After 

sailing roughly 100 nautical miles the reinforced battalion landed 10 kilometers 

southwest of Baimajing.268 Upon landing, they fought a short skirmish with two 

companies from the KMT’s 59th Division (4th Corps). 269 Units from the 8th and 9th 

Regiments Qiongya Column assisted and the reinforced battalion successfully met up 

with the Qiongya Column. 270 

 

Five days later on 10 March, the second secret crossing group set off from Naozhou 

Island, an island off the northeastern corner of the Leizhou Peninsusla and southeast from 

the city of Zheijiang. This group was also comprised of reinforced battalion but at 1,000 

troops, it was 20 percent larger than the first group and required a flotilla of 21 wooden 

sailboats compared to the first group’s thirteen.271 After a 20-hour journey of 110 nautical 

miles the second group landed near Chishui Port on the eastern side of Hainan Island, 

successfully evading the KMT air and sea blockade.272 Only two boats, carrying 100 

troops, did not land.273 On the morning of the 12 March, a KMT battalion from the 37th 

Regiment surrounded the landed PLA forces and on the 13th, Hainan Defense 

Command’s Commander Hsueh Yueh, mobilized a further six regiments in the 

 
267 Or only 4 aircraft (DDZGJD,). Or 9 aircraft (Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan). ZZD 1035-

1036; DDZGJD, 139-140; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 217. 
268 Or 1300 (JFJZS). ZJBQ, 1997, vol. 7, p. 401; ZZD 1035-1036; JFJZS 360. 
269 ZZD 1035-1036; JFJZS 1987, 360; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 217. 
270 DDZGJD, 139-140; ZZD 1036. 
271 This battalion was from the 382nd Regiment, 128th Division, 43rd Corps. ZJBQ, 1997, vol. 7, p. 

401; ZZD 1035-1036; JFJZS 360; DDZGJD, 140. 
272 ZJBQ, 1997, vol. 7, p. 401; ZZD 1035-1036; JFJZS 360; DDZGJD, 140; Liang, et al., Duhai 

denglu zuozhan 217. 
273 It is unclear from available sources if these two ships were separated from the main group or 

were sunk by defending KMT air or naval forces. 
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Wenchang area to encircle the second group.274 However, with support of the Qiongya 

Column’s independent regiment the reinforced battalion destroyed the KMT’s battalion 

and the 39th Regiment as well, allowing it to successfully reach the Qiongya Column’s 

Qiongodong Base Area.275 

 

The third secret crossing group of PLA forces was dispatched on 26 March, the PLA’s 

15th Army sent a reinforced regiment, commanded by Qiongya Column Deputy 

Commander Ma Baishan, and the Political Deputy Director of the 118th Division, Liu 

Zhenhua. 276 At 3,000 troops in strength, this group was triple the size of the second 

group. Composed of a regiment, a battalion, and an artillery unit, this group embarked at 

1900 hours from Dengloujiao (where the first group had previously embarked) in 81 sail 

boats.277 Though the intent was to sail directly across the Qiongzhou Strait disembark on 

the northern shore of Hainan Island, heavy fog and lack of wind turned a 20 km crossing 

into a thirteen-hour voyage. Upon arrival on Hainan Island, two KMT warships and 

several aircraft began attacking the PLA boats. This resulted in two boats sunk and a few 

ships lost contact with the main force.278.The third group disembarked on either side of 

Yubiao Port, far from the intended landing site at Anlu and skirmished with two 

regiments of KMT troops. 279 From 27 to 29 March, the Qiongya Column’s 1st 

 
274 DDZGJD, 140-141;  
275 Qiongdong base area 琼东根据地. JFJZS 360; DDZGJD, 141. 
276 DDZGJD, 141-142; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan 217. 
277 Specifically it was the 352nd Regiment and the 2nd Battalion of the 353rd Regiment (both from 

the 118th Division of the 40th Corps. According to one source the group contained 2,900 troops (JFJZS). 
ZJBQ, 1997, vol. 7, p. 401; ZZD 1035-1036; JFJZS 360; DDZGJD, 141-142, 149; JFJZS 360. 

278 JFJZS 360; DDZGJD, 141-142. 
279 ZJBQ, 1997, vol. 7, p. 401; JFJZS 360; DDZGJD, 141-142. 
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Detachment fought an ultimately successful battle against ten KMT battalions (from the 

62nd and 64th Corps) at Meihou to reach and retrieve the third group forces.280 

 

A few days later on 31 March, the fourth and final secret crossing group embarked at 

Boshe Port in southeast Leizhou Peninsula. At 3,733 troops in size, this was the largest 

group yet and was composed of the 379th Regiment and one battalion from the 381st 

Regiment. Leaving at 2230, the flotilla of 88 boats, commanded by Division Commander 

Wang Dongbao, began its 40-kilometer sail across the Qiongzhou Strait.281 Seeing a large 

group of ships approaching Hainan, KMT warships (one large ship and two smaller 

boats) intercepted the flotilla at 0300. The PLA flotilla possessed a complement of four 

motor boats that were customized with mortars and anti-aircraft guns, known as “Red 

Five Companies.”282 These Red Five Company boats counterattacked the KMT large 

warship and deterred the small boats from assisting, forcing the large KMT warship to 

withdraw. 283 However this did not occur before three boats of the 379th’s 9th Company 

were sunk. 284 Continuing on, the majority of the fourth group landed between Beichuang 

Port and Puqian Port east of Haikou and meet up with Qiongya Column forces on 1 

April.285 Not all forces made it safely to Hainan. The hapless 9th Company and the 8th 

 
280 DDZGJD, 141-142. 
281 Two sources report a departure time of 2200 instead of 2230 (ZJBQ and JFJZS). Some sources 

report 3,700 troops instead of 3733 (ZJBQ, ZZD, and JFJZS). ZJBQ7, 401; JFJZS, 360; DDZGJD, 142-
143; ZZD, 1035-1036; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan 218.  

282 JFJZS 360. 
283 JFJZS 360. 
284 Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 218. 
285 Or 0400 according to Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan. DDZGJD, 142-143, Liang, et al., 

Duhai denglu zuozhan 218.  
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Company from the 379th Regiment landed at Baishamen Island in Haikou and were 

decimated by KMT forces in the area.286 With the fourth and final group now 

disembarked on Hainan, the PLA had increased the Qiongya Column’s strength by 

approximately one division.287 

 

Direct Assault of Hainan Island 

 

With preparations for crossing complete and the Qiongya Column reinforced by a 

significant number of PLA regulars, the 15th Army was now ready to carry out landing 

operations to seize Hainan Island. Similar to the third and fourth secret crossings, this 

amphibious assault would leave from embarkation areas in the southern Leizhou 

Peninsula, sail directly across the Qiongzhou Strait, and land on the northern shores of 

Hainan Island. To carry this out, two echelons were formed to transport the remaining 

forces of the 40th and 43rd Corps from the peninsula.288 The first echelon consisted of 

eight regiments (six from the 118, and 119th Divisions of the 40th Corps and an additional 

two regiments from the 128th Division of the 43rd Corps) or roughly 50,000 troops.289 The 

second echelon contained an additional five regiments from the 43rd Corps.290 

 

 
286 DDZGJD, 142-143, 144-145. 
287 JFJZS 360. 
288 ZJBQ, 1997, vol. 7, p. 401; DDZGJD, 143. 
289 ZJBQ, 1997, vol. 7, p. 401; DDZGJD, 145-146; ZZD 1035-1036. 
290 ZJBQ, 1997, vol. 7, p. 401. 
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On 16 April at 1930, the first echelon embarked from numerous points along the southern 

Leizhou Peninsula such as Dengloujiao and Dongchang.291 Only eight miles off Hainan’s 

shore, the flotilla of 350 boats were discovered and fired on by KMT patrol aircraft 292 As 

the flotilla sailed further south, KMT warships including the major surface combatants 

Tai Kang and Tai Ping from the Third Fleet attacked the flotilla. Similar to the fourth 

secret crossing, the 1st Echelon’s flotilla also contained ships modified with artillery 

pieces that engaged and damaged the Tai Ping, in addition to two unidentified ships.293  

 

Around 0300 on 17 April, the first echelon arrived in northern Hainan at Lingaojiao, 

Bopu, Linshi Port, Shengyanjiao, and Huachang Port. KMT forces failed to coerce the 

PLA to not attack. Upon landing the five regiments in the PLA’s 118 and 119th Divisions 

defeated two KMT regiments and seized nine bunkers. 294 At 0700 the two divisions, 

supported by the Qiongya Column’s 1st Detachment and earlier landed 40th Corps forces, 

surrounded Lingaojiao295 The main force of this group continued on toward Meitai and 

Jialai. The KMT again failed to coerce the PLA to not attack at Meitai. At dawn on 19 

April, the Meitai Battle began. During the battle, the PLA’s 118th Division surrounded 

the KMT’s 466th Regiment (156th Division) and annihilated it.296 The KMT failed to 

 
291 Or 1930 according to Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan. DDZGJD, 143-144; ZZD 1035-

1036; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan 219.  
292 ZJBQ7, 401; DDZGJD, 145-146; ZZD 1035-1036. 
293 ZJBQ7, 401; JFJZS 360-361 
294 Specifically the 391st and 392nd Regiments of the 131st Division, 64th Corps. Or at 0200-0400 

(Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan). ZJBQ,. 401; JFJZS 361; ZZD 1035-1036; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu 

zuozhan, 219. 
295 ZJBQ, 1997, vol. 7, p. 401; JFJZS 361. ZZD 1035-1036. 
296 ZZD 1045; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan 219 
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coerce the PLA to not attack at Jialai. On the same day, the 119th Division attacked units 

of the KMT’s 64th Corps and took the town of Jialai.297  

 

Also on 17 April two PLA regiments of the 128th Division landed further east between 

Yubiao Port and Leigong Island. KMT forces again failed to coerce the PLA to not 

attack. Upon landing the two PLA regiments fought the Huachang Battle, in which they 

seized Caifangling and Qiaotou in quick order and then moved southward towards 

Fushan. Foreseeing that a PLA victory at Fushan would mean that KMT forces guarding 

Haikou could be outflanked, KMT Hainan Defense Commander Hsueh Yueh mobilized 

four KMT regiments to defend the town.  

 

On the morning of 18 April, PLA forces failed to coerce the KMT to not attack. The 

KMT’s Fushan Garrison moved north to meet 128th Division forces but was intercepted 

by the 127th Division forces. This started the Fushan Battle. The 127th Division had 

landed in the fourth crossing and was supported by the Qiongya Column’s 3rd 

Detachment.298 After the Fushan Battle and the Meitai Battle, the first echelon had 

secured key points along the north coast of Hainan, puncturing the KMT’s defensive line 

and establishing a beachhead for 2nd Echelon forces. 299  

 

 
297 Apparently killing, wounding, or capturing 669 KMT soldiers. Liang, et al., Duhai denglu 

zuozhan, 219. 
298 DDZGJD, 145-146; ZJBQ, 1997, vol. 7, p. 401; JFJZS 361. 
299 DDZGJD, 145-146. 
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Despite these PLA victories, Hainan’s capital city of Haikou, where the KMT’s Hainan 

Defense Headquarters was located, was still firmly in KMT control. On 18 and 19 April, 

KMT Commander Hsueh Yueh dispatched the 252nd Division from Haikou to reinforce 

the Chengmai area, the gateway to Haikou, and was now threatened after the defeat at 

Fushan. The KMT failed to coerce the PLA to not attack at Fengmenling. On the night of 

19 April, the PLA 15th Army ordered the 127th and 128th Divisions to attack the KMT at 

Chengmai kicking off the Fengmenling Battle. Furthermore, the seven regiments of 118th 

and 119th Divisions were ordered to move from Meitai and Jailai to the Chengmai area to 

support. 300 On the morning of 20 April the KMT’s 252nd Division had surrounded the 

PLA’s 128th Division near Huangzhou and Meiting. PLA successes forced the KMT to 

commit additional forces as KMT Commander Hsueh Yueh transferred six additional 

divisions from the 64th and 32nd Corps bolster the 252nd Division. 301 On 21 April, KMT 

forces with the support of artillery and aircraft began a siege of the 128th Division.302 This 

siege by the KMT coerced the PLA to also commit additional forces. At 1700, the seven 

regiments of the PLA’s 40th Corps arrived in the area and by noon the next day, had 

defeated KMT forces in the area. 303 PLA victory coerced the PLA to withdraw from 

Haikou as a result of the defeat in the Fengmenling Battle. KMT Commander Hsueh 

Yueh ordered abandonment of Haikou on 22 April. This defeat also coerced the KMT to 

end its campaign on Hainan as Commander Hsueh also ordered a general withdrawal of 

 
300 DDZGJD, 146. 
301 ZJBQ, 1997, vol. 7, pp. 401-402; JFJZS 361; DDZGJD, 146-147. 
302 Specifically from: Santang Port 三塘港, Sitang 四塘, Sanji Port 三圾港, and Xindi Port 新地

港. ZZD 1045; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan 219. 
303 DDZGJD, 147-148. 
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KMT forces at the same time.304 In the morning of the 23 April, the PLA’s 118th and 

128th Divisions landed and marched unopposed into Haikou.305  

 

Conquest of Hainan Island 

 

As KMT forces were in general withdrawal from Hainan Island, the second echelon of 

the PLA’s 15th Army’s sailed across the Qiongzhou Strait from embarkation points on the 

Leizhou Peninsula in the evening of the 23 April.306 This force, composed of the 

remaining five regiments from the 43rd Corps, landed from 0100-0400 in the early 

morning of the 24 April at Houhai and Tianwwei Port.307 Joining with the first echelon 

units, PLA forces on Hainan split into three groups (Eastern Route Force, Western Route 

Force and Central Route Force) to chase retrograding KMT forces and seize control of 

the entire island.  

 

Containing four PLA divisions along with two Qiongya column detachments and its 

independent regiment, the Eastern Route Force (ERF) was the largest of the three PLA 

route forces.308 The ERF was tasked to chase three of the KMT’s five corps on the island 

 
304 That evening Hsueh Yueh also exited the island, likely from Haikou Airport. ZJBQ, 1997, vol. 

7, pp. 401-402; DDZGJD, 148; ZZD 1035-1036. 
305 ZJBQ, 1997, vol. 7, pp. 401-402; JFJZS 361; DDZGJD, 147-148; ZZD 1035-1036; Liang, et 

al., Duhai denglu zuozhan 219. 
306 DDZGJD, 148; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 219. 
307 ZJBQ 1997, vol. 7, pp. 401-402; JFJZS 361; ZZD 1035-1036; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu 

zuozhan 219. 
308 This was composed of much of the 40th Corps, and 128th Division of the 43rd Corps and the 3rd 

and 5th Detachments of the Qiongya Column. 
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(the 32nd, 62nd, and 63rd). Each of the withdrawing KMT corps had been assigned a 

specific port of embarkation on the southeastern end of Hainan Island for it to leave the 

island from. However, each corps had to first withdraw to the assigned port and be 

evacuated.  

 

On 24 April, the units of the Eastern Route Force exited Haikou. On the same day, ERF 

units seized Wenchang. The KMT failed to coerce the PLA to not attack as one PLA 

regiment fought a battle with the KMT’s 151st Division at Huangzhou, defeating two 

regiments and capturing 800 soldiers.309 ERF units continued to seize coastal towns such 

as Jiaji and Lehui and capture prisoners, though these units were slowed down in their 

pursuit by the damage withdrawing KMT troops caused to bridges and roads.310 Again 

the KMT failed to coerce the PLA to not attack as on the morning of the 27 April, units 

from the 118th Division arrived in the vicinity of Wanning and began the Baiwu Battle 

with the remnants of the KMT’s 62nd and 32nd Corps, which, at that time, were loading 

onto transport ships. During the battle, the ERF captured 3,000 KMT troops and damaged 

three of the four ships anchored 200 meters from the shore.311 The PLA’s 119th Division 

also captured 800 soldiers and the commander from the KMT 151st Division that day.312 

 

 
309 Specifically the PLA’s 357th Regiment (119th Division). ZZD 1045-1046; Liang, et al., Duhai 

denglu zuozhan 220. 
310 DDZGJD, 148-149. 
311 DDZGJD, 148-149; ZZD 1045-1046; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan 220. 
312 DDZGJD, 148-149. 
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On 29 April, the approximately 45 aircraft under the KMT Air Force Hainan Command 

retrograded from Sanya Airport to Taiwan.313 On the same day and continuing into the 

next, the PLA’s 128th Division battled the KMT’s 62nd Corps training division near the 

Xincun Port, south of Lingshui, where they awaited transport. 314  On the 30 April, the 

PLA’s 119th Division and the Qiongya Column’s 5th Detachment occupied Yulin and 

Sanya Airport and captured 2,000 KMT troops.315 

 

The Western Route Force (WRF) and Central Route Forces (CRF) both had the town of 

Basuo on Hainan’s west coast as their objective but took different paths to get there. 

Comprised of one regiment and an unidentified strengthened battalion, the main force of 

the WRF traveled from Biaimajing to Xinze to Beili and ultimately Basuo from 30 April 

to 1 May by coastal road while a smaller force sailed in 15 motorboats to Beili.316 The 

CRF, composed of a division and an additional regiment, began its advance on April 25th 

from Chengmai to Nada while pursuing the KMT’s 3rd Route Force.317 On its five-day 

journey, the CRF was unable to attain sufficient food or water from the sparsely 

populated areas it passed through.318 The KMT failed to coerce the PLA to not attack as 

on 30 April the PLA reached the Beili and Basuo areas, defeating two battalions of the 

 
313 ZKBQ 2005, p. 1218. 
314 Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan 220. 
315 ZJBQ, 1997, vol. 7, pp. 401-402; JFJZS 361; DDZGJD, 148-149; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu 

zuozhan 220. 
316 Specifically the 353rd Regiment (118th Division). ZJBQ7, 401-402; DDZGJD, Operational Map 

#5; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 220. 
317 Specifically the 129th Division and the 380th Regiment (127th Division). 
318 Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 220. 
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KMT’s 286th Division 4th Corps.319 The next day KMT again failed to coerce the PLA to 

not attack as  the CRF and WRF coordinated to attack the remainder of the KMT’s 286th 

Division and one regiment of the 90th Division om Basuo. This combined force defeated 

the KMT and captured 3,500 troops. As a result, organized KMT resistance on Hainan 

Island effectively ceased and the PLA took possession of Hainan for the PRC. 320 

 

The successful Hainan Island Campaign for the PLA meant that the KMT was denied 

another one of its five strong points. This prevented the KMT from using Hainan as a 

base area from which to operate from in Southern China and as a potential staging area 

for a future invasion of the mainland. However, even if the KMT had successfully 

defended the island, Hainan’s close proximity to mainland China and its extensive 

coastline would have made it difficult for KMT forces to hold over time. 

 

Hainan: Identification and Classification of Military Coercion 

 

Table 5. Identifying military coercion: Hainan 

Battle Date Coercive Interaction Notes  2x2 
General 3/1/50 KMT fails to coerce PLA to 

change strategy 
to not start campaign LH 

General 3/1/50 KMT coerces PLA to slow down 
attacks 

through evasive 
maneuvers 

N/A 

Lingaojiao 4/17/50 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 
LH 

Huachang 4/17/50 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 LH 

Fushan 4/18/50 PLA fails to coerce KMT to not 
attack 

 
LH 

 
319 Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 220. 
320 DDZGJD, 149-150; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan 220. 
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Battle Date Coercive Interaction Notes  2x2 
Meitai 4/19/50 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 

attack 

 
LH 

Jialai 4/19/50 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 
LH 

Fengmenling 4/19/50 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 
LH 

Fengmenling 4/19/50 PLA coerces KMT to commit 
more forces 

 
N/A 

Fengmenling 4/21/50 KMT coerces PLA to commit 
more forces 

to relieve a siege N/A 

Haikou 4/22/50 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw before battle  HL 
General 4/22/50 PLA coerces KMT to change 

strategy 
to end campaign HL 

Huangzhou 4/24/50 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 
LH 

Baiwu 4/27/50 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 
LH 

Beili 4/30/50 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 
LH 

Sanya & 
Yulin 

4/30/50 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 LH 

Basuo 5/1/50 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 LH 

N/A indicates other patterns of coercion that are not predicted by the military coercion theory based on the 
two independent variables. These other patterns, however, interact and affect the patterns explained by the 
2x2 table. 
 
 
 
Intent on seizing possession of Hainan Island and removing all KMT presence there, the 

PLA used a brute force strategy including amphibious assault and territorial conquest. 

Yet as the above operational history highlights, military coercion occurred at many 

occasions throughout the campaign at the strategic, operational, and tactical levels of war 

by both the PLA and KMT. These instances will be examined in further detail in Chapter 

6. 

 

Zhoushan (part 2) 
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Although the PLA had successfully seized 30 peripheral islands in the Zhoushan 

archipelago, including Jinting, Daxia, Meishan, and Taohua, the defeat the PLA suffered 

in the battle for Dengbu Island on 5 November 1949 allowed the KMT to remain firmly 

in place.321 More importantly, the PLA’s defeat at Dengbu meant that the KMT could 

continue its bombing and maritime blockade campaign. This was because it still 

controlled two airports (on Zhoushan and Dazhangtushan) and two ports (on Zhoushan 

and Daishan). Furthermore, the PLA lacked operational air and naval units at this time 

and was largely unable to defend its airspace and maritime transit. As a result, KMT’s 

aerial bombing campaign and sea blockade operations at the mouth of the Yangtze River 

continued on unimpeded.  

 

Counter Air Operations 

 

Using U.S.-built B-24 and B-25 bombers the KMT’s aerial bombing campaign focused 

on economic and military targets in Mainland China. Shanghai, as well as cities in 

Jiangsu province (Nanjing) and Zhejiang province (Hangzhou, Ningbo, Zhenhai) were 

frequently in KMT crosshairs.322 However Anhui, Jiangxi, Fuzhou and Guangzhou 

provinces also experienced KMT aerial bombing.323 Economic targets including 

railroads, ferries, bridges, factories, and power plants were regularly hit. Collateral 

damage included possibly thousands of civilian deaths and significant destruction of 

 
321 JFJZS: 341; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan: 96. 
322 XZJHJ: 5, 9, 35, 83; ZZD: 1014, 1026. 
323 Sorties for these targets likely were generated from airfields on Taiwan or from Haikou or 

Sanya airfields on Hainan Island which was held by the KMT until early May 1950. XZJHJ, 83, 100. 
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property.324 As the PLA had few if any means to counter the KMT bombing campaign it 

failed to coerce an end to the KMT countervalue strategy. 

 

While it is difficult to ascertain how effective the bombing campaign was in achieving its 

objectives, one source states that it, in conjunction with the maritime blockade, affected 

production at 70 percent of Shanghai’s factories.325 The campaign destroyed factory 

infrastructure and hampered the shipment of sufficient raw materials along coastal routes, 

as land-based infrastructure was insufficient for the movement of heavy transport.326  

 

Table 6. KMT forces defending Zhoushan 

Unit type November 1949 End of April 1950 
Ground  3x Corps (10x Divisions) 5x Corps (15x Divisions) 
Naval  2x Fleets  3x Fleets 
Air  2x Groups (6x bomber; 15x fighter)  3x Groups (10x bomber; 32x fighter) 
Troops 90,000 troops 125,000 troops 
Source: Tang 2012, 68. 

 
 
 
At the end of 1949 the KMT increased the intensity of the bombing and blockade 

campaigns as the PLA was unable to coerce the KMT to not attack.327 Although 

comprehensive statistics are difficult to attain, Shanghai, which took the brunt of the 

KMT’s aerial bombardment, received at least 26 such raids from October 1949 to 

February 1950.328 However half of these raids occurred in an eight day period from 6 to 

 
324 DDZGJD, 251-252. 
325 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 96. 
326 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 96. 
327 DDZGJD, 251-252. 
328 JFJJS 157. 
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13 February.329 Furthermore during roughly this same period of time, the KMT 

substantially increased its defenses in Zhoushan Island. By April of 1950, the KMT’s 

Zhoushan Island Command added an additional two Army corps, bringing the total to 

five, which increased the total number of divisions on the island from 10 to 16.330 It also 

added a third fleet to carry out blockade operations and third air group, increasing the 

number of fighters and bombers.331 Fearing an eventual resumption of the PLA’s 

campaign to take Zhoushan, the KMT was coerced to in increased its troop strength by 

30,000 to 120,000 after its victory on Dengbu Island.332 

 

To deal with the air threat posed by the KMT, in early 1950 the PLA began a crash 

program to repair airfields damaged by retrograding KMT forces and to increase runway 

dimensions and quality to accommodate jet aircraft.333 Third Field Army Commander and 

Shanghai Mayor Chen Yi mobilized 200,000 civilians to make such repairs to Jiangwan, 

Dachang, and Longhua airports, which were quickly completed in February.334 These 

improvements could not come soon enough for the PRC. On 6 February the single most 

destructive aerial bombing event occurred when 12 KMT B-24 bombers successfully 

 
329 JFJJS 157. 
330 One source reports only 15 divisions (Tang). JFJZS 341-342; DDZGJD, 251-252; Tang 

Hongsen, “Guomindang jun che shou Zhoushan Qundao shi shi bianxi” [“An Analysis of the Withdrawal 
of the Kuomintang from the Zhoushan Islands”], Minguo Dan’an [Republic of China Archives], vol. 4 
(2012): 68.  

331 Tang, “Guomindang jun che shou Zhoushan Qundao shi shi bianxi,” 68. 
332 One source reports that the KMT had 125,000 troops (Tang). JFJZS 341-342; DDZGJD, 251-

252; Tang, “Guomindang jun che shou Zhoushan Qundao shi shi bianxi,” 68  
333 DDZGKJ 90-91. 
334 DDZGKJ 90-91; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan: 239-240. 
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targeted Shanghai’s power plant and hydropower plant, which disrupted the city’s power 

and water supply and resulted in 1,400 civilian casualties.335 

 

The KMT coerced the PLA to commit more forces. Though still lacking an operational 

aviation branch of the PLA Air Force to defend against such attacks, on 8 February the 

CMC dispatched an additional two anti-aircraft artillery regiment to Shanghai bringing 

the total to four.336 While PLA anti-aircraft artillery units recorded a few successful shoot 

downs of KMT aircraft, without operational fighter aircraft to defend the PRC’s airspace, 

this was still insufficient defense.337 With the ink barely yet dry on the Sino-Soviet 

Friendship, Alliance, and Mutual Assistance Treaty, signed on 14 February, the Soviet 

Union dispatched a mixed aviation group.338 Arriving in China in late February and early 

March, and led by Lieutenant General P. F. Batitsky, this unit immediately began its role 

of providing air defense to Shanghai. One subordinate aviation unit of this Soviet group, 

the 351st IAP [fighter aviation regiment], immediately began to carry out an air defense 

role from Xuzhou air field with its compliment of approximately 40 La-11 piston engine 

fighters.339  

 

 
335 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 111; DDZGKJ, 109-110; Zhang, Deterrence and Strategic Culture, 66; 

Thomas J. Christensen, Useful Adversaries: Grand Strategy, Domestic Mobilization, and Sino-American 

Conflict, 1947-1958 (Princeton NJ: Princeton University Press, 1996), 119; Li Xiaobing, A History of the 

Modern Chinese Army (Lexington, KY: University of Kentucky Press, 2007), 88; JFJJS 157; Jon W. 
Huebner, “The Abortive Liberation of Taiwan,” The China Quarterly, no. 111 (1987): 261. 

336 Specifically, the 17th and 18th AAA Regiments. JFJJS 157; ZKBQ 1269. 
337 ZZD 1014, 1026; XZJHJ 86 
338 For more on this treaty see: Lorenz M. Lüthi, The Sino-Soviet Split: Cold War in the 

Communist World (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2008), 31-41. 
339 DDZGKJ 78, 652; ZRJZS 960-961. 
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In mid-March, the PLA further developed the command structure to carry out air defense 

by creating the Shanghai Air Defense Headquarters. Under Guo Huaruo, this command 

was developed by the CMC to unify fighter aviation, anti-air artillery, air intelligence, 

and searchlight units to more effectively repel KMT attacks.340 Lacking radar technology, 

the PLA’s first air surveillance battalion was formed on March 25th and oversaw 26 

surveillance posts around Shanghai.341 Expanding its deployment to airbases in Shanghai, 

Hangzhou, Quzhou, and Nanjing the Soviet mixed aviation group started to achieve 

tactical success against KMT aircraft.342 From 13 March to 11 May, Soviet defenders 

recorded five kills against KMT aircraft and deprived KMT bombers the daytime air 

superiority required for sustained large scale attacks.343  

 

On 28 April, the Soviet 29th GIAP [Guards Fighter Aviation Regiment] possessing 

approximately 40 MiG-15 jet fighters became active.344 At this point, the KMT’s F-47 

and F-51 piston fighters were out matched and out gunned, and therefore unable to 

provide effective air support to bomber operations. This marked the first appearance of 

Soviet jet fighters in combat and presages their central role in the Korean War. 

 

 
340 It is possible that this headquarters did not become operationally active until early April 1950, 

when the Shanghai Air Defense Headquarters Command Post 上海防空司令部指挥所 was set up. 
DDZGKJ 219-220, 1269; JFJJS 157.  

341 The PLA did not possess an operational air defense radar unit until May 25th, 1950. DDZGKJ, 
1269. 

342 Tang, “Guomindang jun che shou Zhoushan Qundao shi shi bianxi,” 68-69; DDZGKJ, 78, 
110, 652; ZRJZS 960-961; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 239-240. 

343 Or 6x KMT aircraft from 4/2/1950 to 5/11/1950 (Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan). Tang, 
“Guomindang jun che shou Zhoushan Qundao shi shi bianxi,” 68-69; DDZGKJ 110. Or 6x KMT aircraft 
from 4/2/1950 to 5/11/1950. Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 239-240. 

344 DDZGKJ 78, 652; ZRJZS 960-961. 
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Preparation for the Seizure of Zhoushan Island 

 

As the air battle was raging, the PLA’s Third Army prepared to resume its campaign to 

seize the Zhoushan archipelago. Immediately after the defeat on Dengbu Island, the 

KMT’s victory coerced the PLA’s 7th Army increased its local strength from four 

divisions to 12 divisions by deploying an additional two divisions of the 21st Corps and 

by adding the 23rd and 24th Corps.345 This increased PLA forces opposite of Zhoushan 

from 40,000 troops to approximately 150,000 troops.346 Furthermore, the 7th Army 

deployed 10 artillery regiments.347 

 

On 10 February, Mao Zedong initially authorized Third Field Army deputy commander 

Su Yu the use of four divisions to retake Zhoushan.348 As preparations continued through 

the end of March Mao was already planning to have the vessels and troops of the 7th 

Army transferred immediately to Fujian to reattempt a Jinmen seizure after a successful 

Zhoushan operation.349 

 

The successor organization to the Third Field Army, the East China Military Region, held 

a conference on 15 April and decided to resume the Zhoushan Campaign in the June-July 

 
345 Specifically the 21st Corps’ 62nd and 63rd Divisions. DDZGJD, 252; ZZD, 104. 
346 DDZGJD, 239, 252; ZRJZS 858; ZZD 104. 
347 JFJZS 341-342. 
348 “Telegram from Mao Zedong to Liu Shaoqi on 2/10/1950,” in Zhang Shu Guang and Chen 

Jian, eds., Chinese Communist Foreign Policy and Cold War in Asia: New Documentary Evidence, 1944-
1950, (Chicago, IL: Imprint Publications, 1996), 142 (document 2.64 and footnote 86). 

349 “Telegram from Mao Zedong to Su Yu, 3/28/1950,” in Zhang and Chen, eds., Chinese 

Communist Foreign Policy and Cold War in Asia, 147-148 (document 2.68 and footnote 93). 
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frame. The campaign design called for the 7th Army to attack from the south to north (or 

apparently the direction of attack in the earlier campaign) and for the 9th Army to attack 

from the northwest to the southeast, which added a new front.350 The campaign called for 

approximately 200,000 troops to take part in the operation, or 50,000 additional troops.351  

 

While this was occurring, Chiang Kai-shek decided in early May to withdraw KMT 

forces from Zhoushan. The buildup of PLA forces poised for a looming invasion and the 

loss of Hainan Island on 1 May 1950 successfully coerced the KMT leader to abandon 

the strategic strongpoint. Defending Zhoushan against a PLA amphibious assault risked 

losing 125,000 troops that would be needed to defend Taiwan. Furthermore, Soviet air 

operations had reduced the effectiveness of the bombing campaign and the continued 

development of an operational PLA Air Force aviation branch put the Zhoushan Islands 

in a trend disconcerting to the KMT vis-à-vis mainland airpower.352 

 

Chiang put his plan into action by summoning Zhoushan Defense Commander Shi Chueh 

to Taipei on 10 May and ordering him to complete the withdrawal by the morning of 16 

May.353 Shi immediately organized 44 transport ships (approximately 150,000 tons) to 

 
350 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan: 114. 
351 The 7th Army’s 23rd Corps was transferred to the 9th Army in January 1950 and the 7th Army’s 

35th Corps was disbanded and became a unit of the PLA Navy at some point in 1950. Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan: 
114. 

352 The only bombing raid that is mentioned the PLA literature resulting in civilian casualties after 
Soviet Air Force assistance arrived is a bombing raid on 5/9/1950 in Fuzhou, Fujian that resulted in more 
than 200 casualties. XZJHJ 100. 

353 Tang, “Guomindang jun che shou Zhoushan Qundao shi shi bianxi,”, p. 69. 
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transport the KMT 15 divisions and other units from the islands.354 To deceive and 

paralyze PLA military operations, Shi increased the operational tempo of the bombing 

campaign from Dinghai and Daishan from three to five sorties per day to 20.355 The focus 

of bombing operations during this period appears to be exclusively against military 

targets including ports and airports.356 

 

Aided by foggy weather conditions, the KMT withdrawal commenced on 13 May in the 

evening and continued until the 17 May at 0800 when Zhoushan Island Defense 

Headquarters Command Shi Chueh boarded the Tai Zhao a destroyer escort ship and 

sailed to Taiwan.357 Until that point, KMT units as large as divisions, had left their 

garrisons one by one and headed to the nearest dock in orderly fashion to be loaded onto 

transport ships. These ships would then gather at different staging areas, awaiting to be 

escorted en mass to Taiwan. 358  

 

Unaware of the withdrawal until the 16 May, the PLA was unable to capitalize on the 

situation to capture or destroy KMT units. However, the PLA did not waste any time. On 

that same day it landed 21st Corps forces on an already emptied Dengbu Island and 23rd 

Corps forces onto a similarly undefended Damaoshan Island east of Daxie island.359 The 

 
354 JFJZS 341-342. 
355 Tang, “Guomindang jun che shou Zhoushan Qundao shi shi bianxi,”, p. 69. 
356 Tang, “Guomindang jun che shou Zhoushan Qundao shi shi bianxi,”, p. 69. 
357 The Tai Zhou was the former USS Carter (DE-112). Tang, “Guomindang jun che shou 

Zhoushan Qundao shi shi bianxi,” 70. 
358 Tang, “Guomindang jun che shou Zhoushan Qundao shi shi bianxi,”, 69-70. 
359 ZZD 1994, 913-914. 
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next day, a division of the 22nd Corps landed on Cezhishan Island northeast of Jintang 

and the main forces of the 21st, 22nd, and 23rd Corps secured Zhoushan Island.360 On 18 

May the 22nd Corps took control of Daishan Island while the 21st Corps seized Putuoshan 

and Zhujiajian. 361 Finally, on 19 May, the 22nd Corps landed on Dazhangtu Island 

bringing the campaign to a close.362 

 

Zhoushan (Part 2): Identification and Classification of Military Coercion 

 

Table 7. Identifying military coercion: Zhoushan (part 2) 

Battle Date Coercive Interaction Notes  2x2 
Countervalue 
Bombing 1/1/49 PLA fails to coerce KMT to not attack countervalue bombing LH 

Zhoushan 11/1/49 
KMT coerces PLA to commit more 
forces 4 to 12 divisions N/A 

Zhoushan 12/1/49 
PLA coerces KMT to commit more 
forces 90,000 to 120,000 N/A 

Countervalue 
Bombing 3/1/50 

USSR coerces KMT to change 
strategy 

end campaign of mainland 
countervalue bombing  HL 

Zhoushan 5/17/50 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw or end campaign HL 
N/A indicates other patterns of coercion that are not predicted by the military coercion theory based on the 
two independent variables. These other patterns, however, interact and affect the patterns explained by the 
2x2 table. 
 
 
 
While the PLA initially intended to use a brute force strategy to seize the Zhoushan 

Islands from the KMT its troop buildup for that campaign and its recent success on 

 
360 Specifically, the PLA’s 66th Division. Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan: figure on 115; ZZD 1994, 913-914. 
361 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan: figure on 115; DDZGJD, 253-254, map 10. ZZD 1994, 913-914; Liang, et 

al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 240. 
362 However, the nearby Shengsi Islands 嵊泗列岛 and the Qiqu Islands 崎岖列岛 also in the 

Hangzhou Bay remained under KMT control and posed some problems to PRC shipping until July when 
the PLA sent troops to seize them. See Chapter 4. DDZGJD, 253-254, map 10. 
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Hainan Island, substantially increased its cost imposition credibility. Furthermore, by 

defending Shanghai’s airspace and introducing jet fighters against the KMT’s outmatched 

piston fighters, the Soviet Union aviation units coerced a stop in the KMT’s counter 

value bombing campaign and a change in how it carried out future attacks. Without the 

ability to continue to prosecute an aerial bombing campaign, the utility of maintaining 

continued control of the Zhoushan Islands was substantially reduced. These instances will 

be examined in further detail in Chapter 6. 

 

 

The Postponed Invasion of Taiwan 

 

In the middle of May 1950, after the successful seizure or appropriation of three of the 

five KMT strongpoints (Xiamen, Hainan, and Zhoushan), only two strongpoints 

remained for the PLA to take (Jinmen and Taiwan).363 Taiwan was the most important of 

the strongpoints for obvious reasons. Unlike the other strongpoints, Taiwan could 

independently provide a base area to sustain the KMT regime, allowing the civil war to 

continue, and prevent potential reunification with China under Chinese Communist Party 

rule indefinitely. Campaign planning to seize Taiwan, or what is referred to in the PLA 

documentation as the Taiwan Campaign, began as early as May 1949.364 As the Chinese 

 
363 KMT troops were also actively waging a substantial irregular warfare campaign on the 

Southwest border with Burma. 
364 The Taiwan Campaign 台湾战役. Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 116-117; Hu Zhefeng, “Su Yu yu gong 

Tai Zhoushan de zhubei” [Su Yu’s Preparation for Attacking Taiwan], Junshi lishi [Military History], vol. 
5 (1997): 39; Qin Keli, “Xin Zhongguo chengli qianhou zhonggong zhongyang: wuli jiefang Taiwan de 
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Civil War swung decidedly in the favor of PLA forces in its later stages, the KMT had 

begun to withdraw and regroup on Taiwan. As a result, the PLA recognized that 

battlefield resolution of the conflict could not occur solely on the mainland. On 14 June, 

after the conclusion of the Shanghai Campaign, Mao Zedong sent a telegram to Su Yu 

and Zhang Zhen, deputy commander and chief of staff of the Third Field Army, 

respectively. In the telegram, Mao ordered Su and Zhang to urgently develop plans to 

take Taiwan.365 

 

As the chief planner for development of the Taiwan Campaign plan, Su Yu and had 

drafted the initial plan by mid-July. This first plan called for an amphibious invasion by 

the 9th Army’s three corps (20th, 26th, 27th). Shortly after this plan was developed, the 23rd 

Corps was transferred to the 9th Army and the plan grew to include four total corps. In 

early August, Mao continued to take an active interest in Su Yu’s efforts, and in another 

telegram, Mao both encouraged Su “to actively prepare to attack Taiwan” and provided 

additional campaign guidance that Su “…must prepare to attack Taiwan from all sides”366 

The KMT disposition on Taiwan successfully coerced additional forces to the PLA’s plan 

and the campaign plan was revised to double the size of the invasion force to eight corps 

 
zhanlue chouhua,” [“Before and After the Founding of the CCP Central Committee: Strategic Planning for 
the Liberation of Taiwan by Force”], Junshi lishi [Military History], vol. 4 (2004): 21. 

365 In the telegram Mao writes: “Please pay attention to the problem of seizing Taiwan 
immediately. Please start studying whether Taiwan can be seized in a relatively short time, and if so, how; 
and whether the enemy troops in Taiwan can be divided and some of them can be agitated to switch side 
and cooperate with us from within, and how. Please inform us of your preliminary opinions by telegram. If 
we fail to solve the Taiwan problem in a short period, the safety of Shanghai and other coastal ports will be 
severely threatened.” As translated by Zhang and Chen, eds., Chinese Communist Foreign Policy and Cold 

War in Asia, 117; also detailed in JFJJS, p. 110-111; Hu, “Su Yu yu gong Tai Zhoushan de zhubei”: 38.  
366 Hu, “Su Yu yu gong Tai Zhoushan de zhubei”: 38. 
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in the Fall of 1949. This plan envisioned the 9th Army’s four corps as the first echelon 

and four additional corps of an unidentified army as the second echelon.367  

 

In the aftermath of the two battlefield defeats at Jinmen and Dengbu in October and 

November, respectively, PLA planning for the Taiwan Campaign according to PLA 

historian Xu Yan became even more “cautious and meticulous.”368 Both losses 

underscored the inherent difficulties in conducting successful amphibious landings.369 

Accordingly, by winter of that year the plan for the Taiwan Campaign was revised as the 

PLA was coerced to include an additional Army of four corps, increasing the invasion 

force to 12 corps, or the entire Third Field Army.370 The size of the PLA invasion force 

was now 500,000 troops and envisioned a newly enlarged 9th Army (with five corps after 

the addition of the 24th Corps) as the first echelon force.371 However a major planning 

assumption of this campaign plan was that the United States would not intervene 

militarily.372 To study the issue of sea crossing and landing on Taiwan in more detail the 

East China Military Region and the Third Field Army held a conference in Nanjing from 

mid-December 1949 to mid-January 1950.373  

 

 
367 Based on later plans, this unidentified army is likely the 7th Army. JFJJS, 113-114; Xu, Jinmen 

zhi zhan, 117; Hu, “Su Yu yu gong Tai Zhoushan de zhubei”: 39. 
368 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 116-117. 
369 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 116-117. 
370 JFJJS, 113-114; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 117. 
371 JFJJS, 113-114; Hu, “Su Yu yu gong Tai Zhoushan de zhubei” 39. 
372 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 117. 
373 JFJJS 117-118; also see 117-121 for full explanation of the conference. 
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With the envisioned force size of the Taiwan Campaign plan increasing rapidly, Su Yu 

was concerned about shipborne transport capacity needed to carry such a force across 140 

to 180 kilometers of the Taiwan Strait. In October 1949, the newly founded People’s 

Republic of China could only could draw upon 169 merchant ships and fishing vessels 

equaling 64,800 tons.374 This fleet was augmented soon after by another 48 ships (of 

25,400 tons) purchased in Hong Kong.375 In one month’s time, 600 ships of various sizes 

and capabilities were collected.376 However, this enlarged fleet was still not sufficient to 

mount an amphibious assault. Su Yu calculated in January 1950 that the 12 envisioned 

corps containing 500,000 troops would require 760,000 tons of shipping.377 Furthermore, 

this fleet would require over 575 vessels of more than 1,000 tons.378  

 

Beyond seaborne transport, the assaulting force would also require air and sea support. 

The KMT at the time possessed over 50 warships and 200 combat aircraft.379 These 

forces would decimate a large and slow-moving flotilla estimated by Su Yu to travel, on 

average, at a speed of 13-15 kilometers per hour.380 Because of this slow speed and the 

distances involved in crossing the strait, the invasion force would have to sail at least 

partially in the daylight hours, negating the advantage of surprise that the nighttime 

transits to Jinmen and Hainan islands afforded. As the KMT possessed undeniable cost 

 
374 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 120-121. 
375 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 120-121. 
376 JFJJS 115-116 
377 JFJJS 113-114 
378 JFJJS 113-114 
379 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 134. 
380 Or 7 to 8 nautical miles per hour. Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 119; Qin, “Xin Zhongguo chengli 

qianhou zhonggong zhongyang: wuli jiefang Taiwan de zhanlue chouhua” 19. 
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imposition ability in the air and sea domains, and these advantages could not be 

countered or mitigated by deception and night time maneuvers, the PLA sought to build a 

Navy and Air Force that could protect this landing force.  

 

In December 1949, the Central Military Commission established a Naval Headquarters, 

thus creating the Navy as an independent service within the PLA.381 The 12th Army’s 

headquarters was transferred to become the Navy’s leading command organ and 12th 

Army commander Xiao Jinguang became the Navy’s first commander.382 Initially the 

Navy possessed very few warships at its creation although various “uprisings” or 

defections by KMT crews added some to the fleet.383 Furthermore, half of the $300 

million loan that Stalin gave the PRC after the February 1950 signing of the Sino-Soviet 

Friendship Treaty was apportioned to orders for naval ships.384 The PRC had also placed 

orders for British naval ships, including two cruisers, five escort destroyers, and four 

minesweepers, but the order was cancelled in October when the Korean War broke out.385 

In a ceremony held in Nanjing in late April, the PLA named 51 warships, 52 landing 

ships, and 30 auxiliary ships. In total these vessels displaced 43,000 tons and were 1/4th 

the tonnage of the KMT Navy.386 During the same ceremony the PLA Navy’s 5th, 6th, and 

7th Fleets were established.387 

 
381 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 121-123. 
382 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 121-123. 
383 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 121-123. 
384 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 121-123. 
385 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 121-123. 
386 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 121-123; Hu, “Su Yu yu gong Tai Zhoushan de zhubei” 39 
387 Qin reports 44,000 tons of shipping. Hu, “Su Yu yu gong Tai Zhoushan de zhubei” 39; Qin, 

“Xin Zhongguo chengli qianhou zhonggong zhongyang: wuli jiefang Taiwan de zhanlue chouhua” 21. 
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The PLA Air Force was originally developed with the thought that an invasion of Taiwan 

would require a unit of paratroopers as part of the plan. Though pilots were being trained 

in northern China, the Air Force did not establish its first operational unit, the 4th Mixed 

Brigade, until 19 October 1950, when the Soviet mixed aviation group defending 

Shanghai, handed over its equipment to this unit.388 

 

On 11 March 1950, Su Yu met with PLA Navy Commander Xiao Jinguang to discuss the 

Taiwan Campaign plan. The basic campaign plan approach of an amphibious invasion 

force developed earlier and including two echelons of twelve total corps and 500,000 

troops. However, Su and Xiao realized the KMT could further increase its forces on 

Taiwan by transferring forces currently on Hainan and Zhouashan, putting additional 

strain on the plan as it stood.389 As a result, KMT capability coerced the two commanders 

decided to make a number of modifications to the plan to meet these new realities 

including adding further forces.  

 

Accordingly, the first echelon was increased by one corps (from five corps to six) at the 

expense of a corps in the second echelon, by using all 7th and 9th Army corps in that 

echelon. Second, Fourth Field Army units were designated for roles in a strategic reserve 

force (the 13th Army with three subordinate corps) and a mobile force (the 19th Army also 

 
388 This included 119 aircraft, (38 MiG-15s fighters, 39 La-11 fighters, 9 Tu-2 bombers, 25 Il-10 

attack, 8x trainer ac). DDZGKJ 78, 81, 110. 
389 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 118-119 
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with three subordinate corps) for the CMC to call upon as backups.390 Third and finally, 

the two decided that the second echelon required its own maritime transport and could 

not expect to use the first echelon’s sealift.391 This required several 100,000 of tons of 

additional shipping capacity.392 In late March a joint forum of land, sea, and air forces 

involved in landing operations was convened to draft a preliminary plan and develop a 

budget.393 The modified plan was approved by the CMC.394 

 

In early May 1950, 100,000 troops withdrew to Taiwan in the wake of the KMT’s defeat 

on Hainan Island.395 In mid-May even more KMT forces returned to Taiwan in the 

aftermath of the KMT’s withdrawal from the Zhoushan Islands. The KMT again 

successfully forced the PLA to add more forces as Su and Xiao again modified the plan 

to increase the invasion force by four corps from 12 to 16 corps.396 At the Third Plenum 

of the Seventh Chinese Party Congress Central Committee held on 6 to 9 June, Mao 

Zedong reiterated his intent to liberate Taiwan. Possibly seeing the plan was taking a life 

of its own and also recognizing his own lack of seniority to command an invasion force 

that was now as large as a field army, Su Yu requested that either Liu Bocheng or Lin 

 
390 Specifically the 38th, 39th, and 40th Corps for the 13th Army and the 63rd, 64th, 65th Corps  for the 

19th Army. Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan: 118-119. 
391 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan: 119. 
392 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan: 119. 
393 JFJJS 113-114 
394 This possibly suggests that up to this point the Taiwan Campaign plan developed by Su Yu was 

not an officially approved plan. JFJJS 113-114; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 118. 
395 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 118-119 
396 JFJJS 114-115. 
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Biao to take over the campaign. Mao still wanted Su to continue to lead the campaign and 

his wish was not granted.397  

 

The Taiwan Campaign was placed indefinitely on hold on 27 June 1950 when the U.S. 

Seventh Fleet deployed ships to the Taiwan Strait.398 The campaign plan had not 

anticipated U.S. intervention and the PLA’s lack of air and sea power, already a cause for 

extreme concern, was now a glaring absence. This event successfully coerced an end to 

the campaign at least in the foreseeable future. It is unclear from the PLA literature what 

the exact decision-making process, but the CMC ended its commitment to waging the 

campaign, though not its ultimate goal of Taiwan reunification. Less than a month later, 

Su Yu and Xiao Jinguang were reassigned to the Northeast Border Defense Army as the 

commander and deputy commander, respectively on 13 July.399 Without continued 

leadership, the move effectively ended further development of the Taiwan Campaign 

Plan.  

 

In late July, U.S. Army General Douglas MacArthur led a delegation of officials to 

Taiwan and four days later the U.S. Thirteenth Air Force set up a forward headquarters 

on Taiwan.400 On 7 September the Taiwan Campaign plan’s first echelon, the PLA’s 9th 

 
397 Hu, “Su Yu yu gong Tai Zhoushan de zhubei”: 38-39. 
398 JFJJS 121; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 140-141; Odd Arne Westad, Decisive Encounters: The 

Chinese Civil War, 1946-1950, (Stanford CA: Stanford University Press, 2003), 292. 
399 Claiming illness, Su Yu was unable to fulfill this role. Lin Biao was also picked by Mao for 

this task but similarly claimed illness. As a result, Peng Dehuai was chosen to be the field commander for 
the Chinese People’s Volunteers. Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 143. 

400 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 144. 
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Army, was reassigned to the Northeast Border Defense Army and redeployed near the 

Korean border, effectively gutting the campaign’s military force.401 Roughly a week later, 

U.S. and United Nations (UN) forces landed at Inchon, successfully executing a turning 

movement, and forced the collapse of the North Korean military. This enabled 

subsequent rapid UN advance to the Chinese border. A month later, on 19 October, 

Chinese People’s Volunteers secretly crossed into North Korea and on 25 October, the 

“War to Resist U.S. Aggression and Aid Korea” by China was officially launched and 

“the war on the southeast coast” (in Zhejiang, Fujian, and Guangdong) was indefinitely 

halted.402  

 

Postponed Invasion of Taiwan: Identification and Classification of Military Coercion 

 

Table 8. Identifying military coercion: Postponed invasion of Taiwan 

Battle Date Coercive Interaction Notes  2x2 
<PP Taiwan> 10/1/49 KMT coerces PLA to commit more forces  N/A 
<PP Taiwan> 12/1/49 KMT coerces PLA to commit more forces  N/A 
<PP Taiwan> 3/1/50 KMT coerces PLA to commit more forces  N/A 
<PP Taiwan> 5/17/50 KMT coerces PLA to commit more forces  N/A 

<PP Taiwan> 6/27/50 
U.S. & KMT coerce PLA to change 
strategy 

to not start 
campaign HL 

N/A indicates other patterns of coercion that are not predicted by the military coercion theory based on the 
two independent variables. These other patterns, however, interact and affect the patterns explained by the 
2x2 table. 
 
 
 
The postponed Taiwan Campaign presents an interesting and challenging case for 

analysis because it highlights how coercion can prevent an entire campaign from even 

 
401 JFJJS 121-122; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 145. 
402 JFJJS 121-122; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 145-146. 
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being prosecuted. Of course, it is still firmly within the bounds of intra-conflict coercion 

and not a case of general coercion or immediate coercion because the PRC and KMT 

were already engaged in ongoing conflict. In all of our other cases, campaigns had 

already begun and therefore the instances of coercion identified occurred within the 

course of the campaign itself. As a result, all of the other instances of coercion in this 

chapter have avoided a potential threat to valid inference of sample bias because they 

occurred during campaigns that were being actively prosecuted, and therefore the intent 

of either belligerent is not subject to doubt that undermines confidence in the sample.403  

 

As a result, before coercion can be identified, the intent of a belligerent must be firmly 

established, otherwise a false identification of potential coercion may occur leading to 

one of the main causes of sample bias in coercion research. Restated for this particular 

example, we need to establish whether the coercer (the KMT and later the KMT with the 

support of the United States) successfully prevented the target (PRC) from attacking. As 

the historical record firmly demonstrates, the PRC fully intended to seize Taiwan, Mao 

Zedong personally directed the PLA to this end, and Su Yu actively planned and prepared 

the PLA for this course of action through exercises and training. As a result, we can 

firmly rule out the false-positive identification sample bias that Lebow and Stein 

correctly recognize as a recurring problem of coercion research. Interestingly, even 

though Huth and Russett would qualify the postponed Taiwan Campaign as an instance 

of successful deterrence by Taiwan (and later the United States supporting Taiwan) of 

 
403 Lebow and Stein, “Deterrence: The Elusive Dependent Variable,” 347, 350. 
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China, this particular case is absent in all of their data sets.404 These instances will be 

examined in further detail in Chapter 6. 

 

 
404 See Huth, Extended Deterrence and the Prevention of War; Huth and Russett, “What Makes 

Deterrence Work? Cases from 1900 to 1989.” 
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Chapter Four: Coastal Areas, 1949-1953 

 

 

 

 

Scores of battles were fought to control the coastal areas of China from 1949-1953. This 

overlooked but important period was initially fought in the shadows of the major 

campaigns for the strongpoints and later, the Korean War. KMT control of these islands 

could effectively stop maritime traffic along the coast. Some of these islands were large 

enough to stage a KMT invasion force to retake the mainland, a dream of Chiang Kai-

shek.  

 

In its withdrawal from the mainland, KMT military forces or irregular units took up 

positions on nearly every island and many islets off of China’s coasts. This included large 

islands such as Pingtan, Nan’ao, and Dongshan, which the KMT used as staging areas to 

conduct mainland attacks and raids. It also included smaller islands and islets that were 

useful for controlling maritime traffic. As a result, PLA Third and Fourth Field Army 

Forces and later East China Military Region and South China Military Region, 

respectively, were tasked with capture of these coastal islands. 
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While the general trend of this period was the steady assault and seizure nearly all of 

these islands by the PLA, actual control of these islands was more elusive. The KMT 

fiercely contested the PLA’s control of about eight islands, repeatedly counterattacking 

PLA seized islands. Some of these islands saw as many as five battles waged over them 

including Nanri Island in Fujian and Dongtou Island in Zhejiang. For much of this period, 

the PLA was unable to maintain sufficient troop strength on many of the islands it held 

and did not have mobile reserve forces to quickly reinforce islands under KMT attack. 

This forced the limited PLA units already deployed to islands, often lightly armed Public 

Security Forces, to either withdraw or surrender.  

 

The KMT took advantage of its continued sea superiority to enable virtually uncontested 

sea mobility during this time period. As a result, it could transport and assault PLA-held 

islands with relative ease and impunity. Furthermore, when this occurred, the KMT often 

employed superior technology such as amphibious tanks to easily overcome PLA 

fortifications. While there was a major disparity in the level of aviation technology as the 

PLA possessed jet fighters and the KMT did not. The PLA often lacked nearby 

operational airfields and so this potential advantage was not a factor. Indeed, during this 

time period, no PLA air bases existed in Fujian. Therefore, the KMT Air Force was able 

to use its aging piston engine fighter bombers to provide air support and on one occasion 

conduct a paradrop of airborne forces from transport aircraft, without worrying about a 

counter-air threat by the PLA. This does not mean that aerial confrontation was non-
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existent, however. A small number of air combat and air defense engagements were 

recorded between the PLA and KMT, as well as between the PLA and U.S. Navy aircraft 

operating off the coast. 

 

These coastal area battles were fought over a wide geographical area: the entire southeast 

coast of China. This is an area that stretches from Guangdong in the southwest to 

Zhejiang in the north. Accordingly this chapter examines these battles geographically, 

starting with the Wanshan Campaign for the Pearl River Estuary to control the maritime 

traffic of Guangzhou near Hong Kong. It then focuses on island battles in Eastern 

Guangdong and Southwest Fujian including Nan’ao and Dongshan. The chapter 

continues its focus on the battles in Northeast Fujian in the Min River Estuary, 

particularly Pingtan Island. After that, battles for Hangzhou, Wenzhou, and Taizhou Bays 

in Zhejiang are explored. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the aerial 

engagements that occurred in this time period. 

 

Wanshan 

 

Immediately after defeat in the Hainan Island Campaign in May of 1950, KMT Navy 

Commander Kuei Yung-ching formed the Southern Guangdong Islands Command 

Department.405 Also referred to as the Wanshan Defense Headquarters, this command 

 
405 Kuei Yung-ching 桂永清, Southern Guangdong Islands Command Department 粤南群岛指挥

部. ZRJZS, 914-915. 
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was set up on Lesewei Island, in the Wanshan archipelago under the command of KMT 

Navy Third Fleet Commander Chi Hung-chang.406 The Wanshan Islands span from the 

then Portuguese-administered Macao in the west to immediately south of the then British-

administered Hong Kong. By maintaining a naval presence made possible by using these 

islands as a base area, the KMT could carry out a blockade the Pearl River Estuary, 

cutting off civilian maritime traffic to and from the major metropolitan center of 

Guangzhou, and even control the maritime route between Hong Kong and Macau.407 

 

Under the KMT’s Wanshan Defense Headquarters were more than 30 naval vessels, that 

had until recently guarded Hainan Island. These ships belonged to the KMT Navy’s Third 

Fleet’s Fourth Patrol, and the Hainan Island Hsiu Ying Patrol. This fleet consisted of 

frigates (including the 1,240-ton flagship Tai Ho), landing ships (including the Chung 

Hai), and minesweepers, with a combined displacement of approximately 10,000 tons.408 

Defending various islands within the Wanshan Archipelago were 3,000 KMT troops. 

Comprised of one Marine Corps regiment, one Army battalion and six companies.409 

These forces were substantial and coerced the PLA to slow down its campaign and favor 

nighttime battles and island-by-island attacks. 

 
406 Wanshan Defense Headquarters 万山防卫司令部, Lesewei Island 垃圾尾岛, Chi Hung- chang 

齊鴻章. ZRJZS, 914-915. 
407 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 125-126. 
408 Fourth Patrol 第四巡防處, Hainan Island Hsiuying Patrol 海南島秀英巡防處, Tai Ho 太和, 

Chung Hai 中海. The Hainan Island Hsiu Ying Patrol is also referred to as the Nanshanwei Patrol南山衛
巡防處. ZRJZS, 914-915, DDZGJD, 151. 

409 The Army battalion was under the 208th Division of the Youth Army. One source revises the 
total troop numbers down from 3,000 to 1,900 (XZJHJ 103). Furthermore, one source writes that the 
Marine Corps unit is a brigade rather than a regiment (ZRJZS 914-915). DDZGHJ 155; DDZGJD, 151; 
ZRJZS 914-915; ZZD 1046; XZJHJ 103.  
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Intending to root out the KMT maritime presence in the area, seize KMT occupied 

islands, and end the blockade of Pearl River Estuary, the PLA decided to initiate the 

Wanshan Islands Campaign.410 To do so, the deputy commander of the Fourth Field 

Army’s 15th Army, Hong Xuezhi set up a joint command post in Tangjia Bay on 5 May 

1950.411 Located on the mainland, Tangjia Bay is next to the Pearl River Estuary, north of 

Macau and approximately 20 kilometers northwest of the Wanshan Islands. Under 

Hong’s command was the 44th Corps’ 131st Division (minus the 391st Regiment) and the 

Riverine Defense Force, which was composed of roughly 24 ships of approximately 

1,000 tons combined displacement.412 This naval force also included landing craft 

(including an ex-U.S. landing craft the Guishan and the an ex-British World War I era 

landing craft, the Guochu), five gunboats (including the Xianfeng, Jiefang, Fendou, 

Laodong, and Qianjin), and eight transports.413 Rounding out Hong’s joint command was 

an artillery regiment from the Zhujiang Military Subdistrict, an artillery battalion from 

the 132nd Division, a 100mm cannon company, and a recoilless gun company from the 

 
410 Wanshan Islands Campaign 万山群岛战役. 
411 This is considered as the first joint military operation (ground forces and naval forces) in PLA 

history. Up to this point all amphibious landings were conducted by vessels under ground forces control. 
Hong Xuezhi 洪学智, Tangjia Bay 唐家湾. ZRJZS, 914-915; DDZGHJ, 156; DDZGJD, 151-152; ZZD, 
1046. 

412 There is some disagreement as to the exact makeup of the Riverine Force. Two sources state 
that the Riverine Force is composed of 16 landing craft rather than 11 (DDZGJD, Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan) 
One source states that there are only two landing craft, ten gunboats, and nine small transports (DDZGHJ). 
ZRJZS, 914-915; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 126; DDZGHJ, 157-158, 160; DDZGJD, 151, 153-154. 

413 Guishan 桂山, Guochu 国楚, Xianfeng [“Pioneer”] 先锋, Jiefang [“Liberation”] 解放, Fendou 
[“Struggle”] 奋斗, Laodong [“Labor”] 劳动, Qianjin [“Advance”] 前进. ZRJZS, 915-916; Xu, Jinmen zhi 

zhan, 126.  
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130th Division.414 In total, this force was comprised of approximately 10,000 troops and 

sailors.415 

 

On 10 May, participating PLA troops had gathered in the surrounding area and began 

combined sea-crossing operations training that focused on command, tactical sea-

crossing, and maritime gunnery.416 Towards this end, PLA cadres (officers) were sent to 

the PLA’s 43rd Corps headquarters to learn firsthand from veterans of the recent Hainan 

Island Campaign.417 Hong Xuezhi and his staff were also busy planning for the 

campaign. Specifically, though reconnaissance was conducted, it was unknown whether 

the KMT had developed a network of supporting artillery throughout the islands, making 

ships, especially landing craft, highly susceptible to interception.418  

 

Even with many unknowns still looming, the KMT failed to coerce the PLA to not start 

its campaign. On 25 May, the PLA kicked off the first phase of the Wanshan Campaign 

at 0200. Starting from Tangjia Bay a flotilla of 24 ships, split into two different groups, 

and set off for the Wanshan Islands. 419  One group was composed of five gunships and 

 
414 ZRJZS, 914-915; DDZGJD, 151-152; ZZD, 1046. 
415 ZZD, 1046. 
416 DDZGJD, 152-153. 
417 DDZGJD, 152-153. 
418 DDZGHJ, 156. 
419 ZRJZS, 915-916; DDZGHJ, 158-160; DDZGJD, 153-154; ZZD, 1046. 
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the Guishan landing ship. The other group was composed of approximately 18 transports 

and carried one battalion, one mountain company, and ten pieces of mountain artillery.420 

 

The gunboat group headed towards Lesewei Island where the KMT’s Wanshan Defense 

Headquarters and main anchorage for the Third Fleet was located. Their mission was to 

attack KMT vessels anchored there and divert attention away from the transport group 

carrying PLA troops to the western most islands of Qingzhou and Sanjiao.421  

 

KMT forces failed to coerce the PLA to not attack as at 0400 the PLA Navy’s Jiefang 

gunship approached the anchorage at Lesewei.422 Finding approximately 20 KMT ships 

instead of the expected two or three anchored nearby, the Jiefang began an attack.423 

Aided by the PLA Navy’s Guishan, the Jiefang sunk a KMT gunboat and started a deck 

fire on the KMT frigate Tai Ho. KMT Wanshan Islands Defense Commander Chi Hung-

chang was aboard the frigate and was injured. Through continued fighting, the KMT 

landing ship Chung Hai caught fire and a KMT minesweeper was damaged.424 After 

dawn the Jiefang gunboat withdrew from the area after having been damaged and 13 of 

 
420 Sources differ as to whether the PLA units transported are two battalions or, alternatively one 

battalion and one company. ZRJZS, 915-916; DDZGHJ, Map #35: Lesewei Sea Battle Sketch Map; One 
source reports this date as 5/30/1950. (ZZD, 1046) 

421 Qingzhou Island 青洲岛, Sanjiao Island 三角岛 (sometimes referred to as Sanjiaoshan Island 
三角山岛). DDZGHJ, 156, 158-160; ZZD, 1046. 

422 ZRJZS, 915-916; DDZGHJ, 160. 
423 DDZGHJ, 160; DDZGJD, 153-154 reports 20-30. 
424 ZRJZS, 915-916; DDZGHJ, 160; DDZGJD, 154-155. 
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19 sailors killed. The Guishan was also damaged and a cabin fire forced her crew to land 

on Lesewei Island.425 

 

At the same time, the PLA Navy’s Xianfeng and Fendou gunboats encountered the 

KMT’s No. 25 and No. 26 Gunboats near Niutou Island.426 The No. 25 boat’s crew 

surrendered after taking damage and was boarded, and the gunboat was then sunk by the 

Xianfeng. The No. 26 boat was sunk by the Fendou.427 After a five-hour journey, the 

PLA’s transport group successfully landed on Qingzhou and Sanjiaoshan islands at 0700, 

safely offloaded troops from the PLA’s 393rd Regiment.428  

 

PLA success coerced damaged KMT ships withdraw to Hong Kong.429 Furthermore that 

evening these successes coerced KMT troops on Lesewei Island to withdraw from their 

position and redeploy to Sanmen, Wailingding, and Dangan Islands.430 On the 26 May, 

troops from PLA’s 392nd Regiment occupied Lesewei Island.431 The next day troops on 

Lesewei were augmented with one reinforced platoon and two pieces of mountain 

artillery. Datouzhou Island, south of Sanjiao Island was also seized.432  

 
425 Rather than surrendering the crew reportedly died fighting KMT forces. After the campaign the 

Lesewei Island was renamed Guishan Island by the PRC. DDZGHJ, 161-162; DDZGJD, 155-156. 
426 One source states that the engagement occurred to the east of Lesewei Island (DDZGJD, 156-

157.). ZRJZS, 915-916; DDZGHJ, 162-163, Map #35: Lesewei Sea Battle Sketch Map; ZZD, 1046. 
427 DDZGHJ, 162-163; DDZGJD, 156-157. 
428 ZRJZS, 915-916; DDZGHJ, Map #35: Lesewei Sea Battle Sketch Map; One source reports this 

date as 5/30/1950. (ZZD, 1046) 
429 DDZGHJ, 161; DDZGJD,154-155. 
430 Sanmen Island 三门岛, Wailingding Island 外伶仃岛, and Dangan Archipelago 担杆列岛. 

ZRJZS, 915-916; ZZD, 1046; DDZGJD,157. 
431 DDZGJD,157; ZZD, 1046. 
432 From the source material, it is not clear whether the 392nd Regiment or the 393rd Regiment 

seized Datouzhou Island 大头洲岛. Lending some credence to the 393rd, on the 31st, forces under the 393rd 
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Not wanting to give the KMT rest, the PLA’s second phase of the Wanshan Islands 

Campaign started the following next day on 28 May 1950. Coerced by PLA successes to 

commit additional forces, the KMT had recently reinforced its naval fleet with two 

additional frigates, two landing ships, four minesweepers, and several gunboats. These 

boats began to patrol around Niutou and the PLA-held Qingzhou Island.433 On the same 

day, the PLA’s 392nd Regiment seized Chitan Island west of Lesewei as well as Larger 

and Smaller Zhizhou Islands east of Lesewei.434 Niutou and Dalu Islands were also 

seized.435 PLA coerced the KMT troops defending Wailingding Island withdraw.436  

 

At 2300 on 29 May the PLA’s No. 509 landing craft ferried supplies and artillery pieces 

to PLA troops on occupied islands. As it was unloading, an unidentified KMT Navy ship 

opened fire. The PLA used unloaded artillery pieces to return fire forcing the attacking 

ship to withdraw.437 With artillery in place, the PLA was ready to ambush KMT naval 

patrols. The next day, four KMT naval vessels began to shell PLA-held Sanjiao Island 

and Datouzhou Island. The PLA’s network of artillery responded in kind, damaging three 

 
Regiment traveled from Datouzhou to Dong’ao Island. Sources stating the 392nd Regiment was responsible 
are: DDZGJD,157; ZZD, 1046. Sources stating the 393rd Regiment was responsible for seizing are: ZRJZS, 
915-916; DDZGHJ, Map #35: Lesewei Sea Battle Sketch Map; DDZGJD, Operational Figure #6. 

433 Niutou Island 牛头岛. ZRJZS, 916; DDZGHJ, 163. 
434 One source makes it appear as if it was the 393rd Regiment that seized Chitan Island DDZGHJ 

Chitan Island 赤滩岛, Larger Zhizhou 大蜘洲岛, Smaller Zhizhou 小蜘洲岛. DDZGJD,157, Operational 
Figure #6.; ZZD, 1046.  

435 During this time period one source states that the 392nd also captured Niutou and Dalu, 
although it is more likely that the 393rd Regiment captured Dalu. Niutou Island 牛头岛, Dalu Island 大碌
岛 ZRJZS, 915-916; DDZGJD, Operational Figure #6. 

436 These KMT forces withdrew to Taiwan. DDZGJD, 157. 
437 DDZGJD,158. 
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of the ships.438 On the 31 May the PLA’s 393rd Regiment was transported from 

Datouzhou to Dong’ao Island, where it successfully landed and occupied the island.439 As 

a result of PLA firepower, the KMT Navy in the Wanshan Island was coerced to 

withdraw from its anchorage to waters nearby Wailingding Island and Dangan 

Archipelago.440 

 

At 0700 on 5 June 1950, the PLA’s 393rd Regiment landed two companies and one 

platoon on Xiaowanshan and Dawanshan Islands.441 Whereas earlier PLA landings were 

unopposed by the KMT, either because they were on islands never occupied or the KMT 

had already withdrawn, the PLA fought a five-hour battle with KMT forces.442 In the face 

of PLA gains on these two islands, defending KMT forces were coerced to withdraw.443 

Later that day, the 393rd Regiment also landed on and seized Bali, Zhuzhou, and 

Hengzhou Islands.444 Around this time period, the KMT Navy mobilized and deployed 

one destroyer and two additional gunboats from the 1st Fleet to the Wanshan Islands.445 

The KMT Navy sought to lure the PLA’s Riverine Defense Force into decisive battle and 

 
438 ZRJZS, 916; DDZGJD,158; ZZD, 1046. 
439 One source states that Dong’ao Island was seized on 6/5/1950 (ZRJZS). Dong’ao Island 东澳岛

. DDZGJD,158; ZRJZS, 916 
440 However, DDZGJD, states that this didn’t occur until around 6/5 after the PLA seized Smaller 

and Larger Wanshan Islands. DDZGHJ, 163; DDZGJD,158; ZZD, 1046. 
441 Smaller Wanshan Island 下万山岛, Larger Wanshan Island 大万山岛. ZRJZS, 916; 

DDZGJD,158; ZZD, 1046. 
442 DDZGJD, 158. 
443 ZRJZS 916. 
444 One source states that the PLA also siezed Aizhou Island, but another reports that it occurred 

on 10 June (DDZGHJ, 163.). Bali Island 白沥岛, Zhuzhou Island 竹洲岛, Hengzhou Island 横洲岛. 
DDZGJD,158; ZZD, 1046. 

445 DDZGHJ, 163-164; DDZGJD,159; ZZD, 1046. 
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regularly dispatched a morning patrol of ten large and small vessels near Sanmen 

Island.446 

 

On 10 June, two platoons of the PLA’s 392nd Regiment seized Aizhou Island.447 They 

placed two mountain artillery pieces on the island and also set up an observation post. 

Additional observation posts are also erected on the already seized Larger and Smaller 

Zhizhou Islands. From this observation post network, the PLA learned that that Sanmen 

Island was not defended by the KMT, but a rather patrol was dispatched to it daily.448 

They also learned that 10 ships of the KMT Navy were often anchored near Wailingding 

Island at night.449 As a result of these discoveries, the PLA decided to land on Sanmen 

and expand its artillery network.450 Meanwhile, the PLA Riverine Defense Forces 

modifies four of its ships to place either 57mm or mountain artillery on them. It also 

emplaced a 100mm artillery piece on a barge that was towed by a tugboat.451  

 

The PLA’s final phase, phase three of the Wanshan Island Campaign, began at 1100 on 

26 June. The Guochu and No. 509 landing craft set out from a concealed location on 

Aizhou Island headed to Sanmen Island.452 They were carrying the 1st Artillery Company 

 
446 This patrol included Hsin Yang, Ying Kou, Tai-class frigates, and Yung-class minesweeper 

ships ZRJZS, 916; DDZGHJ, 163-164; DDZGJD,159. 
447 DDZGJD,159. 
448 DDZGHJ, 164; DDZGJD,159. 
449 DDZGJD,159. 
450 DDZGJD,159. 
451 DDZGHJ, 163-164; DDZGJD,159. 
452 DDZGHJ 164-165. 
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which was from the 131st Division’s artillery battalion.453 Providing cover for the landing 

craft were two Riverine Defense Force gunboats, the Qionglin and the Fulin.454 Trailing 

with the 1st Company were five mountain artillery pieces. After landing on Sanmen 

Island and four hours of work, were positioned at the top of a mountain on the island. The 

landing ships along with the 100mm artillery piece the barge hidden so as to ambush 

KMT. 455 

 

The next day at 0550, when a KMT Navy Yong-class minesweeper sailing from 

Wailingding steamed towards nearby Sanmen Island, PLA artillery along with the 

100mm artillery piece on the barge ambushed it.456 The minesweeper sank. Within range 

of ships anchored at Wailingding, PLA artillery turned its attention there and sank a 

gunship while also damaging two minesweepers.457 

 

Around 0700, five KMT Naval ships joined the fray including the Hsin Yang, Yin Kou, a 

Tai-class destroyer, and two Yung-class minesweepers.458 The Riverine Defense Force’s 

Fulin, Guochu, and No. 509 lay in wait until these ships were within range of the Sanmen 

Island artillery.459 One of the Yung-minesweepers caught fire and withdrew, the Kua Mu 

was hit and also withdrew.460 At 1100, off the southwest coast of Henggang Island, the 

 
453 ZRJZS, 916; DDZGJD,160. 
454 Qionglin 琼林, Fulin福林. DDZGHJ 164-165. 
455 ZRJZS, 916; DDZGJD,160. 
456 ZRJZS, 916; DDZGHJ, 164-165; DDZGJD,160; ZZD, 1046. 
457 ZRJZS, 916; DDZGHJ, 164-165; DDZGJD,160; ZZD, 1046. 
458 Hsin Yang 信陽, Yin Kou 營口, Tai-class 太. ZRJZS, 916; DDZGHJ, 164-165; DDZGJD,160. 
459 ZRJZS, 916; DDZGHJ, 164-165; DDZGJD,160. 
460 Kua Mu 刮目. DDZGJD,160. 
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Guochu encountered the other Yung-class minesweeper and damaged it.461 After five 

hours of fighting, one KMT Navy gunboat was sunk, and the Hsin Yang, and two 

additional gunboats were damaged.462 The Guochu suffered some damage and three 

wounded sailors.463 As a result of this battle, the KMT Navy withdrew its presence in the 

Wanshan Islands, and returned to Taiwan.464 At this juncture the KMT could not 

effectively contest control of the Pearl River Estuary and had been effectively coerced by 

the PLA to end its campaign. 

 

At 0500 on 1 July 1950, eight Riverine Defense Force landing craft carrying two 

reinforced companies of the 392nd Regiment and one company of the Zhujiang Military 

Sub-District’s artillery regiment landed on Wailingding.465 Eight battalions of the KMT’s 

Guangdong Assault Corps remained on the Dangan Archipelago and the Jiapeng 

Archipelago but were not enough to coerce the PLA to not attack.466 Just over a month on 

3 August, three landing craft, covered by the Xianfeng and Fendao set out for Dangan 

Island. At 1500 two PLA reinforced companies and three mountain artillery pieces 

landed.467 These troops quickly seized the island, capturing 140 KMT soldiers and an 

armed boat.468 One day later on the 4 July, PLA forces not coerced to forgo battle with 

KMT forces occupied Zhiwan, Beijian, and Miaowan Islands in the Jiapeng 

 
461 Henggang Island 横岗岛, ZRJZS, 916; DDZGHJ, 164-165. 
462 ZRJZS, 916; DDZGHJ, 164-165. 
463 DDZGHJ, 164-165. 
464 DDZGHJ, 164-165. 
465 ZRJZS, 916; DDZGJD,160. 
466 Jiapeng Archipelago 佳蓬列岛. DDZGJD,160-161; ZRJZS, 916. 
467 ZRJZS, 916; DDZGJD,160-161. 
468 DDZGHJ, 165; DDZGJD,160-161. 
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archipelago469 Three days later on 7 July, the PLA seized the southernmost Wenweizhou 

Island, ending the Wanshan Campaign.470 

 

Wanshan: Identification and Classification of Military Coercion 

 

Table 9. Identifying military coercion: Wanshan 

Battle Date Coercive Interaction Notes 2x2 

General 5/26/50 
KMT fails to coerce PLA to 
change strategy 

to not start 
campaign LH 

General 5/26/50 
KMT coerces PLA to slow down 
attacks  N/A 

Lesewei Sea 
Battle 5/26/50 

KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack  LH 

Lesewei Sea 
Battle 5/26/50 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw ships and troops HH 
Lesewei Sea 
Battle 5/26/50 

PLA coerces KMT to commit 
more forces ships N/A 

Wailingding 5/28/50 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw  HH 
Sanjaio, 
Datouzhou 5/29/50 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw ships HH 
Dawanshan, 
Xiaowanshan 6/5/50 

KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack  LH 

Dawanshan, 
Xiaowanshan 6/5/50 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw ships and troops HH 

General 6/27/50 
PLA coerces to KMT to change 
strategy to end campaign HL 

Dagan, Jiapeng 
Archipelago, 
Wenweizhou 
Island 8/3/50 

KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack  LH 

     
N/A indicates other patterns of coercion that are not predicted by the military coercion theory based on the 
two independent variables. These other patterns, however, interact and affect the patterns explained by the 
2x2 table. 
 
 
 

 
469 Zhiwan 直湾岛, Beijian 北尖岛, and Miaowan 庙湾岛. ZRJZS, 916; DDZGJD,160-161. 
470 Wenweizhou 蚊尾洲岛. ZRJZS, 916. 
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Seeking to root out KMT presence in the Wanshan Islands that blockaded Guangzhou 

and the Pearl River Estuary, the PLA used a brute force military strategy. However, as 

the above operational history highlights, numerous instances of attempted military 

coercion occurred during this campaign at the strategic, operational, and tactical levels. 

These instances will be examined in further detail in Chapter 6. 

 

 

Eastern Guangdong and Southwestern Fujian 

 

During the period of the coastal island battles, Chiang Kai-shek harbored ambitions of 

retaking the mainland. Yet the same geographic feature, the Taiwan Strait, that prevented 

total catastrophe for the KMT also hindered invasion attempts by KMT. As a result, 

numerous islands near the mainland and across the strait from Taiwan were highly valued 

by the KMT as future staging areas. Accordingly the larger coastal islands such as 

Nan’ao in Guangdong and Nanri, Meizhou, and Dongshan in Fujian were highly 

contested pieces of real estate during this time period. KMT possession of these islands 

failed to coerce the PLA from carrying out major operations to take this strategic area. 

Yet, even when the PLA had seized a KMT-held island, KMT forces returned to these 

islands multiple times to challenge PLA control. Smaller islands such as Nanpeng (I), 

Nanpeng (II), Caiyu, and even Dadan near Jinmen saw engagements by the PLA to 

reduce the KMT’s foothold in this strategic area. 
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DADAN ISLAND 

The KMT failed to coerce the PLA to not attack Dadan Island. Immediately after the 

KMT’s withdrawal from the Zhoushan Archipelago on 17 May, the PLA noticed that the 

KMT forces on Jinmen Island and surrounding islands were frequently mobilized and 

might be preparing to withdraw.471 To test this the Third Army decided to send forces to 

Dadan Island, a small island less than a square kilometer in area, west of Jinmen Island 

and south of Xiamen Island.472  

 

At the time, only one KMT battalion defended the island.473 On the evening of 26 July 

1950, a reinforced battalion set off from southwest Xiamen Island near the Xiamen 

Shanhai Ice Factory in 27 ships.474  

 

Due to an incorrect understanding of the actual hydrological and meteorological 

conditions, which included class-7 winds, the formation became unorganized. Some 

vessels experienced mechanical failures, became grounded, or were overturned by waves. 

However, the bulk of the formation continued to sail towards Daden Island, in two 

columns (one consisting of five squads and the other two platoons).475 Between 2225 and 

 
471 ZZD 1050; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 144. 
472 Dadan Island 大担岛. ZZD 1050. 
473 Specifically, the 2nd Battalion, 225th Regiment (75th Division). ZZD 1050. 
474 Specifically, the 258th Regiment (86th Division, 28th Corps). Xiamen Shanhai Ice Factory 厦门

山海制冰厂. ZZD 1050.  
475 ZZD 1050. 
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2250, these forces landed on the island though were short 300 troops of the initial force, 

including the battalion commander, due to the aforementioned issues.476  

 

KMT forces successfully counterattacked the PLA’s amphibious assault. By 1400 on the 

27th, most PLA forces on Dadan were casualties.477 Chinese sources state that the intent 

of this operation was actually armed reconnaissance, not an island seizure.478 This 

appears to be a post facto justification intended to minimize an otherwise failed attempt 

to seize the island. Surveying past instances shows that PLA forces were, at least from 

initiation, sufficiently sized for the task. More importantly, there is no record that these 

forces sought to disengage and withdraw from action on Dadan Island, as would be 

prescribed in any armed reconnaissance action. 

 

MEIZHOU AND NANRI ISLANDS 

In the aftermath of the Fuzhou Campaign while the PLA’s 28th Corps was waging the 

Pingtan Island Battle, the PLA’s 29th Corps carried out landings to seize Nanri Island and 

Meizhou Island.479 Located southeast of Pingtan, near the city of Putian, Nanri and 

Meizhou are 50 and 15 square kilometers in area, respectively.480 In the middle of 

September 1950, unknown units under the PLA’s 29th Corps assaulted both islands and 

 
476 ZZD 1050. 
477 ZZD, 1050. 
478 ZZD, 1050; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 144. 
479 Nanri Island 南日岛 is at the mouth of Xinghua Bay 兴化湾, Meizhou Island 湄洲岛 is at the 

mouth of Meizhou Bay 湄洲湾. JFJZS, 338; XZJHJ, 5-6; DDZGJD,222. 
480 Putian City 莆田市. 
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seized them from defending units under the KMT’s 73rd Corps.481 In both of these battles 

KMT forces present on the islands were unable to coerce the PLA to not attack. 

 

Not coerced by PLA presence, KMT forces returned to Nanri more than two years, 

attempting to retake the Island.482 In the early morning of 7 December 1951, over 500 

troops from the KMT’s South Sea Column conducted an amphibious landing on the 

island.483 Defending the island was a reconnaissance company from East China Military 

Region.484 From their post on Jianshan, the islands highest point at 167.2 meters, the 

platoon concentrated firepower on assaulting KMT forces.485 The platoon held off KMT 

attempts to take their position until 0630 when a PLA battalion and company, due to 

KMT successfully coercing the PLA to commit additional forces, arrived on the island 

and counterattacked.486 Having suffered 150 casualties, the KMT South Sea Column was 

coerced by the PLA to withdraw from the island.487  

 

In late January 1952 the KMT conducted an apparent armed reconnaissance operation on 

Meizhou Island.488 On the 28th the KMT’s 134th Regiment (75th Division) from Jinmen 

 
481 XZJHJ 5-6. 
482 This battle is referred to as the “Nanri Island 12-7 Battle” 南日岛一二·七战斗 by one source. 

ZZD, 1068.  
483 South Sea Column 南海纵队. ZZD 1068; XZJHJ 234. 
484 Specifically from the 249th Regiment (83rd Division, 28th Corps). ZZD 1068; XZJHJ 234. 
485 Jianshan 尖山. ZZD 1068; XZJHJ 234. 
486 Specifically the 249th Regiment’s 2nd Battalion accompanied by the 2nd Company of the 1st 

Battalion. ZZD 1068; XZJHJ 234. 
487 ZZD 1068; XZJHJ 234. 
488 This is referred to as the Nanri 10.11 Battle 南日岛一〇·一一战斗 in one source. ZZD 1068, 

XZJHJ, 242. 
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Island along with the Chang Nai-an Group landed near Xianshan at the southwestern end 

of the island.489 This force of approximately 1,700 troops conducting an amphibious 

landing were supported by one warship, three landing craft, several other vessels, and 

three aircraft. 490 The only PLA forces on Meizhou at the time were an unidentified 

reconnaissance company under the 83rd Division and did not coerce the KMT to not 

attack. 491  Reporting the KMT activity to division headquarters, the reconnaissance 

company engaged with KMT units but dispersed and hid from KMT bombing attempts at 

1330.492 The next day on 1 February, KMT forces withdrew from the island though it is 

unclear if this was a coerced withdrawal or intended.493  

 

Almost nine months later the KMT raided Nanri Island in October 1952 and controlled 

the island for a few days before deciding to withdraw. On 11 October a KMT flotilla of 

10 ships supported by 8 aircraft sailed from Jinmen Island with four regiments and a 

maritime assault group, and totaled 9,000 troops.494 Not coerced by local PLA presense to 

not attack, at 0700, two KMT regiments from the 75th Division made an amphibious 

landing at Jiulongshan.495 At the time Nanri was defended by a single reinforced 

company under the 249th Regiment (83rd Division, 28th Corps).496 This company, 

 
489 Chang Nai-an Group 章乃安大隊, Xiashan 下山. ZZD, 1068. 
490 ZZD, 1068. 
491 ZZD, 1068. 
492 ZZD, 1068. 
493 According to somewhat implausible data from PLA sources, KMT forces suffered 25 dead, 80 

wounded, and 27 captured. ZZD, 1068. 
494 Maritime assault group 海上突击大队. ZZD, 1070; DDZGJD,327; JFJJS, 152. 
495 Jiulongshan 九龙山. ZZD, 1070. 
496 ZZD, 1070; JFJJS, 152. 
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reinforced by a mortar platoon, a heavy machine gun platoon, and a reconnaissance 

platoon, engaged the KMT forces from a fortified position. The fighting was fierce and 

by the afternoon, the KMT had landed an additional two regiments from the 14th 

Division.497 The reinforced company of the PLA’s 249th Regiment fought with KMT 

forces for 11 hours but eventually succumbed to casualties and a few troops were 

captured.498 

 

Coerced by KMT successes on Nanri to commit additional forces, the 28th Corps and the 

Fujian Military Region scrambled to mobilize reinforcements. Not understanding the size 

and capabilities of the KMT forces, the PLA assembled one regiment, two battalions and 

one reconnaissance team to assault the island and conduct a counter attack. 499 This force 

was insufficient and was defeated by the KMT on Nanri.500 The PLA reports that it lost 

1,300 troops in this battle.501 While in control the KMT dismantled the PRC authorities’ 

civil control on the island.502 On 13 October at midnight, the KMT forces withdrew from 

Nanri Island for an unknown reason.503 From this defeat, the PLA recognized that it was 

woefully under prepared for coastal defense and had insufficient mobile forces to respond 

to similar battles.504 

 
497 ZZD, 1070. 
498 ZZD, 1070; JFJJS, 152; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 159-160. 
499 Specifically the 255th Regiment, two battalions of the 247th Regiment, and the 83rd Division’s 

reconnaissance team ZZD, 1070 
500 ZZD, 1070; DDZGJD,327; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 159-160. 
501 ZZD, 1070; DDZGJD,327; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 159-160. 
502 One text says that the KMT destroyed 摧毁 the island’s regime. Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 159-160. 
503 ZZD, 1070; DDZGJD,327; JFJJS, 152; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 159-160. 
504 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 159-160. 
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Four months later, the KMT made a similar assault and seized of Meizhou Island. Not 

coerced by local forces a reinforced KMT regiment, landed on Meizhou at dawn on 13 

February 1953, and attacked an unknown PLA unit that was likely subordinate to the 82nd 

Division.505 This force, consisting of 3,000 KMT troops, rapidly conquered the island.506 

Coerced to commit additional forces, the East China Military Region hastily organized a 

response, sending a PLA regiment and either one or two battalions commanded by the 

82nd Division.507 This included fire support provided by a howitzer regiment and 

mountain gun battalion.508   

 

Due to a sudden change in the weather, the PLA’s forces were unable to assemble at a 

preplanned position to launch a counterattack, allowing the KMT forces on Meizhou 

remain in possession of the island uncontested.509 Later on the night of the 14 February, 

the KMT withdrew from Meizhou, as it had from Nanri Island, earlier for an unknown 

reason.510 According to another source, the PLA’s landing was successful and KMT 

forces retrograded not seeking an additional fight.511 

 

 
505 Specifically the 223rd Regiment (75th Division) wbich was supported by two South Sea 

Training Groups 南海集训队大队. ZZD 1050; XZJHJ, 298. 
506 ZZD, 1050. 
507 One sources states 244th Regiment and 1 battalion of the 245th Regiment (ZZD), another states 

the 245th regiment and two battalions of the 244th Regiment (XZJHJ). ZZD, 1050; XZJHJ, 298. 
508 Specifically the PLA’s 12th Howitzer Regiment and the 82nd Division mountain gun battalion 

from the 244th and 245th Regiments. ZZD 1050; XZJHJ 298. 
509 ZZD 1050. 
510 ZZD 1050. 
511 XZJHJ 298. 
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NAN’AO ISLAND 

In late winter of 1950, the PLA seized Nan’ao Island from KMT forces.512 The 110 

square kilometer island off the coast of Guangdong Province, near Dongshan Island, was 

being used by KMT forces under the command of Wu Chao-chun to disrupt PRC 

maritime traffic and fishing.513 The command structure and number units on the island is 

unclear from the historical literature, but Wu’s forces were under the Jinmen Defense 

Headquarters of Hu Lien and either the Nan’ao Region or the Chaoshan Military 

Subdistrict and controlled two subordinate regiments.514  

 

Not coerced by KMT forces on Nan’ao, in early January, the PLA’s 121st Division (41st 

Corps, 15th Army) was ordered to seize the island.515 By 20 February or 20 March (based 

on conflicting sources) the division’s three regiments were composed into two echelons, 

a main echelon of two regiments, and a second echelon of one infantry regiment, along 

with the division’s mountain artillery battalion, had collected at their embarkation points 

of Xi’ao and Sanyi Temple.516 

 

To seize the island, the first echelon sailed south for Nan’ao three days later on the 

23rd.517 The 121st Division’s mountain artillery began the battle by suppressing KMT 

 
512 Sources conflictingly report either February (ZZD and ZRJJS) or March (XZJHJ and Xu, 

Jinmen zhi zhan). Nan’ao Island 南澳岛. JFJZS, 361; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 299. 
513 One source states that the commander was Wu Ta Ch’ai吳大柴. XZJHJ, 88; ZZD, 1034. 
514 Nan’ao Region 南澳地区, Chaoshan Military Subdistrict 潮汕军分区. XZJHJ, 88; ZZD, 1034.  
515 Specifically, 5 January, 1950. ZZD, 1034. 
516 ZZD, 1034. 
517 ZZD, 1034. 
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units on Nan’ao from positions on the nearby islands of Fengyu and Anyu.518 After 

landing, the PLA first echelon seized the landing beach and continued inland.519 After 

eight hours, KMT organized resistance ended in the early morning of the 24th.520 The 

PLA successfully coerced the KMT to commit additional forces and two KMT warships 

arrived off the waters of Nan’ao and fired on PLA forces there, PLA artillery returned 

fire and coerced the warships to withdraw.521 By the 25th, the 121st Division was firmly in 

control of the island.522 

 

NANPENG ISLAND (I) 

After the Guangdong Campaign, the 122nd Division (41st Corps) was ordered to seize 

Nanpeng Island, an island less than two square kilometers in area that KMT forces 

occupied in their withdrawal from Guangdong Province.523 Situated in the South China 

Sea, west of the Pearl River Estuary and southeast of the city of Yangjiang, possession of 

Nanpeng Island allowed the KMT to disrupt local maritime traffic and fishing.524 

Defending the island were approximately 450 KMT irregulars belonging to either the 

 
518 Xi’ao 西澳, Sanyi Temple三义女庙; Fengyu 凤屿 and Anyu案屿. ZZD, 1034. 
519 ZZD, 1034. 
520 XZJHJ, 88; ZZD, 1034. 
521 ZZD, 1034. 
522 ZZD, 1034. 
523 Nanpeng Island (I) 南鹏岛 is not to be confused with Nanpeng Island (II) 南澎岛 in eastern 

Guangdong Province. Both islands share the same English transliteration but are written with different 
Chinese characters. XZJHJ, 121; ZZD, 1051; DDZGJD,323-324; JFJJS, 149. 

524 XZJHJ, 121. 
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Nanpeng Detachment or the Yangjiang Marine Corps and were commanded by Lin Fei-

tzu.525 

 

On 3 August 1950 the 122nd Division’s 364th Regiment moved to the Guanghai Area to 

prepare to conduct an amphibious landing and seizure of Nanpeng Island.526 Not coerced 

by the KMT to forgo an attack, a flotilla of 40 ships gathered near Xiachuan Island and 

embarked at 2000 on 8 August, with the regiment’s 3rd Battalion.527 After an journey of 

approximately 40 kilometers and eight hours, the flotilla reached Nanpeng Island.528 At 

0400 on the 9 August, the 3rd Battalion landed on the island with the KMT defenders 

unaware.529 One company secured the highest point on the island and the other two main 

points and then began an attack on KMT forces.530 In the fighting, KMT irregulars were 

pushed to a small village and surrounded.531 At 0630, after about two hours of fighting, 

the PLA seized the island with 421 KMT troops captured and 31 troops, including 

commander Lin Fei-tzu, as casualties.532 

 

CAIYU ISLAND 

 
525 Nanpeng Detachment 南鹏支队, Yangjiang Marine Corps Group 阳江陆海大队, Lin Fei Tzu 

林肥仔. One source reports that the KMT forces on the island were led by Lin Kuei 林貴. XZJHJ, 121; 
ZZD, 1051. 

526 Guanghai Area 广海地区. ZZD, 1051. 
527 Xiachuan Island 下川岛 is an island due east of Nanpeng Island. ZZD, 1051 
528 XZJHJ, 121; ZZD, 1051. 
529 XZJHJ, 121; ZZD, 1051. 
530 XZJHJ, 121; ZZD, 1051. 
531 XZJHJ, 121; ZZD, 1051. 
532 This also included 215 firearms seized and 18 boats. XZJHJ, 121; ZZD, 1051. 
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On 11 November 1950, an unidentified unit under the PLA’s Fujian Coastal Defense, 

conducted a sea crossing and then landed on Caiyu Island.533 Caiyu Island is only 0.25 

square kilometers in area and is in the southern coast of Fujian Province in Zhangpu 

County. It is unclear what KMT unit defended the island, but it failed to coerce the PLA 

to not attack. The PLA successfully seized it the same day.534 

 

NANPENG ISLAND (II) 

Not coerced by the KMT forces to forgo an attack in September 1952 KMT forces seized 

Nanpeng Island (II) off the coast of eastern Guangdong.535 A small island approximately 

20 kilometers southeast of Nan’ao Island, Nanpeng Island is less than half a square 

kilometer in area. The island has a lighthouse and could be used by the KMT to control 

fishing in the area. On the 20 September, forces under the KMT’s Minnan Anti-

Communist Salvation Army assaulted the island.536 Supported by five warships, over 120 

KMT troops seized the island the island’s defenders, which were mostly fishermen and a 

small number of PLA Navy sailors under the South Central Military Region.537 The KMT 

forces then consolidated their position by building field fortifications on the island.538 

 

 
533 Caiyu Island 菜屿岛. XZJHJ, 146.  
534 XZJHJ, 146. 
535 Nanpeng Island (II) 南澎岛 is not to be confused with Nanpeng Island (I) 南鹏岛, in western 

Guangdong Province. Both islands share the same English transliteration but are written with different 
Chinese characters. 

536 Also referred to as the South Sea Guerilla Column南海游击纵队. ZZD, 1070-1071; DDZGHJ, 
687. 

537 Another PLA source reports over 140 KMT troops. DDZGHJ, 687; XZJHJ, 146; ZZD, 1070-
1071. 

538 ZZD, 1070-1071. 
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The KMT failed to coerce the PLA to not attack as a month later, the PLA returned to 

seize Nanpeng Island.539 Ordered to retake the island in late September, the PLA’s 41st 

Corps set up a front command to oversee the operation and began a ten-day period of 

training.540 On 19 October, the 41st Corps’ assault units, including a reinforced battalion 

(of four companies), an artillery battalion, and four gunboats, embarked from Nan’ao 

Island in conditions of high winds and waves.541 Over four hours later, at 2115, the 

artillery companies disembarked on nearby Zhongpeng Island and soon began to fire at 

Nanpeng.542 From 2120 to 2200, four PLA infantry companies landed on Nanpeng 

Island.543 Though it suffered many casualties in the process the reinforced PLA battalion 

captured Hill 65 and killed dozens of KMT troops.544  KMT forces withdrew to the 

lighthouse, were surrounded, and two PLA companies assaulted the lighthouse.545 At 

0240 on the 20th, after four hours of fighting, KMT forces on Nanpeng Island were 

defeated.546 

 

DONGSHAN ISLAND 

 
539 Referred to in one PLA source as the Nanpeng Island Battle 南澎岛战斗. JFJJS, 151-152; 

XZJHJ, 277; ZZD: 1070-1071; JFJZS, 361. 
540 ZZD, 1070-1071. 
541 The literature states these units embarked specifically from Shen’ao 深澳, Yun’ao 云澳, 

Qing’ao 青澳 on Nan’ao Island. ZZD, 1070-1071. 
542 Zhongpeng Island 中澎岛. ZZD, 1070-1071. 
543 One source states that they disembark at four locations on the island, at: Dadong’ao 大东澳, 

Houxiaxi 后狭溪, Gangziwu 港仔屋, Mengpu 梦浦. ZZD 1070-1071; XZJHJ, 227. 
544 ZZD 1070-1071. 
545 ZZD 1070-1071. 
546 ZZD 1070-1071; XZJHJ 227. 
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In between the Hainan Island and Wanshan Islands Campaigns in May of 1950, the PLA 

seized Dongshan Island from KMT forces.547 Dongshan Island is a major coastal island 

of approximately 180 square kilometers in area in southwestern Fujian Province near 

Guangdong Province. Both its size and proximity to the mainland made the island an 

ideal location for the KMT to prosecute its blockade of PRC maritime traffic, disrupt 

fishing, and serve as a staging area for future mainland attacks.548  

 

Defending Dongshan Island were 4,000 troops in the KMT’s 51st and 58th Divisions 

under the 17th Corps as well as 1,000 troops or irregulars under the leadership of Shen En 

T’ai.549 Facing them were two divisions and additional units under the PLA’s Third Field 

Army’s 10th Army.550 Specifically, the 10th Army assigned the operation to the 91st 

Division (31st Corps) and the 94th Division (32nd Corps) as well as at least two regiments 

from 94th Division (32nd Corps), all supported by various artillery including the 3rd 

Battalion of the 14th Artillery Regiment and two mountain artillery battalions from the 

31st Corps.551 

 

Uncoerced to forgo an attack, the PLA launched its battle to seize Dongshan Island on the 

night of 11 May 1950.552 Split into two groups, the Western Route (91st Division) group, 

 
547 Dongshan Island 东山岛. 
548 ZZD, 1046. 
549 The literature says these forces are under the Shen En T’ai Department 沈恩太部. XZJHJ, 100; 

ZZD, 1046. 
550 JFJZS, 342. 
551 JFJZS, 342; XZJHJ, 100; ZZD, 1046. 
552 Dongshan Island Battle 东山岛战斗. 
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and the Eastern Route (94th Division), set off from the mainland around 1900.553 

Embarking from three points, the Western Route group landed at 2131. The group 

captured the areas of Xibu, Huidong, Xiwo and Jingkou in the western and central part of 

the island.554 An hour later, the Eastern Route group landed at Ganxi and Gugang in the 

northern part of the island.555 The 280th Regiment of the Eastern Route group moved 

south and joined with the Western Route group. The next day the 281st Regiment 

attached to the Eastern route group occupied Dongshan County, forcing the KMT’s 58th 

Division to surrender.556 By the early morning, at 0400 on 12 May, the PLA controlled 

the island, and had coerced 3,000 of the original force of 5,000 KMT troops were to 

withdraw on boats.557 

 

Slightly more than three years later, PLA forces on the island failed to coerce the KMT to 

not attack, as the KMT conducted an amphibious landing and paradrop on Dongshan to 

re-seize the island.558 At 2100 on 15 July 1953, 10 ships containing the main KMT 

assault force sailed from Luowan in Jinmen.559 This force was composed of three 

regiments (134th and 135th, under the 45th Division and the 53rd Regiment under the 18th 

 
553 Western Route 西路, Eastern Route 东路. XZJHJ, 100; ZZD, 1046. 
554 Specifically, the Western Route group embarked from Sidu Port 四都港, Dawu 大梧, Lintou 

林头. Xibu 西埔 now Dongshan County 今东山县城, Huidong 绘东, Xiwo 西沃, Jingkou 经口. ZZD, 
1046. 

555 The Eastern Route group embarked from Xiaceng 下曾 and Sanjiao 三礁. ZZD, 1046. 
556 ZZD, 1046. 
557 XZJHJ, 100; ZZD, 1046. 
558 One PLA source refers to this battle as the Dongshan Island Defensive 东山岛保卫战. ZZD, 

1072-1073. 
559 Luowan 羅灣 or Luo Bay. Some sources state that the force was composed of 13 ships. ZZD, 

1072-1073; DDZGJD,329; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 163-164; JFJJS, 153-154; XZJHJ, 316. 
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Division), one battalion (under the 133rd Regiment, 45th Division), one Marine Corps 

squadron, two companies (under the 75th Division, and two groups of the Fujian Anti-

Communist National Salvation Army’s 42nd Detachment.560 This group was under the 

command of Hu Lien and Lu Ching-cheng of the Jinmen Defense Headquarters and the 

KMT 19th Corps, respectively.561 Transported by the KMT’s South Sea 8th Squadron, the 

flotilla sailed southeast for nearly eight hours before arriving at Dongshan. 

 

Early the next morning on 12 May at 0447, three amphibious landings occurred at Huwei, 

Qinying, and Gongqian.562 Brief skirmishes broke out between KMT forces and the local 

PLA Public Security Forces, and two KMT amphibious tanks were destroyed at Nanbu, 

near Huwei.563 Seeing they were outnumbered, PLA forces quickly pull back to fortified 

positions on the island.564 Indeed, while sources differ on whether one, two, or three 

battalions were present the time of the landings, the PLA had only 1,200 troops on the 

island.565 Nearly all of these forces under the 80th Regiment of Public Security, supported 

by an additional company of sailors who oversaw the Bachimen Ferry at the northeastern 

end of the island, as well as a police squadron.566 KMT forces on the island assembled 

 
560 Fujian Anti-Communist National Salvation Army 42nd Detachment 福建省反共救国军第 42

支队突击第, another source refers to this unit as pirates 海匪. ZZD, 1072-1073; ZRJZS, 1012; 
DDZGJD,349. 

561 Lu Ching Ch’eng 陸靜澄. ZZD, 1072-1073; ZRJZS, 1012. 
562 Huwei 湖尾, Qinying 亲营, Gongqian 宫前. ZZD, 1072-1073; DDZGJD,329-330; JFJJS, 154; 

Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 164. 
563 Nanbu 南埔, DDZGJD,330. 
564 DDZGJD,330. 
565 1x battalion, 1x company (ZZD), 2x battalions (ZRJZS), or 3x battalions (JFJJS). ZZD, 1072-

1073; ZRJZS, 1012; JFJJS, 153-154; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 163. 
566 Bachimen Ferry 八尺门渡口. DDZGJD, 329; ZZD, 1072-1073. 
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into two groups, one to head northwest towards Gongyong Mountain area and another 

headed northeast towards Dongshan City.567  

 

Having earlier detected the departure of the KMT’s assault fleet from Jinmen Island, 

from an observation post, the PLA’s Fujian Military Region was ready to mobilize it 

forces to defend against an amphibious attack.568 Coerced by the KMT actions on the 

island it decided to commit additional forces. At 0600, it ordered the 82nd Division of the 

28th Corps, a howitzer regiment, and an artillery battalion to mobilize.569 It also organized 

transportation for these units, some of which had to travel from as far as Quanzhou. The 

KMT knew that the Fujian Military Region would rely on these forces and in preparation 

for this battle had recently bombed a bridge on the Jiulong River, which at the time was a 

single chokepoint for land movement along the coast.570  

 

In response, Fujian Military Region mobilized workers, and likely unknown to the KMT, 

had finished repairs to the bridge earlier that day, allowing mobilization to be 

unimpeded.571 Concurrently the Central Military Commission ordered forces under the 

nearby South Central Military Region (formerly of the Fourth Field Army) to also 

mobilize. This included forces under the 122nd Division (41st Corps) in Huanggang, 

Guangdong Province.572 As these forces were the some of the closest mobile units to 

 
567 DDZGJD,329-330. 
568 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 163-164. 
569 DDZGJD,329-330; JFJJS, 154; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 164. 
570 Jiulong River 九龙江. Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 163. 
571 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 163. 
572 Huanggang 黄岗. DDZGJD,329-330; JFJJS, 154; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 164. 
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Dongshan, but were administratively outside of Fujian Military Region control, they 

required CMC direction to be activated. All of these units were placed under the 

command of Zhou Zhijian, the 31st Corps Commander.573 

 

At approximately 0550 on 12 May, thirteen transport aircraft took off from Hsinchu 

Airfield on Taiwan carrying two squadrons, of 500 paratroopers, of the KMT’s airborne 

detachment.574 At 0620 this force made a paradrop near Bachimen Ferry, intending to 

control this important access point to the cut off PLA reinforcements.575 The PLA’s 1st 

Sailor company, supported by local militia, had some success in targeting paratroopers in 

the air, but the KMT squadrons landed and attacked Bachimen Ferry.576 Relying on 

fortifications, the 1st Sailor company was able to prevent KMT paratroopers from 

overtaking their position, thereby preventing them from their objective of controlling the 

main access point to the island.577 Units under the PLA’s Public Security forces pushed 

the paratroopers to withdrew to nearby Hill 59.3 to defend themselves.578  

 

To the southeast, the KMT’s main forces sought to maneuver towards the paratroopers at 

Bachimen Ferry to reinforce them, and secure the island. Because the paratroopers had 

 
573 Zhou Zhijian 周志坚. ZZD, 1072-1073; ZRJZS, 1012. 
574 Time is based on speed of the likely C-47 transport aircraft that carried the two squadrons and 

distance from Hsinchu Air Base 新竹機場. Or 480 paratroopers according to one source. ZZD, 1072-1073; 
Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 164. 

575 This is referred to in one source as the Bachimen Ferry Battle 八尺门战斗. ZZD, 1072-1073; 
DDZGJD,329-330; JFJJS, 154. 

576 ZZD, 1072-1073; DDZGJD,331. 
577 ZZD, 1073. 
578 Specifically the Public Security Force’s 80th Regiment. ZZD, 1072-1073. 
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failed to achieve their objective, the main forces now had to rescue them and secure the 

ferry. However, preventing access to Bachimen Ferry were a number of highpoints on 

Dongshan that could not be maneuvered around, including Gongyun, Niudu, and 

Wangdie Mountains.579 PLA Public Security 80th Regiment forces on the island had 

withdrawn to fortifications on these highpoints to defend themselves while awaiting 

reinforcement and to prevent the KMT from controlling the island.580 

 

At Gongyun Mountain, over 1,000 KMT troops had amassed at 0730 and began to attack 

the PLA’s 2nd Company (Public Security 80th Regiment) with artillery and airstrikes.581 

At 0800 the KMT similarly attacked the 5th Company (also under the Public Security 80th 

Regiment) at Niudu Mountain, and an unknown unit guarding Wandie Mountain.582 

Though the KMT made numerous assaults, the PLA defenders held their positions. 

Meanwhile, PLA reinforcements in the form of units under the 272nd Regiment from the 

South Central Military Region’s 122nd Division, arrived on Dongshan Island via 

Bachimen Ferry at 1030.583 The 3rd Battalion (272nd Regiment) encircled the KMT 

paratroopers on Hill 59.3 and then proceeded to carry out attacks on their position.584 By 

 
579 Gongyun Mountain 公云山, Niudu Mountain 牛犊山, and Wangdie Mountain 王爹山. 

DDZGJD,330-332; JFJJS, 154. 
580 ZZD, 1073. 
581 This is referred to as the Gongyun Mountain Battle 公云山战斗. One source reports that this 

battle began at 1000, not 0730. ZZD, 1073; ZRJZS, 1012; DDZGJD,331-332; JFJJS, 154; Xu, Jinmen zhi 

zhan, 164. 
582 DDZGJD,331-332. 
583 Sources alternately claim this occurred at 1000, or 1010, not 1030. ZZD, 1072-1073; 

DDZGJD,331. JFJJS, 154. 
584 Sources alternately claim this occurred at 1000, or 1010, not 1030. ZZD, 1072-1073; 

DDZGJD,331. JFJJS, 154. 
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1330 fighting had ended on Hill 59.3 as the KMT paratroopers were reduced to 

casualties.585 

 

Meanwhile, the 5th Company on Gongyun mountain had repelled over a dozen KMT 

assaults by 1800.586 At that time, the PLA’s 272nd Regiment reinforced the beleaguered 

Public Security unit.587 In the face of 31 KMT assaults Gongyun Mountain was never 

overrun and the two PLA units held the position for 27 hours and were credited with 410 

KMT troops killed before the KMT eventually withdrew.588 With KMT forces unable to 

achieve a breakthrough, the KMT committed its reserve force, the 53rd Regiment to the 

fight. Meanwhile the 272nd Regiment’s 1st and 3rd Battalions continue to augment Public 

Security 80th Regiment troops.589 By early the next morning, the PLA regiment took over 

all Public Security positions. 

 

During the night, further PLA reinforcements steadily arrived on Dongshan Island.590 

Reinforcements included 41st Corps units from the South Central Military Region 

comprised of the 365th Regiment (122nd Division) and units under the 361st Regiment 

(121st Division), 28th Corps units comprised of the 244th Regiment and an artillery 

battalion (82nd Division), as well as an artillery battalion from the Fujian Military 

 
585 ZZD, 1072-1073; ZRJZS, 1012; DDZGJD,331; JFJJS, 154. 
586 DDZGJD,331-332. 
587 ZZD, 1073; DDZGJD,331-332. 
588 ZZD, 1073; DDZGJD,331-332. 
589 DDZGJD,331-332. 
590 ZZD, 1072-1073. 
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Region.591 At 0500, the 365th Regiment counterattacked KMT forces at Wangdie 

Mountain and the 244th Regiment also engaged KMT forces nearby.592 Not wanting to 

wait for additional reinforcements to arrive, 31st Corps Commander Zhou Zhijian 

launched a counterattack that ended the battle at 0700.593  

 

Three and a half hours later, the KMT was pushed back to a position west of Huwei 

where the PLA prosecuted a three pronged attack.594 From the west, the 365th Regiment 

and the 3rd Battalion of the 361st Regiment seized Chikengshan, Shitan and Hushan.595 

From the center, the 272th Regiment seized Wulong and Nanshan.596 On the east, the 

244th Regiment captured Ma’an Mountain, Nanbu, and Ketang Mountain.597 By 1800, 

remaining KMT forces had been pushed back to Huwei Beach, one of the initial landing 

sites, where they were coerced by the PLA to withdraw.598 At 1900 the PLA had regained 

control of the entire island and the battle ended resulting in 3,330 KMT and 1,250 PLA 

casualties.599 The end of the battle also signified the end of the KMT’s contest with the 

PLA for coastal islands in East Guangdong and Southwest Fujian. The PLA effectively 

coerced a change in the KMT’s strategy to end its operations in this region. 

 

 
591 ZRJZS, 1012; DDZGJD,331-332. 
592 DDZGJD,332-333; JFJJS, 154. 
593 ZRJZS, 1012; DDZGJD,332-333. 
594 DDZGJD, 332-333; JFJJS, 154. 
595 Chikengshan 赤坑山, Shitan 石坛, and Hushan 虎山. DDZGJD, 332-333. 
596 Wulong 梧龙 and Nanshan 南山. DDZGJD, 332-333. 
597 Ma’anshan 马鞍山, Nanbu 南埔, Ketangshan 柯塘山. DDZGJD, 332-333. 
598 ZZD, 1072-1073; DDZGJD,333; JFJJS, 155. 
599 PLA sources alternately report 3,028 or 3,379 KMT casualties and 1,324 PLA casualties. ZZD, 

1072-1073; DDZGJD, 333; JFJJS, 155; ZRJZS, 1012; XZJHJ, 316; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 165. 
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East Guangdong and Southwest Fujian: Identification and Classification of Military 

Coercion 

 

Table 10. Identifying military coercion: Eastern Guangdong and Southwest Fujian 

Battle Date Coercive Interaction Notes 2x2 
General 9/1/49 KMT fails to coerce PLA to change 

strategy 
to not start campaign LH 

Nanri 9/15/49 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 LH 

Meizhou 9/15/49 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 
LH 

Nan'ao 2/23/50 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw 
 

HH 
Nan'ao 2/23/50 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 

attack 

 
LH 

Nan'ao 2/23/50 PLA coerces KMT to commit more 
forces 

 
N/A 

Dongshan 5/11/50 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 
LH 

Dongshan 5/12/50 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw 
 

HH 
Dadan 7/26/50 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 

attack 
 LH 

Nanpeng (I) 8/9/50 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 
LH 

Caiyu 11/7/50 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 LH 

Nanri 12/7/51 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw 
 

HH 
Nanri 12/7/51 PLA fails to coerce KMT to not 

attack 

 
LH 

Nanri 12/7/51 KMT coerces PLA to commit more 
forces 

 
N/A 

Meizhou 1/28/52 PLA fails to coerce KMT to not 
attack 

 
LH 

Meizhou 2/1/52 KMT coerces PLA to withdraw this is not a clear 
outcome 

HH 

Nanpeng 
(II) 

9/20/52 PLA fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 
LH 

Nanri 10/11/52 KMT coerces PLA to commit more 
forces 

 N/A 

Nanri 10/11/52 PLA fails to coerce KMT to not 
attack 

 LH 

Nanpeng 
(II) 

10/19/52 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 LH 

Meizhou 2/13/53 PLA fails to coerce KMT to not 
attack 

 LH 

Meizhou 2/13/53 KMT coerces PLA to commit more 
forces 

 N/A 
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Battle Date Coercive Interaction Notes 2x2 
Dongshan 7/16/53 PLA fails to coerce KMT to not 

attack 
 LL 

Dongshan 7/16/53 PLA coerces KMT to commit more 
forces 

 N/A  

Dongshan 7/17/53 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw  HH 
General 7/17/53 PLA coerces KMT to change 

strategy 
end campaign HL 

N/A indicates other patterns of coercion that are not predicted by the military coercion theory based on the 
two independent variables. These other patterns, however, interact and affect the patterns explained by the 
2x2 table. 
 
 
 
Seeking to root out KMT presence in Eastern Guangdong and Southwestern Fujian 

Province, the PLA used a brute force military strategy. Having almost entirely been 

driven out of these areas by the end of 1950, from 1951 to 1953 the KMT embarked its 

own brute force strategy, seeking to achieve control three of the larger offshore islands. 

This occurred through a series of island assaults designed to re-seize islands controlled by 

the PLA: Nanri, Meizhou, and Dongshan. As the above operational history highlights, 

numerous instances of military coercion occurred during this campaign at the strategic, 

operational, and tactical levels. These instances will be examined in further detail in 

Chapter 6. 
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Northeast Fujian  

 

As the terminus for the largest river in Fujian and the site of the provincial capital of 

Fuzhou, the Min River Estuary in Northeast Fujian is a highly strategic location. The 

estuary is immediately next to the KMT-held Mazu Islands, islands in Taiwan’s 

possession to the present day. KMT presence and deployment failed to coerce the PLA to 

not wage a campaign for control of this strategic area. As a result, the contest for the 

control of Chuanshi, Xiyang, Fuying, and Pingtan Islands, islands that could control 

maritime traffic along the coast, was intense and lasted from 1950-1953.  

 

PINGTAN ISLAND BATTLE
600

 

In the aftermath of the Fuzhou Campaign, the PLA waged a brute force battle in 

September 1949 to seize Pingtan Island from KMT control.601 KMT troops occupied the 

island after having retrograded there from the mainland.602 Pingtan Island is the largest 

island of approximately 270 square kilometers in area, on the coast of Fujian Provence. In 

addition to disrupting coastal maritime traffic, this could also serve as a staging area for a 

future mainland assaults. The Pingtan Island Battle occurred one month before the 

Zhang-Xia-Jin Campaign highlighted in the preceding chapter, and gave the 10th Army of 

the Third Field Army its first sea crossing and amphibious landing experience.603 

 
600 Pingtan Island Battle, or the Battle of Pingtan Island 平潭岛战斗. 
601 Pingtan Island 平潭岛, also referred to as Haitan Island 海坛岛. 
602 ZZD, 917. 
603 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 40. 
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Incidentally, a typhoon that swept through the area after the battle damaged or destroyed 

much of the wooden sailboat flotilla the PLA used to conduct this battle, and 

substantially limited the available vessels for the Zhang-Xia-Jin Campaign contributing 

to the PLA’s defeat on Jinmen Island. 

 

To prepare for the Pingtan Island Battle, two divisions (82nd and 84th) under the 10th 

Army’s 28th Corps trained for over a half of a month and collected vessels during that 

time.604 Facing them on Pingtan and the surrounding islands were two KMT divisions 

(the 15th and 238th Divisions) totaling 10,000 troops of the KMT’s 73rd and 74th Corps, 

respectively.605 Unable to coerce the PLA to not attack, the battle commenced on 13 

September 1949, when the PLA assaulted Xiaolian Island, an island north west of 

Pingtan.606 The next day at 1700, Dalian Island, just east of Xiaolian Island was also 

seized in battle.607 To the southeast of Pingtan, units under the 82nd Division seized 

Caoyu Island in apparent battle.608 It is unknown how many KMT defenders on each 

island but one source states that the KMT suffered 1,000 total casualties from all the 

minor island battles other than Pingtan.609 

 

 
604 ZRJJS, 457; ZRJZS, 862-863. 
605 JFJZS, 337; ZRJZS, 862-863; DDZGJD,222; XZJHJ, 5-6; ZZD, 917. 
606 Some sources place the commencement of the battle a day earlier on September 12th (ZRJZS, 

862-863.). Xiaolian Island 小练岛 ZZD, 917. 
607 Dalian Island 大练岛. ZZD, 917. 
608 Caoyu Island 草屿岛. ZZD, 917. 
609 ZZD, 917. 
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At 2030 on the 15 September, two regiments of the 82nd Division, supported by artillery, 

landed on the southeast coast of Pingtan Island at Qianbian.610 The KMT defenders in the 

area withdrew.611 The next day around 0200 in the morning, the two regiments seized 

Pingtan County and the Guanyin’ao Area.612  

 

In the evening of 15 September, two regiments and one strengthened battalion of the 84th 

Division, embarked from Daben and Baba Islands in Fuqing County.613 At midnight the 

regiments landed in Su’ao and Jieyu Areas in northwest of Pingtan Island and advanced 

southeast.614 They proceeded to seize Hancuo and Junshan and then joined with the 82nd 

Division.615 By the afternoon, the remaining units of the 84th Division landed on Pingtan. 

616 Together, the forces of the 82nd and 84th Divisions surrounded the Linshui and Junshan 

areas.617 By the 17th, the entire island had been seized.618 Also that day, the 84th 

Division’s 252nd Regiment seized Tangyu Island to the south of Caoyu Island.619 The 

following day on the 18 September, the 84th Division’s 250th Regiment assaulted 

Xiaoxiang and Dongxiang Islands off the northeast coast of Pingtan Island, ending the 

battle.620 Of the 10,000 KMT troops defending the island, 1,000 casualties accrued on the 

 
610 Qianbian 钱便. ZZD, 917; ZRJZS, 862-863. 
611 ZRJZS, 862-863. 
612 Guanyin’ao Area 观音澳地区. ZRJZS, 862-863; ZZD, 917. 
613 Daben Island 大板岛 and Baba Island 八八岛. ZZD, 917; ZRJZS, 862-863. 
614 Su’ao Area 苏沃地区, Jieyu Area 结屿地区. ZZD, 917. 
615 Hancuo 韩厝 and Junshan 君山. ZZD, 917. 
616 ZRJZS, 862-863. 
617 Linshui Area 流水地区 and the Junshan Area 君山地区. ZRJZS, 862-863. 
618 ZRJZS, 862-863. 
619 ZZD 917. 
620 Xiaoxiang 小庠岛 and Dongxiang Islands 东庠岛. ZZD, 917. 
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outer islands, another 8,000 on Pingtan Island, and the remaining 1,000 were coerced by 

the PLA to withdraw to Taiwan.621 

 

CHUANSHI ISLAND 

Though little is mentioned of it within the available literature, on 9 January 1950, the 

PLA seized Chuanshi Island.622 This island is located in a commanding position at the 

mouth of the Min River and could have therefore helped the KMT control this strategic 

waterway. Needless to say, PLA forces were not coerced by KMT defenders to not 

attack. Based on unit disposition, this seizure was likely carried out by the 28th Corps of 

the Third Field Army’s 10th Army. 

 

XIYANG & FUYING ISLAND BATTLES 

From 1950-1953, a number of battles occurred between the PLA and the KMT and 

“bandits” loyal to the KMT on islands off of the Dongchong Peninsula at the northern 

end of Fujian Province.623 Control of these islands allowed their possessor to command 

northern Fujian maritime routes along the coast, maritime access to and from the city of 

Ningde, and were astride important fishing grounds. 

 

 
621 PRC sources do not report any PLA casualties. ZRJZS, 862-863; JFJZS, 338; ZZD, 917. 
622 Chuanshi Island 川石岛. XZJHJ, 55. 
623 Dongchong Peninsula 东冲半岛. 
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Needless to say, KMT forces did not coerce the PLA to forgo an attack on Fuying and 

Xiyang. On 1 August 1950 the PLA’s 250th Regiment (84th Division, 28th Corps) 

assaulted Fuying Island, a small island of 12 square kilometers in area.624 The island was 

seized from an unknown KMT unit. On the 18 August, the 250th Regiment assaulted and 

seized nearby Xiyang Island from an unidentified KMT unit.625 KMT troops suffered 40 

casualties and the PLA captured 34 guns, while the PLA suffered an unknown number of 

casualties.626  

 

Uncoerced by the KMT, nearly two years later on 27 July 1952, PLA sent forces to re-

take the islands.627 Sometime after their seizure, the PRC had left the islands 

undefended.628 KMT forces or irregulars under the KMT’s Northeastern Region 

Headquarters and led by Li Hui had moved in.629 To re-seize the islands, the PLA again 

sent the 250th Regiment (84th Division) which led six companies to attack Xiyang 

Island.630 At 1930 they landed on the three beaches of Beiwo, Dawo, Guiwo and then 

proceeded to seize Motianling, the highest point on the island where the KMT 

headquarters was located.631 By midnight the PLA regiment controlled the island.632  

 
624 Fuying Island 浮鹰岛. XZJHJ 118; DDZGJD, 323-324; JFJJS, 150. 
625 Xiyang Island 西洋岛. XZJHJ 118; DDZGJD, 323-324; ; JFJJS, 150. 
626 XZJHJ 118. 
627 XZJHJ 262; ZZD 1069-1070. 
628 XZJHJ 262; ZZD 1069-1070. 
629 Some sources refer to these KMT forces as pirates or literally sea bandits 海匪. Northeastern 

Region Headquarters 东北地区司令, Li Hui 李輝. XZJHJ, 262; ZZD, 1069-1070. 
630 ZZD 1069-1070. 
631 All of the beaches seem to have been slightly renamed in the intervening years since 1952, the 

current names are in parentheses: Beiwo 北沃 (Bei’ao 北澳), Dawo 大沃 (Da’ao 大澳), and Guiwo 贵沃 
(Gui’ao 贵澳). Motianling 摩天岭. ZZD, 1069-1070. 

632 ZZD 1069-1070. 
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The same evening at 2200, another six companies of the 254th Regiment and a portion of 

the 2nd Battalion of the 250th Regiment landed on Fuying Island.633 Landing in two 

places, these forces quickly defeated the KMT forces and captured its boats at Wenwo to 

prevent the KMT from withdrawing.634 The next day, the 250th Regiment on Xiyang, 

built fortifications to control and defend the island from a future attack.635 On the 30 July 

at 0130 the KMT was coerced to commit additional forces and sent warships and 

gunships from Mazu to rescue remaining troops under Li Hui, but these vessels were 

coerced to withdraw.636 That same day the 250th and 254th Regiments eliminated all 

remaining KMT troops, having captured on both islands a total of 223, along with 148 

guns and 10 sailboats.637   

 

Almost exactly a year later, the PLA again found itself dealing with KMT irregulars or 

bandits who had returned to the islands and threatened to PRC maritime traffic and 

fishing activities.638 On 13 July 1953, the 254th Regiment supported by a naval squadron 

and other units was dispatched.639 Again the KMT forces did not coerce the PLA to forgo 

an attack. After an unknown time period the regiment was successful in eliminating KMT 

forces or irregulars on Xiyang and Fuying Islands as well as the much smaller nearby 

 
633 ZZD 1069-1070. 
634 The Wenwo 文沃 was also renamed sometime after 1952 and is now called Wen’ao 文澳. ZZD 

1069-1070. 
635 ZZD 1069-1070. 
636 ZZD 1069-1070. 
637 ZZD 1069-1070. 
638 XZJHJ 314. 
639 XZJHJ 314. 
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Maci Island, Kuishan Island, and Beishishuan Island.640 This effectively coerced the 

KMT to change its strategy and end its campaign to contest the control of Northeast 

Fujian. 

 

Northeast Fujian: Identification and Classification of Military Coercion 

 

Seeking to fully control the islands and waters in the Min River Estuary, the PLA used a 

brute force strategy. However, as the above operational history highlights, numerous 

instances of military coercion occurred during this campaign at the strategic, operational, 

and tactical levels by both PLA and KMT forces. These instances will be examined in 

further detail below. 

  

 
640 Maci Island 马刺岛, Kuishan Island 奎山岛, and Beishishuang 北石霜岛. XZJHJ 314. 
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Table 11. Identifying military coercion: Northeast Fujian 

Battle Date Coercive Interaction Notes 2x2 

General 9/14/49 
KMT fails to coerce PLA to change 
strategy 

to not start 
campaign LH 

Pingtan and other 
islands641  9/14/49 

KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack  LH 

Pingtan 9/14/49 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw  HH 

Chuanshi 1/9/50 
KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack  LH 

Fuying 8/1/50 
KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack  LH 

Xiyang 8/12/50 
KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack  LH 

Fuying & Xiyang 7/27/52 
KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack  LH 

Fuying & Xiyang 7/27/52 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw  HH 

Fuying & Xiyang 7/27/52 
PLA coerces KMT to commit more 
forces naval forces N/A  

Fuying, Xiyang, 
Maci, Kuishan, 
Beishishuan 7/13/53 

KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack  LH 

General 7/14/53 
PLA coerces KMT to not attack 
(limited) to present LL 

N/A indicates other patterns of coercion that are not predicted by the military coercion theory based on the 
two independent variables. These other patterns, however, interact and affect the patterns explained by the 
2x2 table. 
 

  

 
641 This includes Xiaolian, Caoyu, Tangyu, Xianxian, and Dongxian Islands. 
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Zhejiang: Hangzhou, Taizhou, and Wenzhou Bays 

 

The PLA’s East China Military Region (ECMR) Navy prosecuted operations to de-mine 

the Yangtze River from January to September 1950. Even after the large-scale 

withdrawal of KMT from the Zhoushan Islands, the KMT had maintained a presence in 

Hangzhou Bay on Tanhushan Island and the Shengsi Archipelago where the Yangtze 

River emptied into the East China Sea. These islands allowed the KMT to continue to 

challenge the PRC’s maritime traffic and fishing in this area. The ECMR Navy’s first 

task was to clear KMT presence from Hangzhou Bay, then turn its attention southward to 

Taizhou and Wenzhou Bay where KMT presence returned in June 1950 under the 

Dachen Defense Headquarters. Located in southern Zhejiang, the islands of Wenzhou 

Bay allowed their possessor to control maritime traffic between Shanghai and points 

south as well as the Ou River Estuary.642 KMT forces in coastal islands along Zheijiang 

did not coerce the PLA to change its strategy and not start a campaign to root them out of 

the area. 

 

HANGZHOU BAY: TANHUSHAN ISLAND AND THE SHENSHI ARCHIPELAGO 

Tanhushan is a very small island with a commanding position in Hangzhou Bay at the 

mouth of the Qiantang River. It had been a magnet for KMT irregular forces before and 

after the KMT’s May 1950 withdrawal from the Zhoushan Islands.643 In 1950 there were 

 
642 Wenzhou Bay 温州湾, Ou River 瓯江. 
643 Qiantang River 钱塘江, Tanhushan Island 滩浒山岛. DDZGHJ 171; ZZD 1048; XZJHJ 103-

104. 
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approximately 100 troops under KMT commander Huang Pa-mei and these forces 

regularly disrupted maritime traffic between Shanghai, Ningbo, and Dinghai as well 

fishing.644 Uncoerced by these KMT defenders to forgo an attack, the East China Military 

Region tasked the Navy’s 5th Fleet and an unidentified ground forces battalion to seize 

the island and rid it of KMT presence in July 1950.645 On the 15 July at dusk, a naval ship 

unit composed of four landing ships and twelve gunboats sailed for Tanhushan from 

Wusong.646 At midnight, the unit arrived two nautical miles northeast of Tanhushan.647 

Realizing that a KMT gunboat was guarding the landing beach, the four landing ships 

offloaded the battalion on the northern bank of the island.648 The battalion quickly seized 

the island, capturing 46 troops and four boats.649 

 

Uncoerced by KMT presence on Shengsi Archipelago, the East China Military Region 

Navy and the 293rd and 294th Regiments were ordered to seize the islands less than a 

month after the Tanhushan. 650 To do so would end the maritime threat to shipping and 

fishing posed by KMT presence in the Yangtze River Estuary.651 The Shengsi 

 
644 DDZGHJ, 171; ZZD, 1048. 
645 This is referred to as the Tanhushan Island Battle 滩浒山岛战斗. ZZD, 1048 
646 The landing ship force included the Gutian 古田, Chenji 陈集, Weigang 卫岗, Cheqiao 车桥 

and the gunboat force was composed of eight 25-ton gunboats and four 25-ton landing craft. Wusong 吴
凇.646 

647 DDZGHJ 172; ZZD 1048. 
648 ZZD 1048. 
649 It is not clear from the literature whether the PLA faced resistance from KMT forces (ZZD) or 

if the KMT did not resist and instead attempted to blend into the island’s roughly 300 civilian inhabitants, 
only to be pointed out by locals. DDZGHJ 172; ZZD 1048 

650 This battle occurred simultaneously with one of the battles on Dongtou Island. Shengsi 
Archipelago 嵊泗列岛. DDZGHJ 173. 

651 DDZGHJ 173. 
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Archipelago is an island group immediately north of the Zhoushan Archipelago and was 

the last foothold the KMT held onto in the Hangzhou Bay and near the Yangtze River. 

Defending the islands were the KMT’s Anti-Communist National Salvation Army’s 1st 

and 3rd Columns led by Lien Chin-kuang.652 In total, these units contained over 500 

troops that were mainly deployed to five islands: Dayangshan and Xiaoyangshan in the 

west, Sijiaoshan in the center of the archipelago, and Gouqishan and Shengshan and in 

the east.653 

 

From the Wusong Ferry Pier, three PLA landing teams embarked for the Shengsi 

Archipelago on 6 July 1950 at 1245.654 These teams were composed of two landing craft, 

four gunboats, and 30 fishing vessels and sailed with four infantry battalions.655 The first 

landing team, comprised of the gunboats Ruijing and Xingguo, each equipped with 

105mm howitzers, and fishing vessels containing troops were to sail to Gouqishan and 

Shengshan.656 The two landing ships, Weigang and Cheqiao and fishing vessels were to 

make an amphibious landing at Sijiaoshan.657  Lastly, two 25-ton gunboats the No. 68 and 

No. 105 and fishing vessels were to land on Dayangshan and Xiaoyangshan.658 

 

 
652 Lien Chin Kuang廉金光. ZZD, 1051; DDZGHJ, 173, 175. 
653 Xiaoyangshan Island 小洋山岛, Dayangshan Island 大洋山岛, Sijiaoshan Island 泗礁山岛, 

Gouqishan Island 枸杞山岛, and Shengshan Island 嵊山岛. DDZGHJ, 173. 
654 DDZGHJ, 173-174. 
655 ZZD, 1051; DDZGJD, 289. 
656 Ruijing 瑞金, Xingguo兴国. DDZGHJ, 173-174 
657 Weigang 卫岗, Cheqiao 车桥. DDZGHJ, 173. 
658 DDZGHJ, 173; XZJHJ, 112. 
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Due to a discovery of underwater mines in the area, the landing teams hugged the 

southern shore of the Yangtze River on their journey to Hangzhou Bay.659 At 1842 that 

evening, while sailing past Jiuduansha, both the Ruijin and Xingguo gunboats ran 

aground because of low tide conditions, preventing further progress until midnight when 

the tide rose again.660 The next morning at 1145 the Ruijin and Xingguo began shelling 

KMT positions on Gouqishan Island and then covered the amphibious landing. By 1500, 

the island was under PLA control.661 At 1400, the Weigang and Cheqiao landing ships 

and fishing vessels had successfully transported the 293rd Regiments 3rd Battalion to 

Sijiaoshan, where they seized the island without encountering KMT resistance.662 

Dayangshan and Xiaoyangshan were also seized as well.663 

 

The next morning of 7 July at 0750 the Ruijin and Xingguo gunboats sailed from 

Gouqishan to nearby Shengshan and started shelling the island.664 Meanwhile, the 

Weigang and Cheqiao landing ships sailed from Sijiaoshan and helped with the 

amphibious landing on Shengshan.665 By 1700, the four gun boats shelled KMT beach 

positions on Shengshan for 10 minutes, and then carried out the amphibious landing.666 

 
659 DDZGHJ, 173-174. 
660 Jiuduansha 九段沙. DDZGHJ, 173-174. 
661 DDZGHJ, 174. 
662 ZZD, 1051; DDZGHJ, 174. 
663 ZZD, 1051; DDZGHJ, 174. 
664 DDZGHJ, 174-175. 
665 DDZGHJ, 174-175. 
666 DDZGHJ, 174-175. 
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By 1800, Shengshan Island was seized and the PLA had achieved complete control of the 

Yangtze River Estuary.667 

 

WENZHOU BAY: DONGTOU, YUHUAN, PISHAN, BEIJI, AND OTHER ISLANDS 

In mid-August 1949, as the Zhoushan Islands Campaign was about to commence, the 

PLA’s 21st Corps (7th Army) was ordered to seize five KMT-held islands in Wenzhou 

Bay.668 At the time, over 2,000 KMT troops defended these islands, which in turn 

allowed the KMT to control the maritime traffic of Wenzhou Bay.669 Uncoerced by KMT 

deployments on 16 August, the 21st Corps’ 63rd Division and the Wenzhou Garrison 

embarked from points around Wenzhou Bay to seize these five islands.670 Sailing from 

Huanghua Wharf, the 187th Regiment landed on Dongtou Island and seized it.671 

Embarking from Shitang and sailing southwest, the 188th Regiment assaulted Luqishan 

Island.672 The smaller islands of Beijishan and Beilongshan were attacked by a battalion 

under the 189th Regiment sailing east from Rui’an.673 Rounding out the operation, two 

battalions under the Wenzhou Garrison sailed from an unidentified location to land on 

Huangda’ao Island.674 By August 18th, PLA forces fully controlled these five islands, 

capturing approximately 2,000 KMT troops.675 

 
667 ZZD, 1051, DDZGHJ, 175. 
668 This is referred to in the literature literally as the Dongtou, et al. Islands Battle 洞头等岛战斗. 

ZZD, 912-913; ZRJJS, 446. 
669 ZZD, 912-913. 
670 Wenzhou Garrison 温州警备. 
671 Huanghua Warf 黄华码头, Dongtou Island 洞头岛. ZZD, 912-913. 
672 Shitang 石塘. Luqishan Island 鹿栖山岛. ZZD, 912-913. 
673 Beijishan Island, Beilongshan Island 北龙山岛, Rui’an 瑞安. ZZD, 912-913. 
674 Huangda’ao Island 黄大岙岛 is now referred to as Damen Island 大门岛. 
675 ZZD, 912-913. 
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In early June, the PLA failed to coerce the KMT’s Jiangsu and Zhejiang Anti-Communist 

National Corps under the command of Lu Wei Hsiang to not attack Yuhuan Island.676 

Sailing due west from nearby Pishan Island, Lu’s force of approximately 600 KMT 

troops or “bandits” landed nearby Kanmen Town on 2 June and made contact with PLA 

forces on the island.677 Defending the island was the PLA’s 8th Company of the 220nd 

Regiment (74th Division, Zhejiang Military Region).678 The 8th Company defended its 

position from fortifications and the Zhejiang Military region sent reinforcements.679 After 

fierce fighting, in which the KMT suffered 100 casualties, the PLA coerced remaining 

KMT forces to withdraw.680 

 

In July 1950, numerous attacks and counter attacks occurred between the PLA and KMT 

on land and at sea. At the beginning of the month, KMT forces sought to regain 

possession of Dongtou Island, less than a year after the previous engagement and were 

uncoerced to forgo attack by the PLA forces on the island.681 At night on the 6 July, the 

KMT’s Jiangsu and Zhejiang Anti-Communist National Corps sailed from Nanji Island 

and Beiji Island, an island that the PLA had earlier cleared of KMT forces.682 This force 

was composed of one warship, two motorboats, and dozens of sailboats and transported 

 
676 Yuhuhan Island 玉环岛. 
677 Kanmen Town 坎门镇. DDZGJD, 323-324; ZZD, 1046. 
678 DDZGJD, 323-324; JFJJS, 150; ZZD, 1046. 
679 ZZD, 1046. 
680 ZZD, 1046. 
681 ZZD, 1050-1051; DDZGJD, 289. 
682 Jiangsu and Zhejiang Anti-Communist National Corps 江浙反共救国军, Nanji Island 南麂岛, 

Beiji Island 北麂岛. ZZD, 1050-1051. 
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over 1,000 troops.683 In the morning of 7 July, the KMT units started their amphibious 

assault on Dongtou, landing at the southern end of the island at Dong’ao and Teilutou.684  

 

Guarding Dongtou was the Zhejiang Military Region garrison on the island which 

consisted of at least one battalion (the 3rd Battalion) under the 2nd Regiment, 1st 

Brigade.685 The 7th Company under the PLA 3rd Battalion attacked the KMT in Dong’ao 

while the 9th Company attacked the KMT’s western flank.686 By 1600, KMT successes 

had coerced the 3rd Battalion to withdraw from Bei’ao to Lingtou Mountain.687 The next 

morning, KMT forces occupied Lingtou Mountain and by 1400 that afternoon, the 3rd 

Battalion and local government officials withdrew from Dongtou.688 On the 9 July, the 

PLA’s Zhejiang Military Region sent the 1st Battalion of the Zhejiang Military Region 

Garrison’s 2nd Regiment, 1st Brigade along with forces from the Wenzhou Military Sub-

District.689 Coerced by the PLA’s impending counterattack, KMT forces withdrew from 

Dongtou.690 

 

The PLA decided a response was necessary for to these actions as well as the 10 July 

sinking of the No. 3 gunboat. Uncoerced by KMT Commander Lu Wei-hsiang’s troops 

on Pishan Island, the PLA forces under the East China Military Region 

 
683 ZZD, 1050-1051. 
684 Dong’ao 东岙, and Tielutou 铁炉头. ZZD, 1050-1051. 
685 ZZD, 1050-1051. 
686 ZZD, 1050-1051. 
687 Bei’ao 北岙 to Lingtou Mountain 岭头山. ZZD, 1050-1051. 
688 ZZD, 1050-1051. 
689 ZZD, 1050-1051. 
690 ZZD, 1050-1051; DDZGJD, 289. 
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counterattacked.691 At dusk on the 11 July, two landing groups set sail from Jinqing Port 

in southeastern Taizhou Bay.692 Both landing groups contained gunboats, landing craft, 

and 30 sailboats apiece.693 To deceive the KMT’s Dachen Defense Command, the first 

flotilla headed due east towards Dachen Island and its purpose was to serve as a decoy 

landing group. In addition to three gunboats, the second flotilla, unlike the first, carried 

two infantry battalions in its landing craft and sailboats.694 Hugging the coast while 

sailing southward, the landing group reached Shitan Bay in the middle of the night.695  

 

At dawn the next day, the landing group arrived at its destination of Pishan Island.696 

Four KMT gunboats: the No. 1 Ching Chung, the No. 2 Ching Chung, the Hsin Pao Shan, 

and the Hai Ying were in the island’s anchorage.697 Under fire from the PLA gunboats, 

three of the KMT gunboats sailed for Dachen Island.698 Three PLA Navy gunboats gave 

chase, concentrating fire on the 300-ton No. 1 Ching Chung.699 Under heavy fire and with 

its captain a casualty, the KMT ship flew a white flag and surrendered.700 The two other 

ships, the No. 2 Ching Chung and the Hai Ying continued on towards Dachen Island.701 

Meanwhile, the PLA Navy’s No. 107 gunboat had blocked the KMT’s Hsin Pao Shan 

 
691 This sinking is referred to as the Langjishan Naval Battle 琅机山海战. DDZGHJ, 175. 
692 金清港 Jinqing Port. ZZD, 1051. 
693 DDZGHJ, 178; DDZGJD, 323-324; ZZD, 1051; XZJHJ, 113. 
694 These battalions were under an unidentified regiment or regiments that were subordinate to the 

62nd Division. DDZGHJ, 178; DDZGJD, 323-324; ZZD, 1051; XZJHJ, 113. 
695 Shitan Bay 石塘湾. DDZGHJ, 178-179; DDZGJD, 323-324; ZZD, 1051; XZJHJ, 113. 
696 ZZD, 1051; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 143-144; DDZGHJ, 178-179. 
697 ZZD, 1051; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 143-144; DDZGHJ, 178-179. 
698 DDZGHJ, 178-179; ZZD, 1051. 
699 DDZGHJ, 178-179; ZZD, 1051. 
700 DDZGHJ, 178-179; ZZD, 1051. 
701 DDZGHJ, 179. 
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gunboat from sailing out of the anchorage.702 Not possessing enough firepower to 

substantially damage the KMT gunboat, the No. 107 rammed the KMT vessel, cracked 

the rudder and flooded the rear cabin. The No. 103 returned to Pishan, joined the No. 107 

and collided and boarded the Hsin Pao Shan, killing or capturing the remaining crew, and 

before scuttling the craft.703  

 

The pair of PLA Navy landing craft and 30 sailboats landed on the island, depositing the 

two infantry battalions ashore.704 These forces secured the Pishan Island capturing 

approximately 500 KMT troops.705 KMT forces on nearby Xiaopishan Island saw what 

was occurring on Pishan and were coerced by the PLA to withdraw from the island but 

captured by PLA Navy boats which pursued them.706 As the PLA Navy was preparing to 

tow the captured No. 1 Ching Chung boat to port a KMT Navy Tai-class frigate 

appeared.707 Seeing that the boat had been captured, the frigate fired repeatedly at the 

vessel and sank it.708 In addition to the troops captured, 60 KMT troops were killed and 

50 were wounded.709 The literature reports the PLA as suffering only 10 troops wounded 

in the assault.710 However, as the PLA left Pishan undefended, the KMT forces 

reoccupied the island later the same month.711  

 
702 DDZGHJ, 179-180; ZZD, 1051. 
703 DDZGHJ, 179-180; ZZD, 1051. 
704 ZZD, 1051; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 143-144. 
705 DDZGHJ, 180; DDZGJD,323-324; ZZD, 1051 
706 DDZGHJ, 180. ZZD, 1051. 
707 DDZGHJ, 180. 
708 DDZGHJ, 180. 
709 DDZGHJ, 180; XZJHJ, 113. 
710 DDZGHJ, 180. 
711 DDZGHJ. 181. 
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Uncoerced by KMT presence, the East China Military region continued its offensive 

against the in Wenzhou Bay by attacking Beiji Island three days later.712 One company 

under the 222nd regiment’s 1st Battalion and a platoon of garrison troops embarked on 

sailboats on the afternoon of 15 July.713 Early the next day after ten hours of sailing, the 

unit reaches Beiji island but two of the platoon’s vessels ran aground on a reef near the 

disembarkation point.714 Approximately 600 KMT irregulars under the Zhejiang Anti-

Communist General Corps and the Yongjia County Group led by Li Tung-ming were on 

the island.715 A sentry spotted the vessels and begans firing. Undaunted, the PLA forces 

landed at 0200 the next day and begin an offensive, taking the KMT’s command post and 

the highpoint on the island.716 By 0300, PLA forces controlled most of the island and had 

the KMT surrounded.717 At dawn, the PLA annihilated nearly 600 KMT defenders 

including Li Tung-ming, while suffering 50 casualties.718  

 

Dongtou Island continued to be an intensely contested battleground until early 1952. 

While the available literature does not go into much detail, the PLA found itself waging 

four more assault for the island, apparently due to not deploying defenders after the July 

 
712 This is referred to as the Beiji Island Battle 北麂岛战斗. ZZD, 1051 
713 Specifically, the 6th Company under the 1st Battalion, 222nd Regiment, 75th Division, 25th Corps. 

ZZD, 1051. 
714 ZZD, 1051 
715 Zhejiang Anti Communist General Corps 浙江反共总队, Yongjia County Group 永嘉县大队, 

Li Tung Ming李東明. ZZD, 1051 
716 ZZD, 1051 
717 ZZD, 1051 
718 DDZGJD,323-324; ZZD, 1051 
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1950 battle. In all of these battles the KMT forces were not sufficient to coerce the PLA 

to forgo an attack. Indeed, three months later, the PLA found itself attacking a KMT 

controlled Dongtou Island on 7 October, and in 1951 PLA forces attacked the island 

twice: on 6 June and 11 November.719 It is not clear if the PLA was successful in any or 

all of these battles, only to leave the island under-defended or undefended, allowing the 

KMT to return sometime afterwards. Alternatively, and more plausibly, is whether the 

KMT had successfully defended the island and therefore possessed it from October 1950 

to the beginning of 1952 (or some subset thereof). 

 

The struggle for the control of Dongtou Island finally came to an end in mid-January 

1952 which at the time was guarded by over 1,000 troops.720 On the 11 January, the 309th 

and 315th Regiments were dispatched by the Zhejiang Military Region to seize the 

island.721 Uncoerced by KMT defenders to not attack, two battalions of the 315th 

Regiment were transported by Wenzhou Military Sub-District’s Sailing Squadron, 

landed, and secured Niyu Island and Banpingshan Island, nearby islands northwest and 

south of Dongtou, respectively.722 The other units in the two regiments continued toward 

Dongtou Island and the 309th Regiment landed at Sha’ao, Bizawei, and Dongtou Warf in 

 
719 According to one source, the battle on November 11th occurred instead on December 12th. 

DDZGJD, 289; ZZD, 1068; M. Taylor Fravel, Strong Borders, Secure Nation: Cooperation and Conflict in 
China’s Territorial Disputes (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2008), 231. 

720 This is referred to in the literature as the Dongtou Archipelago Battle 洞头列岛战斗. ZZD, 
1068; DDZGJD,255, 289-290. 

721 The 309th Regiment is listed as being under the 103rd Division and the 315th as under the 105th 
Division, though based on the numbering schema, it seems like this is a possible typo and that the 
regiments are under the 104th Division and 106th Division, respectively. ZZD, 1068. 

722 Wenzhou MSD Sailing Squadron 温州军分区机帆船大队, Niyu Island 霓屿岛, Banpingshan 
Islands 半屏山岛. ZZD, 1068. 
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the morning of the 12 January.723 In the afternoon, the 315th Regiment landed and joined 

the 309th Regiment on Dongtou.724 PLA forces failed twice to dislodge the KMT from 

their position at Guancai’ao and a tactical stalemate on the island ensued.725 Meanwhile, 

the KMT was coerced to send reinforcements in the form of a regiment, but the landing 

was repelled by the PLA.726 Zhejiang Military Region was also coerced to send 

reinforcements, in the form of one battalion (184th Regiment, 62nd Division) two 

mountain artillery company, which arrived on 13 and 14 January.727 Once fully in place, 

the reinforced PLA units assaulted the KMT position in the afternoon on the 15 

January.728 Within 40 minutes of fighting, the PLA had successfully seized the island and 

captured 900 KMT troops.729   

 

PLA failed to coerce the KMT to not attack Yuhuan Island as the island was again 

attacked by KMT commander Lu Wei-hsiang’s Zhejiang Anti-Communist National 

Corps in November 1950, five months after it was previously attacked.730 On 20 

November, over 800 KMT troops sailed, as they had earlier, from Pishan Island. Instead 

of immediately attacking Kanmen town, they landed on the southern shore of Yuhuan in 

the early morning. These forces quickly occupied most of the island.731 Defending 

 
723 Sha’ao 沙岙, Bizawei 鼻子尾, and Dongtou Warf 洞头码头. ZZD, 1068. 
724 ZZD, 1068. 
725 Guancai’ao 棺材岙. ZZD, 1068. 
726 ZZD, 1068. 
727 ZZD, 1068. 
728 ZZD, 1068. 
729 ZZD, 1068. 
730 This is referred to as the Yuhuan Island Battle 玉环岛战斗. JFJJS, 150; DDZGJD,323-324. 
731 ZZD, 1059; JFJJS, 150; DDZGJD,323-324. 
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Yuhuan at the time were two platoons of Yuhuan County Garrison Forces at Kanmen.732 

The two platoons immediately sent word of the KMT landing to the nearest PLA unit, the 

183rd Regiment at nearby Chumen.733 Waiting for reinforcements, the two garrison 

platoons were largely surrounded and fought the KMT for seven or eight hours near 

Kanmen.734 When reinforcements, arrived, two companies (the 4th and 9th) focused their 

attacks KMT beachhead positions.735 A third company (the 5th) linked up with the 

garrison platoons and they moved into the mountainous areas west of Kanmen to fight 

KMT forces.736 By 1600, the PLA had reasserted control over the island and the KMT 

had suffered 180 casualties.737 

 

TAIZHOU BAY: NANJIUSHAN, TANTOUSHAN, JIGUSHAN, FOUR ISLANDS AND OTHER ISLANDS 

 

PLA forces seized the KMT-held islands of Nanjiushan and Tantoushan in northern 

Taizhou Bay.738 After the PLA’s raid on Pishan in July 1950, over 670 KMT troops 

occupied Nanjiushan Island and Tantoushan Island, islands south of the Zhoushan 

Islands.739 From these positions, KMT forces interfered with PRC maritime shipping 

 
732 Yuhuan County Garrison Forces 玉环县警备大队. ZZD, 1059; JFJJS, 150; DDZGJD,323-324. 
733 The 183rd Regiment was subordinate to the 61st Division, 21st Corps. Chumen 楚门. ZZD, 

1059. 
734 ZZD 1059. 
735 ZZD 1059. 
736 ZZD 1059. 
737 ZZD 1059. 
738 This is referred to in the literature as the Nanjiushan-Tantoushan Islands Battle 南韭山檀头山

岛战斗.  
739 This includes 170 troops from Zhejiang People’s Anti-Communist Assault Corps 浙江人民反

共突擊軍 and more than 500 troops from National Defense Department of Coastal Defense Force 國防部
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between Shipu and Dinghai, as well as civilian fishing.740 Tantoushan posed a particular 

problem as it is located approximately 10 kilometers due east of Shipu.  

 

To deal with this threat, the East China Sea Military Region dispatched units from two 

regiments to conduct an amphibious landing and supported by nearly two dozen naval 

vessels.741 In the afternoon on 15 December 1950, the PLA assault group embarked for 

both islands. Uncoerced by KMT defenders of the PLA units landed on Nanjiushan and 

faced heavy KMT artillery fire island at midnight.742 PLA gunboats returned fire and 

successfully suppressed KMT artillery.743 Half an hour later, KMT resistance had melted 

away and the PLA was in control of the island, having secured the highpoints, though it 

still had to sweep the island for KMT forces that had scattered.744 Meanwhile, the PLA 

coerced the KMT defenders to withdraw from Tantoushan Island to the sea as the PLA 

assault force began its landing.745 Pursuing PLA vessels engaged in a three-hour battle, 

sinking one ship and three sailboats.746 

 

 
沿海工作隊. At the time of the landing the literature refers to KMT forces then on the islands as the 
Zhejiang Province Maritime Advance Force 浙江省海上挺进大队. DDZGHJ 181; ZZD 1060. 

740 Shipu 石浦. DDZGHJ 181. 
741 This includes units under the 190th Regiment (64th Division, 22nd Corps) and units under the 

193rd Regiment (65th Division, 22nd Corps), one source states units from the 311th Regiment also 
participated. DDZGJD, 289; DDZGHJ 181; ZZD 1060.  

742 ZZD, 1060. 
743 ZZD, 1060. 
744 ZZD, 1060. 
745 ZZD, 1060. 
746 ZZD, 1060. 
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For nearly six months, from December 1950 to June 1951, the conflict over the coastal 

areas in Zhejiang was relatively quiet and no sea or island battles took place. That ended 

on June 6th when the PLA attacked KMT forces on Dongtou Island. It is unclear from the 

available evidence, but seems likely that the PLA did not control the island, allowing for 

the KMT to repossess it.747 Slightly more than weeks later, a sea battle occurred in 

Taizhou Bay, near Baishashan and Toumenshan Island, reported by PLA histories as the 

Toumenshan Sea Battle.748  

 

Uncoerced by PLA Navy deployments in the area on 23 June 1950 KMT vessels 

attempted to intercept three PRC grain transports, an incident that led to the most 

significant naval clash since the Wanshan Islands Campaign’s Lesewei Sea Battle. On 

that day, a gunboat detachment of five 25-ton gunboats stationed at the port of Shipu had 

been ordered by the East China Sea Military Region Navy Command to escort three grain 

transports.749 The gunboats were deployed to protect the transports that were en route to 

Jiaojiang City as well as protect 900 fishing vessels transiting from Zhoushan to Shipu.750 

As one of the gunboats was in the dock for repairs, four gunboats of the detachment 

sailed in the early morning hours at 0130 from Shipu to a sea area between Beize Island 

and Nanze Island.751 From this position, the gunboats remained hidden from the KMT 

 
747 DDZGJD, 289; ZZD, 1068; Fravel, Strong Borders, Secure Nation, 231 
748 Baishashan Island 白沙山岛, Toumenshan Island 头门山岛, Toumenshan Sea Battle 头门山海

战.  
749 The gunboat detachment was a unit subordinate to the Wentai Patrol Squadron 温台巡防大队. 

Shipu Port 石浦港. ZZD, 1067; JFJJS, 155-156; DDZGJD,341-342. 
750 Jiaojiang City 椒江市. ZZD, 1067; JFJJS, 155-156. 
751 Beize Island 北泽岛,  Nanze Island 南泽岛. ZZD, 1067; DDZGHJ, 187. 
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while observing the transit of the grain transports. However, as dawn approached, 

visibility was poor due to mist and light rain. 

 

At 0800, the gunboat detachment heard a gunshot in the direction of Toumenshan Island 

and dispatched the No. 414 and No. 416 gunboats to investigate. Meanwhile the No. 411 

and No. 413 gunboats were unable to maneuver due to engine trouble.752 Sailing at high 

speed toward the noise, the No. 414 gunboat observed four KMT ships of approximately 

200 sailors, with type 92 infantry guns and various machine guns firing at the grain 

transports.753 The No. 414 began firing at the KMT vessels, and the No. 416 soon joined 

in, setting fire to one KMT boat.754 At 1000 the No. 411 and No. 413 gunboats joined the 

fray coercing the KMT ships to withdraw from the area. The gunboats continued their 

pursuit, sinking one KMT vessel west of Yijiangshan Island at 1145.755 At some point 

after that, coerced to add additional forces, five KMT naval vessels were dispatched from 

Dachen Island. They arrived in the area and coerced the four PLA gunboats end their 

pursuit of the remaining three vessels and withdraw.756 In total, the gunboat detachment 

had sunk one boat, and damaged three.757 

 

 
752 DDZGHJ, 185. 
753 ZZD, 1067; JFJJS, 155-156; DDZGJD,341-342; DDZGHJ, 187. 
754 DDZGHJ, 187; ZZD, 1067. 
755 ZZD, 1067; DDZGHJ, 187-188. 
756 DDZGJD,341-342 
757 ZZD, 1067; DDZGJD,341-342 
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Uncoerced by PLA defenders, KMT forces conducted an amphibious assault of 

Baishashan Island in Taizhou Bay on 28 March of the same year.758 On that day 1,000 

KMT troops, transported by 20 ships and sailboats, landed on Baishashan Island at 1000 

after sailing from nearby Dachen Island.759 Defending the island was a single platoon that 

fell back to its field fortifications to hold its position from the assault.760 The PLA’s 21st 

Corps immediately dispatched two battalions and a reconnaissance unit to Baishashan, 

but only a few of these forces were able to quickly arrive to reinforce the platoon.761 By 

mid-morning on the following day the KMT unsuccessfully tried to dislodge the 

reinforced platoon nine times.762 Sometime after 1000, the rest of the PLA reinforcements 

had arrived, coercing KMT forces to withdraw from the island.763 In total, the KMT 

sustained 200 casualties and three of its boats were sunk.764 

 

A little over two months later, the KMT attempted to seize Huangjiao Island in Taizhou 

Bay.765 At 2100 on 10 June 1952, twelve sailboats and two warships containing six 

squadrons of 1,200 KMT troops sailed from Dachen Island.766 Under the command of Hu 

 
758 This is referred to in the literature as the Baishashan Island Battle 白沙山岛战斗. ZZD, 1068. 
759 Two sources report that the KMT forces are subordinate to the Hu Tsung-nan Department 胡宗

南部 while one source reports that they are under both the Lu Wei Hsiang 呂渭祥部 and the Wang Kuang 
Departments 王框部. Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 159; JFJJS, 151-152; ZZD, 1068. 

760 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 159. 
761 This included an unidentified battalion of the 186th Regiment (62nd Division), an unidentified 

battalion of the 189th Regiment (63rd Division), and an unidentified reconnaissance unit of the 61st Division. 
ZZD, 1068. 

762 ZZD, 1068. 
763 ZZD, 1068. 
764 ZZD, 1068; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 159. 
765 This is referred to in the literature as the Huangjiaoshan Island Battle 黄焦山岛山战斗. ZZD, 

1069. 
766 JFJJS, 151-152; DDZGJD,326-327; ZZD, 1069. 
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Tsung-nan, they first landed on nearby Daoshiguan Island and then attempted a landing 

on the northern part of Huangjiao Island.767 The KMT was uncoerced by the PLA as 

guarding Huangjiao was a single infantry company.768 When seeing the KMT ships about 

to land troops, the unit fired its coastal guns at them.769 Two accompanying KMT 

warships returned fire and the KMT proceeded to land. Early the next morning, the KMT 

had secured a beachhead at three points on the northern side of the island.770 The PLA 

still held its main fortification at the center of the island, as well as a few additional 

strongpoints preventing the KMT from any further advance.771 Coerced by the KMT to 

commit additional forces, PLA reinforcements arrived at 1500. These new PLA forces 

coerced KMT forces to withdraw from the island, having suffered 310 casualties to the 

PLA’s 46.772 

 

Two weeks later, PLA forces seized nearby Jigushan Island also in Taizhou Bay.773 Held 

by 100 troops, Jigushan Island helped the KMT control north-south coastal traffic 

between Taizhou Bay and Wenzhou Bay. On 24 June at 1700, three PLA companies and 

two Public Security companies under the East China Military Region uncoerced by KMT 

 
767 Hu Tsung-nan 胡宗南, Daoshiguan Island 道士冠岛. JFJJS, 151-152; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 

159; DDZGJD,326-327; ZZD, 1069. 
768 This is the 9th Company (186th Regiment, 62nd Division, 21st Corps). JFJJS, 151-152; 

DDZGJD,326-327; ZZD, 1069. 
769 JFJJS, 151-152; DDZGJD,326-327; ZZD, 1069. 
770 DDZGJD,326-327. 
771 DDZGJD,326-327. 
772 The reinforcements are from an unidentified unit under the 21st Corps. JFJJS, 151-152; Xu, 

Jinmen zhi zhan, 159; DDZGJD,326-327. 
773 This is referred to in the literature as the Jiguanshan Island Battle 积谷山岛战斗 (June 24th-

25th, 1952). ZZD, 1069. 
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forces assaulted the island.774 KMT troops defending the island relied on fortifications 

and the island’s mountainous terrain to hold their position and inflict high numbers of 

casualties on PLA forces.775 The KMT was coerced to commit additional forces. KMT 

reinforcements dispatched from Dachen Island arrived at Jigushan Island an hour and a 

half later, but were coerced to withdraw by PLA Navy vessels.776 Under the cover of 

darkness at 0100 the next day, the PLA forces launched another attack and occupied the 

island.777 KMT forces suffered 100 casualties and PLA forces suffered 167 injured and 

47 killed.778 

 

In October 1952, KMT forces were unable to coerce units under a regiment in the East 

China Sea Military Region Public Security Forces to not attack Jiguanshan Island (often 

referred to as Jishan Island) and Yangyu Island.779 On 8 October, 1,200 KMT forces 

under the Zheijiang People’s Anti-Communist National Salvation Army sailed from 

nearby Pishan Island to both Jiguanshan and Yangyu to stage for an attack on Yuhuan 

Island.780 Uncoerced by these KMT forces, the East China Military Region Public 

Security ordered two subordinate companies to assault the would-be attackers.781 At 0300 

 
774 The PLA companies were subordinate to an unidentified battalion of the 179th Regiment, 60th 

Division and the two Public Security companies were subordinate to the 16th Public Security Division. 
ZZD, 1069. 

775 ZZD, 1069. 
776 ZZD, 1069. 
777 ZZD, 1069. 
778 ZZD, 1069. 
779 The literature refers to at least the Jiguanshan Island assault as the Jiguanshan Island Battle 鸡

冠山岛战斗. 
780 ZZD, 1070. 
781 These companies are under the East China Military Region Public Security Unit’s 华东军区公

安部队 50th Regiment. ZZD, 1070. 
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on the 9 October, five Public Security platoons began their landing on Jiguanshan but 

were immediately blocked and surrounded. Only 250 troops, or roughly two platoons, 

were able to land.782 By noon when reinforcements arrived, only two dozen Public 

Security troops in the initial landing echelon were still alive. Seeing the reinforcements, 

the KMT was coerced to withdraw from Jiguanshan.783 The ECMR Public Security 

casualties suffered were 190 troops, whereas the KMT suffered only 100 casualties. Little 

is known about the battle that occurred on Yangyu, other than it also occurred on the 9 

October by forces under the 50th Regiment.784 

 

PLA forces seized the “Four Islands” of Jiguanshan, Yangyu, Dalushan, Xialushan in 

May 1953.785 Earlier in November 1952, 200 or so KMT forces under Zhejiang People’s 

Anti-Communist National Assault Corps’ 42nd Column, led by Ho Chou Ch’uan occupied 

the islands apparently without a fight.786 By possessing these islands, as well as Beiji and 

Pishan Islands, the KMT sought to block coastal north-south traffic and fishing in 

Wenzhou Bay.787 In 1953, the East China Military Region established a joint command 

post in Kanmen City on Yuhuan Island. This command post oversaw one patrol boat 

squadron from the ECMR Navy’s Wentai Patrol Squadron, one Public Security regiment, 

 
782 ZZD, 1070. 
783 ZZD, 1070. 
784 XZJHJ, 274. 
785 The “Four Islands” are alternately referred to in the literature as 四座岛, 四岛, or 4个岛屿. 

Yangyu Island 羊屿岛, Jishan/Jiguanshan Island 鸡山岛/鸡冠山岛, Dalushan  Island 大鹿山岛, Xialushan 
Island 小鹿山岛, ZZD, 1070; DDZGHJ, 190-191; JFJJS, 152-153; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 162; 
DDZGJD,328-329. 

786 Zhejiang People’s Anti-Communist National Assault Army 浙江人民反共突击军, Ho Chou 
Ch’uan何卓權. DDZGJD,328-329; DDZGHJ, 190; JFJJS, 152-153. 

787 DDZGHJ, 190. 
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and one regiment from the 20th Corps, a unit under a division that had recently rotated 

back to the military region after fighting in the Korean War.788 

 

Uncoerced by KMT defenders, a PLA assault flotilla, including eight patrol boats from 

the Wentai Patrol Squadron sailed from Chumen and Kanmen Ports at 1800 in the early 

evening of the 29 May.789 PLA artillery emplaced at Kanmen and Zhaitoujiao began to 

shell Yangyu and Jiguanshan Islands.790 At 1900 the 1st Echelon of the Public Security 

regiment conducted an amphibious landing on both islands.791 The 1st Patrol Boat 

Squadron sailed to the northeast of Xialushan Island and the 2nd Squadron sailed to the 

southeast. Both squadrons shell KMT positions on the islands and the PLA regiment 

lands on Dalushan.792 While PLA forces were fighting, the two squadrons sailed to an 

area east of Dalushan and Xialushan Islands and Pishan Island to intercept any possible 

KMT counterattack.793 By 2100, the battle for the Four Islands was over, and the PLA 

had killed or captured roughly 230 KMT troops, including capturing KMT commander 

Ho Chou-chuan.794 

 

 
788 This is the 50th Regiment (17th Division) of Public Security and the 179th Regiment (60th 

Division) of the PLA. DDZGJD,328-329; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 162; JFJJS, 152-153. 
789 DDZGHJ, 190-191. 
790 Zhaitoujiao 寨头角. DDZGHJ, 190-191. 
791 DDZGHJ, 190-191. 
792 DDZGHJ, 190-191. 
793 DDZGHJ, 190-191. 
794 One source states the KMT suffered 53 casualties and 186 captured (DDZGH). DDZGJD,328-

329; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 162; JFJJS, 152-153; DDZGHJ, 191. 
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Not willing to give up on the Four Islands, the KMT launched another assault half a 

month later. Also uncoerced by the PLA defenders of these islands, a KMT assault force 

of nine warships and more than 50 sailboats transporting 1,600 troops sailed to the Four 

Islands after dusk on 19 June.795 These forces included three field groups, one officer 

combat regiment, and a marine assault group and were led by Hu Tsu-nan.796 At 2100 the 

warships began to shell PLA positions on Yangyu, Dalushan, and Xialushan Islands.797 

Half of the KMT troops mounted an amphibious assault of Xialushan, while the other 

half landed on Yangyu.798 On Xialushan, KMT forces were able to seize the islands 

highpoint, and the platoon guarding the island under the PLA’s 1st Company withdrew to 

Dalushan.799 The KMT then attacked the 1st Company’s position on Dalushan seven 

times, but failed to dislodge PLA forces.800 

 

Nearby Yangyu Island was defended by a single platoon under the Public Security’s 50th 

Regiment supported by a field artillery squad.801 By 0200 on the next day, PLA forces 

repelled eight attacks and carried out six counter attacks, but were eventually driven to 

the a position on the northeast corner of the island.802 At 0300, four gunboats of the 

 
795 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 162; DDZGJD,328-329; JFJJS, 152-153; DDZGHJ, 191; ZZD, 1072. 
796 Field Group 野战大队, Officer Combat Regiment 军官战斗团, Marine Assault Group 海上突

击大队. Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 162; DDZGJD,328-329; ZZD, 1072; JFJJS, 152-153; DDZGHJ, 192. 
797 DDZGJD,328-329; ZZD, 1072; JFJJS, 152-153. 
798 DDZGHJ, 191. 
799 1st Company was under an unidentified battalion of the (179th Regiment, 60th Division, 20th 

Corps). DDZGJD,328-329; ZZD, 1072; JFJJS, 152-153. 
800 DDZGJD,328-329; ZZD, 1072. 
801 Specifically, this was the 3rd Platoon (9th Company, 50th Public Security Regiment) and an 

unidentified squad under the 60th Division’s field artillery company. DDZGJD,328-329; ZZD, 1072; JFJJS, 
152-153. 

802 DDZGJD,328-329; ZZD, 1072; JFJJS, 152-153; DDZGHJ, 192 
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Wentai Patrol sailed from Taizhou Bay towards the Four Islands.803 At 0900 while in 

transit, the squadron changed course due to artillery fire from Jigushan Island.804 The 

squadron later had to stop transit and conceal themselves when KMT ships appeared near 

Dafan.805 Meanwhile, the 60th Division’s Frontline Command Post in Kanmen ordered 

PLA reinforcing units to retake Yangyu Island at dusk and then Xialushan.806 The 

gunboat squadron finally arrived at the Four Islands, and at 2130, faught a sea battle with 

KMT ships northwest of Yangyu. At 2300 the KMT ships withdraw to Pishan Island.807 

At 2300, reinforcements arrived on Yangyu in the form of three platoons.808 By midnight, 

Yangyu was cleared of KMT forces.809 At 0900 on the 21 June, the PLA landed 

reinforcements on Dalushan.810 This combined group counterattacked and coerced KMT 

forces on Xialushan to withdraw, ending the battle.811 The KMT did not again seek to 

contest possession of the Four Islands.812 In total, KMT forces suffered 736 casualties, 12 

ships sunk, and five ships damaged while PLA forces suffered 326 casualties.813 

 

 
803 DDZGHJ, 192. 
804 Jigushan Island is also referred to in the literature as Jigu Island 积谷岛. DDZGHJ, 192 
805 大番 DDZGHJ, 192 
806 JFJJS, 152-153. 
807 DDZGHJ, 192 
808 The platoons are subordinate to the 47th and 50th Public Security Regiments. ZZD, 1072; 

DDZGHJ, 192; DDZGJD,328-329; JFJJS, 152-153. 
809 ZZD, 1072; DDZGHJ, 192 
810 DDZGJD,328-329. 
811 DDZGJD,328-329; JFJJS, 152-153. 
812 JFJJS, 152-153. 
813 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 162; DDZGHJ, 192; DDZGJD,328-329; ZZD, 1072; JFJJS, 152-153. 
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Shortly after the Four Islands battle had concluded the East China Military Region turned 

its attention again to Jigushan Island in Taizhou Bay.814 Exactly a year earlier the PLA 

had seized Jigushan after a bloody battle with the KMT, though apparently left the island 

undefended in the intervening period. KMT possession of Jigushan was the last major 

obstacle to PRC’s north-south coastal traffic, preventing sea lines of communication 

between Taizhou and Wenzhou Bays.815 At 1600 on the 24 June 1953, the Linyi and 

Zunyi, two gunboats from the PLA Navy’s Zhoushan Base Warship Squadron sailed to a 

position 7-8 nautical miles from Dachen Island and began shelling the island.816  

 

At 1720, four boats of the Wentai Patrol Squadron’s 2nd Zhongdui set sail from nearby 

Jiudongmen Island escorting transports containing a battalion.817 Twenty minutes later 

the landing force approached Jigushan Island. The four vessels of the Wentai Patrol 

Squadron began patrolling an area east of Huangjiaoshan Island.818 Not coerced by the 

KMT presence on the island, the first echelon of PLA forces conducted an amphibious 

landing at 1800 while taking heavy fire from KMT positions. The Wentai Patrol 

Squadron’s No. 514 and No. 515 boats closed within 100 meters of the beach to suppress 

KMT positions attacking the landing force.819 The KMT was coerced to commit 

additional forces but two PLA boats intercepted three KMT boats seeing to ferry 

 
814 This is referred to in the literature as the Jiguanshan Island Battle 积谷山战斗 (June 24th-25th, 

1953). DDZGHJ, 193. 
815 Linyi 临沂, Zunyi 遵义, Zhoushan Base Warship Squadron 舟山基地战舰. DDZGHJ, 193. 
816 DDZGHJ, 193. 
817 Jiudongmen Island 九洞门岛. DDZGHJ, 193. 
818 DDZGHJ, 193. 
819 DDZGHJ, 193. 
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reinforcements to the island.820 At 1920, the second echelon landed on the island.821 By 

2200 the PLA had seized Jigushan, resulting in 100 KMT casualties.822 

 

Zhejiang: Identification and Classification of Military Coercion 

 

Table 12. Identifying military coercion: Zhejiang 

Location Battle Date Coercive Interaction Notes 2x2 
Hangzhou General 8/15/49 KMT fails to coerce PLA to 

change strategy 
to not 
start 
campaign 

LH 

Wenzhou General 8/16/49 KMT fails to coerce PLA to 
change strategy 

to not 
start 
campaign 

LH 

Wenzhou Dongtou and 
others 

8/16/49 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 LH 

Wenzhou Yuhuan 6/2/50 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw 
 

HH 
Wenzhou Yuhuan 6/2/50 PLA fails to coerce KMT to not 

attack 

 
LH 

Hangzhou Tanhushan 6/15/50 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 
LH 

Wenzhou Dongtou 7/6/50 PLA fails to coerce KMT to not 
attack 

 
LH 

Hangzhou Shengsi 7/7/50 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 
LH 

Wenzhou Dongtou 7/9/50 KMT coerces PLA to withdraw 
 

HH 
Wenzhou Dongtou 7/9/50 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw  HH 
Wenzhou Pishan Sea 

Battle 
7/11/50 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 

attack 

 
LH 

Wenzhou Pishan Sea 
Battle 

7/12/50 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw 
 

HH 

Wenzhou Pishan 7/12/50 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw 
 

HH 
Wenzhou Beiji 7/15/50 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 

attack 

 
LH 

Wenzhou Dongtou 10/7/50 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 
LH 

Wenzhou Yuhuan 11/20/50 PLA fails to coerce KMT to not 
attack 

 
LH 

Taizhou General 12/15/50 KMT fails to coerce PLA to 
change strategy 

to not 
start 
campaign 

LH 

 
820 DDZGHJ, 193. 
821 DDZGHJ, 194. 
822 DDZGHJ, 194. 
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Location Battle Date Coercive Interaction Notes 2x2 
Taizhou Nanjiushan 

Tantoushan 
12/15/50 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 

attack 

 
LH 

Taizhou Nanjiushan 
Tantoushan 

12/15/50 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw 
 

HH 

Wenzhou Dongtou 6/6/51 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 LH 

Taizhou Toumenshan 
Sea Battle 

6/23/51 KMT coerces PLA to withdraw  HH 

Taizhou Toumenshan 
Sea Battle 

6/23/51 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw  HH 

Taizhou Toumenshan 
Sea Battle 

6/23/51 PLA coerces KMT to commit 
more forces 

reserves N/A 

Wenzhou Dongtou 11/11/51 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 LH 

Wenzhou Dongtou 1/11/52 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 LH 

Wenzhou Dongtou 1/11/52 PLA coerces KMT to commit 
more forces 

 N/A  

Wenzhou Dongtou 1/15/52 PLA coerces KMT to commit 
more forces 

 N/A  

Taizhou Baishashan 3/28/52 PLA fails to coerce KMT to not 
attack 

 LH 

Taizhou Baishashan 3/29/52 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw  HH 
Taizhou Huangjiaoshan 6/10/52 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw  HH 
Taizhou Huangjiaoshan 6/10/52 PLA fails to coerce KMT to not 

attack 
 LH 

Taizhou Jigushan 6/24/52 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw to not 
land 

HH 

Taizhou Jigushan 6/24/52 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 LH 

Taizhou Jigushan 6/24/52 PLA coerces KMT to commit 
more forces 

 N/A  

Taizhou Huangjiaoshan 6/24/52 KMT coerces PLA to commit 
more forces 

 N/A  

Wenzhou Jiguanshan 10/1/52 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 LH 

Wenzhou Jiguanshan 10/8/52 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 LH 

Wenzhou Jiguanshan 10/9/52 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw  HH 
Wenzhou Four Islands  5/29/53 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 

attack 
 LH 

Wenzhou Four Islands  6/19/53 PLA fails to coerce KMT to not 
attack 

 LH 

Taizhou Four Islands  6/20/53 KMT coerces PLA to withdraw  HH 
Taizhou Jigushan 6/24/53 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 

attack 
 LH 

Taizhou Jigushan 6/24/53 PLA coerces KMT to commit 
more forces 

 N/A  

Zhejiang General 8/15/49 KMT fails to coerce PLA to 
change strategy 

to not 
start 
campaign 

LH 
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N/A indicates other patterns of coercion that are not predicted by the military coercion theory based on the 
two independent variables. These other patterns, however, interact and affect the patterns explained by the 
2x2 table. 
 
 
 
Seeking to conquer KMT defending forces and seize the coastal islands in Zhejiang off 

Taizhou, Wenzhou, and Hangzhou Bays, the PLA used a brute force strategy. However, 

as the above analysis highlights, numerous instances of attempted military coercion 

occurred during this campaign at the strategic, operational, and tactical levels by both 

PLA and KMT forces. These instances will be examined in further detail in Chapter 6. 
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Aerial Confrontation in the Coastal Areas 

 

After the KMT’s retrograde from the Zhoushan Islands in May of 1950 the bombing of 

China’s coastal cities by the KMT stopped. Denied forward basing and facing Soviet air 

defenses including jet fighters, the KMT ended its air raid campaign. The Soviet units 

defending Shanghai continued the air defense mission while training PLA aviation and 

air defense personnel, including the People’s Liberation Army Air Force’s (PLAAF) 4th 

Mixed Brigade that was formed 19 June in Nanjing.823 In August, East China Military 

Region Air Force Headquarters was established in Nanjing and then in September 

combined with the Shanghai Air Defense Headquarters.824 On 19 October at midnight, 

the 4th Mixed Brigade took operational control for Shanghai’s air defense operations 

while simultaneously acquiring the Soviet aviation brigade’s 119 aircraft.825 

 

Also in August, another Soviet aviation unit was sent to Northeastern China and worked 

with the PLAAF 3rd Brigade to train its aviation personnel, and eventually deliver the 

unit’s 122 MiG-15 jet fighter aircraft.826 In October through December 1950 the Soviet 

Union further bolstered the PRC’s national air defenses by sending an additional 13 

fighter divisions to China.827 Most of the divisions were focused on the northeastern 

 
823 XZJHJ, 134. 
824 ZRJJS 552; DDZGKJ 653; ZRJJS, 552. 
825 DDZGKJ 78. 
826 This transfer also included 16 trainer aircraft and 16 communications aircraft. XZJHJ 121; 

DDZGKJ 78. 
827 This included nine MiG-15 and MiG-9 jet fighter divisions, one La-9 piston engine fighter 

division, two Il-10 attack divisions, and one Tu-2 bomber division. DDZGKJ 78-79; XZJHJ 114. 
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Korean border region with air bases in Anshan, Liaoyang, Shenyang, Dandong (Anton), 

Jilin, and Gongzhuling. However other divisions were stationed in Beijing and Tangshan 

to ensure the capital air defense, as well as Qingdao, Guangzhou, and other unspecified 

locations.828 These Soviet divisions trained their PLAAF counterparts, and by July 1951 

had delivered 12 of 13 divisions’ worth of equipment.829 

 

The PLAAF continued to increase in size and ability. By March 1953, it had increased to 

28 divisions (56 regiments) which included, fighter, bomber, attack, transport and 

independent reconnaissance units.830 From March 1953 to the beginning of 1954 another 

4 divisions and 14 regiments were added. 831 Until 1953 PLAAF aviation divisions 

usually contained two subordinate regiments, but after this point many divisions began 

increasing in size by adding a third regiment.832 Furthermore five independent regiments 

(three reconnaissance, one bomber, and one transport) were added.833 With the exception 

of an additional division incorporated two years later, the PLAAF had by 1954 achieved 

its intended size and did not incorporate additional divisions until the 1960s.834  

 

 
828 Anshan 鞍山, Liaoyang 辽阳, Shenyang沈阳, Andong 安东 Jilin 吉林, Gongzhuling 公主, 

Beijing 北京, Tangshan 唐山, Qingdao 青岛, Guangzhou 广州. DDZGKJ 78, 110. 
829 It seems possible that the PRC was unwilling to accept delivery of the outdated MiG-9 jet 

fighters the Soviet Union sought to deliver. DDZGKJ 110. 
830 DDZGKJ 87-88 
831 DDZGKJ 88. 
832 DDZGKJ 87-88 
833 DDZGKJ 87-88, 113, 411-412; DDZGHJ 54-55, 687; XZJHJ 255, 371-372 
834 DDZGKJ 88. 
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Figure 3. Growth of PLA aviation divisions by type835 

 

The PLA Navy’s Naval Aviation got off to a somewhat slower start and did not create its 

first aviation division until June 1952 when the PLAAF’s 25th Regiment (9th Division) 

was transferred to become the basis for the branch’s 1st Division.836 Transferring an 

already existing PLAAF unit became the model for Naval Aviation’s continued growth. 

The PLAAF’s 17th Division and rest of the 9th Division, were transferred to Naval 

Aviation in June 1954 and December 1955, respectively.837 The branch continued to 

 
835 DDZGHJ 54-55, 200, 687; DDZGKJ 9, 79-81, 83, 86-88, 110, 113, 152, 156, 158, 168-169, 

177, 184, 196, 243, 319, 348, 371-372, 411-412, 429, 495, 654-655, 657-658, 687-688; XZJHJ 111, 123, 
143, 154-156, 158, 167, 174, 180, 182, 191, 195, 196, 203, 216, 219-220, 223-224, 229, 234, 243-244, 251, 
262, 264, 269-270, 281, 285, 287, 291, 297, 299-300, 303-305, 308, 317, 330, 357, 360, 365, 371-372, 399, 
443, 445, 447, 454, 502, 517-519, 522, 527, 550; ZKBQ 1279-1281; ZZD 1070-1075, 1078-1082, 1085-
1088. 

836 DDZGHJ 54-55. 
837 DDZGHJ 54-55. 
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increase in size, growing to six divisions by 1955 and containing fighter as well as 

maritime strike focused units.  

 

In December 1950, the PLA’s ground-based anti-air capabilities, initially resident in the 

PLA Field Army’s special forces columns were aggregated into a new service, the PLA 

Air Defense Force.838 From an initial force of 16 anti-aircraft artillery (AAA) regiments, 

one searchlight regiment, two radar battalions, and one air surveillance battalion at the 

founding, the force grew to 48 AAA regiments, one radar regiment, eight radar 

battalions, and 17 air surveillance battalions by 1953. 839 By 1957 when the Air Defense 

Force was disbanded and merged into the PLAAF, it had grown to 149,000 personnel.840 

 

To develop and staff the rapid growth of these various units with pilots, air crew, and 

ground personnel, the PLA developed a number of schools and academies. In anticipation 

of future aviation units, the PLAAF founded the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th Aviation 

schools on 1 December 1949.841 In July 1950, the first batch of 30 fighter pilots went to 

the 10th regiment and another batch of 30 fighter pilots went to the 11th regiment.842 

Shortly thereafter, 20 bomber pilots were sent to the 12th Regiment and 35 attack pilots to 

the 13th Regiment.843 The 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 14th, 15th, 16th, and 17th Schools followed in the 

 
838 DDZGKJ 220. 
839 DDZGKJ 221-222 
840 DDZGKJ 222-223. 
841 XZJHJ 34; DDZGKJ 652. 
842 These pilots for the 10th Regiment initially came from the 3rd, 5th, and 6th Aviation schools 

while the pilots for the 11th Regiment came from the 3rd and 4th Aviation schools DDDZGKJ 79-81. 
843 From the 1st and 2nd Aviation Schools. DDZGKJ 81. 
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proceeding months and years. Additional schools focused on aviation medicine, political 

work, logistics, and meteorology.844  

 

The PLA Navy’s Naval Aviation and the PLA’s Air Defense Force similarly followed 

suit. For its part, Naval Aviation established the 1st Naval Aviation School at Qingdao 

Lunkou Airport on June 1950, with 30 trainer aircraft acquired from the Soviet Union.845  

This was followed by the 2nd Naval Aviation School in September.846 By 1953, the Air 

Defense Force had established five air defense schools that trained 5,600 officers 

annually.847  

 

Concurrently, the PLA was building other capabilities to enable aviation unit operations 

that included fielding air warning radars to track hostile aircraft and provide intercept 

solutions to PLAAF and Naval Aviation fighter pilots. The first radars fielded by the 

PLA were Soviet-made, with ranges of approximately 200 kilometers and deployed to 

Shanghai and later to Northeast China.848 By 1953, the PRC air defense network had 

added the domestically produced Jing-1 radar.849 By 1957, the PRC defense industrial 

base had produced five types of radars.850 

 

 
844 XZJHJ 49, 237, 264, 291, 363, 370, 375, 416, 455, 522, 524, 526, 564; DDZGKJ 652, 658, 

661. 
845 Qingdao Lunquo Airport 青岛沦口机场. XZJHJ 107; DDZGHJ 54 
846 XZJHJ 127 
847 DDZGKJ 222 
848 These include Soviet made ∏-3 and ∏-3A radars. DDZGKJ 93. 
849 Jing-1 radar 警－1型雷达. DDZGKJ 413-414. 
850 This production included the centimeter wave radar 厘米波雷达. DDZGKJ 413-414. 
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Though many airfields existed in the PRC at the time of its founding, most were unusable 

by jet aircraft. In a speech on 26 November 1949, Mao Zedong highlighted the 

importance of airfield construction.851 As a result, 94 airfields were either designated to 

be improved or planned to be built by 1953 to Soviet standards of 3,000 meters.852 Top 

priority was immediately given to aviation school airfields, though since the trainer 

aircraft were piston engine aircraft, these airports did not require substantial renovation. 

The next priority were for fighter aviation units performing air defense and for airfields to 

help retake Taiwan and prosecute the Korean War.853 By November 1950, five airport 

engineering brigades (each with one engineering company and two airport engineering 

companies) had been established.854 

 

Lastly and arguably most importantly, the Korean War was the crucible that created a 

battle tested and capable PLAAF and PLA Air Defense Forces. In this war, the PLA 

claims to have shot down or damaged 425 enemy aircraft.855 This included 330 aircraft 

shot down by the PLAAF, rechristened the Chinese People’s Volunteer’s Air Force, for 

units involved in the conflict. From statistics spanning only from August 1950-April 

1951, the Air Defense Forces also claim to have shot down (and/or likely damaged) 

another 157 aircraft.856 Furthermore, the PLAAF ensured that its fighter units were 

 
851 DDZGKJ 652. 
852 DDZGKJ 89-91. 
853 DDZGKJ 90-91. 
854 DDZGKJ 91. 
855 XZJHJ 219-220, 557-558; DDZGKJ 657; ZRJJS 546; ZZD 1070. 
856 XZJHJ, 196. 
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rotated into the theater of war to gain experience.857 In addition PLAAF commanders 

gained invaluable on the job experience of prosecuting an air war. Various Military 

Region Air Force headquarters were similarly rotated into theater. From October 26th, 

1952 to the end of the Korean War 10 months later, the East China Military Region Air 

Force headquarters took over operational responsibility.858 

 

Air Incursions Southeastern China by U.S. and KMT859 

 

In the midst of an ongoing air war in the Korean theater of operations, PLAAF and Air 

Defense Force units not forward deployed failed to coerce KMT and U.S. aircraft to not 

attack and therefore were called upon to protect PRC territorial airspace. U.S. aircraft, 

particularly U.S. Navy aircraft, were sporadically engaged in reconnaissance activities on 

China’s southeastern coast during this time. Often these actions underscored or amplified 

the situation on the Korean War battlefield to signal resolve by the United States.  

 

For example, on 11 April 1951, the day President Truman relieved General MacArthur as 

Supreme Commander in Korea, PLA sources record that 200 sorties of U.S. aircraft flew 

in and around the coastal areas of Fujian Province.860 U.S. diplomatic primary sources 

reveal that two U.S. Navy aircraft carriers under the Seventh Fleet’s Task Force 77, had 

 
857 XZJHJ 219-220. 
858 DDZGKJ, 193. 
859 Also of interest is that PLA histories note a few incursions by French military aircraft in 

southwestern Yunnan province during this time period. 
860 XZJHJ 191. 
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been dispatched earlier that month from Japan.861 The two-week cruise was meant to 

acquire reconnaissance photography of the Chinese coast, from Fujian Province to 

Hainan Island, to better understand a reported military buildup.862 Furthermore, an 

additional aim of the cruise was make a show of force in the East and South China Seas, 

to boost Taipei’s morale and to occur concurrently with large-scale air operations in 

North Korea.863   

 

As the PLA’s nationwide air defense system was not operating as a unified network and 

contained significant holes, aerial intrusions went frequently undetected. Those that were 

detected did not always have an effective response. Numerous times PLA fighters were 

dispatched based on radar data but failed to find and intercept intruding aircraft.864 

Furthermore, the organization of the air defense command was still not optimized and 

many pilots lacked “technical and tactical skills” and combat experience.865 However 

over this time period numerous interactions occurred as recorded in both PLA and U.S. 

histories (see appendix).  

 

On 14 February 1951, an unidentified PLA anti-aircraft artillery unit shot down a KMT 

F-47 fighter aircraft in Guangdong Province near Shantou.866 Over year later on 22 

 
861 Mark L. Evans and Roy A. Grossnick, United States Naval Aviation 1910-2010, vol. 1, 

(Washington DC: Naval History and Heritage Command, Department of the Navy, 2015), 263-264. 
862 FRUS 1951, Vol. VII 1608. 
863 FRUS 1951, Vol. VII 1608. 
864 DDZGKJ 113. 
865 DDZGKJ 114. 
866 DDZGJD, 357; JFJJS 158 
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March 1952, PLA sources claim anti-aircraft artillery shot down one of two KMT F-51 

fighter bombers also near Shantou at noon.867 In December of that year the 3rd and 5th 

Companies of the 521st AAA Regiment shot down a KMT F-47 over Xiamen Airport.868 

In the morning hours of 22 to 23 April 1953, the PLAAF claimed it shot down a KMT 

Air Force P2V aircraft southeast of Shanghai.869 Two MiG-15’s of the 2nd Fighter 

Division’s 6th Regiment were credited with the kill.870  

 

KMT air force interaction with PLAAF and PLA air defenses was even more sporadic. 

The KMT did not possess jet fighter aircraft until mid-1953. As it was outmatched by 

PLAAF MiG-15 jet fighters during this time period, the KMT did not seek to seriously 

challenge PLA air defenses by offensive counter air. Even though outmatched, the KMT 

still sought to obtain aerial reconnaissance on burgeoning PLA port and airfield 

infrastructure and military deployments on and near the southeast coast of China. Noted 

air interactions from 1951-1953 are largely the result of KMT Air Force aircraft on aerial 

reconnaissance missions that failed to successfully evade PLA air defenses. As noted 

earlier, the KMT Air Force did provide air support on at least a couple occasions, to 

KMT troops on Meizhou Island in late January to beginning of February 1952 and to 

destroy a bridge along the major coastal road to prevent reinforcements from reaching 

Dongshan Island in July of 1953.871 Indeed, the only air-to-air engagement during this 

 
867 DDZGJD, 357; JFJJS 158 
868 This is referred to as the Xiamen 12.27 Air Defense Battle 厦门一二·二七防空战斗. ZZD 

1071; DDZGJD, 357; JFJJS 158 
869 This is referred to as the Shanghai 4.22 Air Combat 上海四·二二空战. 
870 ZZD 1071-1072; DDZGKJ 113-114, 657; XZJHJ 305. 
871 ZZD 1068; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 163. 
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period was the result of an air strike launched by the KMT ten days after Dongshan 

Island battle on 25 July 1953. 

 

The one incident, in which KMT aircraft boldly challenged PLA air defenses occurred on 

25 July 1953.872 In this instance six KMT F-47 and F-51 aircraft in three groups flew 

over Jinshan County in Jiangsu Province.873 The 6th Regiment of the PLAAF’s 2nd 

Fighter Division at Shanghai Jiangwan Airbase dispatched 26 MiG-15 fighter aircraft for 

intercept. In the ensuing air battle, one KMT F-47 was shot down and one was 

damaged.874 

 

Aerial Confrontation: Identification and Classification of Military Coercion 

 

Table 13. Identifying military coercion: Aerial confrontation 

Battle Date Coercive Interaction Notes 2x2 

Air 
Battles 

11/1/49-
7/25/53 

PLA fails to coerce KMT to not 
attack  LH 

Air 
Battles 

11/1/49-
7/25/53 

KMT coerces PLA to commit more 
forces 

Fighter aircraft and AAA 
units provided by USSR N/A 

Air 
Battles 9/52 

PLA coerces KMT to commit more 
forces 

Fighter aircraft provided 
by U.S. N/A 

N/A indicates other patterns of coercion that are not predicted by the military coercion theory based on the 
two independent variables. These other patterns, however, interact and affect the patterns explained by the 
2x2 table. 
 
 

 
872 This is referred to as the Jinshan 7.25 Air Combat 金山七·二五空战. ZZD 1072. 
873 Jinshan County 金山县 is now a part of Shanghai. 
874 ZZD 1072; XZJHJ 317; DDZGKJ 113-114; DDZGJD, 356; JFJJS 158 
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Seeking to defend its airspace, the PLA was coerced to develop and deploy aviation units 

with equipment provided by the Soviet Union. The KMT was also coerced by the PLA to 

commit more forces due to attrition. Even though the PLA had superior technology, it 

was not decisive and not deployed to adequately mitigate KMT’s use of air power. These 

instances will be examined in further detail in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter Five: Crises in the Taiwan Strait, 1954-1958 

 

 

This chapter examines militarized conflict and, specifically, the occurrence of military 

coercion during the periods leading up to and between what Western histories often label 

the First (1954-1955) and Second Taiwan Strait (1958) Crises. Contrary to common 

understanding the period of 1954 to 1958 was in many ways a single unbroken period of 

conflict. The early period in 1954 was a continuation of earlier conflict to determine 

control of coastal areas, albeit with new air and naval capabilities that the PLA could 

bring to bear in these clashes. In December 1954 a mutual defense pact between Taiwan 

and the United States was signed, directly adding a new belligerent to the node of 

conflict.  

 

Between the two crises, from mid-1955 to the summer of 1958, numerous air and artillery 

engagements occurred between the PLA and KMT. Many of these were a prelude to what 

was seen in the crisis itself. The Second Taiwan Strait Crisis was a premeditated act by 

the PLA both to exert control over the airspace of Fujian, an area that did not have 

aviation units deployed to it until late 1958, and to conduct a blockade of Jinmen Island. 

The PLA was successful in achieving both ends but success through military coercion 
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had its price, and almost undermined the PRC’s political goals. Indeed, the blockade of 

Jinmen was so successful, even with U.S. support to Taiwan that the U.S. almost forced 

the KMT to abandon the remaining coastal islands altogether. 

 

The (First) Taiwan Strait Crisis 

 

With the Korean War Armistice in effect as of 27 July 1953, the PRC could again return 

to matters along its coast, with a specific focus on the islands that Taiwan still controlled. 

However, Beijing was unhurried. From July 1953 to February 1954, militarized 

confrontation between China and Taiwan virtually ceased. No island assaults, naval 

clashes, or air engagements were recorded during this time period.  

 

In February 1954, this all changed with a series of naval clashes commencing with the 

Wuqiu Sea Battle. Following this naval clash were a series of additional sea battles. The 

PLA also began a campaign to achieve air superiority in Zhejiang to set conditions for a 

future campaign to wrest control of the remaining islands in Taizhou Bay. But before 

these island battles in Zheijiang Province began, the PLA shelled Jinmen Island for 

twenty days in September. This event, unlike prior campaign, galvanized U.S. attention, 

ultimately resulting in a December 1954 ROC-U.S. mutual defense treaty, a major U.S. 

military operation to assist the KMT withdraw from its Dachen Island headquarters in 

February 1955, and the making of nuclear threats against China to dissuade potential 
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further PLA actions against the KMT-held Jinmen and Mazu Islands in March-April 

1955. 

 

While these actions are often referred to as the First Taiwan Strait Crisis, they occurred in 

a much broader context and lengthier period of ongoing confrontation than the eight-

month period Western histories usually acknowledge. This period encompasses military 

clashes occurring well before the September 1955 Jinmen artillery bombardments took 

place. While many histories acknowledge the crisis included the Yijiangshan Campaign 

and the Dachen Island evacuation, numerous additional and largely ignored actions 

against other islands, as well as battles in sea and air domains also occurred. The result 

was that by the end of February 1955, Zhejiang Provence had been fully wrested from the 

KMT’s control. This denied the KMT a broader foothold of the coast of the mainland and 

substantially narrowed the geographic area of conflict between the PLA and the KMT to 

only Fujian Province. 

 

As early as June 1952, the PLA’s Central Military Commission was thinking about 

seizing Dachen Island. In that month it ordered the East China Military Region to draw 

up plans to take the island and renew an assault on Jinmen Island.875 Initially, the plan 

was to assault Dachen as early as September 1952, though when it looked like the U.S. 

might intervene on behalf of Taiwan this course of action was dropped, and a decision 

 
875 JFJJS5 72-73. 
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was made to put this operation on pause until the Korean War armistice was signed.876 

Around the time the Armistice was about to be signed in July 1953, the East China 

Military Region dusted off its plans, determined to liberate Jinmen and Mazu in Fujian 

Province first, followed by islands off Zhejiang Province, and finally Taiwan itself. 

Towards this end Chen Yi proposed taking Jinmen with five PLA Corps.877 However, as 

the signing date neared, Mao Zedong suspended the plan to assault Jinmen, instead 

focusing on Dachen Island in Zhejiang, which was deemed less likely to provoke a U.S. 

counter-response.878 Furthermore, Fujian province lacked infrastructure such as railroads 

and air bases needed to prosecute a Jinmen Island seizure.879 

 

As a result, PLA focus shifted to liberating KMT-held islands in Zhejiang Province. In 

January 1954 the East China Military Region developed a draft proposal to seize Dachen 

Island using a joint force of three services (the PLA Army, Navy, and Air Force). The 

CMC approved this plan and the ECMR immediately began preparing for military 

operations.880 Not long thereafter, ECMR Chief of Staff Zhang Aiping hosted a 

conference to study the operational plan for attacking Dachen Island. The consensus of 

the conference was that to take Dachen Island, the PLA would need to assault the KMT 

outpost on Yijiangshan Island first.881 However before even that occurred, the ECMR 

 
876 JFJJS5 72-73. 
877 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 167-168. 
878 JFJJS5 72-73. 
879 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 167-170. 
880 JFJJS5 72-73; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan 195; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 171. 
881 JFJJS5 72-73. 
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carried out numerous battles in Sanmen Bay, just north of Taizhou Bay, to create the 

necessary conditions to ensure success in seizing KMT-held islands. 

 

Setting the Stage in Zhejiang: Sea, Air and Land Battles in Sanmen Bay 

 

For a number of years KMT-backed forces controlled of many of the islands in Sanmen 

Bay and Taizhou Bay which were used for interdiction and harassment of PRC coastal 

maritime routes and fishing boats. However, in 1954, according to PLA sources, the 

KMT Navy became directly involved in this activities to exert control over these waters. 

With strategic focus shifting back to the southeast coast after the Korean War armistice 

was signed, the PLA sought to end KMT control of the Dongji Islands, which were used 

as a forward outpost by the KMT Navy and were adjacent to the strategically important 

Maotouyang fishing area.882 

 

In doing so, the PLA had two broader goals in mind. First it sought to chip away at KMT 

holdings in the area by seizing the Dongji Islands. In this way, the PLA could set the 

stage for a later push to seize remaining KMT held islands in Zhejiang, most importantly 

Yijiangshan and Dachen Islands, but also Yushan, Pishan, and Nanjishan Islands. 

Second, the PLA sought to gain air superiority, realizing that a window of opportunity 

 
882 The Dongji Islands 东矶列岛 include Queer’ao Island 雀儿岙岛 (sometimes referred to as 

Jianger’ao Island 蒋儿岙岛), Gao Island 高岛 (sometimes referred to as Tian’aoshan Island 田岙山岛), 
Toumenshan Island 头门山岛, Dongjishan Island 东矶山岛, Zhangyu Island 长屿岛 and Dazushan Island 
大竹山岛. DDZGJD, 342-343; ZZD 1074-1075. 
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still existed as the KMT had not yet entered new acquisitions of U.S. F-84 fighters into 

operations yet.883 Furthermore, the KMT possessed no proximate airbases. As a result, all 

air support had to be generated from airbases on Taiwan. At the time the nearest airbases 

in northern Taiwan were over 380 kilometers from Dachen Island.884 As a result, the 

PLA’s Naval Aviation enjoyed a significant advantage in the air domain, both in 

technology and proximity as Ningbo Air Base was only 150 kilometers from Dachen 

Island.885 For all of these reasons, the KMT failed to coerce the PLA to not start this 

campaign. 

 

Before 1954, the PLA Navy had few ships locally deployed and possessed no air 

cover.886 That changed in early February of that year when the PLA Navy deployed six 

frigates and ten gunboats from the Zhoushan Naval Base in northern Zhejiang.887 It also 

deployed three Naval Aviation regiments including a regiment to Ningbo Air Base to 

provide MiG-15 jet fighter air support.888 Two other aviation regiments, were already at 

nearby air bases in Shanghai889 These two regiments provided maritime strike (Du-2 

Torpedo Bombers) and additional piston engine fighter (La-11) support.890 All of these 

 
883 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 171-172. 
884 This includes Songshan, Hsinchu, and possibly Taoyuan Air Bases, though it is unclear when 

the later began flight operations. 
885 However, PLA sources note that that while Naval Aviation’s MiG-15s had better speed and 

maneuverability than the KMT’s F-47 and F-51 aircraft, it was worse at low altitude strike and did not have 
the same endurance for loitering time. DDZGHJ 201. 

886 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 171-172. 
887 XZJHJ 347; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 171-172. 
888 Specifically, Naval Aviation’s 2nd Fighter Regiment 
889 Specifically, Naval Aviation’s 1st and 4th Regiments, under the 1st Division. DDZGHJ 200. 
890 DDZGHJ 200. 
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units were placed under the command of the Zhedong Frontline Command.891 The 

aviation units specifically were placed under the frontline command’s subordinate air 

operations command cost in Ningbo.892 

 

MAOTOUYANG SEA BATTLE 

Unable to coerce the KMT to not attack its civilian shipping, three KMT minesweepers 

intercepted a flotilla of four transports from the Shanghai Shipping Bureau in mid-

February. Sailing south along the coast from Shipu to Haimen, the transports were 

attacked in the Maotouyang sea area.893 One of the transports, the Jiancheng was 

damaged and sailed towards the shore.894 Unable to coerce the PLA to not counter attack 

the PLA Navy’s Taizhou Patrol Boat Squadron was ordered to attack and damage a KMT 

minesweeper early the next morning at 0100 on the 16 February. At 0650, they found two 

KMT minesweepers firing at the transport Jiancheng as it was being towed by another 

Shanghai Shipping Bureau vessel, the Zhongli.895 The four gunboats of the Taizhou 

Patrol Boat Squadron began firing at the minesweepers and were joined by artillery on 

nearby Baishashan Island.896 After firing at the minesweepers for 43 minutes, the PLA 

coerced the damaged KMT ships to withdraw from the area.897 

 
891 Zhedong Frontline Command 浙东前线指挥. DDZGHJ 200. 
892 Air operations command post 空作战指挥所. DDZGHJ 200. 
893 The Maotouyang Sea Area 猫头洋海域 is a fertile fishing ground of approximately 250 square 

kilometers, delineated by Shepan Islate 蛇盘屿 in the west, Caihua Islet 菜花岐 in the north, Small Yushan
小渔山岛 and Large Yushan Islands 大渔山岛 in the east, and Xiaoeguan Island 小鹅冠岛 in the south. 

894 Jiancheng 建成. DDZGJD, 342. 
895 Zhongli 中利. DDZGJD, 342. 
896 DDZGJD, 342. 
897 DDZGJD, 342. 
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SANMEN BAY BATTLE 

At 0700 in the morning of 18 March 1954 a KMT task force composed of a frigate, a 

minesweeper, and a submarine chaser sailed from Xiaoeguan Island to Beize Island at the 

southern end of the Maotouyang fishing ground.898 Unable to coerce the KMT to not 

attack shipping in the area, the East China Military Region Navy ordered the ships from 

the Zhoushan Base, composed of the battleships Yan’an and Xingguo ships from the 

Zhoushan Base Battleship Squadron and six gunboats of the Zhoushan Base Patrol Boat 

Squadron to attack.899 At 0900, east of Xiaoeguan Island the Yan’an scored the first hit 

against the KMT minesweeper.900 The KMT was coerced to commit additional forces and 

before the PLA Navy ships could further press their advantage, KMT reinforcements 

arrived from Dachen Island in the form of two frigates and one gunboat.901 Seeing 

balance of forces had changed considerably, the PLA vessels were coerced by the KMT 

to withdraw from battle and sailed north to Tantoushan Island.902 

 

Unable to coerce the KMT to not make further attacks, four KMT Air Force F-47 fighter 

bombers appeared and began attacking at noon. Neither the Yan’an or Xingguo fire back 

in self-defense, thinking the fighter bombers to be Naval Aviation aircraft.903 The six 

gunboats having sailed to Sanmen Bay damaged an F-47 but also had two boats, the No. 

 
898 This is referred to as the Sanmen Bay Battle 三门湾战斗. ZZD 1074; DDZGJD, 343. 
899 DDZGJD, 343. 
900 DDZGJD, 343; DDZGKJ 324-325. 
901 DDZGJD, 343; DDZGHJ 195. 
902 DDZGJD, 343; DDZGHJ 195. 
903 DDZGJD, 343; DDZGHJ 195. 
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612 and No. 505 take damage.904 At 1420 6th Regiment MiG-15bis fighter aircraft arrived 

from Ningbo Airbase and shot down two F-47 between Nantian and Dachen Islands.905 

The two other KMT aircraft withdrew, ending the engagement.906  

 

In April 1954, fishing season in Maotouyang sea area was in full swing. 50,000 sailors on 

5,000 fishing boats were active in the vicinity.907 On the 11 April the East China Military 

Region Navy held a conference in Ningbo to improve the protection of fishing 

production.908 Specifically, how to best deploy the various naval boats, ships, and 

aviation units.909 As a result the Navy’s Ruijin and Xingguo ships were ordered to operate 

near Tantoushan Island. Meanwhile the Guangzhou and Kaifeng were to be stationed at 

the Zhoushan Naval Base at Dinghai but available to sail south and provide assistance. 

The conference also determined that the Naval Aviation’s 6th Fighter Regiment (of the 2nd 

Division) would be responsible for air cover.910 

 

Unable to coerce KMT vessels to not attack, two or three KMT Navy ships including a 

minesweeper and a gunboat sailed to the Maotouyang sea area from Yijiangshan Island 

on 20 April.911 Seven gunboats from the Zhoushan Patrol Boat Squadron and the Taizhou 

 
904 DDZGHJ 195; ZZD 1074; DDZGJD, 343. 
905 ZZD 1074; DDZGJD, 343; DDZGHJ 201-202; DDZGKJ 324-325. 
906 DDZGHJ 195. 
907 DDZGJD, 344; DDZGHJ 195. 
908 ZZD 1074; DDZGJD, 344. 
909 ZZD 1074; DDZGHJ 195-196. 
910 Ruijin 瑞金, Guangzhou 广州, and Kaifeng 开封. ZZD 1074; DDZGHJ 195-196. 
911 This incident and the subsequent sea, air, and land battles fought through 20 May 1954 are 

referred to as the Maotouyang Fishery Protection Battle 猫头洋护渔战. ZZD 1074; DDZGJD, 343; 
DDZGHJ 196. 
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Patrol Boat Squadron responded. Focusing their attention on the minesweeper, the PLA 

Navy gunboats were able to damage the KMT vessel. The KMT ships were coerced to 

withdraw from battle.912 One PLA Navy gunboat was also damaged in the engagement.913 

 

On the night of the 27 April, the Guangzhou and Kaifeng sailed south from the Zhoushan 

Naval Base.914 By 0530 the next day, they were patrolling an area near Tantoushan Island 

while the Ruijin and Xingguo were patrolling further south near Caihua Islet.915 Still 

unable to coerce the KMT to not attack, the Ruijin and Xingguo engaged with a KMT 

Tai-class frigate at 0753 as it sailed in the direction of Yushan Island.916 At 1111, KMT 

was coerced to commit reinforcements in the form of another Tai-class frigate, a Yung-

class minesweeper, and a Yang-class destroyer arrived. Together with the original Tai-

class frigate, these four vessels began to attack the Ruijin and Xingguo.917 The PLA was 

also coerced to commit additional forces and at noon the Guangzhou and Kaifeng arrived 

in the area and together the four PLA Navy vessels concentrated their fire on the KMT 

frigates. After sixteen minutes of fighting, a Tai-class frigate was damaged and the KMT 

naval group was coerced to withdraw.918 

 

DONGJI ARCHIPELAGO 

 
912 ZZD 1074; DDZGJD, 343; DDZGHJ 196. 
913 ZZD 1074; DDZGJD, 343; DDZGHJ 196. 
914 DDZGHJ 196. 
915 ZZD 1074; DDZGHJ 196. 
916 DDZGHJ 196. 
917 DDZGHJ 196. 
918 DDZGJD, 344. 
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On 11 May, in preparation for the upcoming assault of the Dongji Archipelago, the 1st 

Wing of the Naval Aviation’s 4th Regiment (of the 1st Division) composed of La-11 

piston engine fighters, was dispatched to Ningbo Air Base and placed under the 

command of the 2nd Division.919 Furthermore, PLA Naval aviation was tasked with 

achieving air superiority in a 150 km radius extending from Ningbo Air Base.920 This 

radius included Yijiangshan Island in the south, Yushan Island in the southeast, the 

Zhoushan islands in the east, and extends to the northern suburbs of Shanghai. On the 

same day at 1030, two KMT Air Force F-47 fighter bombers conducting reconnaissance 

were spotted flying near Dachen Island. A pair of Naval Aviation MiG-15 fighters of the 

6th Regiment (2nd Division) from Ningbo Air Base were dispatched to intercept.921 The 

two MiGs located the KMT aircraft 15km southwest of Dachen Island and shot down one 

KMT F-47 over Songmen at the southern end of Taizhou Bay.922 During the encounter, 

both a MiG-15 and the other F-47 were also damaged.923 

 

Four days later in the afternoon of the 15 May two KMT F-51 fighter aircraft were found 

conducting reconnaissance over Xiangshan Port and Tantoushan Island.924 In rainy 

conditions and poor visibility of just 1-2 kilometers, the aircraft sought to avoid being 

intercepted and engaged. However, two Naval Aviation 6th Regiment MiG-15s were 

 
919 This is referred to as the Dachen 5.11 Air Combat. 大陈岛五·一一空战. A wing (dadui) is 

likely 8-10 aircraft. DDZGHJ 203. 
920 DDZGHJ 203. 
921 ZZD 1074; XZJHJ 355; DDZGHJ 197. 
922 ZZD 1074; DDZGJD, 357-358; DDZGKJ 324-325. 
923 Songmen 松门. ZZD 1074; XZJHJ 355. 
924 This is referred to as Xiangshan 5.15 Air Combat 象山五·一五空战. ZZD 1074; DDZGHJ 197. 
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dispatched from Ningbo Air Base. Not finding the KMT fighters at 1200 meters, the jet 

fighters descended to 800 meters and shot down one F-51 over Xiaoeguan Island. The 

other F-51 hastily withdrew.925  

 

That evening on 15 May PLA forces assaulted the Dongji Islands.926 At 1830, twelve 

PLA Navy gunboats and four frigates, including the Nanchang, Guangzhou, Changsha, 

and Kaifeng, set sail from Haimen and Baidaimen.927 This force sailed to predesignated 

locations to intercept reacting KMT vessels from Yijiangshan Island or Yushan Island.928 

At the same time, Naval Aviation’s 4th Regiment of La-11 piston engine fighters began to 

provide air cover for the naval forces. At 1900, the landing group that included two 

landing ships and 16 landing craft, carrying an army regiment embarked from Haiman 

and Nanhui Island.929 By 2100 the ships providing security were in position and the 

landing team disembarked on Toumenshan, Gao (Tian’aoshan), and Queer’ao 

(Jianger’ao) Islands.930 Surprisingly, no KMT resistance was encountered, and PLA 

forces successfully seized the Dongji Islands without a fight. 

 

 
925 ZZD 1074; DDZGHJ 197. 
926 DDZGKJ 324-325; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 197. 
927 Nanchang 南昌, Guangzhou广州, Changsha 长沙, Kaifeng 开封. DDZGHJ 197-198. 
928 DDZGHJ 197-198. 
929 Specifically the 180th Regiment of the 20th Corps’ 60th Division. Nanhui Island 南回岛. 

DDZGHJ 197-198. 
930 DDZGHJ 197-198; XZJHJ 356. 
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Despite the unopposed seizure of the Dongji Islands, the next day numerous sea and air 

clashes with KMT forces occurred.931 Three PLA frigates, including the Nanchang of the 

East China Military Region’s 6th Fleet had two engagements with the KMT Navy’s Tai 

Ho frigate north of Yushan Island, however the KMT frigate was coerced by the PLA to 

withdraw from battle.932 The PLA Navy’s Ruijin and Xingguo frigates later clashed with 

a KMT Navy formation near Toumenshan Island. During the engagement the PLA 

vessels managed to damage one KMT frigate and minesweeper.933 As the KMT 

formation sailed east to withdraw from the clash, four gunboats from the Taizhou Patrol 

Boat Squadron began firing at the formation causing additional damage.934 In the early 

evening on 16 May at 1730, four KMT Air Force F-47 fighter bombers attacked the 

Taizhou Patrol Boat Squadron and dropped six bombs in the vicinity.935  

 

The next morning on 17 May, four PLA Navy frigates including the Nanchang engaged a 

KMT Navy formation of one frigate and two motorboats northeast of Dongjishan Island. 

The encounter damaged the KMT frigate and sank one of the motorboats.936 That night 

PLA Navy frigates Ruijin and Xingguo sailed to Shipu to refuel and rearm. Leaving port 

that morning of 18 May at 0500 they sailed back toward Toumenshan. At 0643 while 

 
931 The time of the clashes on the 16th is unclear as one source states they began at 0240 and lasted 

until 1050, while another puts the first clash at noon. However, the above account attempts to relate the 
clashes in the order they occurred. ZZD 1074-1074; DDZGHJ 198. 

932 PLA forces engaged with the T’ai Ho earlier during the Wanshan Islands Campaign. The T’ai 

Ho is the former USN DE 23. 
933 DDZGJD, 344-345. 
934 DDZGJD, 344-345. 
935 ZZD 1074-1074; DDZGHJ 198; DDZGJD, 344-345. 
936 ZZD 1074-1074; DDZGHJ 198; DDZGJD, 344-345. 
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sailing near Caoxie Islet four unidentified KMT aircraft appeared from the direction of 

Queer’ao (Jianger’ao)937 Two minutes later those aircraft attacked and the Ruijin was 

struck on both the starboard and port sides and had lost steering ability. Seven minutes 

later at 0652, the Ruijin sank.938 During the engagement, PLA sources credit the two 

ships with shooting down one aircraft and damaging another.939 

 

AIR COMBAT OVER NANJIUSHAN ISLAND  

Later that day, four KMT aircraft were spotted flying north from Pishan Island towards 

Dachen Island.940 Six MiG-15 jet fighters in three groups were dispatched to intercept. 

The MiGs found the KMT F-47 fighter bombers south of Dachen and Yijiangshan 

Islands. Two other KMT aircraft were then spotted between Liuheng Island and 

Nanjiushan Island.941 The PLA command post in Ningbo determined this was a ruse so 

that two other KMT aircraft seeking to strike PLA Navy vessels further north and 

dispatched two of the MiG-15s to that area. Meanwhile, at least one, but possibly three, 

of the F-47s flying near Dachen and Yijiangshan were shot down.942 At 1547 on 18 May, 

two MiG-15s found the two F-47s and shot one down over Nanjiushan Island. The other 

KMT F-47 pilot withdrew from the area.943 

 

 
937 Caoxie Islet 草鞋屿. ZZD 1074-1074 
938 ZZD 1074-1074; DDZGHJ 198, 206; XZJHJ 347; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 171-172. 
939 ZZD 1074-1074; DDZGHJ 198, 206; XZJHJ 347; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 171-172. 
940 This is referred to as the Nanjiushan Island 5.18 Air Combat 南韭山岛五·一八空战. ZZD 

1075. 
941 ZZD 1075; DDZGHJ 206. 
942 DDZGHJ 199, 206. 
943 ZZD 1075 
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AIR COMBAT OVER YUSHAN AND YIJIANGSHAN 

On 19 May at 1246 eight KMT Air Force F-47 fighter bombers were spotted flying 

towards Taizhou Bay from the south.944 When these aircraft were 20 kilometers from 

Haimen they separated into two groups of four aircraft.945 One group headed towards 

Yushan Island.946 The other group headed towards Toumenshan and Gao (Jianger’ao) 

Islands to strike PLA Navy ships.947 Four Naval Aviation MiG-15s from the 6th Regiment 

were dispatched to intercept the KMT aircraft. The KMT aircraft flew to lower altitudes 

and attempted to use cloud cover and KMT anti-aircraft artillery on Yijiangshan and 

KMT naval vessels in support.948 However, this maneuvering did not prevent the MiG-

15s from shooting down three and damaging one.949 

 

AIR COMBAT OVER XIAOEGUAN AND XIANGSHAN 

Though the contest for air superiority in Zhejiang was now decidedly in the PLA’s favor, 

the KMT continued to possess the islands of Dachen, Yijiangshan, Yushan, and Pishan. 

Accordingly, the KMT only sporadically contested the airspace. At least two more 

engagements occurred in June and July.  

 

 
944 This is referred to as the Yijiangshan Island 5.19 Air Combat 一江山岛五·一九空战. DDZ 

1075. 
945 ZZD 1075; DDZGHJ 207. 
946 DDZGHJ 207. 
947 ZZD 1075. 
948 ZZD 1075. 
949 ZZD 1075; XZJHJ 357. 
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In the afternoon of 3 June, two KMT F-47 fighter bombers were spotted flying near 

Dachen and Gao Islands.950 Four Naval Aviation La-11 piston engine fighters of the 4th 

Regiment were dispatched from Ningbo to intercept.951 Two MiG-15s from Naval 

Aviation’s 6th Regiment were also dispatched to provide higher altitude air cover. The 

MiGs kept radio silence to achieve surprise if additional KMT aircraft arrived.952 The 

command post at Ningbo guided the La-11s five kilometers north of Xiaoeguan Island 

where they engaged the two KMT aircraft. After five minutes of air combat, one KMT F-

47 had been shot down and the other damaged. One PLA La-11 was also damaged in the 

engagement.953 

 

Responding to the successes tallied by the PLA in aerial engagements in July the KMT 

Air Force adjusted its tactical approach and began to fly at low altitudes. It also used 

camouflage paint on their aircraft to hinder visual recognition.954 At dawn on 6 July 1954, 

four KMT Air Force F-47 fighter bombers flew north from Taiwan, attempting to attack 

PLA Naval vessels at the Zhoushan Naval Base at Dinghai. 955 To evade detection, they 

flew at low altitude. Eight MiG-15s in four groups from Naval Aviation’s 6th Regiment 

and the PLA Air Force’s from 3rd Division were dispatched to intercept.956 The KMT 

aircraft were spotted and aerial combat lasted for seventeen minutes over the sea east of 

 
950 This is referred to as the Xiaoeguan Island 6.3 Air Combat 小鹅冠岛六·三空战. DDZ 1075. 
951 ZZD 1075; XZJHJ 358. 
952 DDZGHJ 208. 
953 ZZD 1075; XZJHJ 358; DDZGHJ 208-209. 
954 DDZGJD, 358. 
955 This is referred to in the literature as the Xiangshan 7.6 Air Combat 象山七·六空战. ZZD 

1075. 
956 ZZD 1075; DDZGKJ 324-325. 
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Xiangshan County.957 During, the engagement two KMT F-47s were shot down and one 

was damaged.958 

 

According to PLA statistics, Naval Aviation sortied 252 times and shot down 10 KMT 

Air Force aircraft in nine aerial combat engagements, with no numbers on PLA Air Force 

sorties.959 In these battles the PLA gained control of the air and sea north of Dachen 

Island, providing a springboard for future island seizures attempts to wrest control of the 

remaining KMT held islands in Zhejiang.960 As setbacks mounted for the KMT in 

Zhejiang province, KMT Dachen Defense Commander Hu Chung-nan was fired from his 

position by Chiang Kai-shek.961 

 

Setting the Stage in Fujian  

 

After the defeat on Jinmen Island, the PLA’s interest in seizing the island never abated. 

Yet, in the aftermath of the defeat, a slow boil conflict emerged from 1949 to 1954. 

While tensions ran high, military combat was fairly rare for this central and increasingly 

important flashpoint. When skirmishes did occur, they were of relatively limited scale. In 

July 1950, the PLA made an unsuccessful attempt to seize Dadan Island.962 Later that 

 
957 Xiangshan County 象山县. DDZGKJ 324-324. 
958 ZZD 1075. 
959 DDZGHJ 209. 
960 DDZGKJ 324-325. 
961 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 172. 
962 ZZD 1050. 
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year, as the Korean War was beginning both the KMT and the PLA built permanent 

fortifications on Jinmen and Xiamen, respectively.963  

 

Though the relative calm during this time period seems odd, PLA restraint was due to not 

possessing any air power during this time nor an advantage in locally deployed artillery 

capability. However, beginning in January 1953, in response to KMT’s use of Jinmen 

Island as a staging area for mainland attacks the PLA began to conduct limited punitive 

artillery strikes.964 These actions nearly always resulted in KMT artillery shelling 

counter-responses.  

 

These punitive artillery strikes were designed to create a heightened perception of the 

threat in the minds of KMT leaders. Secondarily, they were also often designed as 

counter force actions to limit KMT military capabilities and activities, such as targeting 

amphibious vessels that would carry out mainland landings.965 

 

XIAOJINMEN SHELLINGS 

On 11 January 1953, the PLA’s Xiamen Frontline Command Headquarters carried out 

one such punitive artillery strike on KMT-held Xiaojinmen Island, approximately six 

kilometers southeast of Xiamen Island.966 Unable to coerce the PLA to not attack at 

approximately 1700 that evening five PLA artillery companies located on Xiamen 

 
963 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 161-162. 
964 ZZD 1071. 
965 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 161-162. 
966 ZZD 1071 
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focused their artillery pieces on the port at Luocuo on Xiaojinmen Island’s southeastern 

side.967 Anchored there were three KMT Navy motorboats and one Chung-class landing 

ship.968 After twenty to thirty minutes of shelling, the PLA had sunk one motorboat, 

damaged the landing ship and two other motorboats, and injured 100 KMT military 

personnel.969 This was the first combat operation of PLA coastal artillery since being 

established in 1951.970 

 

Unable to coerce the KMT to not counterattack, the KMT retaliated seven days later at 

0711 on 18 January. Firing twenty 105mm Howitzers from Xiaojinmen, artillery strikes 

were directed against the southeastern Shiweitou and Xiangshan areas of Xiamen 

Island.971 It is unknown what damage the barrage accomplished. Unable to coerce the 

PLA to not conduct further attacks the PLA 13th Artillery Regiment on Xiamen Island 

counterattacked three hours later, firing 200 shells also to an unknown effect.972 

 

WUQIU SEA BATTLE 

The conflict between the PLA and KMT, seemingly on hold since July 1953, reignited in 

the waters east of the two small KMT-controlled islands that make up the Wuqiu Islet 

 
967 These were under the 13th Artillery Regiment (31st Corps) and the 2nd Battalion of an 

unidentified Coastal Artillery Unit. Luocuo Bay 罗厝湾. ZZD 1071; DDZGHJ 189-190. 
968 ZZD 1071; DDZGHJ 189-190. 
969 ZZD 1071; DDZGHJ 189-190. 
970 DDZGHJ 189-190. 
971 Shiweitou 石胃头 and Xiangshan 香山. ZZD 1071; DDZGHJ 189-190. 
972 ZZD 1071; DDZGHJ 189-190. 
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near Fujian Province in February.973 Southeast of Nanri Island and east of Meizhou 

Island, the Wuqiu Islet of Daqiu and Xiaoqiu are still held by Taiwan to this day. Located 

geographically between but not in close proximity to either Jinmen (to the south) or the 

Mazu Islands (to the north), the Wuqiu Islets are a small and often overlooked outpost of 

KMT control. At least on one previous occasion Wuqiu was used as a staging area for a 

mainland raid in September 1951.974  

 

At 0600 on the morning of 25 February 1954, the KMT gunboats Chao Chun and the Li 

Ta were spotted in waters east of the Wuqiu Islands but were unable to coerce the PLA 

Navy to not attack.975 The ECMR Navy Xiamen Patrol Boat Squadron’s No. 2 and No. 3 

vessels under the command of the Fujian Frontline Force maneuvered to intercept.976 The 

No. 2 boat first attacked the lead ship Ch’ao Chun but was counterattacked by the Li Ta. 

The No. 3 boat joined the No. 2 and both managed to sink the Li Ta.977 The KMT was 

coerced to commit additional forces and dispatched two unidentified aircraft and an 

additional gunboat during the encounter. However, these reinforcements do not appear to 

have contributed to the battle, according available sources, possibly because of resistance 

from area PLA air defense and coastal artillery forces. The damaged Ch’ao Chun was 

 
973 This is referred to as the Wuqiu Islet 2.25 Sea Battle 乌丘屿二·二五海战. ZZD 1073; 

DDZGHJ 199. 
974 DDZGJD, 324-325; JFJJS4 151. 
975 Ch’ao Chun 超俊, Li Ta 利達. ZZD 1073 
976 Xiamen Patrol Boat Squadron 厦门巡逻艇大队. ZZD 1073. 
977 ZZD 1073; DDZGHJ 199. 
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coerced by the PLA to withdraw from the area ending the confrontation.978 70 KMT 

sailors died in the conflict and 24 were captured.979 

 

One month later on 25 March, the PLA Navy attacked KMT naval vessels in Wuqiu’s 

anchorage, damaging three KMT Naval vessels.980 On 25 April, a month after that event 

the PLA Navy captured two KMT Naval vessels in the East China Sea near Chongwu.981 

After these incidents, another period of relative quiet in Fujian Province ensued, from 

April to September. This period was disturbed only by an isolated shoot down of a KMT 

Air Force F-47, likely on a reconnaissance mission with another F-47, over Xiamen 

Island on 3 July.982 

 

The Crisis Part I: Shelling of Jinmen 

 

PLA histories give different varying reasons for the conflict often referred to as the First 

Taiwan Strait Crisis by Western historians. First, with the Korean Armistice signed in 

July 1953, attention in Beijing returned to the Southeast coast and even back to liberating 

Taiwan. Though this latter course of action was ruled out in the near term, the PRC 

intended to, according to PLA histories, demonstrate the will and determination to 

 
978 ZZD 1073. 
979 ZZD 1073. 
980 DDZGHJ 199 
981 DDZGHJ 199 
982 This is referred to in the literature as the Xiamen 7.3 Air Defense Battle 厦门七·三防空战斗. 

ZZD 1075.  
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liberate Taiwan.983 Furthermore, the PRC also wanted to demonstrate to Washington that 

a mutual defense treaty with Taiwan would be politically costly.984 Specifically, the PRC 

wanted to infer that the potential for entrapment into the very PRC-ROC coastal island 

battles which the U.S. feared, was highly likely. Lastly, the PRC wanted to continue to 

reiterate the message that it would not hesitate to punish continued KMT mainland 

attacks.985 All these reasons are compelling and potentially concurrently valid. 

 

Regardless of the underlying motivations, there is little doubt from these histories that the 

series of confrontations were premeditated actions by the PRC. Indeed, in preparation for 

the September artillery attacks, the PLA deployed four AAA divisions from Korea to 

Fujian Province in August of 1954.986 These units were necessary because PLA aviation 

still lacked the air base infrastructure in this area to provide jet fighter air cover but had 

determined to go ahead. In anticipation of future requirements for aviation units in this 

strategic area, the PLAAF sent an air base construction unit to Fujian and began 

construction projects in October that year.987 While the KMT Air Force possessed an 

airfield on Jinmen, its proximity to PLA artillery made it unsuitable to forward base 

fighter aircraft there. Instead, as with the aerial operations in Zhejiang, the KMT Air 

Force would have to sortie from Taiwan. However, unlike in Zhejiang, the KMT Air 

Force had the advantage of being able to fly unopposed by MiG-15 fighters flying 

 
983 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 173-175. 
984 ZZD 1075-1076. 
985 XZJHJ 367. 
986 XZJHJ 366; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 175. 
987 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 175. 
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defensive air operations. These jet fighters could not provide practical air cover from the 

established air bases outside of Fujian Province.  

 

Unable to coerce the PLA to not attack, 150 PLA artillery pieces began shelling targets 

on KMT-held Jinmen, Xiaojinmen, Dadan, and Erdan Islands on 3 September 1954 at 

1400,.988 In preparation, five artillery groups had been moved ahead of time in secret to 

positions on Xiamen Island and at Lianhe on the mainland.989 Over the next hour and 

fifty minutes, the artillery barrage sunk or damaged seven ships including two KMT 

destroyers (damaged), two transports (sunk), and three gunboats (one sunk, two 

damaged).990 Furthermore, the strikes destroyed nine KMT artillery positions, one 

observation post, and wounded 100 troops.991 

 

Though caught off guard, KMT retaliation was substantial and fairly swift. Over the next 

twenty days, KMT naval vessels fired 640 shells at Xiamen Island. Meanwhile KMT 

aircraft flew 555 sorties and bombed 250 targets.992 Retaliation efforts began the next day 

on 4 September at 0745 when four KMT Air Force F-47 fighter bombers dropped two 

bombs on an urban area of Xiamen.993 PLA AAA, likely from the 521st AAA Regiment 

shot down one fighter-bomber, which crashed into the sea and damaged the other F-47.994  

 
988 ZZD 1075-1076; XZJHJ 367; JFJJS5 75; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 176. 
989 Lianhe 莲河. Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 176. 
990 ZZD 1075-1076. 
991 ZZD 1075-1076. 
992 ZZD 1075-1076; XZJHJ 367. 
993 ZZD 1076. 
994 ZZD 1076. 
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It took three days for further KMT actions to occur. On 7 September from 0400 to 0725, 

the KMT Air Force dispatched 42 F-47 fighter-bombers and B-25 bomber aircraft. 

During the various engagements on that day, KMT aircraft dropped 50 bombs on Xiamen 

Island. In total PLA East China Military Region AAA claims two KMT aircraft were shot 

down and another 20 were damaged, of which the 2nd Company of the 521st AAA 

Regiment on Xiamen claims 12 of the total aircraft.995 The next day on 8 September, the 

KMT sortied 72 aircraft. At 0820 six of those aircraft, F-47 fighter bombers, bombed 

Xiamen City. PLA AAA, likely the 521st Regiment shot down two fighter bombers and 

damaged two others.996 At 1130 on 10 September, one KMT F-47 dropped six bombs on 

Xiamen Island, then was shot down and crashed southeast of Xiaojinmen Island.  

 

It is unclear whether a KMT air raid on Dongshan Port, over 100 kilometers southwest of 

Jinmen on 19 September is counted in the PLA statistics.997 However, this raid is the first 

instance of the KMT Air Force employing its U.S.-provided F-84 jet fighter-bombers in 

combat. During this engagement, 14 F-84’s bombed three patrol boats. One KMT jet 

fighter-bomber was shot down and another two were damaged. 998  

 

 
995 DDZGKJ 228-229. 
996 ZZD 1076. 
997 Dongshan Port 东山港. ZZD 1076. 
998 ZZD 1076. 
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Unable to coerce the PLA to not attack again, PLA artillery bombarded Jinmen and 

surrounding islands on 22 September 1954.999 At 1700, 130 PLA artillery pieces in four 

artillery groups carried out a strike focusing on command and control, military 

infrastructure, and artillery positions.1000 This strike resulted in the destruction of three 

KMT regimental command posts, four observation posts, and wounded an additional 100 

soldiers.1001 Coerced to commit additional forces, the KMT Air Force retaliated through 

30 September by subsequently dispatching of 224 sorties against PLA targets.1002 

 

In retaliation to the bombardment, the next day, on 23 September, the KMT Air Force 

sortied 42 F-47 fighter-bombers and PB-4Y patrol bombers in 11 groups.1003 16 F-47s 

dropped 10 bombs Qianbu and Houtang on Xiamen.1004 An additional 18 aircraft in five 

groups bombed Dadeng Island. Xiamen-based AAA shot down three of these aircraft and 

damaged six.1005 

 

Three more aerial combat engagement occurred through the end of 1954 in Fujian 

Province. On 2 October, at 0834 a KMT Air Force RF-51 aircraft was spotted conducting 

reconnaissance over Fuzhou.1006 The 503rd AAA Regiment in Fuzhou attacked the 

aircraft at 3,300 meters in altitude with its 37mm and 85mm guns, using 266 rounds to 

 
999 ZZD 1075-1076; XZJHJ 367; JFJJS5 75. 
1000 ZZD 1075-1076; XZJHJ 367. 
1001 ZZD 1075-1076. 
1002 DDZGKJ 228-229. 
1003 ZZD 1076. 
1004 Qianbu 前埔 and Houtang 后唐. ZZD 1076. 
1005 ZZD 1076. 
1006 ZZD 1076. 
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shoot down the aircraft.1007 At noon on 1 November, 15 F-47 fighter-bombers in four 

groups were dispatched over Tong’an County, north and east of Jinmen.1008 One group 

flew north from Jinmen and over Maxiang dropping 19 bombs. PLA AAA shot down one 

F-47 and damaged six.1009 This included a single F-47 that approached at low altitude and 

dropped napalm bombs. It was shot down as it flew away.1010 At 1100 on the 17 

November, two KMT Air Force F-47 flew over Fuzhou. The PLA’s 503rd AAA 

Regiment shot down one and damaged the other.1011 

 

In response to 3 and 22 September 1954 artillery bombardments, the KMT Air Force 

dispatched 779 sorties in 331 groups.1012 Frontline AAA units in Fujian were credited 

with shooting down 23 aircraft around this time period.1013 The 521st AAA Regiment on 

Xiamen, counted 12 aircraft kills and 33 damaged through 20 November.1014 Although 

the U.S. dispatched the destroyer Henderson (DD-785) to the area, the deployment 

appears to have gone unnoticed by the PLA at the time.1015 

 

The Crisis Part II: Yijiangshan Island Campaign 

 

 
1007 ZZD 1076. 
1008 Tong’an County 同安县. ZZD 1076. 
1009 Maxiang 马巷. ZZD 1076. 
1010 PLA histories state this aircraft was from the KMT Air Force’s 5th Group. ZZD 1076. 
1011 ZZD 1076. 
1012 DDZGKJ 228-229. 
1013 XZJHJ 368. 
1014 ZZD 1075-1076; DDZGKJ 228-229. 
1015 “Henderson II (DD-785),” DANFS. 
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A month after the CMC approved the ECMR’s operational plan (on 11 July 1954) the 

ECMR issued (11 August) the preliminary order to capture Yijiangshan Island.1016 On 27 

August, the General Staff Department set up of Zhedong Frontline Command to unify 

command and “liberate the coastal islands of eastern Zhejiang.”1017 Four days later the 

newly created headquarters held a conference in Ningbo.1018 The outcome of the 

conference was to carry out carry out immediate military action in two phases, the first to 

train and deploy PLA forces and the second to conduct an amphibious assault of 

Toumenshan and Gao Islands with four infantry battalions.1019 

 

ZHEDONG FRONTLINE AIR OPERATIONS 

Assigned to the Zhedong Frontline Command’s air command post at Ningbo, PLA Air 

Force and Naval Units began to assemble and prepare for operations from July to the end 

of October in 1954.1020 Tasked to this operation were 184 combat aircraft from 15 

aviation wings under five PLAAF divisions, two PLAAF independent regiments, and 

three Naval Aviation divisions. 1021 These aviation units were deployed air bases in 

Zhejiang Province and Shanghai, specifically: Ningbo Zhuangqiao, Ningbo Lishe, 

Jiangqiao, Jiaxing, and Shanghai Dachang.1022 Command posts were set up at each of 

these air bases and four auxiliary command posts were forward located at Songmen, 

 
1016 DDZGKJ 320; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 175. 
1017 DDZGHJ 200. 
1018 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 175-176. Or in September (Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 196) 
1019 Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 196. 
1020 ZKBQ 1278-1279 
1021 JFJJS5 75; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 196; DDZGKJ 87-88 
1022 Ningbo Zhuangqiao 宁波庄桥, Ningbo Lishe 宁波栎社, Jiangqiao 笕桥, Jiaxing 嘉兴, 

Shanghai Dachang 上海大场. ZKBQ 1278-1279. 
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Toumenshan Island, Nantian Island, and Gao Island.1023 In the process of getting ready, 

improvements were made at the above airfields and materiel was prepositioned.  

 

Furthermore, to understand the battlespace and the KMT’s deployment posture along the 

Zhejiang coast, from August to October the two PLAAF independent air regiments were 

assigned to conduct reconnaissance missions.1024 To that end, the two regiment’s MiG-15 

aircraft modified for the reconnaissance role, conducted 60 sorties to take aerial photo 

renaissance of Yijiangshan, Dachen, Pishan, and Yushan Islands.1025 

 

Though the KMT air threat was real to the Yijiangshan Campaign, PLA planners realized 

that it would be hampered by both geography and time as it had been in earlier operations 

in Sanmen Bay. Because the KMT did not possess a nearby airbase, instead having to 

sortie from KMT air bases on Taiwan and fly roughly 500 kilometers north, it would be 

difficult for the KMT to maintain regular presence or provide timely air support when its 

ground and naval forces were attacked. Furthermore, the KMT threat to PLA airbases 

used in this operation was almost negligible as these air bases were another 140-300 

kilometers north of Yijiangshan and Dachen Islands.  

 

Furthermore, PLA planners believed their MiG-15bis fighters to still be superior to the 

main aircraft used by the KMT Air Force: the F-84 jet fighter bombers as well as to F-47 

 
1023 Furthermore an observation post was set up on Baiyanshan 白岩山. ZKBQ 1278-1279 
1024 DDZGKJ 412-413. 
1025 ZKBQ 1278-1279 
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piston engine fighter bombers. Yet PLA planners also recognized that the KMT had 

better trained pilots, many of whom were able to fly at night or in poor weather.1026 Both 

the PLA and the KMT were beginning to field new and upgraded fighters, the MiG-17 

and the F-86, respectively, but neither of these aircraft made an appearance during this 

confrontation.1027 

 

EARLY AIR RAIDS 

At the beginning of November 1954, PLA aviation units commenced combat operations. 

Unable to coerce the PLA to not attack, PLAAF attack and bomber aircraft and Naval 

Aviation fighter bombers took off from air bases in Zheijiang and Shanghai to strike the 

KMT headquarters on Dachen Island at 1100 on 1 November.1028 Flying south towards 

their target, the strike group maintained radio silence to achieve surprise. Nearing the 

target, Naval Aviation aircraft provided air cover while four PLAAF Il-10 attack aircraft 

struck AAA positions on the island.1029 Shortly thereafter, nine PLAAF Tu-2 bombers 

bombed KMT warships in Dachen Port. No bombs successfully hit any of the naval 

targets.1030  

 

 
1026 DDZGKJ 324. 
1027 The first batch MiG-17s equipped by PLAAF units was delivered from 16-20 November 1954. 

DDZGKJ 324, 658. 
1028 DDZGKJ 325; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 178-179. 
1029 The Il-10 attack aircraft were from the PLAAF’s 11th Attack Division. Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 

178-179. 
1030 DDZGKJ 325. 
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Shortly thereafter, likely on 4 November, Zhedong Frontline aviation bombed KMT 

forces on Yijiangshan Island.1031 Both bombings totaled 112 sorties and expended 1,154 

bombs. On 18 November Zhedong Frontline Aviation bombed KMT-held Yushan Island. 

Pishan Island was attacked on 20 November, and Dachen Island was again attacked on 21 

December.1032 Little is known from the available literature on these instances of combat 

other than that they were generally ineffective but served as learning experiences for PLA 

air crews and planners.1033  

 

10 JANUARY DACHEN PORT AIR RAID 

The PLA’s luck changed on 10 January when Zedong Frontline aviation units again 

carried out a strike on the naval vessels in Dachen Port.1034 The day for this raid was 

chosen specifically because of the high winds that PLA planners believed would keep 

KMT ships in port.1035 From 0638 to 1643 that day, Zedong Frontline aviation dispatched 

130 sorties and four separate bombing waves.1036 Due to ineffective air defense counters, 

the KMT was unable coerce the PLA to not stage this attack that included 40 Il-10 attack 

aircraft, 28 Tu-2 bomber aircraft, and an unspecified number of PLAAF MiG-15 and 

Naval Aviation La-11 fighter aircraft.1037 The KMT repair ship Heng Shan was struck by 

 
1031 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 178-179. 
1032 DDZGHJ 194; DDZGKJ 325; ZRJZS 1014. 
1033 DDZGHJ 194; DDZGKJ 325. 
1034 This is referred to as the Dachen Port Air Raid Battle 空袭大陈港战斗. ZZD 1078. 
1035 ZKBQ 1278-1280; DDZGKJ 326; JJFFS5 79; ZRJZS 1014; ZZD 1078; DDZGJD, 262-263. 
1036 ZKBQ 1278-1280; DDZGKJ 326; JJFFS5 79; ZRJZS 1014; ZZD 1078; DDZGJD, 262-263. 
1037 The Il-10 aircraft were from the PLAAF 31st Regiment (11th Division), the Tu-2 bomber 

aircraft were from an unspecified regiment (possibly 60th regiment) the 20th Division. ZKBQ 1279-1280; 
DDZGKJ 326-327; ZRJZS 1014. 
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three bombs by a PLAAF Il-10 and sunk.1038 PLAAF 20th Division Tu-2 bomber pilots 

discovered the KMT Navy frigate Tai Ho and landing ship Chung Chuan docked on piers 

3 and 5, respectively.1039 The 3rd Group damaged the frigate the 1st and 2nd Group sunk 

the landing ship.1040 During the attack, two other landing ships the Chung Tzu and the 

Chung Hai were also damaged.1041 At 1643, without suffering a loss, all PLA aircraft 

withdrew from Dachen Island air space and returned to their air bases.1042 

 

NAVAL ENCOUNTERS INCLUDING THE SINKING OF THE TAI PING 

While the aviation units of the PLA Air Force and Naval Aviation were busy seeking to 

maintain air superiority and strike KMT vessels and island positions, the ECMR Navy 

was also waging a war on the sea. Between the Yijiangshan bombing raid of 4 November 

and the Yushan bombing raid of 18 November, the ECMR Navy was also engaged in 

active combat at least twice. On 5 November, the KMT Navy’s Yung Chun gunboat 

sailed near Yijiangshan and was attacked by ECMR Navy artillery positions secretly set 

up on Toumenshan Island.1043 The Yung Chun withdrew. 

 

 
1038 Heng Shan 衡山. ZKBQ 1279-1280; ZRJZS 1014. 
1039 T’ai Ho 太和, Chung Ch’uan 中權. ZKBQ 1279-1280; DDZGKJ 326-327. 
1040 ZKBQ 1279-1280; DDZGKJ 326-327, 658; JFJJS5 79; XZJHJ 385; ZZD 1078; DDZGJD, 

262-263; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 182. 
1041 Chung Tzu 中字 and the Chung Hai 中海. ZRJZS 1014. 
1042 ZZD 1078. 
1043 Yung Chun 永春. Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 198. 
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In mid-November 1954 after weeks of careful preparation, ECMR Navy torpedo boats 

sunk a KMT Navy frigate.1044 In attempting to severely curtail KMT Naval presence and 

activity in the waters off Zhejiang Province, the ECMR Navy decided to ambush one of 

the KMT’s main ships stationed at Dachen Port. In preparation, on 1 November, six 

torpedo boats sailed from the Zhoushan Naval Base at Dinghai to Gao (Tian’aoshan) 

Island.1045 These torpedo boats were part of a new unit, formed from 42 torpedo boats 

provided by the Soviet Union.1046 Each torpedo boat carried two 450mm torpedoes and 

had a maximum speed of 46 knots.1047 

 

The KMT Navy frigate Tai Ping sailed between Dachen and Yushan Islands late into the 

night and early morning of 13 and 14 November.1048 At 0005 on the 14 November, the 

Guantong Station, a recently built facility on Gao Island designed to track ships, spotted 

the KMT frigate on radar.1049 Failing to coerce the PLA to not attack, the four of the six 

torpedo boats were dispatched from Gao Island, having stayed hidden on the island for 13 

days in anticipation of such an opportunity as this.1050 Sailing towards the approximate 

location of the Tai Ping at 0052, the torpedo boats were guided by Guantong Station.1051 

 
1044 This is referred to as the Sinking Frigate Taiping, Battle of 击沉“太平”号护卫舰战斗. ZZD 

1077. 
1045 ZRJZS 1012-1013; JFJJS5 78-79. 
1046 Specifically they were from the 1st Zhongdui of the 31st Torpedo Boat Squadron (dadui), one 

of four Torpedo Boat Squadrons in the PLA Navy at the time. DDZGHJ 52. 
1047 DDZGHJ 216. 
1048 The T’ai Ping is the former USS Decker (DE-47) that took part in the Jinmen Island battle in 

1949. XZJHJ 375-376. 
1049 Guantong Station 观通站. ZRJZS 1012-1013; DDZGHJ 216; DDZGJD, 261. 
1050 DDZGHJ 216. 
1051 XZJHJ 375-376; ZRJZS 1012-1013; DDZGHJ 216-217. 
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At 0128 Guantong Station sent an updated position and the No. 155 torpedo boat spotted 

the KMT Navy frigate.1052 Seven minutes later the four torpedo boats had launched their 

torpedoes.1053 Having been struck, the Tai Ping returned fire and the torpedo boats were 

coerced to withdraw.1054 Meanwhile the torpedoes had damaged the frigate’s ability to 

sail and the ship was taking on water.1055 The frigate drifted for almost one and a half 

hours until three KMT navy ships arrived from Dachen island to tow the ship back to 

port.1056 The frigate however continued to take on water and eventually sunk 18 nautical 

miles southeast of Gao (Tian’ao) Island at 0724 while being towed.1057 

 

In the evening of 10 January a command post under the Zhedong Frontline Command 

discovered the KMT Tung Ting gunboat sailing west of Dachen towards Taiwan.1058 The 

Zhedong Frontline command post ordered the 1st Torpedo Boat Squadron to intercept the 

KMT vessel.1059 The squadron promptly dispatched the No. 102, No. 105, and No. 106 

torpedo boats from their base at Baiyanshan Island.1060 For unknown reasons the No. 102 

torpedo boat only carried one of its usual compliment of two torpedoes on the port side 

causing the boat to be unbalanced and left alone by the other two ships.1061 At 2300, the 

 
1052 DDZGHJ 216-217. 
1053 ZRJZS 1012-1013. 
1054 DDZGHJ 216-217; DDZGJD, 261-262. 
1055 DDZGHJ 216-217; DDZGJD, 261-262. 
1056 ZZD 1077; DDZGHJ 216-217. 
1057 XZJHJ 375-376; ZRJZS 1012-1013; DDZGHJ 52, 216-217, 691. 
1058 This is referred to in the literature as the: Sinking the “Dongting” Gunboat Battle 击沉“洞庭”

号炮舰战斗. Or Tung Ting 洞庭. ZZD 1078; DDZGHJ 217-218; DDZGJD, 262-263. 
1059 ZZD 1078. 
1060 ZZD 1078; DDZGHJ 217-218; DDZGJD, 262-263. 
1061 ZZD 1078; DDZGHJ 217-218; DDZGJD, 262-263. 
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No. 102 torpedo boat was southwest of Dachen Island and sailing alone when it spotted 

the Tung Ting which failed to coerce the torpedo boat to not attack. It closed and 

launched its single torpedo, hitting the KMT vessel.1062 As a result of the attack the Tung 

Ting lost its ability to maneuver. After drifting for over three hours, it sank four nautical 

miles south of Ge Islet at 0227 on 11 January.1063 

 

SEIZING YIJIANGSHAN 

With the stage now set for the seizure of Yijiangshan the Zhedong Frontline command 

held a meeting on 12 January 1955 to finalize preparations for the assault of 

Yijiangshan.1064 Having conducted combined and joint training since mid-December 

1954, the final training phase, landing exercises in Damaoshan occurred until 13 

January.1065 The next day, the CMC issued the combat order.1066 On the 16 January at 

noon, based on meteorological reports indicating a fairly small window of opportunity of 

good weather in mid-January, Zhedong Frontline Commander Zhang Aiping decided to 

commence the attack on the 18 January. Zhang’s decision was then reported to ECMR 

and the CMC.1067 That same day 120mm mortar units were transported to the Chahua 

Reef, two small islands in between Toumenshan and Yijiangshan.1068 The landing 

 
1062 ZZD 1078; DDZGHJ 217-218; DDZGJD, 262-263; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 182. 
1063 Ge Islet 格屿. ZZD 1078; DDZGHJ 217-218; DDZGJD, 262-263. 
1064 This is referred to in the literature as the Yijiangshan Campaign 一江山战役 or the 

Yijiangshan Island Campaign 一江山岛战役. JFJJS5 80; DDZGJD, 263; ZZD 1077-1078; ZJBQ9 1370. 
1065 Damaoshan 大猫山. DDZGHJ 218. 
1066 JFJJS5 80; ZZD 1077-1078; DDZGJD, 263. 
1067 JFJJS5 80; DDZGJD, 264-265. 
1068 Chahua Island 茶花岛 is made up of Dachahua Reef 大茶花礁 and Xiaochahua Reef 小茶花

礁. DDZGJD, 263-264. 
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exercises ended and the landing team embarked from Shipu port on the 17th from 2000-

2400 and sailed towards their staging point at Toumenshan and Jianger’ao Islands.1069 At 

the same time, the ECMR’s 6th Fleet and Battleship Squadrons assembled near Dinghai 

and Shantou, respectively. In total a flotilla of 188 ships were gathered by the PLA Navy 

to carry out the assault.1070 

 

Fully grasping the importance of Yijiangshan, consisting of the two islands of 

Beijiangshan and Nanjiangshan, for both the defense of Dachen Island and as a staging 

area for mainland attacks, KMT forces had turned it into a fortress.1071 Both islands are 

mountainous with numerous highpoint positions ideal for defending forces. Both had 

been further strengthened by minefields, barbed wire, tunnels, and a total of 154 

pillboxes, 600 machine guns and 40 artillery pieces.1072 Eleven hundred troops under the 

command of Wang Fu-pi comprised of the KMT’s 4th Assault Group and an artillery 

detachment on Beijiangshan and the 4th Squadron of the 2nd Assault Group on 

Nanjiangshan guarded Yijiangshan.1073 

 

The KMT failed to coerce the PLA to not attack and seize Yijiangshan. On the 18 

January PLAAF fighter aircraft were dispatched at 0411 to provide air cover to the 

 
1069 DDZGHJ 218-219; DDZGJD, 263-264. 
1070 See appendix. JFJJS5 75; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 196; XZJHJ 385-386; ZZD 

1077-1078; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 184; DDZGJD, 266 
1071 Beijiangshan Island 北江山岛 and Nanjiangshan Island 南江山岛 ZJBQ9 1370. 
1072 ZJBQ9 1370; XZJHJ 385-386. 
1073 JFJJS5 75; DDZGKJ 319-320, 330; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 194; ZJBQ9 1370; 

XZJHJ 385-386; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 184; ZZD 1077-1078; DDZGJD, 269; DDZGHJ 220-221. 
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landing ship group being assembled at Toumenshan and Jianger’ao Islands.1074 Almost 

two hours later at 0658, seven squadrons of bomber and attack aircraft took off from air 

bases.1075 At 0800, 27 fighter aircraft took up position to patrol the skies between Dachen 

and Yijiangshan. Their aim was to achieve air superiority and intercept any KMT aircraft 

that might be dispatched.1076 At the same time, a Naval Aviation bomber squadron of 

nine Tu-2 bombers and an attack squadron carried out strikes against KMT positions on 

Dachen Island. For thirty minutes the aircraft targeted long-range artillery positions, 

communications facilities, and radar positions, causing KMT communication between 

Dachen and Yijiangshan to fail.1077  

 

Also commencing at 0800, three of the bomber squadrons and two attack squadrons of 

PLAAF Tu-2 and Il-10 aircraft, respectively, began to strike KMT positions on 

Yijiangshan for fifteen minutes.1078 On Beijiangshan Island targets included highpoint 

fortifications, artillery and AAA positions, bunkers and landing site defenses Zhongshan 

Village, Zhongxin Village, Lewang Village, Zhongyao Village, Haimen Reef, and 

Huangyan Reef. On Nanjiangshan Island these same PLAAF aircraft attacked KMT 

 
1074 ZKBQ 1278-1279; ZZD 1077-1078; DDZGKJ 328-329. 
1075 Including Ningbo, Lishe, Jiangqiao, Jiaxing, and Dachang air bases. Liang, et al., Duhai 

denglu zuozhan, 199. 
1076 DDZGJD, Operational Map 11. 
1077 ZKBQ 1278-1279; ZZD 1077-1078; ZJBQ9 1370-1371; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 

200; DDZGHJ 219; DDZGJD, 265-266, Operational Map 11. 
1078 ZKBQ 1278-1279; ZZD 1077-1078; ZJBQ9 1370-1371; XZJHJ 385-386; JFJJS5 80-81; 

Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 199; DDZGJD, 265-266; DDZGKJ 328-329. 
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positions at Shengli Village and Hill 180.1079 At 0900 50 ground and coastal artillery 

pieces began to fire at Yijiangshan Island.1080 After seven separate artillery barrages, 

10,000 shells had been fired.1081  

 

At 1215, the landing team that consisted of four PLA battalions embarked from forward 

staging areas from Toumenshan and Jianger’ao Islands. The landing group consisted of 

four landing ship squadrons comprised of 70 landing ships and 40 warships.1082 Carrying 

over 5,000 troops and split into two echelons, the first, second, and third landing ship 

squadrons transported three battalions.1083 The fourth squadron transported the second 

echelon consisting of one battalion.1084 The landing team did not encounter any enemy 

fire as it sailed towards predesignated points.1085 

 

From 1220 to 1437, coastal artillery on Toumenshan began another round of shelling of 

Yijiangshan to prepare for the landings.1086 At 1318, four frigates and two gunboats 

joined the barrage also firing at positions on the island.1087 After sailing for slightly over 

 
1079 Zhongshan Village 中山村, Zhongxin Village 中心村, Lewang Village 了望村, Zhongyao 

Village 重要村, Haimen Reef 海门礁, Huangyan Reef 黄岩礁. Shengli Village 胜利村. Liang, et al., 
Duhai denglu zuozhan, 199-200; DDZGJD, 265-266. 

1080 ZZD 1077-1078; ZJBQ9 1370-1371; JFJJS5 80-81. (or 0800 according to ZZD). 
1081 Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 200-201; DDZGJD, 265-266. 
1082 Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 201. 
1083 This was the 1st and  2nd Battalion of the 178th Regiment (60th Division of the 20th Corps) and 

the 2nd Battalion of the 180th Regiment (60th Division of the 20th Corps). Liang, et al., Duhai denglu 

zuozhan, 201; DDZGHJ 220. 
1084 This was the 3rd Battalion of the 178th Regiment (60th Division of the 20th Corps). DDZGHJ 

220. 
1085 DDZGHJ 220. 
1086 DDZGHJ 219; DDZGKJ 329. 
1087 DDZGHJ 220. 
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an hour, the landing team ships arrived in a predesignated area 4,000 meters from 

Yijianghshan.1088 Only minutes later, additional ships with a total of 57 tank destroyer 

guns mounted on them began to fire at positions on Yijiangshan.1089  

 

Responding to the impending amphibious assault, KMT artillery on Dachen Island began 

firing at the landing forces at 1355.1090 PLA coastal artillery and bomber aircraft and two 

attack squadrons of Il-10 returned fire.1091 Five minutes later, two PLAAF bomber 

squadrons and one Naval Aviation bomber squadron carried out air strikes on 

Bejiangshan Island, focusing on troop barracks, communications facilities, and the 

command post on Hill 190.1092 Also at this time ships with 10 Katyusha rocket launchers 

approached Yijiangshan within 500-600 meters and began to fire at KMT positions.1093 

While this was occurring, 27 fighter aircraft were again patrolling the skies between 

Yijiangshan and Dachen to intercept any KMT aircraft, but none appeared.1094 

 

At 1410 on 18 January the first echelon of PLA landing troops disembarked on 

Beijiangshan and Nanjiangshan. On Beijiangshan alone twenty landings were made at 

seven landing sites. The second landing ship squadron transported one battalion to 

 
1088 At 1322. DDZGKJ 329 
1089 Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 201; DDZGJD, 266. 
1090 Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 201; DDZGJD, 266. 
1091 ZJBQ9 1370-1371; JFJJS5 81; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 201; DDZGHJ 219; 

DDZGJD, 267; DDZGKJ 329. 
1092 ZKBQ 1278-1279; JFJJS5 81; DDZGHJ 219; DDZGKJ 329. 
1093 ZJBQ9 1370-1371; JFJJS5 81; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 201; DDZGHJ 219; 

DDZGJD, 267. 
1094 DDZGJD, Operational Map 11. 
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Huangyan Reef, Haimen Reef and Shanzhui Village.1095 Meanwhile, the third landing 

ship squadron transported one battalion to Yueqing Reef, Caiwang Village, and Beishan 

Bay.1096  On nearby Nanjiangshan the first landing ship squadron disembarked a battalion 

of troops at Tian’ao Bay and Shengli Village.1097 At 1433, with all first echelon forces 

disembarked, the PLA bombers withdrew from the theater while two attack squadrons of 

Il-10 aircraft remained to provide air support.1098 After 31 minutes of fighting with KMT 

forces, Wang Kun, 60th Division Chief of Staff and likely commander of the landing 

forces, reported to the Zhedong command post that beachhead positions had been 

taken.1099 Facing strong KMT resistance enabled by highpoint fortifications, the three 

battalions moved inland.1100   

 

On Beijiangshan Island in particular, the two PLA battalions were experiencing heavy 

casualties as they sought to take Hill 190 (1st Battalion) and Hill 203, where the 

Yijiangshan Area Headquarters was located (2nd Battalion).1101 The 1st Battalion changed 

their approach from massed attacks to small group tactics and flamethrower forces and 

 
1095 This was the 1st Battalion of the 178th Regiment. Shanzhui Village 山嘴村. ZZD 1077-1078; 

ZKBQ9 1370-1371; XZJHJ 385-386; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 201-202; DDZGHJ 220; 
DDZGJD, 267-268. 

1096 This was the 2nd Battalion of the 178th Regiment. Yueqing Reef 乐清礁, Caiwang Village 睬
望村, Beishan Bay 北山湾. ZZD 1077-1078; ZKBQ9 1370-1371; XZJHJ 385-386; Liang, et al., Duhai 

denglu zuozhan, 201-202; DDZGHJ 220; DDZGJD, 267-268. 
1097 This was the 2nd Battalion of the 180th Regiment. Tian’ao Bay 田岙湾. ZZD 1077-1078; 

ZKBQ9 1370-1371; XZJHJ 385-386; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 201-202; DDZGHJ 220; 
DDZGJD, 267-268. 

1098 ZKBQ 1278-1279; JFJJS5 81; DDZGKJ 329-330. 
1099 Wang Kun 王坤. ZZD 1077-1078; DDZGJD, 268. 
1100 ZZD 1077-1078; DDZGJD, 268. 
1101 Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 203-204; DDZGJD, 269. 
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were ultimately able to counter four strongpoints held by KMT defenders.1102 On Hill 203 

the 2nd Battalion simultaneously attacked from the north and south sides, while being 

supported by four attack aircraft as well as naval and coastal artillery fires.1103 By 1500 

all main highpoints had been seized by PLA forces. Wang Fupi, KMT 4th Assault Group 

Commander was captured in the assault of Hill 203.1104 The second echelon consisting of 

the 3rd battalion landed on Beijiangshan Island and assaulted strong points on the eastern 

side of the island, mopping up remaining KMT resistance.1105 

 

On nearby Nanjiangshan Island, the PLA’s 180th Regiment’s 2nd Battalion had secured 

two beachheads and the 5th and 7th Companies were engaged in attacking Hill 160 from 

the north and south sides.1106 The battalion was supported by fires from nearby PLA 

Navy ships, and one of those ships, the gunboat Shenyang, was damaged by KMT 

counterfire.1107 The PLA captured Hill 160 was captured and the PLA’s 6th Company 

then proceeded to assault Hill 180. It was seized at 1548.1108 While these efforts were 

occurring, two PLA bomber squadrons and one attack squadron were engaged in striking 

KMT long-range artillery positions on Dachen Island and destroyed a radar position.1109 

 

 
1102 Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 203. 
1103 Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 203-204; DDZGJD, 269. 
1104 Wang Fupi 王輔弼. DDZGJD, 269-270; DDZGKJ 330; DDZGHJ 220; ZZD 1077-1078; 

Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan 204. 
1105 ZZD 1077-1078; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan 204; DDZGHJ 220; DDZGJD, 270. 
1106 Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 204; DDZGHJ 220; DDZGJD, 269-270. This may have 

occurred earlier during the firepower preparation phase from 1220-1420. 
1107 Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 204; DDZGHJ 220; DDZGJD, 269-270. This may have 

occurred earlier during the firepower preparation phase from 1220-1420. 
1108 Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 204; DDZGHJ 220; DDZGJD, 269-270 
1109 ZKBQ 1278-1279. 
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By approximately 1730, Yijiangshan had been fully seized from the KMT by the forces 

of the PLA’s Zhedong Frontline Command.1110 Twenty minutes later, Zhedong Frontline 

Command ordered its troops on Yijiangshan to clear the battlefield and prepare for 

defensive operations.1111 Both the KMT and PLA suffered heavy casualties. During the 

battle 519 KMT troops were killed and 567 were captured.1112 Three KMT warships had 

been sunk and four were damaged.1113 Meanwhile, the PLA had suffered 393 troops 

killed and 1,024 injured, as well as six ships sunk, eight aircraft shot down and 19 aircraft 

damaged.1114 

 

RETROGRADE FROM DACHEN ISLAND AND ZHEJIANG PROVINCE 

The next day the KMT retaliated. Helpless to reverse the seizure of Yijiangshan, the 

KMT Air Force carried out two major air raids on 19 January against PRC naval ports at 

Shantou and Xiamen in an attempt to show resolve and another against Fuzhou on the 20 

January. At Shantou Port in Guangdong, 33 KMT aircraft alternately conducted 

reconnaissance and attacked boats and port infrastructure from morning until 

midafternoon.1115 At 0650, two KMT Air Force F-47 and two F-84 aircraft approached 

 
1110 Or alternately at 1720 (DDZGKJ) or 0200 on 1/19/1955 (ZZD, Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 

DDZGHJ) ZKBQ 1278-1279; ZZD 1077-1078; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 184; DDZGHJ 220; DDZGKJ 330. 
1111 ZJBQ9 1370-1371; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 204; DDZGJD, 270. 
1112 Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 192; JFJJS5 81; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 184; DDZGJD, 

270; DDZGKJ 330; ZJBQ9 1370-1371; ZZD 1077-1078. 
1113 JFJJS5 81. 
1114 Or 5 carriers, 3 cruisers, and 40 destroyers (Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan). Liang, et al., Duhai denglu 

zuozhan, 192; ZJBQ9 1370-1371; JFJJS5 81; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 184-185; DDZGHJ 220-221; DDZGKJ 
331-332. 

1115 Or 36 aircraft (ZZD). This is referred to in the literature as the Shantou 1.19 Air Defense Battle 
汕头一·一九防空战斗. Chenghai 澄海, Huanggang 黄岗. DDZGHJ 338-339, 691; XZJHJ 386; DDZGJD, 
359; ZZD 1078. 
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Chenghai near Shantou from the northeast near Huanggang. Two of the aircraft (likely 

the F-84), sought to distract the PLA AAA battalion guarding the port  while the other 

two flew over the port for low altitude reconnaissance.1116 In the skirmish, one F-47 

aircraft was shot down and the other three aircraft withdrew.1117 At 1240, twelve F-47 

aircraft attacked AAA positions. One was shot down, another damaged.1118 At 1330 a 

KMT RT-33 reconnaissance aircraft flew over the port, and at 1440 sixteen KMT F-47 

began to attack the port and the ships. In the attack, the KMT dropped 24 bombs sinking 

three barges and the Edendale, a United Kingdom-flagged merchant ship, as well as 

destroying a fuel tank and infrastructure.1119 In the raid, the KMT air force lost five 

aircraft and four were damaged.1120 Although Shantou had been the focus of recent KMT 

activity (on 1, 14, and 18 January) this was the largest air raid.1121 

 

Further up the coast in Fujian Province, the KMT Air Force attacked Xiamen in the 

afternoon of 19 January.1122 Starting at 1323, 32 F-84 aircraft in eight batches bombed 

 
1116 This is the Independent 2nd Battalion that was under the Southern China Military Region. ZZD 

1078; DDZGHJ 338-339. 
1117 ZZD 1078; DDZGHJ 338-339. 
1118 ZZD 1078; DDZGHJ 338-339. 
1119 The Edendale had transported 215 tons of cargo from Hong Kong the day before. DDZGHJ 

338-339; ZZD 1078. 
1120 ZZD 1078; XZJHJ 386. 
1121 On the 1 January the Independent 2nd AAA Battalion shot down one KMT Air Force F-47 

aircraft over Shantou. This is referred to in the literature as the Shantou 1.1. Air Defense Battle 汕头一·一
防空战斗. On both 14 and 18 January four F-84 fighter-bombers were dispatched for reconnaissance over 
Shantou port and airfield. ZZD 1078; DDZGHJ 338. 

1122 This is referred to in the literature as the Xiamen 1.19 Air Defense Battle 厦门一·一九防空战
斗. ZZD 1078. 
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targets. 1123 At 1425 one of the batches struck targets on Gulangyu Island, which resulted 

in the PLA’s 521st AAA Regiment shooting down an F-84.1124 

 

Needless to say, KMT coercive signals to halt actions against KMT forces on the 

remaining Zhejiang Coastal Islands went unheeded. Also on the same day, 19 January, 

bombers under Zhedong Frontline Command carried out a strike on Dachen Island. 

Although little is reported on the incident, bombers from both the PLAAF and Naval 

Aviation took part.1125 The KMT was unable to coerce PLA torpedo boats to not attack 

KMT’s Pao Ying gunboat, as it was sunk early next day on 20 January.1126 The PLA also 

sought to disrupt the KMT’s sea lines of communication between Dachen Island and 

Taiwan.1127 Accordingly, two torpedo boats from the 31st Torpedo Boat Squadron were 

dispatched to the sea area around Wupeng Islet to ambush any KMT naval vessels sailing 

from Dachen Island.1128 At 0315, the KMT’s Pao Ying gunboat and a Yung-class 

minesweeper sailed from the port on Dachen east to avoid PLA detection and coastal 

artillery. At 0447 one torpedo boat from the 31st Squadron fired a torpedo at the Pao 

Ying, damaging the vessel.1129 After the engagement, the two KMT boats continued on 

 
1123 ZZD 1078. 
1124 ZZD 1078. 
1125 The Naval Aviation bombers were from the 1st Division’s 1st Regiment. DDZGHJ 220; 

DDZGJD, 270-271. 
1126 Pao Ying 寶應. DDZGHJ 220; DDZGJD, 270-271; JFJJS5 81; ZZD 1078. 
1127 ZZD 1078.  
1128 One source reports that the 41st Torpedo Boat Squadron was also involved (ZZD). Wupeng 

Islet 五棚屿. ZZD 1078; DDZGHJ 220. 
1129 DDZGHJ 220; DDZGJD, 270-271; ZZD 1078. 
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their course towards Taiwan, though as the Pao Ying was completing its voyage and 

nearing Keelung Harbor, it sank.1130 

 

The following day on 20 January, twelve unidentified KMT Air Force aircraft bombed 

Fuzhou, dropping 10 bombs.1131 On 21 January, Taiwan’s cabinet, the Executive Yuan, 

begun debating whether to retrograde from Dachen Island, a move the KMT’s top 

commanders advocated for.1132 On 24 January, while the Executive Yuan was still 

deciding upon a course of action, PRC Premier Zhou Enlai made a public statement 

vehemently refusing a cease-fire resolution submitted by New Zealand to the United 

Nations Security Council.1133 By 26 January, a decision had been reached to withdraw 

from the Taizhou Islands of Dachen, Pishan, and Yushan. However, the KMT’s intent at 

the time was to continue to maintain an outpost on the Nanjishan Archipelago and 

thereby keep a toehold off Zhejiang Province’s coast.1134  

 

On 28 January the Formosa Resolution passed by the U.S. Congress authorized President 

Eisenhower to “secure” Taiwan and the Penghu Islands, enabling a broader range of 

 
1130 ZZD 1078; JFJJS5 81. 
1131 According to the literature, this resulted in 100 civilian deaths and 4,000 homes damaged 

(XZJHJ; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan) or 161 civilian deaths, 180 civilians injured, and 12,000 homes damaged 
(DDZGJD,). One source (Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan) provides the same totals as another (XZJHJ) but states that 
this incident occurred on 10 January not 20 January. XZJHJ 386; DDZGJD, 359; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 188. 

1132 David G. Muller, China as a Maritime Power, (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1983), 27. 
1133 Thomas E. Stolper, China, Taiwan, and the Offshore Islands, (Armonk, NY: M.E. Sharpe, 

1985), 74-75; J. H. Kalicki, The Pattern of Sino-American Crises: Political Military Interactions in the 

1950s, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1975), 146. 
1134 PLA sources state that Taipei made the decision on 5 February 1955 (DDZGJD, JFJJS). 

Stolper, China, Taiwan, and the Offshore Islands, 77; DDZGJD, 270-271; JFJJS 82. 
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actions than the language of the Mutual Defense Treaty.1135 With Congressional consent 

achieved, the U.S. military’s response was swift. According to PLA statistics the U.S. 

dispatched 57 ships, including six aircraft carriers, and conducted 2,200 aircraft sorties in 

the waters east of the Dachen Islands in a show of force (see appendix for U.S. forces 

participating).1136 Needless to say, this failed to coerce the PLA to end its campaign. 

 

Though the Zhedong Frontline Command was not immediately prepared to prosecute 

amphibious operations against Dachen Island, especially if U.S. forces were involved, it 

issued a preliminary order for such an assault on 30 January.1137 The same day, PLAAF 

bombers carried out another air strike on the island.1138 The next day Taipei requested 

U.S. military assistance to carry out the withdrawal. On 5 February, the U.S. Navy’s 

Seventh Fleet and U.S. Air Force’s Fifth Air Force were ordered to cover the KMT’s 

retrograde from the Dachen Islands.1139  

 

To this end a large U.S. military operation that was comprised of four task forces was 

carried out.1140 On 8 February Retrograde operations, coerced by the PLA, began from 

 
1135 For further background and a more detailed description of the debate, see: Stolper, China, 

Taiwan, and the Offshore Islands, 68-69; H.W. Brands, “Testing Massive Retaliation: Credibility and 
Crisis Management in the Taiwan Strait,” International Security, vol. 12, no. 4 (Spring 1988): 136-139; Li 
Xiaobing, “PLA Attacks and Amphibious Operations During the Taiwan Strait Crises of 1954-55 and 
1958,” in Mark A. Ryan, David M. Finkelstein, and Michael A. McDevitt, eds., Chinese Warfighting: The 

PLA Experience Since 1949, (Armonk, NY: M. E. Sharp, 2003), 156; Li Xiaobing, A History of the Modern 

Chinese Army, 145. 
1136 Or dozens of ships and 2,000 aircraft sorties (DDZGJD,). JFJJS5 81-82; DDZGJD, 270-271. 
1137 DDZGJD, 270-271; ZZD 1077-1078; JFJJS 82; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 185-186. 
1138 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 185-186. 
1139 DDZGHJ 222; JFJJS 82; XZJHJ 388; Muller, China as a Maritime Power,  27. 
1140 The operation included at least five aircraft carriers, 16 aviation squadrons, 17 surface 

combatants, 21 transport, cargo and landing ships, as well as numerous supporting vessels was prosecuted. 
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Dachen Island.1141 That same day Soviet Foreign Minister Vyacheslav Molotov provided 

assurances to the U.S. that the PLA would not oppose U.S. forces unless attacked.1142 

Over the next five days through the 12th, U.S. Task Force 76, the amphibious evacuation 

force, transported 15,267 civilians and 11,120 KMT troops as well as equipment and 

weaponry from the Dachen Islands.1143 During the retrograde, one landing ship tank, 

LST-1159 participating in Task Force 76, transported over 3,200 troops and civilians as 

well as ammunition and vehicles, making two trips between Dachen Island and 

Taiwan.1144 The entire withdrawal was carried out under the protection of Task Force 75, 

the surface action force and Task Force 77, the attack carrier strike force.1145  

 

Even though the PLA did not interfere with the retrograde itself, the operation was not 

without incident. On 9 February, a U.S. Navy AD-5W Skyraider from the aircraft carrier 

 
(see Appendix). JFJJS5 81-82; DANFS; Roy A. Grossnick, Dictionary of American Naval Aviation 

Squadrons: The History of VA, VAH, VAK, VAL, VAP and VFA Squadrons, vol. 1, (Washington, DC: Naval 
Historical Center, 1995), 20, 26, 33, 175, 182, 214, 218, 226, 248, 264, 320, 329, 375; DANFS; Samuel J. 
Cox, “H-029-3: A Brief History of U.S. Navy Cold War Aviation Incidents (Excluding Korea and 
Vietnam)” H-Grams, (Washington, DC: Naval History and Heritage Command, April 2019), accessed at: 
https://www.history.navy.mil/about-us/leadership/director/directors-corner/h-grams/h-gram-029/h-029-
3.html; Mark L. Evans and Roy A. Grossnick, United States Naval Aviation 1910-2010, vol. 2, 
(Washington DC: Naval History and Heritage Command, Department of the Navy, 2015); Jacob Van 
Staaveren, Air Operations in the Taiwan Crisis of 1958 (Washington, DC: USAF Historical Division 
Liaison Office, 1962): 6-7. 

1141 Gong Li, “Tensions across the Taiwan Strait in the 1950s: Chinese Strategy and Tactics,” in 
Robert S. Ross and Jiang Chiangbin, eds., Re-Examining the Cold War: U.S.-China Diplomacy, 1954-1973, 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Asia Center, 2001), 149; XZJHJ 391. 

1142 Muller, China as a Maritime Power, 27. 
1143 This included 8,630 tons of equipment, 166 artillery pieces, and 128 vehicles. PLA sources 

provide higher totals of 25,000 troops and 15,000 to 18,000 civilians evacuated, though they likely are 
totals from Dachen, Yushan, and Pishan Islands. Edward J. Marolda, Ready Seapower: A History of the 

U.S. Seventh Fleet, (Washington, DC: Naval History and Heritage Command, 2011), 42; “Washburn 
(AKA-108),” DANFS; DDZGHJ 222; DDZGJD, 270-271; XZJHJ 391; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 186-187. 

1144 “Tom Green County (LST-1159),” DANFS. 
1145 Marolda, Ready Seapower, 42. 
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Wasp (CVA-19) was shot down by PLA AAA while flying near PRC-held Songmen 

Island.1146 That same day, KMT forces also began a withdrawal from their positions on 

Pishan and Yushan Islands.1147 While this was occurring, the Zhedong Frontline 

Command was already preparing for a final showdown of Nanjishan Archipelago in 

Wenzhou Bay to the south.1148 From 9 to 13 February, PLA forces occupied the Beijishan 

Archipelago, Beilongshan Island in the north, and the Taishan Archipelago in the south to 

surround and lay siege to KMT forces there.1149  

 

By the end of the day on 12 February the KMT had fully withdrawn from the Taizhou 

Islands. The U.S. Navy’s Union (AKA-106) attack transport sailed and other into 

Keelung Harbor, Taiwan with the final batch of evacuees and materiel the next day, and 

the retrograde of the Taizhou Islands had been completed.1150 On the same day the PLA 

Navy’s Taizhou, Shipu, and Wenzhou Patrol Boat Squadrons escorted PLA ground 

forces from an unidentified unit to take possession of Dachen, Pishan, and Yushan 

Islands.1151 Taizhou Bay was now fully controlled by the PRC. 

 

 
1146 The crew of the aircraft were rescued by KMT patrol boats (Cox). Songmen Island 松门岛. 

Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 187; Cox, “H-029-3: A Brief History of U.S. Navy Cold War Aviation Incidents 
(Excluding Korea and Vietnam).” 

1147 XZJHJ 391. 
1148 Nanjishan Archipelago南麂山列岛. XZJHJ 391. 
1149 Muller reports that this happened on 2/15/55. Beijishan Island/Beijiangshan Archipelago 北麂

山岛/北麂山列岛, Beilongshan 北龙山, and Taishan Archipelago 台山列岛. DDZGHJ 222-223; XZJHJ 
391; Muller, China as a Maritime Power, 27. 

1150 “Union IV (AKA-106),” DANFS. 
1151 Or from 12-14 February (XZJHJ). XZJHJ 391; DDZGHJ 222. 
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To further tighten the noose around the Nanjishan Archipelago, which was the KMT’s 

last outpost in Zhejiang Province, the PLA transported a battalion of AAA to the Taishan 

Archipelago, approximately 60 kilometers south on 18 February 1955. As the Wenzhou 

Patrol Boat Squadron’s 2nd detachment was escorting landing ships carrying the AAA 

battalion to Taishan, it encountered two KMT Naval vessels, a Tai-class frigate and an 

An-class frigate at 0745.1152 During the skirmish, the two KMT ships took damage and 

eventually withdrew at 0855.1153 Later that day at 1140, apparently after the AAA 

battalion had disembarked but before it had begun operations, two KMT Air Force F-84 

jet fighter bombers flew over the Taishan Archipelago to attack. Boats of the Wenzhou 

Patrol Boat Squadron’s 2nd Detachment claimed the kill for one of the aircraft.1154 

 

Unable to coerce the PLA to not attack an unidentified PLA aviation unit or units 

bombed KMT positions on Nanjishan four days later on 22 February.1155 The same day 

Washington notified Taipei that it would not defend the archipelago.1156 Though 

Nanjishan was somewhat geographically closer to Taiwan, the same issues of having to 

rely on somewhat distant Taiwan-based air support meant that its lines of communication 

could be cut off and then be besieged. Beginning the next day until 25 February, the PLA 

coerced the KMT to withdraw. The retrograde included 2,200 civilians and 3,600 KMT 

 
1152 This is referred to in the literature as the Escort Battle North of the Taishan Islands 台山列岛

以北护航战斗. ZZD 1078-1079. 
1153 ZZD 1078-1079. 
1154 ZZD 1078-1079. 
1155 DDZGJD, 271; DDZGHJ 222-223. 
1156 Stolper, China, Taiwan, and the Offshore Islands, 77. 
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troops.1157 Though the KMT withdrawal occurred without U.S. defensive support, PLA 

forces did not intervene. On 26 February the Wenzhou Patrol Boat Squadron escorted a 

landing group containing two unidentified PLA battalions to Nanjishan to take up 

positions on the island.1158 The entirety of the Zhejiang Province coastline was now 

controlled by the PRC. Furthermore the PLA had coerced the KMT to change its strategy 

and end its campaign in Zhejiang. 

 

Far from ending the crisis, the consolidation of PRC control over the Zhejiang coast was 

the beginning of further strategic escalation by Washington. Indeed, the KMT retrograde 

from Dachen Island only focused stark attention on the strength of American resolve to 

prevent the seizure of Jinmen and Mazu by the PRC. Even though Washington had never 

explicitly committed to the defense offshore, nor was a PLA assault against either KMT 

outpost imminent, Secretary of State Allen Dulles made a vaguely worded nuclear threat 

in public remarks on 12 March 1955.1159 In the following weeks this threat was backed by 

further statements from Vice President Richard Nixon and even President Dwight 

Eisenhower emphasizing that the Administration’s distinction of differences in the usage 

of nuclear and conventional weapons had blurred.1160 The brinkmanship effectively 

 
1157 The retrograde potentially started as early as 2/18/55 (Muller). DDZGJD, 271; XZJHJ 391; 

Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 187; Muller, China as a Maritime Power, 27-28. 
1158 DDZGHJ 222-223; ZZD 1077-1078; XZJHJ 391; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 187; DDZGJD, 271. 
1159 At the time, Pacific Commander Admiral Felix Stump argued that the planning and 

preparation for an invasion of Mazu would require one month and an invasion of Jinmen would require two 
months by the PLA. Brands 1988 142-143; Stolper, China, Taiwan, and the Offshore Islands, 117-118; 
Ronald W. Pruessen, “Over the Volcano: The United States and the Taiwan Strait Crisis,” in Robert S. 
Ross and Jiang Chiangbin, eds., Re-Examining the Cold War: U.S.-China Diplomacy, 1954-1973, 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Asia Center, 2001), 97. 

1160 Brands, “Testing Massive Retaliation,” 142; Stolper, China, Taiwan, and the Offshore Islands, 
89-90. 
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ended in late April when Premier Zhou Enlai declared at the Bandung Conference in 

Indonesia that China did not seek war.1161  

  

 
1161 For further analysis on why the PRC ended the crisis see Gordon H. Chang, “To the Nuclear 

Brink: Eisenhower, Dulles, and the Quemoy-Matsu Crisis,” International Security, vol. 12, no. 4 (Spring 
1988), 117-122; Brands, “Testing Massive Retaliation,” 147. 
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First Taiwan Strait Crisis: Identification and Classification of Military Coercion 

 

Table 14. Identifying military coercion: First Taiwan Strait Crisis 

Battle Date Coercive Interaction Notes 2x2 
Jinmen 1/11/53 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 

attack 
artillery LH 

Xiamen 1/18/53 PLA fails to coerce KMT to not 
attack 

artillery LH 

Jinmen 1/18/53 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

artillery LH 

General 2/15/54 PLA fails to coerce KMT to change 
strategy 

to not start 
campaign 

LH 

Maotouyang Sea 
Battle (1) 

2/15/54 PLA fails to coerce KMT to not 
attack 

 
LH 

Maotouyang Sea 
Battle (1) 

2/16/54 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 
LH 

Maotouyang Sea 
Battle (1) 

2/16/54 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw 
 

HH 

Wuqiu Sea Battle 2/25/54 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw 
 

HH 
Wuqiu Sea Battle 2/25/54 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 

attack 
ships LH 

Wuqiu Sea Battle 2/25/54 PLA coerces KMT to commit more 
forces 

air support N/A  

Sanmen Sea Battle 3/18/54 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 
LH 

Sanmen Sea Battle 3/18/54 KMT coerces PLA to commit more 
forces 

air N/A 

Sanmen Sea Battle 3/18/54 PLA coerces KMT to commit more 
forces 

ships N/A  

Sanmen Sea Battle 3/18/54 KMT coerces PLA to withdraw ships HH 
Maotouyang Sea 
Battle (2) 

4/20/54 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw 
 

HH 

Maotouyang Sea 
Battle (2) 

4/20/54 PLA fails to coerce KMT to not 
attack 

 
LH 

Maotouyang Sea 
Battle (3) 

4/28/54 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw 
 

HH 

Maotouyang Sea 
Battle (3) 

4/28/54 KMT coerces PLA to commit more 
forces 

 N/A 

Maotouyang Sea 
Battle (3) 

4/28/54 PLA coerces KMT to commit more 
forces 

 N/A  

Maotouyang Sea 
Battle (3) 

4/28/54 PLA fails to coerce KMT to not 
attack 

 LH 

Dongji Sea & Air 
Battle 

5/15/54 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw ships HH 

Dongji Sea & Air 
Battle 

5/15/54 PLA fails to coerce KMT to not 
attack 

KMT air 
and ships 

LH 

Jinmen 9/3/54 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

artillery LH 
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Battle Date Coercive Interaction Notes 2x2 
Jinmen 9/22/54 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 

attack 
artillery LH 

Jinmen 9/23/54 PLA coerces KMT to commit more 
forces 

air support N/A  

Dachen 11/1/54 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

air strike LH 

Sinking Frigate Tai 

Ping 
11/14/54 KMT coerces PLA to withdraw  HH 

Sinking Frigate Tai 

Ping 
11/14/54 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 

attack 
 LH 

Dachen 1/10/55 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

air strike LH 

Sinking Tung Ting 1/10/55 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 LH 

Yijiangshan 1/18/55 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 LH 

Dachen 1/19/55 U.S. fails to coerce PLA to change 
strategy 

end 
campaign 

LH 

Dachen 1/19/55 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

air strike LH 

Pao Ying Gunboat 
Battle 

1/20/55 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

 LH 

Dachen 2/8/55 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw to stop using 
air units 

HH 

Dachen 2/8/55 PLA coerces KMT to change 
strategy 

end 
campaign 

HL 

Nanjishan 2/22/55 KMT fails to coerce KMT to not 
attack 

siege LH 

Nanjishan 2/22/55 PLA coerces KMT to withdraw  HH 
N/A indicates other patterns of coercion that are not predicted by the military coercion theory based on the 
two independent variables. These other patterns, however, interact and affect the patterns explained by the 
2x2 table. 
 
 
 
Seeking to raise the stakes for KMT presence in Zhejiang Province and on Jinmen, the 

PLA used both a coercive strategy of punishment and brute force strategy of island 

seizures and battles. These instances will be examined in further detail in Chapter 6.  
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Air and Artillery Confrontation Between Crises, 1955-1958 

 

The immediate aftermath of the KMT’s fairly sudden withdrawal from its remaining 

island outposts in Zhejiang Province in February led to a period of relative calm. Lasting 

from March 1955 to June 1958, this period is often unaddressed in the available 

literature. With very few coastal islands remaining in KMT possession (mainly Jinmen 

and Mazu) and an ambiguous U.S. security guarantee in place for those that were, no 

further island assaults by the PLA were attempted. During this time period the U.S. Navy 

began actively patrolling in the Taiwan Strait, so no maritime clashes occurred either. 

However, conflict in the air domain persisted. 

 

Far from ceasing entirely, conflict between the PLA and KMT continued during this 

period, albeit at a lower tempo and manifested in the form of aerial engagements and 

artillery bombardments. In form, though not intensity, these patterns foreshadowed the 

next well-known crisis period to come, what is commonly referred to as the Second 

Taiwan Strait Crisis. Once aerial engagement between the PLA and KMT resumed in 

April 1955, after a three-month hiatus, their occurrence was almost exclusively near 

military targets in Fujian and Guangdong Provinces. Air-to-air or ground-to-air 

engagements as well as three abovementioned artillery clashes around Jinmen were the 

only ways that military struggle was waged during this time period. The artillery clashes 

consisted of limited exchanges directed at Jinmen Island by the PLA in 1956 and 1957, 

and emanating from Jinmen Island by the KMT in 1956. 
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This was also a period of rapid modernization and change for the PLA. The continued 

development and strengthening of the PRC’s air defense system meant the ability of the 

KMT Air Force to operate over the mainland was increasingly tested. The advancements 

during this time period included the PLA’s building of a region wide radar network, 

construction of air bases, fielding improving fighter aircraft technology, pilot training, 

and increasing the number and deployment areas of air defense and aviation units.1162 The 

KMT countered these advances by using nighttime periods of darkness, both low and 

later high altitude flight, as well as new and more capable aircraft platforms (provided by 

the United States) to elude and evade PLA air defenses. Eventually however, the PLA’s 

ability to defend its own airspace was comprehensive enough that the environment for 

KMT Air Force air raid/air strike operations became increasingly risky. By July 1958, the 

KMT ceased these operations ceased all together.1163  

 

It is difficult to determine from the available sources the overall frequency of KMT air 

operations on or near the mainland and whether such operations were countered by PLA 

forces routinely or only occasionally. What we do know is that during this period of 

relative quiet, between March 1955 and July 1958, approximately 54 separate air 

engagements occurred, which can be grouped into two main categories: ground-based air 

defense operations and air combat. PLA ground-based air defense operations occurred a 

 
1162 In Fujian and eastern Guangdong Provinces the PLA built a radar network with 21 air defense 

radar stations. DDZGJD, 359; DDZGKJ, 334-336;  
1163 DDZGHJ 345. 
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recorded 38 times according to the Chinese literature. Such operations occurred that 

happened whenever PLA AAA units from the Air Defense Unit, the PLAAF, or the 

PLAN, engaged KMT aircraft flying over the mainland.1164 The second type are PLA 

defensive counter air operations, which occurred 16 times in the available literature. 

These engagements happened whenever PLA aviation units, either from the PLAAF or 

Naval Aviation, were involved in battle with KMT Air Force units either over the 

mainland or off the coast.1165  

 

Air Engagements, April-December 1955 

 

Following the KMT’s withdrawal from Zhejiang Province, the geographical area of 

conflict had again contracted significantly. With a few exceptions, all further armed 

engagements were largely confined to Fujian and Guangdong Provinces. This is not 

surprising as the KMT’s major remaining island outposts, Jinmen and Mazu, were both 

off the coast of Fujian Province, and Fujian itself is directly across the strait from 

Taiwan.1166 And as all of the KMT Air Force’s aviation units were located at air bases on 

 
1164 During this time period the PLA’s only ground based air defense capability was resident in a 

number of different types of AAA guns. It was not until 1959 that the first surface-to-air missile (SAM) 
unit began defending Beijing.  

1165 Interestingly these two operations did not appear to coincide together in any of the known 
instances, possibly because of the set-piece nature of PLA AAA deployments and their relatively limited 
range and possibly because PLA AAA units may accidentally hit PLA aviation units if engaged in the same 
fight. 

1166 Taiwan also held, and continues to hold minor outposts on the Wuqiu Islands (off Fujian), 
Pratas Reef roughly 250km off Guangdong, and Itu Aba Island in the Spratley Islands. 
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Taiwan proper, and later the Penghu Islands as well, it  difficult for the KMT Air Force to 

access airspace in other areas of the mainland.1167 

 

In early 1955, the PLA lacked the air base infrastructure in Fujian and eastern 

Guangdong to station aviation units. Furthermore, the PLA’s primary jet interceptor at 

the time, the MiG-15 fighter was limited in range and endurance. Without local air bases, 

the PLA was hamstrung to prevent KMT air raids and reconnaissance along its southeast 

coast. Indeed, the closest air base at this time was Luqiao Air Base in Zhejiang Province 

near Taizhou Bay. As a result, only the northernmost coastal area of Fujian Province, 

including Shacheng Port could be defended by air power. By the end of March, a Naval 

Aviation fighter division, strengthened by an additional reconnaissance regiment was 

stationed at Luqiao Air Base. As this was at the range limit of a MiG-15 stationed at 

Luqiao, a forward command post was set up in Shacheng to aid in identification and 

interception of incoming KMT aircraft.1168 

 

Without functioning air bases in Fujian and eastern Guangdong, AAA units were the 

PLA’s only means to counter invading KMT aircraft in this area. But these were limited 

point defenses that could be easily evaded by reconnaissance and special mission aircraft. 

Underscoring the seriousness of the matter, the PLA had deployed four AAA divisions to 

 
1167 Makung 馬公 Air Base on the Penghu Islands was established in 1957. While military 

transports regularly flew into Jinmen’s only airport, combat aircraft units were not stationed there as they 
would be subject to PLA artillery fire. Furthermore, Mazu’s two airports, Peikan 北竿 and Nankan 南竿 
were completed in 1994 and 2007, respectively. 

1168 This was the Naval Aviation’s 4th Division and the 4th Regiment of the 1st Division. DDZGHJ 
341; JFJJS5 231-232; DDZGJD, 356. 
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Fujian consisting of 12 AAA regiments.1169 These units were concentrated around 

important military and civilian infrastructure. 

 

Seeking to quickly end the permissive air environment KMT Air Force units enjoyed at 

that time, PLA engineering units were hurriedly constructing or rebuilding numerous air 

bases capable of jet aircraft operations in and near Fujian Province.1170 In Fujian this 

included: Fuzhou, Longtian, Zhangzhou, Jinjiang, Liancheng, Xiamen, and Hui’an air 

bases, and in Guandong this included Shantou air base.1171  

 

These efforts were hampered by an underdeveloped transportation infrastructure in the 

PRC province. Maritime coastal traffic was the primary means of transport for heavy 

materials and general trade. To partly address this issue, the first rail line in Fujian, the 

Yingxia railroad, was under construction from Yingtan to Xiamen.1172 However, as this 

railroad was not completed until 1957, defense construction materials were susceptible to 

interdiction when transported to Fuzhou and ports further south through the Minjiang 

estuary adjacent to KMT-held Mazu Islands.1173 

 

 
1169 JFJJS5 231-232. 
1170 To handle jet aircraft the runways needed to be at least 2,000 meters long. DDZGKJ 459; Xu, 

Jinmen zhi zhan, 209-210. 
1171 DDZGHJ 339-340, 343-344; DDZGKJ 459. 
1172 Yingxia railway 鹰厦铁路. DDZGHJ 339-340 
1173 PRC transports sailing south along the coast waited at Shachang Port until nighttime and then 

continued to Mawei Port 马尾港 (the port of Fuzhou) to evade KMT forces. Minjiang estuary 闽江口. 
DDZGHJ 339-340. 
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Military air base construction, as well as activity at already established area naval ports 

drew substantial reconnaissance attention from KMT air units. On 3 April 1955 an 

unidentified PLA AAA unit located in Jinjiang, nearby the under construction Jinjiang air 

base, engaged two KMT F-47 piston engine fighter aircraft. At 0930 the AAA unit shot 

down one KMT fighter and damaged the other.1174 Later that month on 24 and 26 April, 

Guangdong-based AAA units guarding the construction of Shantou Air Base engaged 

four KMT F-84 fighter bomber aircraft each of those days.1175 In the engagements two 

AAA regiments the Air Defense Unit reportedly shared credit for shooting down two F-

84 and damaging one.1176 

 

Following the renaming and reorganization of the East China Military Region to become 

the Nanjing Military Region, the East China Military Region Air Force Department was 

similarly reorganized and renamed the Nanjing Military Region Air Force (MRAF) in 

May.1177 As a result of the broader reorganization, the Nanjing MRAF gained operational 

control of air force units in nearby Jiangxi Province (from the former South Central 

Military Region) and relinquished control over air force units in Shandong Province to 

the new Beijing MRAF.1178 

 

 
1174 This is referred to in the literature as the Jinjiang 4.3 Air Defense Battle 晋江四·三防空战斗. 

ZZD 1079. 
1175 These are referred to in the literature as the Shantou 4.24 Air Defense Battle 汕头四·二四防

空战斗 and the Shantou 4.26 Air Defense Battle 汕头四·二六防空战斗. ZZD 1079, DDZGKJ 229. 
1176 Specifically the Air Defense Unit’s 537th and 553rd AAA Regiments. One source does not 

mention an F-84 being damaged (ZZD). ZZD 1079, DDZGKJ 229. 
1177 ZRJJS 552. 
1178 ZRJJS 552. 
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On 4 April, the first of four air combat engagements that year with the KMT Air Force 

occurred. All took place near Shacheng Port at the limit of the ability of Luqiao-based 

fighter aircraft to defend PRC airspace. After only a month of being deployment to 

Luqiao Air Base, two MiG-15bis fighter jets of the PLA Naval Aviation’s 10th Regiment 

engaged four KMT F-47 fighter aircraft near Shacheng Port on 4 May.1179  In the battle, 

one F-47 was damaged and all withdrew.1180 This was the last recorded occurrence of the 

KMT Air Force using the aged and outmatched F-47 piston engine fighter in combat with 

the PLA.  

 

At the end of the next month, air defense battles occurred on consecutive days at Sandou 

and Dongchong Ports. Both ports are located near the city of Ningde and west of the 

KMT-held Mazu Islands. Just beyond reach of Luqiao-based fighters, an unidentified 

PLA AAA unit supported by gunfire from PLA Navy patrol boats engaged eight KMT 

Air Force F-84 fighter bombers, in two batches, on 21 June over Sandou Port.1181 The 

next day on 22 June PLA AAA units and six Navy Patrol boats engaged four KMT Air 

Force F-84 fighter bombers over nearby Dongchong Port.1182 In both battles, one F-84 

was reportedly shot down.1183 

 

 
1179 DDZGHJ 342. 
1180 DDZGHJ 342. 
1181 Based on known deployment patterns, this AAA unit is likely subordinate to the Air Defense’s 

513th AAA Regiment (See appendix). ZZD 1079-1080, DDZGKJ 229. 
1182 ZZD 1080. 
1183 ZZD 1080. 
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Five days later on 27 June four Luqiao-based Naval Aviation 10th Regiment MiG-15s 

engaged four KMT Air Force F-84 fighter bombers near the Taishan Islands.1184 During 

the confrontation occurring at 0900, two F-84s were reportedly shot down.1185 

Anticipating that that the KMT Air Force would send a rescue plane to retrieve its 

downed pilots after the earlier of the two engagements, another four MiG-15 fighters 

were dispatched from Luqiao on an air patrol. They located and shot down a KMT PBY 

maritime patrol aircraft conducting a search and recovery operation.1186 Almost 

simultaneously to the first engagement, at 0926 nearby, a PLA Navy AAA unit fired at 

two F-84 aircraft conducting reconnaissance at Shacheng Port, reportedly shooting down 

one.1187 The next day, 28 June the same unit shot down another KMT Air Force F-84 also 

conducting reconnaissance near Shacheng Port.1188Another episode of air combat 

occurred less than a week later when four KMT Air Force F-84 fighter bombers near 

Shacheng Port were intercepted by four Naval Aviation MiG-15bis fighters.1189 Directed 

to the area of Beishuang Island by the Naval Aviation’s Shacheng command post, Naval 

Aviation pilots found and clashed with the KMT aircraft, damaging one F-84 and 

shooting down another at 1600 that afternoon.1190 

 

 
1184 This is referred to as the Taishan Islands 6.27 Air Combat 台山列岛六·二七空战. ZZD 1079; 

DDZGHJ 342. 
1185 ZZD 1079; DDZGHJ 342. 
1186 DDZGHJ 342-343. 
1187 The units were subordinate to the PLAN’s 5th AAA Regiment. This is referred to as the 

Shacheng 6.27 Air Defense Battle 沙埕六·二七防空战斗. ZZD 1080; DDZGHJ 340-341. 
1188 DDZGHJ 340-341. 
1189 This is referred to as the Beishuang Island 7.4 Air Combat 北礵岛七·四空战. ZZD 1079; 

DDZGHJ 343. 
1190 ZZD 1079; DDZGHJ 343. 
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During July and August 1955, PLA engineering units finished construction or renovation 

of five air bases for jet aircraft usage.1191 This included Fuzhou, Zhangzhou, Jinjiang, and 

Longtian Air Bases in Fujian Province and Shantou Air Base in Guangdong Province.1192 

Even with their completion, PLAAF and Naval Aviation were not deployed to these new 

frontline bases, possibly because most were so geographically close to Taiwan, the source 

of the KMT air power. Later in August, AAA units under the newly renamed Air Defense 

Force engaged KMT Air Force aircraft at Sandou.1193 In the morning of 20 August, one 

KMT Air Force F-84 aircraft was reportedly shot down after local AAA units engaged a 

group of four that was operating in the area.1194 

 

Almost four months without incident between the PLA and KMT passed. This ended in 

December 1955, a month that saw six PLA air defense clashes and one air combat 

engagement. On 13 December, air combat between Naval Aviation 10th Regiment fighter 

aircraft and KMT occurred again near Shacheng Port.1195 That afternoon at 1400, four 

Luqiao-based MiG-15bis fighters intercepted a group of six KMT Air Force aircraft, 

composed of F-84 fighter bombers and two F-86 fighters near Fuyao Island. One F-86 

was shot down in the encounter.1196 This is the first known instance of an encounter 

 
1191 According to one source, the average construction time for these air bases was four and a half 

months. DDZGKJ 459. 
1192 One source reports a completion date of July (DDZGHJ) another August (DDZGKJ) 1955. 

Fuzhou 福州, Zhangzhou 漳州, Jinjiang 晋江 (sometimes referred to as Quanzhou 泉州), Longtian 龙田, 
and Shantou 汕头. DDZGKJ 459, DDZGHJ 339-340, 343-344. 

1193 Specifically the Air Defense Unit 防空部队 became the Air Defense Force 防空军. ZRJJS 
558. 

1194 Likely from the Air Defense Force’s 513th AAA Regiment. ZZD 1079-1080. 
1195 This is referred to as the Fuyao Island 12.13 Air Combat 福瑶岛一二·一三空战. ZZD 1080. 
1196 ZZD 1080. 
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between the PLA and KMT Air Force F-86 aircraft. On the same day and into the next 

day, the KMT Air Force dispatched 12 F-84 fighter bomber aircraft in three batches to 

the Sandou Port area. During this air defense battle an unidentified PLA Air Defense 

Force AAA unit and PLA Navy patrol boat unit claim to have jointly shot down one 

KMT F-84 and damaged five.1197 

 

Five more air defense clashes occurred in December at Shacheng (12 December), 

Dongshan Island (19 December), Zhangzhou Air Base (19 December), Sandou Port (22 

December), and Shantou Air Base.1198 In these clashes, the KMT Air Force dispatched as 

many as ten F-84 fighter bomber aircraft. PLA Air Defense Force (Zhangzhou Air Base, 

Sandou Port, Shantou Air Base) and PLA Navy AAA units (Shacheng Port) and in one 

case along with the Navy patrol boat unit under the 31st Squadron (Dongshan Island) 

together claimed four F-84 shot down and three damaged.1199 

 

Artillery and Aerial Clashes, 1956 

 

 
1197 The unidentified AAA unit is likely from the 513th AAA Regiment. ZZD 1079-1080. 
1198 These battles are referred to in the literature as the Shacheng 12.16 Air Defense Battle 沙埕一

二·－六防空战斗, the Zhangzhou 12.19 Air Defense Battle 漳州一二·一九防空战斗, Sandou Port Air 
Defense Battle 三都港防空战斗, and the Shantou 12.28 Air Defense Battle 汕头一二·二八防空战斗. 
What appears to be a single battle (Dongshan Island) was given two separate entries in the same source 
(ZZD). Specifically the Dongshan 12.19 Air Defense Battle 

东山一二·一九防空战斗 and the Dongshan Port 12.19 Air Defense Battle 东山港一二·一九防空
战 seem to relate the same morning engagement that occurred on Dongshan Island between ten KMT F-84 
aircraft and PLA AAA and patrol boat units. ZZD 1079-1080.  

1199 ZZD 1079-1080; DDZGHJ 340-341. 
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In January 1956, the KMT and PLA traded artillery bombardments. While details on the 

incident are few, the KMT was unable to coerce the PLA to forgo an artillery attack. On 

19 January PLA Fujian frontline artillery units fired at KMT artillery positions on Jinmen 

Island. This was apparently in retaliation for shelling the KMT had recently carried out 

against Xiamen Island and Lianhe on the mainland.1200 KMT air activity coerced the PLA 

to commit additional air defense forces. In 1956, the PLA deployed an additional seven 

independent AAA regiments (totaling 17 AAA battalions), which increased the total 

number of AAA regiments to 19.1201 At the end of January some of these units were part 

of engagements against KMT Air Force F-84 fighter bombers on the 26 (Dongshan 

Island), 27 (Weitou) in Fujian and 30 (Shantou Air Base) January in Guangdong.1202 In 

these battles, the PLA AAA claims five F-84 kills and three damaged. 

 

KMT activity coerce the PLA to commit additional forces and increase aviation unit 

deployments in the surrounding provinces, it continued to avoid deployment of aviation 

units to Fujian Province. The PLAAF’s 18th Division was deployed to Huiyang Air Base 

east of Guangzhou in Guangdong Province during or shortly before the month of January. 

The 12th Fighter Division was deployed at some time before May to Quzhou Air Base in 

Zhejiang Province. Finally, the 9th Fighter Division was deployed Xincheng Air Base in 

southern Jiangxi Province at some point this year.1203 As with earlier the deployment of a 

 
1200 XZJHJ 428-429; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 192-193. 
1201 JFJJS5 231-232. 
1202 Referred to as the Dongshan 1.26 Air Defense Battle 东山一·二六防空战斗, Weitou 1.27 Air 

Defense Battle 围头一·二七防空战斗, Shantou 1.30 Air Defense Battle 汕头一·三〇防空战斗, 
respectively. ZZD 1081. 

1203 Huiyang 惠阳, Xincheng 新城, Quzhou 衢州. DDZGKJ 353-354; JFJJS5 232. 
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strengthened Naval Aviation division to Luqiao Air Base in Zhejiang Province in March 

1955, the slow but steady buildup of air power near the Taiwan Strait continued. Also of 

note, the PLAAF held a meeting of its MRAF chief of staff general officers from 18 to 24 

January to study and improve combat training.1204 

 

The newly deployed air divisions did not wait long to see combat. The PLAAF’s 18th 

Fighter Division intercepted a KMT Air Force F-86 fighter over Guangzhou in late 

January. On 31 January four MiG-15bis fighters of the 54th Regiment were dispatched 

from Huiyang Air Base. In the ensuing engagement with PLAAF aircraft, the F-86 pilot 

eluded his pursuers by flying to then British-held territory of Hong Kong nearby, and 

landed at Kai Tak International Airport.1205 Over the protest of the PRC’s Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs, the KMT Air Force pilot was allowed to return to Taiwan on 31 March 

and the F-86 aircraft was eventually shipped to Taiwan the following year.1206 The 18th 

Fighter Division again saw action on 29 March when multiple KMT Air Force F-86 

fighters flew near Huiyang.1207 On this occasion, an unknown number of PLAAF fighters 

were dispatched and engaged the KMT aircraft. In the ensuing clash one of the KMT’s F-

86 fighters was damaged.1208 

 

 
1204 XZJHJ 428-429; DDZGKJ 659. 
1205 XZJHJ 438-439; DDZGKJ 354-355. 
1206 XZJHJ 482; DDZGKJ 354-355. 
1207 DDZGJD, 359. 
1208 DDZGJD, 359. 
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In mid-April 1956, Shacheng Port in northern Fujian Province was again the site of aerial 

clashes between the PLA and KMT. On the morning of 12 April, four KMT Air Force F-

84 fighter bombers were carrying out reconnaissance around Shacheng and were engaged 

by the PLA Navy’s 5th AAA Regiment for six minutes, ending at 1024.1209 The PLA 

records one F-84 damaged and one shot down. Two days later on 14 April, Shacheng was 

the site of air combat between four Naval Aviation MiG-15s from Luqiao Air Base and 

four KMT Air Force F-84 fighter bombers.1210 At 0920 that day the Naval Aviation jet 

fighters shot down one F-84 and the rest withdrew into the clouds over the Mazu Islands. 

1211 

 

In May, PLA engineering units completed a second batch of air base construction or 

refurbishment for jet aircraft usage in Fujian Province. These included Liancheng, 

Hui’an, and Xiamen Air Bases, as well as the completion of a concrete runway at 

Longtian, which initially had a plate runway installed when opened the year before.1212 

Also around this time, the PLAAF’s 15th Fighter Division was deployed to Luqiao Air 

Base in Zhejiang, and interestingly appears to have shared the air base with the Naval 

Aviation’s 4th Fighter Division.1213 On 24 May and on 5 June, two air defense battles 

were waged by PLA AAA units guarding Shantou Air Base. In these battles, four AAA 

companies subordinate to two Air Defense Force AAA regiments battled with KMT Air 

 
1209 This is referred to as the Shacheng 4.12 Air Defense Battle 少埕四·一二防空战斗. ZZD 1081. 
1210 This is referred to as the Shacheng 4.14 Air Combat 沙埕四·一四空战. ZZD 1081; DDZGHJ 

344. 
1211 ZZD 1081; DDZGHJ 344. 
1212 Liancheng 连城, Xiamen 厦门, Hui’an 惠安. DDZGKJ 333, 459; DDZGHJ 339-340. 
1213 DDZGKJ 353-354, 354-355; JFJJS5 232; ZZD 1081, DDZGHJ 344. 
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Force F-84 fighter bombers.1214 Occurring at 0841 and 0834 respectively, the PLA 

records one F-84 shot down and one damaged in each engagement.1215 

 

Later that month, Air Defense Forces engaged four KMT Air Force F-84 fighter bombers 

near Pinghai.1216 On 20 June at 1144 units under the 64th AAA Division engaged four F-

84s and recorded one kill.1217 A few days later, a PLAAF MiG-17 recorded the first 

nighttime shoot down of a KMT aircraft.1218 At 2200 on 22 June, a KMT Air Force B-

17G approached the mainland at 2,000 meters in altitude and penetrated PRC airspace 

over Yuhuan Island in Zhejiang Province. The aircraft flew over numerous population 

centers on a mission to distribute propaganda leaflets on a route over Zhejiang, Anhui, 

and Jiangxi Provinces. At 0039 on 23 June the B-17G was spotted and shot down near 

Guangfeng, Jiangxi by a MiG-17 jet fighter based out of Quzhou Air Base.1219  

 

At the tail end of June, the KMT and PLA traded another artillery barrage, the first since 

the January exchange. Both sides were unable to coerce the other to not attack. In the 

morning of 28 June, KMT artillery positions on Jinmen Island fired at Xiaodeng, Dadeng, 

and Xiamen Islands, as well as Lianhe on the mainland. PLA artillery positions 

 
1214 These battles are referred to as the Shantou 5.24 Air Defense Battle 汕头五·二四防空战斗

and the Shantou 6.5 Air Defense Battle 汕头六·五防空战斗. ZZD 1081 
1215 ZZD 1081 
1216 This is referred to as the Pinghai·6.20 Air Defense Battle 平海六·二〇防空战斗. ZZD 1081-

1082. 
1217 Specifically, the 1st and 4th Companies of the 610th AAA Regiment and the 2nd and 5th 

Companies of the 622nd AAA Regiment. 
1218 This is referred to as the Guangfeng 6.23 Air Combat 广丰六·二三空战. ZZD 1082. 
1219 ZZD 1082; XZJHJ 445, 446; DDZGKJ 361-362, 659; DDZGJD, 363; ZKBQ 1282; JFJJS5 

233-234 
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responded with a barrage that lasted until noon. Seven PRC civilians were reportedly 

killed or wounded in the battle.1220 

 

In July the PLAAF’s 15th Fighter Division, a unit that had recently deployed to Luqiao 

Air Base in Zhejiang engaged in air combat. On 21 July at 1120, eight MiG-15bis 

fighters from the Division’s 45th Regiment were performing a patrol of maritime areas 

when they spotted an unspecified number of KMT Air Force F-86 fighters.1221 In the 

ensuing skirmish, one F-86 was shot down over waters near the Mazu Islands and two 

were damaged.1222 

 

In September and October 1956, Shantou Air Base was the setting for two PLA-KMT 

engagements. On 30 September Air Defense Force AAA units engaged four KMT Air 

Force F-84 fighter bombers.1223 PLA radar picked up the incoming KMT aircraft at 1614 

and at 1659 eight AAA companies shot down one F-84 and damaged another.1224 The 

next day on 1 October PLAAF and KMT Air Force engaged in air combat over Shantou 

Air Base.1225 Having recently traded in their MiG-15s for modern MiG-17 fighters since 

its prior combat in March, the PLAAF’s 18th Division’s 54th Regiment dispatched four of 

the jet aircraft from Huiyang Air Base to intercept four KMT Air Force F-84 fighter 

 
1220 XZJHJ 446; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 192-193. 
1221 This is referred to as the Sandou’ao 7.21 Air Combat 三都澳七·二一空战. ZZD 1082. 
1222 ZZD 1082; XZJHJ 447. 
1223 This is referred to as the Shantou 9.30 Air Defense Battle 汕头九·三〇防空战斗. ZZD 1082. 
1224 ZZD 1082. 
1225 This is referred to as the Shantou 10.1 Air Combat 汕头一〇·一空战. ZZD 1082. 
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bombers conducting reconnaissance over Shantou. In an engagement lasting 6 minutes 

and 20 seconds, one KMT F-84 fighter bomber was reportedly shot down.1226  

 

On 1 November, a PLAAF MiG-17 from the 3rd Fighter Division engaged a KMT Air 

Force C-46 transport aircraft.1227 Engaged in air dropping propaganda leaflets over the 

mainland, the KMT transport aircraft was shot down over Hangzhou in Zhejiang 

Province.1228  

 

In late December the PLAAF held a combat training work conference to study among 

other things how to further “explore its potential, improve its work methods, and improve 

flight-day utilization rate” [i.e., increase sortie generation]. It also participated in a joint 

service coastal defense campaign exercise held in Jinan Military Region in which it flew 

107 sorties.1229 

 

Air and Artillery Clashes, 1957 

 

In early 1957, the Central Military Commission decided to streamline the People’s 

Liberation Army and reduce the number of services from five (ground, sea, air, air 

defense, and public security) to only three (ground, sea, and air). As a result, on 21 

 
1226 ZZD 1082; XZJHJ 454; DDZGJD, 359; DDZGKJ 354-355. 
1227 This is referred to as the Xiaoshan 11.1 Air Combat 肖山一一·一〇空战. ZZD 1082. 
1228 ZZD 1082; XZJHJ 457; DDZGKJ 361-362, 659; DDZGJD, 363; JFJJS5 233-234. 
1229 The unnamed coastal defense exercise was held 14 to 26 December, 1956. XZJHJ 459-460. 
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February it was decided that the Air Defense Force and its headquarters would cease to 

exist and all units would be merged into the PLAAF.1230 This was a substantial change, 

requiring much of the rest of the year to implement. The service’s headquarters merged in 

Beijing in May, then subsequent efforts focused merging at the military region air force 

level in the latter half of the year. 

 

For the first half of 1957, Shantou in Guangdong Province was the only site where air 

engagements between the PLA and KMT Air Force took place. In late March and early 

April three air defense battles were waged by the PLA AAA units at Shantou Port and 

Air Base. On 22 March, four KMT Air Force F-84 fighter bombers flew at low altitudes 

near the Shantou Air Base.1231 Two AAA companies opened fire at 0912 shooting down 

one F-84 and damaging two.1232 A week later on 29 March, four KMT Air Force F-84 

fighter bombers in two batches began attacking ships at Shantou Port at 0935 and 1025, 

respectively.1233 In the engagement, a PLA Navy AAA battalion guarding the port 

recorded a kill.1234 Five days later on 3 April, four KMT Air Force F-84 fighter bombers 

were picked up on PLA air defense radar at 1043.1235 Five AAA companies shared credit 

for shooting down one F-84 and damaging another.1236 

 
1230 XZJHJ 462, 464. 
1231 This is referred to as the Shantou 3.22 Air Defense Battle 汕头三·二二防空战斗. ZZD 1082.  
1232 This was the 1st Company of the 537th AAA Regiment and the 4th Companyof the 532nd AAA 

Regiment. ZZD 1080; XZJHJ 468. 
1233 This is referred to as the Shantou 3.29 Air Defense Battle 汕头三·二九防空战斗. ZZD 1082. 
1234 This was the Independent 7th AAA Battalion. ZZD 1082; XZJHJ 468. 
1235 This is referred to as the Shantou 4.3 Air Defense Battle 汕头四·三防空战斗. ZZD 1082-

1083. 
1236 ZZD 1082-1083. 
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Also in April, the completion of the Yingxia Railroad line from Yingtan to Xiamen 

allowed for ground-based transport of heavy material to Fujian in general and specifically 

to the Xiamen area. This infrastructure proved essential for the 1958 artillery and aviation 

unit buildup that occurred leading to the Second Taiwan Strait Crisis. On 15 April, two 

KMT Air Force RF-84 reconnaissance aircraft were conducting aerial reconnaissance 

over the Shanghai and Hangzhou areas.1237 Responding to this intrusion of PRC airspace, 

a pair of Naval Aviation 2nd Division MiG-17s stationed at nearby Ningbo Air Base were 

dispatched to intercept. During the engagement, one RF-84 was shot down and the other 

withdrew.1238 The next month, on 7 May, the U.S. Air Force began to station nuclear-

tipped Matador missiles on Taiwan.1239 On 17 May, the headquarters of the PLAAF and 

Air Defense Forces officially merged.1240 

 

In mid-June an air defense battle occurred at Shantou with U.S. Navy aircraft from the 

USS Hornet (CVA-12) aircraft carrier. Leaving from Hong Kong at 0700 on 12 June, the 

Hornet had sailed east along the coast of the PRC.1241 At 1300 four U.S. Navy AD-6 

Skyraider aircraft flew over the coast near the Shantou area and were engaged by an 

 
1237 This is referred to as the Shanghai and Hangzhou Air Combat 沪杭空中战斗. XZJHJ 470. 
1238 XZJHJ 470. 
1239 XZJHJ 472; Kalicki, The Pattern of Sino-American Crises, 165 fn. 
1240 ZRJJS 557. 
1241 XZJHJ 474. 
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unidentified AAA unit.1242 During the engagement one AD-6 was lightly damaged.1243 

Though sources are somewhat unclear, it appears that the next day at roughly the same 

time, four KMT Air Force F-86 fighters flew over Shantou Port and were engaged by 

units under the PLA Navy’s Independent 7th AAA Regiment.1244 At 1313 that day, two 

of the four F-86 aircraft were reportedly shot down.1245 

 

Unable to coerce the PLA to not attack, on 24 June the PLA bombarded selected KMT 

positions near Jinmen Island with an artillery barrage.1246 At 0915 PLA artillery on 

Xiamen carried out the barrage focusing specifically on KMT Army 81st Division 

positions on Xiaojinmen Island, Dadan Island, Mengzhu Islet and other outcroppings 

west of Jinmen Island.1247 Unable to coerce the KMT to not respond in kind, the KMT 

launched its own barrage of 1,000 shells at the Lianhe district on the mainland. This tit-

for-tat artillery battle continued until 1800 that day with the PLA having fired 3,000 

shells. This attack killed more than 50 people, and also destroyed unknown numbers of 

KMT artillery positions and observation posts.1248 The rationale for this barrage on this 

 
1242 The aircraft were from the US Navy’s VA-145 unit. Not providing further specifics, a PLA 

source states that that the USN aircraft were of the “B-type naval attack aircraft.” (XZJHJ). XZJHJ 474; 
Grossnick, Dictionary of American Naval Aviation Squadrons, vol. 1, 212. 

1243 Both US and PRC official sources are in agreement about the major details of this incident. 
XZJHJ 474; Cox 2019. 

1244 One source states this engagement occurred on 12 June (ZZD) though this would have 
happened minutes after the engagement with US Navy aircraft. XZJHJ 474; ZZD 1083 

1245 It is unclear what type of mission the F-86 were carrying out, though it was possibly a 
reconnaissance mission of the AAA positions that engaged the USN aircraft. 

1246 This is referred to as the Fujian 6.24 Artillery Battle 福建六·二四炮战. ZZD 1083. 
1247 Menghu Islet 猛虎屿 is the official name of an islet that one PLA source (ZZD) refers to as 

Huzi Islet 虎子屿. Both Chinese terms literally mean Tiger Islet, which is how the small island is 
commonly referred to in English. 

1248 ZZD 1083. XZJHJ 482-483. 
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day according to PLA sources was the KMT’s low level firing of artillery at the mainland 

of five to 60 shells per day since the PLA initially shelled Jinmen Island on 3 September 

1954.1249  

 

In early July, three air defense battles took place, two at Shantou and the other at Xiamen 

Island. On the morning of 3 July at Chenghai, near Shantou, a AAA company engaged 

four KMT F-84 fighter bombers.1250 During the battle one F-84 was shot down. The next 

day on 4 July two KMT Air Force F-84 fighter bombers were engaged by a AAA 

battalion while flying over the city of Shantou.1251 One F-84 was reportedly shot down. 

Also that morning in Fujian Province, a PLA Navy AAA company engaged four KMT 

Air Force F-84 fighter bombers flying over the Zhenhai area of Xiamen Island.1252 After 

a one-minute battle one of the F-84 was shot down.1253 Two months later in September 

the Nanjing Air Defense force fully merged with the Nanjing Military Region Air 

Force.1254 

 

Rounding out the end of the year, two engagements occurred in November. The first was 

possibly the strangest reported engagement of this time period and occurred between a 

 
1249 XZJHJ 482-383. Also see ZZD 1075-1076; XZJHJ 367. 
1250 This is the 5th Company of the PLAAF’s 532nd AAA Regiment. This is referred to as the 

Chenghai 7.3 Air Defense Battle 澄海七·三防空战斗. ZZD 1083. 
1251 This is the PLAN’s Independent 7th Battalion. This engagement is referred to as the Shantou 

7.4 Air Defense Battle 汕头七·四防空战斗. ZZD 1083. 
1252 This was the 160th Company of the PLAN’s 5th AAA Regiment. ZZD 1083. 
1253 ZZD 1083. 
1254 ZRJJS 552. 
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PLA Navy searchlight unit and a B-26C bomber on 5 November.1255 While flying near 

Luqiao at 2030, the PLAN unit appears to have blinded the pilot as the plane was heading 

toward its position.1256 The B-26C subsequently crashed into a seawall on a nearby 

beach, killing two of the five crewmembers onboard. The second occurred on the 

morning of 24 November, when four KMT F-84 fighter bombers were tracked flying 

from Taiwan over the Penghu Islands towards Shantou in Guangdong.1257 The aircraft 

abruptly changed course towards to fly up the coast in Fujian Province. As they neared 

Houtoushan, they were engaged by a PLAAF AAA company and one aircraft was shot 

down.1258 

 

Calm before the Storm, January-July 1958 

 

At the beginning of 1958 three Naval Aviation fighter divisions were redeployed in 

seemingly round-robin fashion, presumably to broaden unit combat experience and their 

knowledge of different areas operation. Accordingly, the 4th Fighter Division at Luqiao 

Air Base was transferred to Luiting Air Base in Shandong Province. In its place, the 2nd 

Fighter Division was deployed to Luqiao Air Base from Ningbo Air Base. Rounding out 

the transfer, the 6th Fighter Division was deployed to Ningbo Air Base from Luting Air 

Base.1259  

 
1255 This is referred to as the Luqiao 11.5 Air Defense Battle 路桥一一·五防空战斗. ZZD 1083. 
1256 The unit credited with the kill is the 321st Station of the 1st Searchlight Battalion. ZZD 1083. 
1257 This is referred to as the Hutou Mountain 11.24 Air Defense Battle 虎头山一一·二四防空战

斗. ZZD 1083. 
1258 This was the 7th Company of the 513th AAA Regiment. ZZD 1083. 
1259 DDZGHJ 345. 
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The 6th Fighter Division saw combat almost immediately. On 18 January four Naval 

Aviation J-5s, a domestically produced variant of the MiG-17, from the division’s 18th 

Regiment, were dispatched to intercept two KMT F-86 fighters and two KMT RF-84 

reconnaissance aircraft conducting coastal reconnaissance nearby.1260 The ensuing 

engagement took place over the East China Sea southeast of Dinghai and resulted in 

damage to two of the KMT aircraft, which then withdrew from battle.1261 

 

The next month saw three air defense battles and one air combat engagement between the 

PLA and KMT. On 3 February, two unidentified AAA companies on Xiyang Island near 

Sandou Port engaged four KMT Air Force F-84s that had flown towards the mainland via 

Pingtan Island at 1238 and then north towards the Huangpu Peninsula attacked nearby 

shipping.1262 One F-84 was shot down and another two were damaged.1263 On the same 

day and almost concurrent with this engagement, another air defense battle occurred 

further south along the Fujian coast near Longtian Air Base.1264 At 1410 three batches of 

two KMT Air Force RF-86 and RF-84 aircraft were conducting reconnaissance and were 

engaged by an AAA platoon subordinate to the 521st AAA Regiment.1265 One KMT 

aircraft was shot down over Dongluo Island.1266 

 
1260 DDZGHJ 345-346. 
1261 DDZGHJ 345-346. 
1262 They were likely subordinate to the PLAAF’s 513th AAA Regiment. This is referred to as the 

Xiyang Island, Huangpi Peninsula 2.3 Air Defense Battle 西洋黄岐二·三防空战斗. ZZD 1083. 
1263 ZZD 1083; XZJHJ 405. 
1264 This is referred to as Longtian 2.3 Air Defense Battle 龙田二·三防空战斗. ZZD 1083-1084. 
1265 This was the 3rd Squad of the 3rd Company. 
1266 Dongluo Island 东洛岛. ZZD 1083-1084. 
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On 11 February four KMT Air Force F-84 fighter bombers were engaged by a unit under 

the PLA Navy’s Independent 5th AAA regiment and three PLA Navy patrol boats as they 

flew near Dongchong Port.1267 During the clash, a AAA battalion and the patrol boats 

share claim to shooting down one F-84 and damaging another.1268 A week later on 18 

February, the recently redeployed Naval Aviation 4th Fighter Regiment engaged a KMT 

Air Force high altitude reconnaissance aircraft over the Shandong Peninsula.1269 On 18 

February a pair of 10th Regiment J-5 fighters were dispatched to intercept a KMT Air 

Force RB-57A reconnaissance aircraft flying nearby.1270 Climbing to 15,600 meters (over 

51,000 feet), the J-5s spotted reconnaissance plane, and on the second attempt, shot it 

down near Qianliyan Island.1271 This ended the KMT Air Force’s experiment with this 

variant of the aircraft.1272 The KMT Air Force would later field the RB-57D, a variant 

that could fly at an altitude of 20,000 meters (over 65,000 feet), safely outside the flight 

envelope of the PLA’s fighter inventory at the time.1273 

 

Another air combat engagement occurred two months later on 21 April. That night, a 

MiG-17PF from the PLAAF’s 12th Fighter Division at Quzhou Air Base was dispatched 

 
1267 ZZD 1080. 
1268 The 1st AAA Battalion. ZZD 1080. 
1269 This is referred to as the Shandong Peninsula 2.18 Air Defense Battle 山东半岛二·一八防空

战斗. ZZD 1084. 
1270 XZJHJ 502; ZZD 1084; DDZGKJ 372; JFJJS5 235; DDZGJD, 366-367 
1271 Qianliyan Island 千里岩岛. ZZD 1084; XZJHJ 502; DDZGJD, 366-367. 
1272 JFJJS5 235; DDZGJD, 366-367. 
1273 This is above the MiG-19’s ceiling of 17,500m, but not, as the KMT Air Force would soon 

find out, outside of SA-2 SAM range. DDZGKJ 372-373. 
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to intercept a KMT Air Force B-17 flying over Jiangxi Province.1274 Even though this 

variant of MiG was equipped with an onboard radar, the B-17’s low flying altitude was 

outside the radar’s performance specifications. The MiG-17PF was instead guided to the 

KMT aircraft’s position and engaged, reportedly damaging it but unable to track it further 

to shoot it down.1275 Two days later, four KMT Air Force F-84 fighter bombers were 

engaged by PLA Navy AAA forces near Weitou.1276 In the clash lasting two minutes, one 

AAA company shot down an F-84.1277 

 

From 7 to 17 May the PLAAF held a conference convened in Guangzhou focusing on air 

defense combat.1278 Shortly thereafter on 6 June, the PLAAF held a work meeting at an 

unidentified location to improve combat effectiveness, training methods, and flight 

safety.1279 One last air combat clash during this period occurred on 17 June.1280 At 1730 

in the evening, four KMT Air Force RF-84 reconnaissance aircraft were flying over 

Liancheng County in Fujian Province in two batches.1281 Four PLAAF 9th Fighter 

Division MiG-15bis fighters from Xincheng Air Base in Jiangxi Province were 

dispatched to intercept. The KMT aircraft attempted to withdraw but were pursued at 

 
1274 DDZGKJ 364. 
1275 DDZGKJ 364. 
1276 This is referred to as the Weitou 4.23 Air Defense Battle 围头四·二三防空战斗. ZZD 1084. 
1277 This was the 150th Company under the PLAN’s Independent 5th AAA Regiment. ZZD 1084. 
1278 DDZGKJ 660. 
1279 XZJHJ 510. 
1280 This is referred to as the Zhangping 6.17 Air Combat 漳平六·一七空战. ZZD 1084. 
1281 XZJHJ 510. 
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high speeds and low altitude by the PLAAF fighters. In the pursuit, one KMT RF-84 

crashed into a mountain in Zhangping County.1282 

 

Aerial and Artillery Confrontation: Identification and Classification of Military 

Coercion 

 

Table 15. Identifying military coercion: Aerial and artillery confrontation 

Battle Date Coercive Interaction Notes 2x2 
Jinmen 1/19/56 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 

attack 
artillery LH 

Xiamen & 
Lianhe 

6/1/56 KMT coerces PLA to commit more 
forces 

AAA units N/A 

Guangdong, 
Jiangxi, 
Zhejiang 

6/1/56 KMT coerces PLA to commit more 
forces 

Aviation units at 
Huiyang, Quzhou, 
Xincheng 

N/A 

Xiamen, 
Dadeng, 
Lianhe 

6/28/56 PLA fails to coerce KMT to not 
attack 

artillery LH 

Jinmen 6/24/57 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

artillery LH 

Xiamen 6/24/57 PLA fails to coerce KMT to not 
attack 

artillery LH 

Air Battles 7/1/58 PLA coerces KMT to change 
strategy 

to end campaign of 
mainland air strikes 

HL 

Xiamen, 
Dadeng, 
Lianhe 

6/28/56 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

artillery LH 

N/A indicates other patterns of coercion that are not predicted by the military coercion theory based on the 
two independent variables. These other patterns, however, interact and affect the patterns explained by the 
2x2 table. 
 
 
 
Seeking to control its airspace and respond to KMT artillery strikes, the PLA pursued a 

brute force and coercive strategies. As the analysis highlights, various instances of 

attempted military coercion occurred during this campaign at the strategic, operational, 

 
1282 DDZGKJ 354-355; ZZD 1084; XZJHJ 510. 
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and tactical levels by both PLA and KMT forces. These instances will be examined in 

further detail in Chapter 6. 
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The (Second) Taiwan Strait Crisis (1958) 

 

It was always a matter of when, not if, the PLA would take control of the PRC’s airspace 

in Fujian and eastern Guangdong Provinces. With air base and other infrastructure now 

complete, Mao Zedong formally committed the PLAAF on 18 December 1957 to carry 

out this mission in the coming year.1283 Immediately, a plan to transfer the air force into 

the province was drafted by the PLAAF and Fuzhou Military Region in January.1284 

Based on a variety of factors, an additional plan to carry out an artillery bombardment 

blockade of Jinmen was formally reported to the CMC on 27 April by its drafters, Fuzhou 

Military Region Commander Guo Xianchu and Political Commissar Ye Fei.1285 At the 

time, these factors included the continuing air attacks against military targets by the KMT 

and the KMT’s continued dispatch of armed groups on the mainland under the slogan of 

“counterattacking the mainland.”1286 Most of all, however, the Party Central Committee 

and the CMC were concerned that U.S. support for Taiwan was creating momentum 

towards an eventual two-state “two Chinas” solution.1287 

 

With the decision to achieve air superiority in Fujian and an artillery blockade of Jinmen 

already made, the PRC’s leadership patiently waited for the right international crisis to 

come along. Ideally such a crisis would distract the U.S. so the PRC could catch it off 

 
1283 JFJJS5 215; DDZGJD, 385; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 211. 
1284 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 211. 
1285 DDZGJD, 385-386; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 196; JFJJS5 215. 
1286 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan,  195-196. 
1287 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan,  196. 
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guard. The 1958 Lebanon Crisis, was exactly such a crisis as it pitted pro-western and 

pro-socialist camps against each other and involved a military intervention by the United 

States.1288 On July 15, U.S. Marines landed in Beirut.1289 With a pretext for conflict 

through issue linkage from the PRC’s perspective in hand, the PRC formally demanded 

the withdrawal of U.S. forces the next day.1290 The following day, on 17 July, Mao 

Zedong ordered the shelling of Jinmen to proceed.1291  

 

To do all of this, plans needed to be created and headquarters established. The CMC 

immediately convened a special meeting on 18 July and determined the general course of 

action: to shell Jinmen and Mazu on 25 July and for the PLAAF units to deploy in Fujian 

Province to achieve air superiority on 27 July.1292 That same day the Air Force decided to 

set up a headquarters in the Fuzhou Military Region, the Fuzhou Military Region Air 

Force, to be staffed by PLAAF 5th Corps personnel with substantial wartime experience 

of running the air war in Korea.1293 The next day, Fuzhou Military Region Political 

Commissar Ye Fei was appointed commander of the Fuzhou Military Region’s Frontline 

Command, often referred to as the Fujian Frontline Command.1294 Furthermore, the 

PLAAF and PLAN issued operational pre-orders for military actions to relevant units.  

 

 
1288 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 200. 
1289 JFJJS5 215-216. 
1290 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan,  203. 
1291 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan,  211; JFJJS5 216. 
1292 DDZGKJ 334; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 205; JFJJS5 216-217. 
1293 DDZGKJ 334, 336. 
1294 DDZGJD, 389. 
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Momentum built quickly from that point forward. The next day on 20 July the Fuzhou 

Frontline Command under Ye Fei held a conference in Xiamen to determine the units to 

be involved in the shelling and the disposition of artillery units.1295 That night a typhoon 

wreaked havoc on Fujian Province and surrounding areas for the next 19 days, damaging 

among other things, a strategic bridge at Quanzhou on the road serving as the major 

coastal artery.1296 Needless to say, this delayed movement of frontline ground units to 

standby positions. 

 

The aviation forces also began to organize. On 22 July, the PLAAF’s 5th Corps 

headquarters staff had arrived in Typhoon-struck Jinjiang and quickly got to work to set 

up a command post.1297 On the same day, two PLAAF fighter regiments flew to their 

staging sites at Xincheng (Jiangxi) and Huiyang (Guandong) while incoming artillery 

units deployed to the military region also reached their standby positions.1298 At midnight 

on 25 July the Fuzhou Military Region Air Force command post in Jinjiang formally 

began operations.1299 At dawn the next day, the artillery units had moved to their launch 

positions from their standby-positions only one day after the original plan for shelling 

 
1295 DDZGJD, 389; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 215. 
1296 DDZGKJ 334-335; ZKBQ 1280; DDZGJD, 389-390, 393; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 213, 217; 

JFJJS5 217. 
1297 DDZGKJ 336. 
1298 The PLAAF’s 1st Fighter Regiment (1st Division) flew to Xincheng Air Base and the 54th 

Fighter Regiment (18th Division) flew to Huiyang Air Base. DDZGJD, 391; JFJJS5 217; DDZGKJ 334-
335; ZKBQ 1280. 

1299 DDZGKJ 336; DDZGJD, 391; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 211. 
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had intended.1300 However, an order for battle had not been issued and on 27 July, a letter 

from Mao Zedong to Peng Dehuai had the effect of postponing the artillery blockade.1301  

 

First Phase of Air Operations: Achieve Air Superiority 

 

As the KMT was unable to coerce the PLA otherwise, the PLA’s first phase of operations 

to achieve air superiority in Fujian and eastern Guangdong commenced on 27 July.1302 At 

that time, the two PLAAF fighter regiments flew from the staging areas to Liancheng 

(Fujian) and Shantou (Guangdong) Air Bases.1303 To take up their new positions covertly, 

both fighter regiments flew at a low altitude and maintained radio silence throughout the 

flight.1304 Meanwhile aviation forces stationed further north at Quzhou and Luqiao Air 

Bases in Zhejiang created a diversion through intense periods of air activity.1305 That 

same day the CMC issued rules of engagement to frontline aviation units, stating that: 1) 

they were to not conduct air operations over maritime areas, 2) that as long as the KMT 

did not bomb the mainland, they were not to bomb Jinmen or Mazu, and 3) that they 

could not attack any U.S. aircraft, unless it was flying over PRC airspace.1306 

 

 
1300 DDZGJD, 39-. 
1301 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 206-207. 
1302 This is referred to as Operations to Capture Air Supremacy in Fujian and Guangdong 夺取福

建和粤东沿海制空权作战. ZZD, 1085; DDZGKJ 334. 
1303 DDZGKJ 335-336, 341; ZKBQ 1280; DDZGJD, 388, 391; JFJJS5 216-217; XZJHJ 513. 
1304 DDZGKJ 336-336; JFJJS5 217; ZKBQ 1280. 
1305 DDZGKJ 336-336. 
1306 One source states that these rules of engagement were not released until 13 August 1958 

(DDZGKJ). JFJJS5 218-219 DDZGKJ 341. 
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Two days later, the new deployment was put to the test when four KMT Air Force F-84G 

fighter bombers flew near Shantou at 1100.1307 Four MiG-17P fighter aircraft from 

Shantou Air Base were dispatched and engaged.1308 During the ensuing battle taking only 

three minutes, two KMT aircraft were shot down over Nan’ao Island and one was 

damaged.1309 Recognizing that airspace over Fujian and eastern Guangdong airspace was 

not as permissive as it once was, the KMT Air Force responded, according to PLA 

sources, by conducting an astounding 100 reconnaissance sorties per day over the 

strait.1310 The increased reconnaissance activity and the difficulty of moving naval ships 

to Xiamen without detection of KMT forces on Jinmen, forced the PLA Navy to think 

outside the box. Around the same time, it moved an entire squadron of torpedo boats via 

the Yingxia railway, and concealed the train’s movement and the boat’s presence as 

cargo on the train.1311 

 

Air combat engagements and the PLA’s preparations for conflict continued to intensify. 

On 4 August, a third fighter regiment was deployed to the area, having been dispatched to 

Zhangzhou Air Base.1312 A day later, three high-speed gun boats units from Sandou’ao 

 
1307 This is referred to as either Three-to-Zero Air Combat 三比零空战, later made into a movie of 

the same name by the PLA’s 81 studios, or alternately the or the Nan’ao Island 7.29 Air Combat 南澳岛七·
二九空战. ZKBQ 1280-1281, DDZGKJ 337-340, ZZD 1085. 

1308 These MiG-17 fighters were from the PLAAF’s 54th Fighter Regiment, 18th Division. ZKBQ 
1280-1281. 

1309 ZKBQ 1280-1281; ZZD 1085; ZRJJS 554; XZJHJ 513; DDZGKJ 342, 660; DDZGJD, 391-
392. 

1310 DDZGKJ 342; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 213. 
1311 The torpedo boats were from the 1st Torpedo Boat Squadron of the 6th Flotilla. DDZGJD, 393; 

JFJJS5 218; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 217. 
1312 This is the PLAAF’s 27th Fighter Regiment of the 9th Division. DDZGKJ 335-336, 341; ZKBQ 

1280; JFJJS5 217. 
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sailed to Pingtan Island, Quanzhou, and Xiamen to take up position.1313 On the following 

day (6 August), a fourth fighter regiment was deployed to Liancheng Air Base.1314 

Having been on station for only three days, the PLAAF fighter regiment deployed to 

Zhangzhou Air Base clashed with KMT Air Force aircraft on 7 August.1315 During this 

engagement, eight PLAAF J-5s were dispatched to intercept ten KMT Air Force aircraft, 

composed of eight F-86 fighters providing cover to two RF-84 reconnaissance aircraft 

engaged in conducting reconnaissance of Jinjiang and Hui’an Air Bases.1316 After five 

minutes of combat, one KMT aircraft was damaged, and all KMT aircraft withdrew.1317 

 

On 10 August, a Naval Aviation fighter regiment was given an emergency order to 

deploy immediately from Luiting Air Base to Fujian Province.1318 In the morning of 13 

August, it arrived at Fuzhou Air Base. A PLAAF fighter regiment was concurrently 

deployed to Longtian Air Base.1319 This completed the initial phase in which six fighter 

regiments were deployed to frontline air bases in Fujian and Guangdong Provinces.1320 In 

addition another eleven regiments were deployed to second line air bases. Over 520 

 
1313 Three zhongdui. Specifically, Pingtan Nianggong 平潭娘宫, Quanzhou Houzhu, 泉州后渚, 

Xiamen Zhugang 厦门诸港. JFJJS5 218. 
1314 This was the PLAAF 3rd Fighter Regiment of the 1st Division. ZKBQ 1280, DDZGKJ 341; 

JFJJS5 217. 
1315 ZZD 1085; JFJJS5 219. 
1316 DDZGKJ 342; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 213-214. 
1317 DDZGKJ 342. 
1318 This is Naval Aviation’s 10th Fighter Regiment of the 4th Division. DDZGHJ 347, 366-367. 
1319 This is the PLAAF’s 46th Fighter Regiment of the 10th Division. DDZGKJ 335-336, 341; 

ZKBQ 1280. 
1320 DDZGKJ 335-336, 341; ZKBQ 1280. 
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fighters were now in or near the area and these were composed mostly of modern MiG-

17 and J-5 type fighter aircraft.1321  

 

The two most recently deployed regiments were immediately flung into combat. The 

Naval Aviation fighter regiment engaged in air combat on the same day of its 

deployment. At noon, ten KMT Air Force aircraft (two RF-84 reconnaissance aircraft 

covered by eight F-86 fighters) were conducting reconnaissance near Fuzhou Air 

Base.1322 Four MiG-17s were dispatched to engage and in the ensuing combat, two of the 

RF-84 aircraft were damaged.1323 The next day on 14 August, a large aerial clash 

occurred near Pingtan Island.1324 In this battle eight MiG-17 fighters from the recently 

deployed PLAAF regiment to Longtian Air Base were dispatched to intercept eleven or 

twelve KMT Air Force F-86 fighters flying over Fuzhou.1325 During the battle that 

occurred at 1031, a PLAAF MiG-17 was shot down while KMT Air Force lost two F-86 

fighters and had one damaged.1326 Concurrently, approximately one dozen additional 

KMT Air Force F-86 fighters were also carrying out operations over other areas of Fujian 

Province.1327  

 

 
1321 ZKBQ 1280; DDZGKJ 341. 
1322 One source states that the KMT had dispatched 12 F-86 fighters in addition to the two RF-84 

aircraft (Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan). DDZGKJ 343; DDZGHJ 347; JFJJS5 219; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 214;  
1323 DDZGKJ 343. 
1324 This is referred to as the Pingtan Island 8.14 Air Combat 平潭岛八·一四空战. ZZD 1085. 
1325 Most sources state that only 11 F-86 fighters were involved in the battle (Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 

DDZGKJ, ZKBQ, JFJJS5) though one source states 12 (ZZD). This was the 46th Regiment of the 16th 
Fighter Division. ZZD 1085; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 214; DDZGKJ 343; ZKBQ 1281-1282; JFJJS5 219. 

1326 One source states that the engagement occurred at 1039 (DDZGKJ) ZZD 1085; XZJHJ 518; 
Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 214; DDZGKJ 343, 661; ZKBQ 1282. 

1327 ZKBQ reports 11, ZZD reports 14. ZKBQ 1281; ZZD 1085. 
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Rounding out this period, an unidentified PLA aviation unit engaged with unidentified 

KMT Air Force aircraft and damaged one.1328 This engagement ended the first phase of 

air operations, in which the PLA achieved its goal enacting air superiority over Fujian 

and eastern Guangdong Province.1329 During this period, which lasted from 29 July to 22 

August, Chinese sources state that PLA aviation units conducted 1,077 total sorties in 

255 batches, achieving an average operations tempo of approximately 43 sorties and 10 

batches per day.1330 

 

Shelling KMT-held Jinmen Island 

 

With control of the skies and the artillery and other units at their forward positions, 

everything was now set for the blockade. On 20 August Mao Zedong made a decision to 

narrow the scope of operations and concentrate PLA efforts only to attack and blockade 

Jinmen, rather than also initiate operations against Mazu.1331 The next day the CMC gave 

the order to the Fujian Frontline Command to begin a large scale artillery bombardment 

on 23 August.1332 The KMT was unable to coerce the PLA to change its strategy and 

forgo this campaign. That afternoon was sunny and the sea was calm as the frontline took 

off the covers and carried out the other tasks to make the artillery pieces operational.1333  

 

 
1328 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 214-215. 
1329 ZKBQ 1280; DDZGKJ 342. 
1330 DDZGKJ 343; ZKBQ 1280-1281. 
1331 DDZGJD, 393-394; JFJJS5 220; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 224. 
1332 DDZGJD, 390-391, 394; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 194, 224 
1333 DDZGJD, 395. 
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FIRST SHELLING: 23 AUGUST ARTILLERY BOMBARDMENT 

 

Uncoerced by the KMT, at 1730 Yi Fei issued the order to begin the assault.1334 

Immediately, red signal flares were launched as the sign to all frontline units. In unison 

artillery batteries containing 459 artillery pieces of the PLA’s 36 artillery battalions and 

PLA Navy’s 6 coastal artillery battalions roared to life.1335 They hit the Jinmen Defense 

Headquarters, observation posts, barracks and the port area.1336 Unable to coerce the 

KMT to not respond in kind, KMT artillery counter attacked. Twenty minutes later KMT 

artillery positions on Jinmen began to return fire, firing over 2,000 shells in response.1337 

In the battle, which lasted for over two hours, the PLA fired over 30,000 shells at targets 

on Jinmen Island, of which coastal artillery fired more than 2,600 shells.1338 In the 

immediate aftermath, 600 KMT troops were killed or injured, one KMT Navy’s transport 

ship, the Tai Sheng, was damaged, and Jinmen’s wired communication system also was 

damaged.1339 

 

SECOND SHELLING: 24 AUGUST ARTILLERY BOMBARDMENT 

 
1334 This is referred to as the Xiamen 8.23 Artillery Battle 厦门八·二三炮战. ZZD 1085-1086; 

ZKBQ 1281; DDZGHJ 401, 403-404; JFJJS5 220; ZRJZS 1019; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 228; DDZGJD, 395-
399; XZJHJ 518-519; ZZD 1085-1086. 

1335 DDZGJD, 395-396; ZZD 1085-1086; DDZGHJ 403-404. 
1336 JFJJS5 220. 
1337 DDZGJD, 395-396; ZZD 1085-1086; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 229-230; JFJJS5 220. 
1338 Or for 85 minutes and ending at 1855. DDZGHJ 403-404; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 229-230; ZZD 

1085-1086. 
1339 Tai Sheng 台生. ZZD 1085-1086; DDZGJD, 395-396; DDZGHJ 403-404; ZRJZS 1019; Xu, 

Jinmen zhi zhan, 229-230. 
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As both sides were unable to coerce the other to not attack, shelling resumed the next 

day.1340 That afternoon, a convoy of 17 KMT Navy ships were anchored in Luowan 

having sailed from Taiwan to transport materiel to Jinmen and to aid in the repair of the 

Tai Sheng.1341 KMT artillery provided suppressing fire to cover the convoy. Even though 

the geography of Jinmen made it difficult for the PLA to observe the ships from mainland 

while they were in Luowan, PLA shelling beginning at 1727 damaged some of the 

vessels.1342 In this battle, the PLA’s 36 artillery battalions and six coastal artillery 

companies fired 10,000 artillery shells at Jinmen.1343 The intent was to use coastal 

artillery fire to force the KMT vessels to withdraw from port so they could be attacked by 

torpedo boats at sea.1344 As planned, at 1740 the KMT convoy withdrew from port, 

though it sailed to a bend in Jinmen’s southern coastline that was even more difficult to 

observe by PLA spotters, but was still vulnerable to torpedo boat attacks.1345  

 

The PLA Navy dispatched six torpedo boats at 1820 from one torpedo boat flotilla, as 

well as an unspecified number of escort ships from two escort ship units which were 

stationed nearby to engage the KMT navy ships.1346 As they sailed past KMT-held 

Dongding Island, KMT coastal artillery on Jinmen began to fire at them.1347 On Xiamen 

 
1340 This is referred to as the Xiamen 8.24 Artillery Battle 厦门八·二四炮战. ZZD 1086; DDZGHJ 

405; JFJJS 220; ZRJZS 1019; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 232; DDZGJD, 395-399; XZJHJ 518-519. 
1341 Or more than 10 KMT ships (DDZGHJ). DDZGJD, 397-398; DDZGHJ 405. 
1342 Artillery fires were conducted by the PLA Navy’s 149th and 150th Coastal Artillery Companies 

deployed to the Lianhe area. DDZGHJ 405. 
1343 ZZD 1086. 
1344 DDZGHJ 405; ZZD 1086 
1345 DDZGKJ 344-345; JFJJS5 220; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 232-233; ZZD 1086. 
1346 DDZGJD, 397-398; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 232-233; DDZGHJ 405. 
1347 Dongding Island 东锭岛. ZZD 1086; JFJJS5 220. 
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Island, Zhenhai based PLA artillery suppressed these fires and scored direct hits on three 

KMT artillery companies, allowing for the PLA speed boats to sail to Jinmen 

unimpeded.1348 As the torpedo boats approached Jinmen from the south, they observed 

that in addition to the damaged Tai Sheng, there was another large transport, the Zhong 

Hai, as well as a medium transport Mei Le and many smaller boats.1349  

 

Dividing into two groups at 1918, the speedboats focused their torpedoes on the large 

transports, damaging the Zhong Hai and sinking the 4,000 ton Tai Sheng.1350 One PLA 

Navy torpedo boat, No. 175, was also damaged and eventually sunk.1351 After this naval 

battle, the daily average material transported to Jinmen Island was reduced to only 5.5 

percent of the normal amount of 400 tons per day until limited transport resumed 2 

September.1352 Until then, regular maritime transport was suspended. The PLA had 

achieved a blockade of the island.1353  

 

The next day on 25 August, the KMT Air Force dispatched four dozen F-86 fighters to 

the maritime area east of Jinmen Island from 1645 to 1800.1354 The Fuzhou MRAF 

dispatched 68 fighters to counter.1355 Eight of the KMT fighter aircraft broke off from the 

 
1348 DDZGJD, 397-398; ZZD 1086. 
1349 Zhong Hai 中海, Mei Le 美瑛. DDZGJD, 397-398. 
1350 DDZGJD, 397-398; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 232-233; JFJJS5 220; ZZD 1086; DDZGHJ 405. 
1351 DDZGJD, 398; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 232-233; DDZGHJ 405; ZRJZS 1019; 
1352 DDZGJD, 400; JFJJS5 220; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 231-232. 
1353 JFJJS5 220. 
1354 This is referred to as Zhangzhou 8.25 Air Combat 漳州八·二五空战. ZZD 1086; XZJHJ, 519; 

DDZGKJ 344-345, 661; ZKBQ 1280-1281, 1282; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 233; DDZGJD, 398-399. 
1355 ZKBQ 1280-1281, 1282; DDZGKJ 344-345. 
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larger group and headed northwest towards Zhangzhou Air Base. During this 

confrontation, a PLAAF fighter squadron from Zhangzhou Air Base engaged the eight F-

86 fighters and shot down two.1356 During the 14-minute air battle one MIG-17 was also 

shot down in a friendly fire incident by PLA AAA as it chased a KMT fighter at low 

altitudes.1357 

 

U.S. forces began massing in the Taiwan Strait area, a major deployment that consisted 

of approximately 70 ships including four aircraft carriers from the Seventh Fleet and one 

aircraft carrier from Sixth Fleet that had sailed from the Mediterranean, and over 400 

aircraft.1358 However, this force was not engaging in operations, and thus the KMT was 

still on its own for transporting materiel to Jinmen.  

 

COUNTERING THE BLOCKADE, AND COUNTERING THE COUNTER-BLOCKADE 

The KMT Navy’s transport fleet was in need of a new approach. After the naval battle on 

25 maritime shipments had stopped completely.1359 On 27 August, instead of leaving 

from Kaohsuing Port on Taiwan during the day time, the fleet left from Makung Port on 

the Penghus at night. Upon reaching Jinmen, it anchored in a sea area that was out of 

PLA artillery range, and used small motor craft to transport materiel ashore.1360 The CCP 

 
1356 ZKBQ 1282; DDZGKJ 344-345; ZZD 1086; DDZGJD, 398-399. 
1357 The squadron was from the PLAAF’s 27th Fighter Regiment, 9th Division. This friendly fire 

incident also resulted in new rules of operation for aviation units regarding so as to deconflict air space and 
prevent unintentional fire. ZKBQ 1280-1281; DDZGKJ 344-345; ZZD 1086; DDZGJD, 398-399. 

1358 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 231; ZZD 1084-1085; DDZGJD, 400. 
1359 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 233-234; DDZGJD, 399-400. 
1360 DDZGJD, 399. 
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Central Committee instructed that Jinmen and other nearby islands were to be strictly cut 

off. Accordingly, the PLA strengthened its blockade and subsequent KMT transport 

aircraft landing on Jinmen were to be attacked by artillery and all maritime transport was 

to be intercepted by the PLA Navy. 

 

On 1 September these new approaches were put to the test.1361 That night a fleet of four 

KMT Navy ships sailed from Makung Port.1362 At 2052, a PLA command post identified 

a KMT convoy heading towards Jinmen.1363 Three warships escorted a Mei-class landing 

ship carrying materiel at a speed of 11 knots.1364 At 2248, the landing ship entered 

Luowan and offloaded its badly needed supplies while the three escorts remained at 

sea.1365 Three PLA Navy 75-ton escort ships and an unspecified number of torpedo boats 

were dispatched to intercept. During the battle the KMT submarine hunter To Chiang was 

damaged and sunk as it was towed back to port.1366 Additionally two PLA torpedo boats, 

the No. 174 and No. 180, also sank after sustaining damage.1367 The PLA’s intent to sink 

a KMT Navy landing ship had not succeeded.1368 From that point forward, PLAAF 

searchlight units were deployed to illuminate the sea areas around Jinmen to support 

 
1361 This is referred to as the Jinmen Island South Sea Battle 金门岛以南海战. ZZD 1086. 
1362 XZJHJ 521; ZZD 1086; DDZGHJ 406; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 236-237; DDZGJD, 399-400; 

XZJHJ 519. 
1363 DDZGHJ 406. 
1364 The other ships were the KMT Navy’s Wei Yuan 维源, To Chiang 沱江, and Liu Chiang 柳江. 

DDZGHJ 406. 
1365 DDZGHJ 406. 
1366 ZZD 1086; DDZGHJ 1086; XZJHJ 521; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 237; ZZD 1086. 
1367 DDZGHJ 406; ZZD 1086. 
1368 ZZD 1086. 
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coastal artillery.1369 This engagement had successfully countered the KMT’s night time 

maritime transport, and reactivated the blockade. 

 

For the blockade to be effective, KMT air transport would also have to cease. To achieve 

this the PLA would need to shut down the two airports on the island, Xicun and 

Shantou.1370 Both airports were screened by mountains and therefore outside of direct 

observation by PLA positions on the mainland. However, based on known coordinates, 

PLAAF aerial reconnaissance, and a recently set up observation post to track flights, the 

PLA could fire artillery at the runways as planes attempted to land. In this way, four 

KMT transports were damaged from 25 August to 2 September.1371 Damage to the 

runways from PLA artillery also increased to the point where they became unusable.1372 

 

Prevented from sea transport, the KMT attempted to airdrop material starting 3 

September.1373 However, this was made difficult by PLA AAA nearby, preventing low 

altitude drops. Airdrops were also hindered by Jinmen Islands relatively small size, 

resulting in low accuracy of high altitude drops. Therefore, only a trickle of materiel 

reached Jinmen. Taiwan also appealed for U.S. military assistance, which at that time 

was massed nearby but not engaged in supporting KMT military operations. 

 

 
1369 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 236-237. 
1370 Both airports had concrete runways and Shantou possessed a 1,500m runway. Xu, Jinmen zhi 

zhan, 238. 
1371 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 238. 
1372 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 238. 
1373 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 238-239; DDZGJD, 405-406. 
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With the blockade in full effect, Mao Zedong ordered a cessation of the artillery 

bombardment for three days starting 4 September.1374 The same day artillery strikes were 

halted, the PRC issued a statement affirming that the PRC’s territorial seas reached out to 

12 nautical miles. The statement listed by name all the KMT held islands including 

Jinmen as residing within this zone.1375 According to Chinese sources, this statement was 

intended as a warning to the United States and as a way to test American resolve to 

defend Taiwan’s offshore islands.1376 Recognizing the likelihood of U.S. involvement 

was growing, the statement further announced that foreign aircraft and ships required 

PRC permission to operate within this zone.1377 Two days later on 6 September, Zhou 

Enlai made a public statement that the PRC would not tolerate foreign interference in 

matters relating to the PRC’s territorial sovereignty, but opened the door to 

ambassadorial level talks.1378  

 

The U.S. began supporting KMT operations on 7 September and the blockade was 

broken for a while. On that day, a U.S. Navy warship flotilla consisting of two cruisers 

and five destroyers escorted two KMT Navy transports to Luowan for the first time.1379 

At 1100, the transports were sailed to different unloading points. While the unloading 

occurred, artillery positions on Jinmen fired at Xiamen to suppress PLA artillery fire and 

 
1374 DDZGJD, 400; DDZGHJ 408. 
1375 DDZGHJ 408; JFJJS5 221; XZJHJ 521; ZZD 1086-1087; DDZGJD, 400. 
1376 JFJJS5 221. 
1377 DDZGHJ 408; XZJHJ 521. 
1378 DDZGHJ 408; XZJHJ 521; JFJJS 221; DDZGJD, 401. 
1379 DDZGHJ 408; JFJJS5 221-222; ZRJZS 1019-1021; DDZGJD, 401; ZZD 1086-1087; 

Christensen, 1996: 231; Ryan, et al., 2003: 162-63. 
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smokescreens were used in support.1380 In response to the KMT’s blockade running and 

the U.S. Navy’s encroachment into the declared 12 nautical mile territorial sea limit, the 

PLA decided to resume shelling the following day. At midnight, the order was relayed to 

the frontline units.1381 More importantly, U.S. involvement failed to coerce the PLA to 

change its strategy and end the blockade campaign. 

 

AIR COMBAT AND THE THIRD SHELLING 

On 8 September, air combat occurred between the PLAAF and the KMT Air Force near 

Dongshan and Nan’ao Islands.1382 At 0959, twelve KMT Air Force F-86 fighters 

escorting two reconnaissance aircraft entered PRC airspace near the border of Fujian and 

Guangdong. Attempting to conduct reconnaissance of Shantou Air Base, they were 

intercepted by eight MiG-17s dispatched from Huiyang Air Base. The ensuing 

engagement that occurred over Dongshan Island resulted in one KMT and one PLAAF 

aircraft shot down and another damaged for both belligerents.1383 

 

Also on the same day, KMT vessels again transported materiel to Jinmen under the 

protection of five U.S. Navy warships (one cruiser and four destroyers as escorts).1384 

Two medium landing ships, the Mei Le and the Mei Zhen offloaded their cargo on the 

beach of Luowan.1385 The KMT and U.S. were unable to coerce the PLA to not attack. At 

 
1380 DDZGHJ 408; JFJJS5 221-222; ZRJZS 1019; DDZGJD, 401. 
1381 DDZGJD, 402. 
1382 This is referred to as the Dongshan Island 9.8 Air Combat 东山岛九·八空战. ZZD 1087. 
1383 ZZD 1087; XZJHJ 522; DDZGKJ 661; JFJJS5 221-222; DDZGJD, 402-403; XZJHJ 522. 
1384 This included the USN cruiser Helena. JFJJS5 221-222; ZRJZS 1020-1021. 
1385 Mei Zhen 美珍. ZZD 1086-1087; DDZGJD, 402. 
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1243, 42 PLA artillery battalions and 26 PLAN coastal artillery companies began 

shelling Jinmen, specifically targeting Luowan that morning.1386 In the shelling, the Mei 

Le was sunk and the Mei Zhen was damaged.1387 The Mei Zhen then withdrew, as the 

U.S. Navy vessels had done earlier.1388 The shelling continued for another seven hours, 

ending at 1800.1389 The PLA had fired over 21,700 shells in the bombardment.1390 

 

CONTINUING KMT BLOCKADE RUNNING AND THE FOURTH SHELLING 

Unable to coerce the KMT to not counterattack, KMT forces on Jinmen shelled Xiamen 

on 9 September.1391 Two days later on 11 September, the KMT sent a third transport 

convoy to the island. The flotilla contained four transports, seven warships, and was 

escorted by an additional four U.S. warships.1392 As the KMT was unable to coerce the 

PLA to not attack, 40 PLA battalions and six companies conducted another large-scale 

shelling of KMT positions on Jinmen, at 1457 at which time the transport convoy 

withdrew.1393 The barrage continued until 1800 and PLA forces had fired 25,000 

shells.1394 

 

 
1386 This is referred to as the Xiamen 9.8 Artillery Battle 厦门九·八炮战. ZZD 1086-1087 
1387 ZRJZS 1019-1021; DDZGHJ 408. 
1388 DDZGJD, 402. 
1389 ZRJZS 1020-1021; ZZD 1086-1087; DDZGJD, 402. 
1390 ZZD 1086-1087; DDZGJD, 402; XZJHJ 518-519; ZRJZS 1019; ZZD 1086-1087. 
1391 DDZGJD, 403. 
1392 JFJJS5 221-222; DDZGJD, 403. 
1393 This is referred to as the Xiamen 9.11 Artillery Battle 厦门九·一一炮战. ZZD 1087; JFJJS 

221-222; ZRJZS 1019; DDZGJD, 403. 
1394 ZZD 1087; ZRJZS 1019; DDZGJD, 403-404; XZJHJ 518-519; JFJJS5 221-222. 
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The KMT again changed its maritime transport tactics. Out of range of PLA artillery, 

large KMT landing transport ships launched 17 amphibious vehicles on 14 September.1395 

However as the amphibious craft maneuvered to shore, PLA artillery succeeded in 

destroying a number of them because they were in a tight formation.1396 Later that night, 

KMT C-47 transport aircraft carried out seven air drop missions to both Jinmen and 

Xiaojinmen Islands.1397 From 14 September to 4 October, the KMT transported an 

average of 171 tons per day.1398 While this was not enough to sustain the outpost long 

term, the PLA was coerced by the KMT to commit additional forces, deploying further 

long range artillery, coastal artillery, and AAA units to further clamp down on KMT 

blockade running efforts.1399 

 

The PLA anti-air threat coerced the KMT to commit more forces. This was due to the 

U.S. Air Force officially taking over the air defense role for Taiwan’s airspace on 17 

September. This freed up the KMT Air Force to focus externally and allowed it to 

regularly operate 30-80 aircraft in the airspace near the mainland.1400 The next day, air 

combat occurred in the Chenghai area of Guangdong Province.1401 At 1658, eight KMT 

Air Force F-86 fighters were observed in the area and were quickly intercepted by eight 

 
1395 DDZGHJ 408-409; JFJJS5 222; DDZGJD, 404. 
1396 They were clustered in a 30m wide grouping. DDZGHJ 408-409. 
1397 DDZGHJ 408-409; JFJJS5 222; DDZGJD, 404-405. 
1398 DDZGJD, 409. 
1399 PLA artillery units increased to 14 regiments, 7 battalions, and 14 companies and coastal 

artillery increased to 8 companies from 6. ZRJZS 1019; JFJJS5 222; DDZGJD, 405. 
1400 DDZGKJ 343-344; ZKBQ 1280. 
1401 This is referred to as the Chenghai 9.18 Air Combat 澄海九·一八空战. ZZD 1087. 
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MiG-17s from Huiyang Air Base. In the engagement, both sides suffered a fighter shot 

down.1402  

 

That same day, PLA Navy coastal artillery damaged the Chung Sheng tank landing ship 

as it was transporting materiel to Jinmen.1403 The damage was extensive enough that the 

ship had to be towed back to Makung.1404 Starting on 18 September, KMT amphibious 

vehicles were spaced out and unloaded away from observation to mitigate against PLA 

artillery fires. While this was successful at reducing amphibious vehicles sunk, it reduced 

overall throughput.1405 By 20 September, PLA artillery had damaged seven landing ships 

and sunk 10 amphibious vehicles.1406 Around this time the KMT unsuccessfully tried to 

resupply Dongding Island using a submarine hunter and gunboat. These vessels were 

driven back to Jinmen on 19 September after a ten-minute naval battle with PLA coastal 

artillery and four escort ships.1407 

 

In response to PLA successes against maritime transport, the KMT increased the number 

of airdrops per night.1408 The PLA changed tactics yet again to counter this method of 

supply to use AAA to shoot at the transport and the air drop as it floated to the ground. 

Once the air drop had landed, artillery strikes were used to destroy it, or failing that, 

 
1402 ZZD 1087; DDZGKJ 661. 
1403 This is referred to in the Chinese literature as Hitting the “Zhong Sheng” Landing Ship Battle 

重创“中胜”号登陆舰战斗. ZZD 1087. 
1404 ZZD 1087; DDZGHJ 408-409. 
1405 At this point each grouping was spread out to 500m. DDZGHJ 408-409. 
1406 DDZGJD, 405, 406-407. 
1407 DDZGHJ 308-309. 
1408 DDZGJD, 405-406. 
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attack the personnel retrieving it.1409 By 22 September, transport sorties increased to 20-

30 a night and the size of each airdrop increased to 3,000 from 1,300 kilograms.1410 On 

23 September, a KMT Air Force C-46 transport on such a mission was damaged in the 

tail as it flew at 600m.1411 Attempting to keep abreast of recent developments on the 

KMT-held islands, the PLAAF dispatched six MiG-15bis reconnaissance aircraft in two 

batches on 23 and 25 September over Jinmen, Xiaojinmen, Dadan, and Erdan Islands to 

gain intelligence for targeting.1412 

 

Throughout this time period, the U.S. Navy warships continued to escort KMT ships in 

mixed formations to a spot three nautical miles from Jinmen U.S. aircraft continued to 

escort KMT Air Force C-46 transports to approximately 20-40 nautical miles from 

Jinmen.1413 These escorts coerced the PLA to not attack either mode for most of the 

journey, but left the last leg, in which the U.S. did not provide cover, still open to 

disruption and destruction from artillery or AAA fire.1414 

 

On 24 September, the KMT Air Force dispatched 130 sorties of F-86 fighter and RF-84 

reconnaissance aircraft.1415 Of those aircraft 24 fighters and reconnaissance aircraft flew 

 
1409 DDZGJD, 406-407. 
1410 DDZGHJ 408-409. 
1411 This was by the PLA Navy’s 108th AAA Company of the 5th Coastal Artillery Regiment 

XZJHJ 524; ZZD 1087; XZJHJ 519. 
1412 ZKBQ 1281; JFJJS5 223-223; DDZGKJ 349. 
1413 DDZGHJ 408. 
1414 JFJJS 222-223. 
1415 Or 100 sorties (ZZD), or 126 sorties of F-86 and 14 sorties of RF-84 aircraft (DDZGKJ), or 

143 sorties (XZJHJ). ZKBQ 1281; DDZGKJ 345; XZJHJ 525; ZZD 1087. 
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in two batches near Wenzhou in Zheijiang Province.1416 Sixteen Naval Aviation MiG-15s 

from Luqiao Air Base were dispatched to intercept.1417 During the battle, the F-86 

fighters fired five Sidewinder air-to-air missiles and shot down a MiG-15, the first time 

such a missile was used in air combat.1418 The PLA also claims two KMT F-86 fighters 

were shot down in the confrontation.1419 At the same time, the PLA further adjusted its 

forces to make resupply from amphibious vehicles and air transport even more 

challenging, which included making new firepower networks and even using lights to 

cause KMT transports to deliver airdrops to the wrong location.1420 

 

With limited alternative options, the KMT continued its airdrop operations. At dusk on 

29 September, two PLA Navy escort ships claimed a kill after shooting at a low flying 

KMT Air Force C-46 transport.1421 On 3 October the KMT Air Force changed its tactics 

again. At 1500 it sent 24 C-46 in three batches to Jinmen escorted by 48 F-86 fighters.1422 

In response, 24 MiG-17s from Liancheng and Shantou Air Bases were dispatched to 

intercept the KMT fighters at 1556.1423 Meanwhile, four MiG-17s from Jinjiang Air Base 

flew at low attitude to intercept the C-46 transports, resulting in two transports shot 

 
1416 This is referred to as Wenzhou 9.24 Air Combat 温州九·二四空战. ZZD 1087; DDZGKJ 345. 
1417 The MiGs were from Naval Aviation’s 2nd Division. JFJJS5 222-223; DDZGKJ 345. 
1418 JFJJS5 222-223; ZKBQ 1281; DDZGKJ 345; XZJHJ 525. 
1419 ZZD 1087; XZJHJ 525; DDZGHJ 347-348, 695; JFJJS5 222-223. 
1420 JFJJS 223. 
1421 This is referred to as the Fix-Taiwan 9.29 Air Defense Battle 定台湾九·二九防空战斗. ZZD 

1087; XZJHJ 525; DDZGKJ 349-350. 
1422 This is referred to as the South of Jinmen 10.3 Air Combat 金门以南一〇·三空战 or Shooting 

Down C-46 Aircraft in the Blockade of Jinmen 封锁金门击落 C-46飞机战斗. ZZD 1087; ZKBQ 1281, 
1282; DDZGKJ 349-350; XZJHJ 527. 

1423 This involved the PLAAF’s 46th Fighter Regiment, 16th Division and the 54th Fighter 
Regiment, 18th Division. DDZGKJ 349-350; ZZD 1087. 
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down.1424 By this point, the PLA’s anti-air threat was so severe that by 1 October KMT 

air transport sorties had been reduced to 10 a night.1425 By 4 October, KMT air transport 

sorties stopped altogether.1426 

 

That same day on 4 October, the CPC and the CMC were intently deciding what course 

of action to take with the blockade.1427 Only a few days before, on 30 September, U.S. 

Secretary of State Allen Dulles had made a public statement that maintaining KMT 

troops on offshore islands was “foolish” if a cease-fire could be reached.1428 In a later 

statement, President Dwight D. Eisenhower seconded Dulles’ remarks. Indeed, the 

intensity of the PLA’s blockade had had the effect of making Taiwan’s ally seriously 

question continued support. Seeing the writing on the wall if the blockade continued, the 

CPC and the CMC believed that abandonment of Jinmen and Mazu would exacerbate not 

only the geographical, but also the political separation of the PRC and Taiwan, increasing 

the chances of a future “two Chinas” that Beijing abhorred.1429 Accordingly, on 5 

October, the CPC and CMC was coerced to change its strategy and halt the campaign.1430 

The next day on 6 October, the PRC announced the beginning of a seven-day suspension 

 
1424 This was the PLAAF’s 48th Fighter Regiment, 16th Division. ZZD 1087; XZJHJ 527; 

DDZGKJ 346, 349-350, 661; ZKBQ 1281, 1282 
1425 DDZGHJ 408-409. 
1426 DDZGKJ 349-350. 
1427 JFJJS5 223. 
1428 JFJJS5 223; ZRJZS 1019-1020; DDZGJD, 409-410; Kalicki, The Pattern of Sino-American 

Crises, 196-197. 
1429 JFJJS5 223-224; ZRJZS 1019-1020; DDZGJD, 410. 
1430 ZRJZS 1019-1020. 
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of shelling to ease tensions and mitigate against this outcome.1431 The first phase of 

shelling had concluded.1432 

 

The suspension occurred as advertised and was only interrupted by one instance of air 

combat.1433 On 10 October KMT Air Force air activity was intense. A reported 182 

combat aircraft in 44 batches flew at various times that day near or inside of PRC 

airspace.1434 At 0700 six KMT F-86 fighters flew over Longtian and a PLAAF fighter 

regiment dispatched eight J-5 fighters to intercept.1435 In the engagement, the PLAAF 

recorded three shoot downs, one of which was recorded by a AAA regiment, while also 

losing a J-5.1436 This was the last recorded air engagement between the PLA and KMT 

during this crisis with one Chinese source stating that cessation was a consequence of  the 

PLA having finally achieved air supremacy over the mainland.1437  

 

The shelling suspension deadline of 13 October came and went at midnight without 

further PLA action.1438 The next morning, Defense Minister Peng Dehuai broadcasted a 

message stating that the PLA would not shell unless U.S. Navy ships continued to escort 

 
1431 JFJJS5 224-225; DDZGJD, 410; DDZGKJ 346; ZZD 1084-1085. 
1432 DDZGHJ 403-404, 409-410. 
1433 This is referred to as the Longtian 10.10 Air Combat 龙田一〇·一〇空战. ZZD 1087-1088. 
1434 One source states that this was as many as 400 sorties. DDZGJD, 412-413; ZKBQ 1281; 

DDZGKJ 346. 
1435 This is the PLAAF’s 42nd Fighter Regiment of the 14th Division. One source states these were 

MiG-17P fighters (ZKBQ). JFJJS4 225-226; ZKBQ 1281; DDZGKJ 346. 
1436 This was the PLAAF’s 521st AAA Regiment. ZZD 1085, 1087-1088; ZKBQ 1281; JFJJS5 

225-226; DDZGJD, 412-413; XZJHJ 527; DDZGKJ 346-347. 
1437 DDZGKJ 347. 
1438 JFJJS5 226; ZRJZS 1019-1020. 
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KMT transports.1439 This ceasefire allowed the Jinmen siege to end and the island to be 

resupplied. However, in the midst of this ceasefire, the U.S. announced it would provide 

Taiwan with new military equipment including surface to air missiles (SAM) and 

tanks.1440 In addition Secretary of State Dulles was to make a visit on the 21st.1441 On 19 

October, four U.S. Navy warships escorted KMT transports.1442 

 

As the KMT was unable to coerce it to not attack, PLA resumed shelling the next day. At 

1558 on 20 October, the PLA carried out the fifth artillery bombardment using 32 

artillery battalions and five coastal artillery companies.1443 When it ended at 1727, the 

PLA fired 8,800 shells, damaging three Chung-type transports, one large cargo ship and a 

C-46 transport.1444 As the PLA was likewise unable to coerce the KMT not to attack, 

KMT artillery positions returned fire at 1720.1445  

 

At this juncture the PLA’s strategy had changed. Realizing the fine line that they had 

walked to keep the KMT on Jinmen, the CMC decided on 31 October against future 

intensive artillery barrages. Materiel factors were also important in this decision, as the 

PLA had run out of shells to continue to prosecute a strategy of intensive bombardment. 

 
1439 DDZGHJ 409-410; DDZGKJ 350. 
1440 JFJJS5 228; DDZGJD, 415. 
1441 JFJJS5 228; ZRJZS 1019-1020; DDZGJD, 415. 
1442 This was reportedly the John S. McCain (DL-3), Cogsville (DD-651), Oak Hill (LSD-7), and 

Thomaston (LSD-28), JFJJS5 228; ZRJZS 1019-1020; DDZGJD, 414; DDZGHJ 410. 
1443 This is referred to as the 10.20 Artillery Battle Against Jinmen 对金门一·二〇炮战. ZZD 

1088; DDZGHJ 410; JFJJS5 228. 
1444 DDZGHJ 410; JFJJS5 228; ZRJZS 1019-1020; ZZD 1088. 
1445 ZZD 1088; ZRJZS 1019-1020; DDZGJD, 414. 
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Instead, artillery strikes would not occur on consecutive days and the barrages themselves 

would not exceed 200 rounds.1446  

 

One notable exception came on 7 January 1959, in response to an earlier shelling on 3 

January by KMT forces.1447 At 1400 on that day, 28 artillery battalions and eight coastal 

artillery companies conducted a large-scale bombardment. With such no counters, neither 

side could coerce the other to halt artillery barrages except through coercive escalation 

and tit-for-tat strategies. In total, the PLA fired 26,000 shells and the KMT in response 

fired 7,000.1448 On 9 January, the CMC publicly declared its new strategy ending large-

scale bombardments. With a few notable exceptions, including a June 1960 visit to 

Taiwan by President Eisenhower, this policy held until the shelling, later in the form of 

propaganda leaflets, ceased altogether in 1979.1449  

 

According to Chinese statistics, in the seven large-scale bombardments beginning 23 

August 1958, the PLA had fired 100,000 artillery shells, shot down or damaged 36 

aircraft, and sunk or damaged 27 ships (this total includes amphibious vehicles).1450 

Although this particular chapter of PRC-Taiwan crisis had concluded, confrontation 

would continue, albeit in a much more circumscribed fashion, focused largely on 

reconnaissance and anti-reconnaissance operations interspersed with a few minor sea 

 
1446 DDZGJD, 417. 
1447 This is referred to as the 1.7 Artillery Battle Against Jinmen 对金门一·七炮战. ZZD 1088. 
1448 ZZD 1088; JFJJS 228-229; ZRJZS 1019-1020; DDZGJD, 417-418. 
1449 ZRJZS 1020; DDZGJD, 419-422. 
1450 JFJJS5 229. 
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battles.1451 The PRC’s strategic attention was also about shift to other theaters of 

operations including Tibet (March 1959 to June 1960), the Sino-Indian War (October to 

December 1962), and conducting air defense operations in Vietnam, and later Laos, 

starting in August 1965.  

 

Second Taiwan Strait Crisis Identification and Classification of Military Coercion 

 

Table 16. Identifying military coercion: Second Taiwan Strait Crisis 

Battle Date Coercive Interaction Notes 2x2 
Jinmen 7/27/58 KMT coerces PLA to commit more 

forces 
aviation units, naval 
units, artillery unit 

N/A 

Jinmen 8/23/58 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

artillery LH 

General 8/23/58 KMT fails to coerce PLA to change 
strategy 

to not start campaign LH 

Xiamen 8/23/58 PLA fails to coerce KMT to not 
attack 

artillery LH 

Jinmen 8/24/58 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

artillery LH 

Xiamen 8/24/58 PLA fails to coerce KMT to not 
attack 

artillery LH 

Jinmen 9/1/58 U.S. fails to coerce PLA to change 
strategy 

end campaign LH 

Jinmen 9/8/58 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

artillery LH 

Xiamen 9/9/58 PLA fails to coerce KMT to not 
attack 

artillery LH 

Jinmen 9/11/58 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

artillery LH 

Jinmen 9/14/58 KMT coerces PLA to commit more 
forces 

Artillery units N/A 

Jinmen 9/17/58 PLA coerces KMT to commit more 
forces 

to relieve the siege  N/A  

Jinmen 10/5/58 U.S. coerces PLA to change strategy end campaign HL 
Jinmen 10/20/58 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 

attack 
artillery LH 

 
1451 The latter includes, but is not limited to, the February 1959 Pintang Island 2.2 Sea Battle 平潭

岛二·二海战; the March 1960 Naval Battle Southwest of Dongyin Island 东引岛西南海战; the August 
1965 8.6 Naval Battle 八·六海战. 
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Battle Date Coercive Interaction Notes 2x2 
Xiamen 10/20/58 PLA fails to coerce KMT to not 

attack 
artillery LH 

Dadeng 1/3/59 PLA fails to coerce KMT to not 
attack 

artillery LH 

Jinmen 1/7/59 KMT fails to coerce PLA to not 
attack 

artillery LH 

N/A indicates other patterns of coercion that are not predicted by the military coercion theory based on the 
two independent variables. These other patterns, however, interact and affect the patterns explained by the 
2x2 table. 
 
 
 
The PLA carried out a successful coercive punishment strategy against KMT forces on 

Jinmen. These instances will be examined in further detail in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter Six: Analysis of the Patterns of Military Coercion 

 

 

 

 

From a decade of focused and structured analysis of a single long-term conflict 

containing nearly a dozen campaigns and major operations. This conflict on the Southeast 

Coast included 99 island and naval battles, and 101 air combat and air defense 

engagements. From this we can begin to see certain patterns about how military coercion 

manifests itself. This chapter looks at the empirical evidence in light of the military 

coercion theory to draw analytical findings. The last part of this chapter briefly examines 

these findings in light of alternative explanations put forth in the literature. 

 

The military coercion theory proposed in chapter two is a rational theory of coercion that 

explains why patterns of military coercion occur and predicts when patterns of military 

coercion occur. Specifically, it posits that the interaction of two independent variables 

explains successful and failed military coercion (for immediate coercion and intra-

conflict coercion). The first independent variable is the cost imposition credibility of a 

coercive strategy. This is based on the ability and will of the coercer to carry out coercive 
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threats. The second independent variable is the target’s ability to counter the coercive 

strategy. This is based on the target’s ability to employ countermeasures that make a 

coercer’s strategy costly, counters to mitigate the strategy and make it ineffective, and/or 

an ability to counter escalate and engage in brinkmanship. 

 

  Credibility of military coercive strategy to create cost imposition 
 

  Low High 

Target 
capability to 
counter the 

coercive 
strategy 

Low 

 
No action occurs/impasse 

 
 

Leads to target not attacking for a 
limited time. 

 
Coercive threat success with 

minimal/no brute force.  
 

Leads to target strategy change:  
• to end a campaign 
• to forgo a campaign  
• to withdraw before battle  

 

High 

 
No threat/non-credible threat 

 
Leads to brute force attack by 
target: 
• failure to coerce target 

strategy change 
• failure to coerce target to end 

campaign 
 

 
Failure of credible coercive threat 

 
Leads to a decisive battle:  
 

• loser withdraws during battle or 
faces destruction / surrender 

 
 

 

Figure 4. Explaining military coercion outcomes 

 
 
 
To operationalize the military coercion theory this dissertation has posited that the would-

be coercer can either possess coercive strategy cost imposition credibility that is either 

high or low. It has also posited that the target’s ability to counter can also be high or low. 

As a result, four ideal type outcomes may occur: High-Low, High-High, Low-High, and 
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Low-Low. The 2x2 table above (Figure 4) depicts the interaction of these conditions. 

Each of these potential ideal-type outcomes are further examined below. 

 

 

Coercing a Change in Military Strategy (High-Low) 

 

The most ideal outcome of successful military coercion from a would-be coercer’s 

perspective is to coerce a fundamental change in an adversary’s military strategy. This 

occurs when the target itself perceives a credible, high-cost imposition threat from the 

coercer and is simultaneously without sufficient means to counter it. When coerced 

change to military strategy occurs, one of two highly abstracted outcomes happens: either 

the military campaign or operations currently being waged are ended, or alternatively, a 

military campaign intended to be waged does not commence and is cancelled.  
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  Credibility of military coercive strategy to create cost imposition 
 

  Low High 
Target capability 

to counter the 
coercive strategy 

Low  
 

 
 

No action occurs/impasse 
 

 
Coercive threat success with 

minimal/no brute force.  
 

Leads to target strategy change:  
• to end a campaign 
• to forgo a campaign  
• to withdraw before battle  

 
High  

 
 

No threat/non credible threat to 
target 

 
 

 
 
 

Coercive threat failure 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5. High-Low Military Coercion Patterns: Coercing a Change in Military Strategy 

 

In this exploration of conflict between the PLA and KMT, the would-be coercer 

successfully attained a cost imposition strategy that was credible enough to the target 

after: 1) achieving a key victory on the battlefield, 2) introducing dominant technology, 

employment concepts and/or organizations, and/or 3) carrying out new military force 

deployments on the battlefield that could not be immediately countered by the target. 

Drawing on the empirical evidence presented in earlier chapters, these instances are 

briefly analyzed below. 
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Table 17. Coercing changes to military strategy 

Coercive 
Outcome 

Instance Coercer 
(protégé) 

Target Date 

Target ending a 
military campaign 
or operations 
 

Xiamen and Jinmen KMT PLA 27 Oct 
1949 

Zhoushan (I) KMT PLA 4 Nov 1949 
Countervalue Bombing USSR 

(PLA) 
KMT 1 Mar 1950 

Hainan PLA KMT 22 Apr 
1950 

Zhoushan (II) PLA KMT 17 May 
1950 

Wanshan PLA KMT 27 Jun 
1950 

E. Guangdong and SE 
Fujian 

PLA KMT 17 Jul 1953 

First Taiwan Strait Crisis PLA KMT  8 Feb 1955 
Mainland Air Strikes PLA KMT 1 Jul 1958 
Second Taiwan Strait 
Crisis 
 

USA 
(KMT) 

PLA 5 Oct 1958 

Target forgoing 
intended military 
campaign or 
operations 

Zhoushan, part 2 PLA KMT 16 May 
1950 

Taiwan Invasion  USA 
(KMT) 

PLA 27 Jun 
1950 

 

 

Ending a military campaign or operations 

 

The most ideal outcome of military coercion is when the target changes its military 

strategy. In this situation, a coercive threat is so credible and the target has no counters, 

leading to successful military coercion. One way this occurs is during war when a target 

is coerced to halt its operations or campaign. Sometimes this may ends the entire conflict 

altogether. If this does occur, the target faces a its own Waterloo having suffered a 

decisive defeat. However this situation only happens when the adversary has run out of 
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forces, the will to fight, geography, or other key ingredients with which to continue to 

wage other campaigns with. 

 

It should be noted that this outcome did not occur within the empirical evidence 

examined during this time period between the PRC and KMT. A conclusive end to the 

Chinese Civil War remains elusive to this day.  

 

PLA Zhang-Xia-Jin and Zhoushan Campaigns: The battlefield victories on Jinmen 

and Dengbu by the KMT immediately ended the Zhang-Xia-Jin and Zhoushan 

Campaigns, respectively. Having already suffered high casualties, the KMT forced the 

PLA to cease further prosecution because the KMT had credibly demonstrated cost 

imposition through the forces and fortifications on those islands. In the case of Jinmen, 

the PLA’s failure meant that it could not conclude the ultimate battle of an otherwise 

successful campaign. Dengbu Island was somewhat different as it was merely one of 

many intermediate waypoints to the ultimate prize of Zhoushan Island itself. However, as 

a result of the loss, the PLA believed it could not, at least with available capabilities, 

successfully seize Zhoushan Island without first controlling this key point. There is little 

doubt that additional deployments of KMT troops strengthened the chances of KMT 

success. In the case of Jinmen, employment of a dominant technology in the form of 

tanks that could not be easily countered by the PLA’s light infantry was tactically 

decisive and contributed to KMT victory and coercive success to end the PLA’s 

campaign. 
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KMT Countervalue Bombing Operations: Due to military deployments and 

technology, the PLA with the help of the USSR’s air force, successfully coerced an end 

to two KMT air campaigns through force deployments and technology. By March 1950, 

the recent deployment of Soviet aviation and air defense units to the Shanghai and 

Ningbo metropolitan areas ended the KMT’s counter value bombing campaign of coastal 

cities. Until then, the KMT had operated with relative impunity in the air as the PLA 

lacked an operational air force. After a minimal application of coercive force, Soviet and 

PLA forces demonstrated sufficient cost imposition capability to the KMT.1452 In 

particular, MiG-15 fighter jet aircraft presented the KMT with a severe dilemma to 

continued bomber, operations as jet fighters could not be countered with KMT aviation 

capabilities at the time.  

 

KMT Mainland Air Strike Operations: The KMT also halted mainland strike 

operations over eight years after the KMT halted its counter value bombing operations. 

With the deployment of PLA aviation units to Fujian air bases and relatively advanced jet 

fighter technology (MiG-17), the KMT was successfully coerced to halt further air strike 

operations on the mainland. From that point forward, the only major air operations the 

KMT carried out was aerial reconnaissance, and while not examined by this work, was 

 
1452 This occurred according to Chinese sources, after Soviet aviation units achieved five aircraft 

shoot downs, possibly highlighting disbelief amongst KMT leadership to accept the new reality and end the 
countervalue bombing campaign. 
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itself highly dependent on the availability of technology and successful employment 

concepts to evade PLA air defenses. 

 

Wanshan Campaign: During the Wanshan Campaign, the PLA coerced the KMT 

Navy’s Third Fleet to withdraw from Wanshan Islands. Steady seizures of islands, many 

uncontested, and their subsequent use as coastal artillery strongpoints, ultimately denied 

the KMT Navy’s Third Fleet a safe anchorage within the Wanshan Islands as a basing 

area. After the PLA had placed artillery on Sanmen Island, having already placed artillery 

on Sanjiao, Lesewei, and Aizhou and possibly other islands, the firepower network was 

sufficiently robust. By 27 May 1950 KMT naval vessels could only operate safely east of 

the Dangan and Jiapeng Islands. With the seizure of these latter islands imminent, the 

KMT Navy would be denied an anchorage with which to continue the maritime blockade 

of the Pearl River Estuary.  

 

Eastern Guangdong and Southwestern Fujian: After a series of successful defensive 

operations on five islands, the PLA eventually coerced the KMT in July of 1953 to forgo 

plans to seize major offshore islands in Eastern Guangdong and Southwestern Fujian. 

This meant the KMT abandoned its plans to control of the region’s maritime traffic, 

fishing production, and as a staging area for potential future mainland assaults. This is 

due to a change in military strategy by the PLA, provoked by the KMT’s Meizhou and 
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Nanri assaults (1952) to deploy more coastal forces to defend these areas and develop a 

larger pool of well-equipped highly mobile forces to counterattack.1453  

 

Northeastern Fujian: In Northeastern Fujian PLA brute force battlefield successes 

eventually ended the KMT’s continued attempts to seize further islands after 14 July 

1953. The KMT was effectively coerced by the PLA to not attempt further island seizure 

attacks in the area, lasting to this day.  

 

Blockade Campaign: Lastly and most uniquely from the empirical evidence is the 

PLA’s ending of its blockade campaign against Jinmen Island during the 1958 (Second) 

Taiwan Strait Crisis. What makes it unique is that the PRC eventually realized that its 

political objectives would be put at risk if it achieved its military objectives. Indeed the 

PLA blockade was so effective that KMT-held Jinmen Island was unable to receive the 

necessary supplies for continued sustainment. The Gordian Knot that the PLA had tied 

caused substantial U.S. frustration to resolve the issue. This led to public senior leader 

statements questioning its protégé’s (the KMT) strategy to hold on to this now militarily 

insignificant strongpoint. Not willing to accept the political situation that could develop if 

expressed U.S. intentions came to pass, the PRC was successfully coerced to end the 

PLA’s military campaign. Even though notable episodes of artillery shelling continued to 

occur, the blockade campaign itself had already been halted in early October 1958. From 

 
1453 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 159-160. 
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this point, further bombardments were meant to be punitive and/or to signal the PRC’s 

discontent with the status quo. 

 

In total, nine instances of the military coercion pattern of a belligerent ending a campaign 

or operations in the three case studies were identified. 

 

Forgoing intended military campaigns or major operations 

 

The second pattern of High-Low military coercion is when a target is coerced to not 

engage in a campaign that they otherwise were intending to wage. Within the empirical 

evidence surveyed from the three case studies, two instances were identified and are 

discussed below. 

 

KMT Zhoushan Defensive Campaign: The complete withdrawal of KMT forces from 

the Zhoushan Archipelago on 16 May 1950 is an instance of a successful coercive change 

in an adversary’s military strategy. Indeed, this was so successful that the target, the 

KMT, retrograded from its position so as to forgo waging a defensive campaign in the 

face of an impending PLA attack. Since the Dengbu Island battle, the PLA had been 

steadily amassing forces nearby, eventually reaching 200,000 PLA troops. The KMT had 

also increased its deployment of forces after its Dengbu victory as well peaking at 

120,000 KMT troops. Due to low overall force strength, the KMT was constrained to 
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deploy further forces, as to do so, might risk the security of the most important 

strongpoint, Taiwan. 

 

Timely and correct information is key. Had PLA leadership possessed intelligence that 

the KMT was about to retrograde, a Low-High situation might have developed, in which 

the KMT’s credibility to defend itself (i.e., impose cost imposition) would have 

deteriorated considerably while attempting a retrograde from Zhoushan. However, this 

also assumes the PLA had an ability to quickly mobilize nearby forces and conduct 

amphibious assault operations and/or possessed sufficient naval capabilities to interdict 

KMT transports. As a result, the KMT through secrecy and deception was able to safely 

retrograde from Zhoushan without a costly military clash. 

 

PLA’s Postponed Taiwan Campaign: Lastly, the PLA’s campaign to conduct an 

invasion of Taiwan itself was halted when the United States began patrolling the Taiwan 

Strait. Having to contend without an operational air force of its own, limited naval 

capabilities, and the tyranny of distance that would have required a partial daylight 

crossing and losing the element of surprise, the PLA’s plan was becoming increasingly 

unwieldy. When the U.S. Navy entered the picture by conducting patrols of the strait in 

June 1950. This successfully coerced the PLA to shelve its invasion campaign until 

circumstances improved. 

 

Avoiding or Forgoing Battle  
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The study of conflict interaction between the PLA and KMT has also highlighted a third 

High-Low military coercion pattern where one belligerent has achieved sufficiently high 

cost imposition credibility as to coerce its adversary to withdraw before a battle occurs. 

This is slightly different than the above pattern of military coercion, forgoing a campaign, 

because a campaign is already being waged. It is also different than the military coercion 

pattern of ending a campaign because the campaign is not ended. Rather, a different 

battle often at a different time eventually occurs.  

 

However, when the military coercion pattern of avoiding/forgoing a battle occurs the 

target is coerced to trade space and time for a potentially more opportune point to 

conduct a battle and the preservation of its forces. Indeed, this was a regular pattern of 

war in the ancient world, where armies were relatively small and geographic area of 

fighting was wide. In these instances, it could be difficult to successfully coerce an 

adversary to fight, especially on disadvantageous terms. This reality lengthened the 

duration military campaigns and made decisive victory difficult to achieve. 

 

It can be difficult to identify such instances with high confidence as the geography of an 

avoided battlefield may be as much or more of a consideration than the cost imposition 

ability of the adversary themselves. Strategists have long understood terrain to play a 

crucial role in military success or failure. Recognizing its importance, Sun Zi and 
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Clausewitz each devoted an entire chapter to the subject.1454 The latter saw it as 

alternately “an obstacle to approach, an impediment to visibility, and as cover from 

fire.”1455 Certainly various terrain types, including cities, have either been avoided if 

possible or sought out based on various conditions of warfare at different times in 

recorded history. 

 

Table 18. Coercing a target to withdraw before battle 

Coercive 
Outcome 

Instance Battle Avoided Coercer Target Date 

Target 
withdrawing 
before battle 
 

Zhoushan (1) Meishan PLA KMT 27 Oct 1949 

Zhoushan (1) Liuheng PLA KMT 4 Nov 1949 

Zhoushan (1) Xiazhi PLA KMT 1 Mar 1950 

Hainan Haikou PLA KMT  8 Feb 1955 

 

In the empirical evidence surveyed, four instances were identified where a target decided 

to not engage in an otherwise imminent battle. The low overall numbers may be more of 

a symptom of the very binary nature of small island warfare: either one side is in 

possession of the island or it is not. It is also not surprising that one of the instances 

occurred on Hainan, a larger island. In each case the KMT, for not fully known reasons 

decided to not meet the PLA on certain battlefields. The battle of Haikou on Hainan that 

never occurred was also concurrent with the KMT’s decision for a complete withdrawal 

from its island strongpoint.  

 
1454 Sun Zi, The Art of War, trans. Victor Mair, (New York, NY: Columbia University Press, 

2007), Chapter 10; Clausewitz, On War, Chapter 17 
1455 Clausewitz, On War, 348. 
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Zhoushan: PLA victories at Daxie and Jintang coerced the KMT to retrograde from 

nearby Meishan, Liuheng and Xiazhi Islands without a fight. After the battle on Daxie, 

the KMT retrograded from Meishan Island. Meishan was particularly vulnerable to 

artillery barrages from the Chuanshan peninsula and to relatively easy amphibious assault 

due to its close proximity to the mainland. In the aftermath of the Jintang Island defeat, is 

not entirely clear why the KMT retrograded from Liuheng and Xiazhi Islands instead of 

fighting, but needless to say imminent PLA assaults coerced withdrawals.  

 

 

Would-Be Coercer’s Lack of Credibility As A Liability (Low-High) 

 

According to the theory proposed in this work, when a would-be coercer is unable to 

change the target’s military strategy to forgo a battle at the operational level, or either end 

a military campaign or forgo it entirely at the strategic level, it is because it is unable to 

credibly threaten cost imposition on the target. Should the target have the ability and will 

to counter, a brute force clash is the inevitable outcome. This occurs either at the 

beginning of a campaign or may happen during the campaign when a third-party partner 

becomes involved.  

 

 

  Credibility of military coercive strategy to create cost imposition 
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Figure 6. Low-High Military Coercion Patterns: Lack of Credibility as a Liability 

 

For each of the campaigns examined in this work, the KMT was unable to prevent the 

PLA from initiating military action because it was unable to credibly impose cost 

imposition at the outset of the campaign. The one exception, is that the KMT as protégé 

and the United States as lead coercer, successfully prevented the PLA’s Taiwan 

Campaign, which makes it a case of successful coercion. As this was an example of 

successful military coercion (High-Low) it is examined above.  

 

In addition to these cases, the United States immediately failed to coerce the halting of 

two campaigns initiated by the PLA after it interjected itself into a conflict. In the first 

case examined in this text, the U.S. began sea and air operations after the First Taiwan 

Strait Crisis was in full swing in February 1955. These operations failed to coerce the 

PLA to halt the campaign as the seizure of Yijiangshan Islands proceeded without a 
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hitch. In the second case, the U.S. again only became involved Second Taiwan Strait 

Crisis after it had commenced in late August. And except for posturing ahead of time, it 

was not until October when it began escort operations. Furthermore, it was not until after 

the U.S. was fully involved in largely ineffectual escort operations that Washington 

sought a way out of crisis and publicly proposed a political solution that was so abhorrent 

to the PRC that it itself coerced an end to the PLA’s blockade campaign. 

 

Table 19. Failure to coerce changes in military strategy 

Coercive Outcome Instance Coercer 
(protégé) 

Targ
et 

Date 

Failure to coerce 
target to change 
strategy 
 

Zhejiang (Wenzhou Bay) KMT PLA 16 Aug 1949 
Zhoushan (1) KMT PLA 18 Aug 1949 
E. Guangdong and SE 
Fujian 

KMT PLA 1 Sep 1949 

NE Fujian KMT PLA 14 Sep 1949 
Xiamen and Jinmen KMT PLA 9 Oct 1949 
Hainan KMT PLA 1 Mar 1950 
Wanshan KMT PLA 26 May 1950 
Zhejiang (Hangzhou Bay) KMT PLA 15 Jun 1950 
Zhejiang (Taizhou Bay) KMT PLA 15 Dec 1950 
First Taiwan Strait Crisis KMT PLA 15 Feb 1954 
Second Taiwan Strait 
Crisis 
 

KMT PLA 23 Aug 1958 

Failure to coerce 
target to end 
campaign 

First Taiwan Strait Crisis U.S. (KMT) PLA Jan 1954 
Second Taiwan Strait 
Crisis  

U.S. (KMT) PLA Sep 1958 

 
 
 
When a campaign or operations have already begun due to lack of coercer credibility the 

would-be coercer must resort to battles to try to reestablish cost imposition credibility. 

When the coercer loses a battle, the target’s beliefs about lack of credibility are often 

confirmed. When the would-be coercer wins a battle, new information is potentially 

conveyed to the target that restores or achieves the coercer’s cost imposition credibility. 
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Key battles such as Dengbu and Jinmen were ones in which the PLA wrongly perceived 

the KMT to not possess credible cost imposition and was set straight. As a result, these 

particular battles changed target perceptions, leading to strategy adjustments as 

mentioned above.  

 

What the Low-High patterns of military coercion also show is that tactical skirmishes and 

engagements, especially those in the air and naval domains do not often convey sufficient 

information to either boost a would-be coercer’s cost imposition credibility or undermine 

it. Only dominant capabilities (such as one side possessing jets while the other possesses 

piston-engine aircraft) seem to achieve the decisive outcomes necessary to change the 

target’s strategy. Like the air and naval domains, Low-High patterns of military coercion 

may have important implications for the newer warfighting domains (i.e., the space 

domain, the electromagnetic domain, and the cyber domain). This would be the case if 

actions within these domains cannot credibly impose significant costs in other domains, 

especially the land domain. 

 

The below tables list the identified failures of would be coercers to get targets to not 

attack and the resulting battles that took place during each of the case studies: 

strongpoints, coastal islands, and Taiwan strait crises as well as the campaigns or major 

operations in which the battle occurred. Not included are the scores of air engagements 

that, though often violent, did not fundamentally impose substantial costs and convey 
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new information, as these are addressed in the Low-Low section of military coercion 

patterns, below. 

 

Table 20. Failure to coerce target to not attack: Strongpoints 

Section KMT failures to coerce PLA to not 
attack (month/year) 

PLA failures to coerce KMT to 
not attack (month/year) 

Zhoushan Daxie (8/49) | Jintang (10/49) | 
Taohua (10/49) | Dengbu (11/49) 
 

[None identified] 
 

Xiamen and 

Jinmen 
Dadeng (10/49) | Jiaoyu (10/49) | 
Gulangyu (10/49a) | Xiamen (10/49) 
| Gulangyu (10/49b) | Jinmen 
(10/49) 
 

[None identified] 
 

Hainan Lingaojiao (4/50) | Huachang (4/50) | 
Meitai (4/50) | Jialai (4/50) | 
Fengmenling (4/50) | Huangzhou 
(4/50) | Baiwu (4/50) | Beili (4/50) | 
Sanya, Yulin (4/50) | Basuo (5/50) 
 

Fushan (4/50) 

 
 
 
The table above depicts the credibility of KMT cost imposition at four of its five 

strongpoints of Zhoushan, Xiamen, Jinmen, and Hainan. In nearly every battle, its cost 

imposition credibility was not enough to coerce the PLA to not attack. By contrast, in 

only one instance, the Fushan Battle on Hainan Island, was the PLA’s cost imposition 

strategy not sufficient to coerce the KMT to attack.  

 

Table 21. Failure to coerce target to not attack: Coastal Areas 

Section KMT failures to coerce PLA to not 
attack (month/year) 

PLA failures to coerce KMT to 
not attack (month/year) 

Wanshan Lesewei Sea Battle (5/50) | Larger 
Wanshan (6/50) | Xiaowanshan (6/50) 
|  
Dagan, Jiapeng Archipelago, 
Wenweizhou Island (8/50) 
 

[None identified] 
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Section KMT failures to coerce PLA to not 
attack (month/year) 

PLA failures to coerce KMT to 
not attack (month/year) 

Zhejiang  

(Wenzhou Bay) 
Dongtou, Beijishan, Beilongshan, 
Huangda’ao (8/49) | Beijishan (7/50) | 
Dongtou (10/50) | Dongtou (6/51) | 
Dongtou (11/51) | Dongtou (1/52) | 
Jiguanshan (10/52) | Four Islands 
(5/53)  
 

Yuhuan (6/50) | Dongtou (7/50) | 
Pishan Sea Battle (7/50) | Yuhuan 
(11/50) | Four Islands (6/53) 

Eastern 

Guangdong and 

Southwestern 

Fujian 

Nanri, Meizhou (9/49) | Nan’ao (2/50) 
| Dongshan (5/50) | Dadan (7/50) | 
Nanpeng (I) (8/50) | Nanpeng (II) 
(9/52) | Nanpeng (II) (10/52) 
 

Meizhou (1/52) | Nanri (10/52) | 
Meizhou (2/53)  

Northeastern 

Fujian 
Pingtan, Xiaolian, Caoyu, Tangyu, 
Xianxiang, and Dongxiang (9/49) | 
Chuanshi (1/50) | Fuying (8/50) | 
Xiyang (8/50) | Fuying, Xiyang (7/52) 
| Fuying, Xiyang, Maci, Kuishan, 
Beishishuan (5/53) 
 

[None identified] 
 

Zhejiang 

(Hangzhou Bay) 

 

Tanhushan (6/50) | Shengsi (7/50) 
 

[None] 

Zhejiang 

(Taizhou Bay) 

Nanjiushan, Tantoushan (12/50) | 
Jigushan (10/52) | Jigushan (6/53) 

Baishashan (3/52) | 
Huangjiaoshan (6/52) 

 
 
 
The table above depicts attacks that occurred on the coastal islands. It highlights the 

reality that the KMT was unable to coerce the PLA to not attack nearly every island 

holding in its possession, leading to a brute force battle. However, once PLA forces 

seized an island, its own cost imposition credibility was often insufficient, often due to 

limited force levels deployed and maintained on those islands, leading to a later KMT 

attack. Some islands such as Yuhuan, Nanri, and Meizhou, where a number of battles 

occurred, show that possession was highly contested and possessors had difficulty of 

maintaining a newly established status quo and coercing other side to not attack. 

 

Table 22. Failure to coerce target to not attack: Crises in the Taiwan Strait 
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Section KMT failures to coerce PLA to 
not attack (month/year) 

PLA failures to coerce KMT to 
not attack (month/year) 

First Taiwan 

Strait Crisis 
Xiaojinmen (1/53) | Xiaojinmen 
(1/53) | Maotouyang Sea Battle 
(1) (2/54) | Wuqiu Sea Battle 
(2/54) | Sanmen Sea Battle (3/54) | 
Jinmen (9/54) | Dachen (11/54) | 
Sinking Frigate Tai Ping (11/54) | 
Dachen (1/55) | Sinking Dong 
Ting (1/55) | Yijiangshan (1/55) | 
Dachen (1/55) |Baoying Gunboat 
Battle (1/55) | Nanjishan (2/55) 
 

Xiamen (1/53) | Maotouyang Sea 
Battle (1) (2/54) | Maotouyang Sea 
Battle (2) (4/54) | Maotouyang Sea 
Battle (3) (4/54) | Dongji Sea and 
Air Battle (5/54) |  

Aerial and 

Artillery 

Confrontation 

 

Jinmen (1/56) | Jinmen (6/57) 
 

Xiamen, Dadeng, Lianhe (6/56) 

Second Taiwan 

Strait Crisis 
Jinmen (8/58) | Jinmen (8/58) | 
Jinmen (9/58) | Jinmen (9/58) | 
Jinmen (10/58) | Jinmen (1/59) 

Xiamen (8/58) | Xiamen (8/58) | 
Xiamen (9/58) | Xiamen (10/58) 
Dadeng (1/59) 

 
 
 
The table above depicts attacks that occurred during and in between the Taiwan Strait 

Crises. It highlights in particular the extremely difficult nature to prevent attacks that are 

either naval clashes or artillery bombardments. In both of these types of attacks neither 

the PLA or KMT could coerce the other to not attack. As a result, this is a situation where 

both sides attack specifically to try to coerce the other to not do so in the future. As naval 

and artillery attacks are often not decisive, and therefore neither side can achieve 

escalation dominance, additional attacks continue apace. 

 

Furthermore, the Low-High patterns of military coercion demonstrate why coercion 

cannot be considered in a vacuum because if it is, erroneous identification of coercion 

may occur. All of these cases could be erroneously coded to be perfectly good coercion 
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attempts that failed rather than what they are non-credible coercive threats (i.e., low cost 

imposition credibility) that, not surprisingly, failed. 

 

Even though failures to coerce a target to not attack were the most numerous occurrence 

of potential coercion present in the empirical evidence, wide-ranging arguments should 

not be made regarding the efficacy or inefficacy where military coercion theory is 

concerned. First, the KMT often lacked credible cost imposition capability and therefore 

was unable to use coercive strategies. Second, as the KMT held dozens of island 

positions, each became a battleground in turn. If, on the other hand a coercer starts out 

with and maintains high cost imposition capability vis-à-vis the target, fewer battles are 

likely to occur. 

 

What this theory has not suitably answered is why the KMT as a target was not more 

regularly coerced into withdrawing before battle by the PLA. The PLA had amassed so 

many victories that its ability to impose costs through conducting successful amphibious 

assaults and seizures with a coercive threat was repeatedly credible. More research needs 

to be conducted on this issue that focuses on longer term conflict, though primary waged 

on contiguous territory. Potentially this is a factor of rational information failures (e.g. the 

PLA achieved surprise) and the very nature of island locations only exacerbated an 

inability to withdraw ahead of battle. Had each battle occurred a larger geographical area, 

as with the battles on Hainan Island in 1950 and on the mainland up until 1949, possibly 

increased instances of successful military coercion would have accrued. The large-scale 
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campaigns taking place allowed one side or another to seize large swaths of land and the 

loser was forced to either withdraw or surrender. 

 

A second potential explanation of why the KMT did not withdraw before battles it was 

likely to lose comes from determined political will that keeps the military instrument 

engaged, even when not efficacious from the standpoint of good militarily strategy. There 

is substantial evidence that the offshore islands were extremely important to Chiang Kai-

shek politically, even though many were of extremely limited military importance given 

their relative small size and susceptible to assault. 

 

Coercing Withdrawal During Battle (High-High) 

 

Brute force battles may occur when the coercer has a high cost imposition capability and 

the target believes it can counter. This is because each belligerent believes it can achieve 

a decisive battlefield victory, creating a High-High type situation. As a result, failed 

coercion and then successful coercion occur often occur in succession. Whichever side 

achieves victory during the battle coerces the losing side to withdraw. This sets up one of 

two situations, each with the same immediate outcome.  

 

The first situation is where a coercer fails to get the target to not attack and then itself 

become the target of coercion after failing to defend itself and then being coerced to 

withdraw from the battlespace. The second is a situation where the original coercer fails 
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to coerce the target to not attack (a Low-High type) and achieves victory on the 

battlefield after achieving successful cost imposition credibility. The second situation 

highlights how battlefield victories can change cost imposition credibility for a coercer 

from low to high. In either case, the defeated target is coerced to withdraw, if it is able, as 

it otherwise faces annihilation or capture. Though in the chaos and confusion on the 

battlefield, withdrawal, capture, and annihilation may simultaneously occur at the 

conclusion of warfighting to some extent.  
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Figure 7. High-High Military Coercion Patterns: Coercing Withdrawal During Battle 

 
 
 
However in the second case, when a would-be coercer restores its cost imposition 

credibility during battle to a High-Low type, the result may lead to strategy changes by 

the target. This was the case with the Dengbu and Jinmen battles where the PLA did not 
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respect the KMT’s cost imposition credibility ahead of time. However, during battle, 

drastically changed its assessment. As the battle was a decisive point in the campaign and 

the PLA could not immediately find another means to continue fighting, its campaign 

came to a screeching halt.  

 

Table 23. Coercing a target to withdraw: Strongpoints 

Section PLA coerces KMT to withdraw 
from battle (month/year) 

KMT coerces PLA to withdraw 
from battle 

Zhoushan 

 
Daxie (8/49) | Dengbu (11/49) 

Xiamen and 

Jinmen 

 

Xiamen (10/49) 
 

Jinmen (10/49) 
 

Hainan Sea battle during sea crossing 
(4/50) 

[None identified] 

 
 
 
The table above shows five instances in the strongpoints case study (chapter 3) where one 

belligerent was coerced to withdraw from battle. For example, the PLA coerced the KMT 

to retrograde twice during the Zhan-Xia-Jin Campaign (Xiamen and Jinmen). First, PLA 

success in achieving a foothold and seizing the northern part of Xiamen Island, including 

the airport coerced two KMT division to retrograde and mass with a third division in the 

south of the island. It is unclear if the KMT forces on the island sought to mass in 

southern Xiamen to repel future PLA attacks or if it sought to withdraw from the island at 

this point. Second, the PLA coerced the KMT to retrograde from Gulangyu Island on 

October 17th. As it was apparent that the Xiamen Battle was going to be a loss for the 

KMT, the KMT 29th Division on Gulangyu retrograded to Xiaojinmen island west of 

Jinmen island, leaving the door wide open for advancing PLA troops.  
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During the Hainan Campaign, PLA gun boats in fourth secret crossing coerced a tactical 

retreat of KMT warships. Though the KMT maintained maritime superiority in the 

Qiongzhou Strait with 50 surface ships in its 3rd Fleet, including a number of capital 

ships, these forces were still stretched thin. The 88 ships in the PLA’s First Echelon 

easily overwhelmed the three ships the KMT sent to disrupt the crossing, and through 

both surprise and maneuver the modified boats of the Red Five Companies, outfitted with 

anti-aircraft guns and mortars were able to quickly approach without being intercepted 

and carry out a broadside attack, damaging the main surface ship, leading to the 

retrograde of KMT ships. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 24. Coercing a target to withdraw: Coastal Areas 

Section PLA coerces KMT to withdraw 
from battle (month/year) 

KMT coerces PLA to withdraw 
from battle (month/year) 

Wanshan Lesewei Sea Battle (5/50) | 
Wailingding (5/50) | Sanjiao, 
Datouzhou (5/50) | Dawanshan, 
Xiaowanshan (6/50) 
  

[None identified] 
 

Zhejiang 

(Wenzhou Bay) 
Yuhuan (6/50) | Dongtou (7/50) | 
Pishan Sea Battle (7/50) | Pishan 
(7/50) | Jiguanshan (10/52) 
 

Dongtou (7/50) 
 

Eastern 

Guangdong and 

Southwestern 

Fujian 

 

Nan’ao (2/50) | Dongshan (5/50) | 
Nanri (12/51) | Meizhou (2/52) |  
 

Meizhou (1/52) 
 

Northeastern 

Fujian 

 

Pingtan (9/49) | Fuying, Xiyang 
(7/52) 
 

[None identified] 
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Section PLA coerces KMT to withdraw 
from battle (month/year) 

KMT coerces PLA to withdraw 
from battle (month/year) 

Zhejiang 

(Hangzhou Bay) 

 

[None identified] 
 

[None identified] 
 

Zhejiang 

(Taizhou Bay) 
Nanjiiushan, Tantoushan (12/50) | 
Toumenshan Sea Battle (6/51) | 
Baishashan (3/52) | Huangjiaoshan 
(6/52) | Jigushan (6/52) |  

Toumenshan Sea Battle (6/51) | Four 
Islands (6/53) 
 

 
 
 
The table above demonstrates numerous instances of where either the KMT or PLA was 

coerced to withdraw from various island battles and naval battles in the case study on 

coastal areas (chapter 4) between 1950-1953. In one section of the case study (Zhejiang: 

Hangzhou Bay) neither side withdrew. This is attributable to two factors. First, only two 

battles occurred Tanhushan Island and the Shengsi Islands, and the KMT in both cases 

was the losing belligerent. What is unclear from the histories for this section and all other 

sections, is whether attempts were made to withdraw that were not recorded, whether 

successful or not. Identification of instances of the pattern of military coercion of 

withdrawal during battle is highly susceptible to the accuracy and completeness of the 

historical record. 

 

During the Wanshan Islands Campaign, PLA victories successfully coerced the KMT to 

retrograde at least three times. After the Lesewei Sea Battle on 26 May 1950, the KMT’s 

Third Fleet and army forces withdrew from their anchorage and headquarters, 

respectively, on Lesewei Island. At approximately 10 kilometers away from the PLA-

seized islands of Qingzhou and Sanjiaoshan, these areas had fallen within range of PLA 

mountain artillery and continual surveillance. Continued seizures of islands by the PLA, 
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including Datouzhou, Dalu, Niutou, Chitan, and Larger and Smaller Zhizhou Islands, also 

convinced KMT troops to withdraw from Wailingding Island two days later on 28 May. 

Lastly after a sea battle the next day on the 29th, the PLA withdrew its ships to anchor in 

areas between Wailingding and Dangan Archipelago. 

 

During operations in Eastern Guangdong and Southwestern Fujian Both the PLA and 

KMT were able to successfully coerce the other’s troops to withdraw during battle. PLA 

artillery successfully coerced KMT warships to withdraw from Nan’ao Island in either 

February or March of 1950. It also successfully coerced KMT forces to withdraw from 

Dongshan Island (May 1950), Nanri Island (December 1951), and Dongshan Island (July 

1953). During battle, PLA is known to have coerced KMT forces to withdraw to a village 

on Nanpeng Island (I) (August 1950), and to Gongyunshan on Dongshan Island (July 

1953). During the Meizhou Island Battle (January 1952), KMT troops coerced PLA 

forces on the island to withdraw to fortified hill positions. However, it is unclear if PLA 

forces coerced KMT to eventually withdraw from Meizhou (January 1952) or if the KMT 

was conducting a raid. 

 

In Northeastern Fujian the PLA succeeded in coercing the KMT to withdraw from 

hostilities twice, both times ending the battle with a PLA victory. The first occurred at the 

end of the Pingtan Island battle. The second occurred in coercing a KMT naval group to 

withdraw from Fuying and Xiyang Islands instead of engaging with PLA naval forces. 
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Table 25. Coercing a target to withdraw: Crises in the Taiwan Strait 

Section PLA coerces KMT to withdraw 
from battle (month/year) 

KMT coerces PLA to withdraw 
from battle (month/year) 

First Taiwan 

Strait Crisis 
Wuqiu Sea Battle (2/54) | 
Maotouyang Sea Battle (2/54) | 
Maotouyang Sea Battle (4/54) | 
Maotouyang Sea Battle (4/54) | 
Dongji Sea & Air Battle (5/54) | 
Dachen (2/55) | Nanjishan (2/55) 
 

Sanmen Sea Battle (3/54) 
 

Aerial and 

Artillery 

Confrontation 

 

[None identified] [None identified] 

Second Taiwan 

Strait Crisis 

[None identified] [None identified] 

 
 
 
During the First Taiwan Strait Crisis the PLA coerced the KMT to withdraw numerous 

times mostly during various sea battles but also later on Dachen and Nanjishan in 1955. 

Confrontation after the First Taiwan Strait Crisis was centered on artillery, air combat, 

and air defense. These engagements did not fundamentally seek change the control of 

territory. As a result, military forces were not coerced to withdraw. 
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Lack of Credibility and Lack of Capability (Low-Low) 

 

  Credibility of military coercive strategy to create cost imposition 
 

  Low High 

Target capability 
to counter the 

coercive strategy 

Low 

 
 
 

No action occurs/impasse 
 

Leads to target not attacking for a 
limited time. 

 
 

 

 
 
 

Coercive threat success with 
minimal/no brute force. 

 
 
 
 
 

High 

 
 
 

No threat/non-credible threat 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Failure of credible coercive threat 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8. Low-Low Military Coercion Patterns: No Action Occurs 

 

There are times during a conflict when a coercer’s cost imposition threats are not credible 

yet confrontation does not occur. In these cases, the target is unable to take advantage of 

an opportunity either due to informational or capability constraints. For the former, the 

target may be in essence self-coerced from action, thinking that a particular battle would 

be a risky undertaking at the present time. Numerous avenues can take a belligerent down 

this path including poor intelligence or adversary employment of successful deception 

techniques.  
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For the latter, no action may be taken because of immediate actual lack of capacity. This 

includes variously a lack of transport platforms, troop fatigue, or prevailing conditions 

that undermine the efficacy of a particular side’s warfighting. Throughout most of 

recorded history, these latter conditions include night time conditions and cold winter 

weather. Though not an informational constraint per se, there are other times when 

particular actions are not taken due to a belligerent’s own restrictive rules of engagement 

(e.g., use of nuclear or chemical weapons or operations in a sensitive cultural area) even 

if the adversary would be highly susceptible to such attacks. In all of these cases, the 

conflict continues though at a low boil, until one side or another can resume, (e.g., when 

forces have regenerated, additional transportation is acquired, and/or weather conditions 

improve). 

 

There are also times when a coercer’s threats are not credible, though through 

engagements, the coercer unsuccessfully tries but fails to improve its own credibility. The 

majority of air confrontations detailed in this work are such a case.  

 

Two Additional Patterns of Military Coercion 

 

Two further patterns of military coercion occur that are not specific to the above patterns. 

Rather they may coexist simultaneously and affect the four situations in the 2x2 chart. 

The first is when a target is coerced to commit more forces. This may happen before 
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battle or a campaign to seek to coerce change to a military strategy. It may also happen 

during battle to prevent failure and defeat.  

 

The second is when a target is forced to slow down a battle or a campaign. This may 

happen because one or both sides have capabilities that successfully counter the other 

side, unless care and caution is applied. It may also extend to superiority in a warfighting 

domain that is based on certain conditions (e.g., day light), or it may extend to limiting 

radio emissions because of the threat of adversary anti-radiation seekers. In either case, 

the adversary has a potent tool at its disposal, but one that can be successfully mitigated 

though concepts of operations and/or specific tactics. Each is explored in more detail 

below. 

 

Committing More Forces 

The first additional type when a belligerent is coerced to add additional forces. This can 

be done in the planning stages to attempt to change a target’s military strategy (i.e. a 

High-Low type situation) or achieve decisive victory (i.e., a High-High type situation), or 

it can be done during battle to achieve a battlefield victory that enemy actions have put at 

risk (either Low-High or High-High). Committing more forces occurs if additional 

capabilities exist nearby and are available to be repurposed from their current duties/role. 

When more forces are committed to the battlefield, it may be to relieve a siege. This 

occurred on Jinmen during the Second Taiwan Strait Crisis when the KMT was coerced 

by the PLA blockade to commit additional assets. Furthermore, the dynamic nature of 
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situation may simultaneously make all belligerents coercers and targets if both commit 

reserves to the fight. This very pattern of military coercion occurred on both on Dengbu 

Island battle during the Zhoushan Campaign and the Fengmenling battle during the 

Hainan Island Campaign by the PLA and the KMT. Lastly, committing more forces may 

move a belligerent from a Low-Low type situation into a different type, moving from an 

impasse situation to one that allows substantial changes to the current status quo. 

 

Table 26. Coercing a target to commit more forces: Strongpoints 

Section PLA coerces KMT commit 
more forces (month/year) 

KMT coerces PLA to commit 
more forces (month/year) 

Zhoushan Daxie (8/49) | Dengbu (11/3) 
[before and during battle] 
 

Dengbu (11/49) 
 

Xiamen and 

Jinmen 
Xiamen (10/49) | Jinmen (10/49) Jinmen (10/49) 

 
Hainan Fengmenling (5/50) 

 
Fengmenling (5/50) 
 

Zhoushan (part 

2) 
Zhoushan (11/49) planning stages (after 11/49) 

 
Postponed 

Taiwan 

Campaign 

[None identified] 
 

planning stages (10/49) | planning 
stages (12/49) | planning stages 
(3/50) | planning stages (5/50) 

 
 
 
The table above shows identified instances of committing more forces during the 

strongpoints case study (chapter 3). The most important instance of tactical military 

coercion during this campaign occurred as a result of the KMT air power in denying the 

PLA from sending further seaborne reinforcements from Taohua to Dengbu. This denial 

of reinforcements directly contributed to the PLA forces on island being tactically 

coerced to withdraw, thus ending the battle and stopping further PLA operations in their 

tracks. Indeed, successful KMT tactical coercion directly led to strategic coercion success 
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for the KMT when Mao Zedong and the Central Military Commission decided to suspend 

the Zhoushan Campaign. Without the ability to further advance and create an eastern 

flank, the risks of assaulting Zhoushan Island itself, were deemed too high. The 

battlefield loss required the PLA not only to halt its campaign but also to go back to the 

drawing board. Though it could keep its gains, the PLA was not in position to continue its 

advance until May of 1950. As a result, this instance of successful tactical KMT intra-

conflict coercion held for roughly seven months, making it a substantially robust case of 

coercion.  

 

During the battles for Xiamen and Jinmen the PLA coerced the KMT to commit more 

forces before the two battles of Xiamen and Jinmen. These islands represented two of the 

KMT’s five strategic strongpoints and were essential for the KMT to maintaining a 

forward base area for potential future conquest of the mainland. Before the Xiamen 

Battle, the KMT increased troop strength from 17,000 to 56,000. After the PLA’s 

successful conquest of Xiamen Island by the PLA the KMT was again coerced to commit 

more forces ahead of time on Jinmen. Before the Jinmen Battle began, KMT commander 

Tang Enbo reinforced the island with an additional army corps containing three 

subordinate divisions and 10,000 additional soldiers, bringing the total to 17,000 troops.   

 

During the Hainan Campaign the PLA coerced the KMT to commit more forces at Meitai 

and Fengmenling. Seeing an opportunity to destroy the PLA’s 128th Division but not able 

to seize it with the forces on hand, the KMT was coerced to dispatch five additional 
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nearby divisions from the 32nd and 64th Corps to carry out a siege of the 128th Division. 

Committing more forces in this case however did not achieve a battlefield victory for the 

KMT because this move, in turn, coerced the PLA to also commit additional forces to 

relieve a siege at Fengmenling. In retrospect, this action by the PLA was decisive as it 

allowed it to achieve a victory in the most important battle of the entire Hainan Island 

Campaign. 

 

In the leadup to the Zhoushan withdrawal by the KMT, both belligerents successfully 

coerced each other to commit more forces. Unwilling to rest on their laurels, the KMT 

after the victory on Dengbu immediately increased its troop strength from three to five 

corps. The PLA followed suit and at first increased the number of the presence of 7th 

Army forces from 4 to 12 divisions. Later, it increased its forces yet again by adding an 

additional army to the mix (the 9th Army). However, these instances of coercion are 

incidental, as neither side intentionally sought these outcomes by the other. 

 

Before the United States naval presence in the Taiwan Strait and the commencement of 

Korean War put an end to the Taiwan Campaign, the KMT successfully coerced 

numerous changes to the Taiwan Campaign itself, specifically changing the plan and 

forcing the PLA to commit more forces. As the plan increased from four to eight to 

twelve to sixteen corps, the PLA was having to adjust to Taiwan’s increasing forces. By 

deciding to focus on Zhoushan, Xiamen, Jinmen, and Hainan Islands before attempting to 

seize Taiwan, and by its very successes, the PLA made the job of seizing Taiwan much 
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more difficult. The KMT’s ability and willingness to withdraw substantial numbers of 

troops (although the PLA captured many KMT defenders on Xiamen and Hainan) from 

these strongpoints when a PLA victory was assured was also key. Of course, the PLA 

lacked sufficient amount of sealift as well as naval air power during this time. A PLA 

invasion force of only four corps was still a very risky proposition, even if KMT still 

controlled the immediate offshore islands and left Taiwan somewhat under-defended 

 

Table 27. Coercing a target to commit more forces: Coastal Areas 

Section PLA coerces KMT commit 
more forces (month/year) 

KMT coerces PLA to commit 
more forces (month/year) 

Wanshan Lesewei Sea Battle (5/50) [None identified] 
 

Zhejiang 

(Wenzhou Bay) 

 

Dongtou (1/ 52) | Dongtou 
(1/52) 

[None identified] 
 

Eastern 

Guangdong and 

Southwestern 

Fujian 

 

Nan’ao (2/50)  Nanri (12/51) | Nanri (1/52) | 
Meizhou (2/53) | Dongshan (7/53)  
 

Northeastern 

Fujian 

 

Fuying, Xiyang (7/52) [None identified] 
 

Zhejiang 

(Hangzhou Bay) 

 

[None identified] 
 

[None identified] 
 

Zhejiang 

(Taizhou Bay) 
Toumenshan Sea Battle (6/51) | 
Jigushan (6/52) 
 

Huangjiaoshan (6/52) 

 
 
The table above shows identified instances of committing additional forces during the 

coastal areas case study (chapter 4). During the Wanshan Islands Campaign the PLA 

successfully coerced the KMT to commit more forces on at least two occasions. The first 

was that after the Lesewei Sea Battle, the PLA had damaged KMT Third Fleet vessels. 

Two frigates, two landing ships, four minesweepers, and several gunboats were 
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dispatched from Taiwan to replace and further strengthen the KMT fleet on May 28th. In 

mid-June the KMT Navy dispatched an additional frigate and two gunboats from the First 

Fleet on Taiwan to the Wanshan Islands. This was in response to further PLA island 

seizures of Larger and Smaller Wanshan, and Aizhou Island. 

 

In Eastern Guangdong and Southwestern Fujian, both the KMT and the PLA successfully 

coerced the other to commit more forces during battle. During the Nan’ao Island Battle in 

February or March of 1950, PLA coerced the KMT to send additional warships to assist 

with their troops withdrawal from the island after defeat. During the Dongshan Battle, 

PLA success at defending key positions, coerced the KMT to commit its reserve unit to 

the fight. For its part, the KMT coerced the PLA to commit additional forces on Nanri 

Island (December 1951 and October 1952), Meizhou Island (February 1953), and 

Dongshan Island (July 1953). 

 

In Northeastern Fujian, PLA success in re-seizing Fuying and Xiyang, coerced the KMT 

to commit more forces in the form of additional ships to assist in the withdrawal from 

those two islands. While the ships arrived too late to accomplish their task, the KMT was 

likely unaware of this. 
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Table 28. Coercing a target to commit more forces: Crises in the Taiwan Strait 

Section PLA coerces KMT commit more 
forces (month/year) 

KMT coerces PLA to commit 
more forces (month/year) 

First Taiwan 

Strait Crisis 
Wuqiu Sea Battle (2/54) | Sanmen 
Sea Battle (3/54) | Maotouyang 
Sea Battle (3) (4/54) | Jinmen 
(9/54)  
 

Sanmen Sea Battle (3/54) | 
Maotouyang Sea Battle (3) (4/58) 
 

Aerial and 

Artillery 

Confrontation 

[None identified] 
 

Xiamen, Lianhe (6/56) | aviation 
units in Guangdong, Jiangxi, and 
Zhejiang (6/56) 
 

Second Taiwan 

Strait Crisis 
Jinmen (to relieve a siege) (9/58) Various aviation, naval, and 

artillery units in Fujian Province 
(7/58) | artillery units (9/58) 

 
 
 
The table above shows the various instances of committing more forces during the crises 

in the Taiwan Strait case study (chapter 5). The First Taiwan Strait Crisis was strongly 

focused on maritime engagements and so naval battles were where both the PLA and 

KMT were often coerced to committing more ships. Of note during this time period, the 

KMT was coerced to add more forces to Jinmen in March 1954. Later, starting in 1956, 

KMT aerial engagements in the southeastern coastal area and use of Jinmen as a staging 

area, coerced the PLA to deploy additional aviation and artillery units. In the lead up to 

the Second Taiwan Strait Crisis, the KMT successfully coerced the PLA to deploy more 

forces, (aircraft, ships, AAA, and artillery) to wage the blockade campaign. Later in the 

crisis, minor KMT successes in blockade running caused the PLA to deploy additional 

artillery units. At the same time, the PLA successfully coerced the KMT and the U.S. to 

add more forces to attempt to relieve a siege of Jinmen. These forces consisted of air and 

naval units. And even though they were committed, they still were not able to 

substantially counter the blockade. 
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Slowing Down Attacks or a Campaign 

Even though it maintained rather low-cost imposition credibility throughout the three 

case studies, the KMT was regularly able to successful coerce the PLA to slow down its 

attack. In two of the strongpoint case studies, KMT air and sea superiority during the day 

time prevented PLA sea crossings and assaults. Furthermore, the PLA regularly had to 

hide its forces and limit its emissions to prevent the KMT from using its air power to 

attack its nearby forces that were massing and the vessels that were to carry them to 

KMT-held shores. This was especially true for the earlier campaigns when the PLA had 

few if any air defenses and no aviation units to provide air support. The Hainan 

Campaign took approximately a month to move forces from the Leizhou Peninsula to the 

battlefield due to this very threat and almost complete lack of substantial counters that the 

PLA possessed to protect its forces when transiting the Qiongzhou Strait. With the advent 

of more recent technologies such as anti-radiation and infrared seekers, forces on the 

modern battlefield are increasingly subject to seeking to limit emissions and mask 

signatures. The cumulative effect of this reality affects both maneuver and data 

transmission, which slows the operational activity tempo and ultimately campaigns 

themselves.  

 

During the Zhoushan Campaign successful KMT coercion forced the PLA to slow down 

its attack during the Zhoushan Island Campaign. The KMT enjoyed air and sea power 

superiority during the daylight hours, and KMT airpower could easily interdict PLA 
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sailboats transporting troops. Not having a countermeasure in the form of anti-air artillery 

meant that it had to negate these advantages through surprise nighttime assaults and the 

hiding of boats during the day time. As a result, the PLA’s rate of advance was slowed 

considerably, because it had to keep the movement of troops and amassing of ships safe 

from KMT airpower. Of course, natural factors, such as tidal conditions that allowed 

relatively small windows of favorable landing opportunities each month and inclement 

weather, also contributed to slowing down the PLA’s rate of advance. As a result, KMT 

military advantages, assisted by prevailing hydrological and meteorological conditions, 

effectively coerced the PLA to slow down its campaign. In all, it took the PLA from mid-

August to early November to prosecute seven island landings which included four 

amphibious assaults until the campaign ended abruptly after the PLA defeat during the 

Dengbu Island Battle.  

 

During the Hainan Campaign, the KMT successfully coerced the PLA to take evasive 

maneuvers to avoid detection while carrying out secret crossings. As the KMT enjoyed 

air and sea superiority during daylight hours, the four secret crossings were designed to 

evade and mitigate these KMT advantages. The four groups left from different 

embarkation points (including Nanzhou Island, roughly 60 km north of the Qiongzhou 

Strait), sailed at night, and were spaced apart in time. Furthermore, the first two groups 

took long, circuitous voyages to avoid suspicion and detection. This lasted from 5 March 

1950, the date of the first secret crossing, until the last group secretly disembarked on 

Hainan Island on 1 April. 
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During the Wanshan Campaign, successful KMT coercion forced the PLA to slow down 

its attack during the Wanshan Islands Campaign. Unlike in other cases examined so far, 

the KMT did not enjoy air superiority, nor even air support as its closest airbases were in 

Taiwan after the withdrawal from Hainan Island. This did not undermine operations too 

much as the PLA also lacked any air support at this time. Even if the KMT had air 

support, the PLA’s continued use of nighttime maneuver and battle would have largely 

mitigated or nullified it. However, the KMT did enjoy sea superiority with its fleet of ex-

U.S. frigates, gunboats, and minesweepers. The ratio of total displacement was ten to 

one, decidedly in the KMT’s favor. Largely as a result of this imbalance that continued 

throughout the campaign, the Wanshan Islands Campaign lasted nearly three months as 

the PLA had to continue to rely on nighttime maneuvers and the slow but steady seizure 

of unoccupied islands to use as artillery emplacements that denied KMT nearby 

anchorage.  

 

Wrapping Up 

The above analysis demonstrates that the posited rational theory of military coercion has 

strong explanatory power. In an exhaustive case study analysis of a decade-long military 

confrontation between the PLA and KMT, the theory systematically and credibly 

explained both successful and failed outcomes of military coercion. The theory’s two 

causal mechanisms of the credibility of a coercive strategy’s cost imposition and the 

target’s ability to counter, recognize that no matter how good the coercive strategy, the 
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target still gets a vote. As a rational theory, this theory explains how military coercion 

should occur, though it recognizes rationality itself is bounded even when both 

belligerents are rational actors.  

 

  Credibility of military coercive strategy to create cost imposition 
 

  Low High 
Target 

capability to 
counter the 

coercive 
strategy 

Low  
No action occurs/impasse 

 
 

Leads to target not attacking for a 
limited time. 

 
Coercive threat success with 

minimal/no brute force.  
 

Leads to target strategy change:  
• to end a campaign 
• to forgo a campaign  
• to withdraw before battle  

 
High  

No threat/non-credible threat 
 

Leads to brute force attack by 
target: 
• failure to coerce target 

strategy change 
• failure to coerce target to end 

campaign 
 

 
Failure of credible coercive threat 

 
Leads to a decisive battle:  
 

• loser withdraws during battle or 
faces destruction / surrender 

 
 

Figure 9. Explaining and predicting military coercion outcomes 

 
 
 
This dissertation has also operationalized the theory by examining four ideal states of the 

potential interactions of these two variables (High-Low, High-High, Low-High, and 

Low-Low). As a rational theory, the theory posits that military commanders prefer to use 

coercion rather than brute force, as brute force is wasteful. Yet brute force will be used 

when coercive strategies are inefficacious. From this base, we have a strong explanation 

as to why well-known patterns of military coercion occur.  
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We can see how coercive strategies, far from being practiced in a vacuum, interact with 

brute force warfighting. Specifically, the theory explains why failed coercive strategies 

lead to brute force battles (Low-High) and successful brute force strategies lead to 

successful coercion (High-Low). The theory also explains why highly credible coercive 

strategies fail (High-High) and why inaction on the battlefield occurs between two 

belligerents that are still engaged in conflict (Low-Low).  

 

The other theories of military coercion (both immediate and intra-conflict) do not possess 

strong explanatory power or have not been operationalized. Immediate coercion theories 

posited to date did not rely on sufficient data sets that allowed for causal inference. This 

was because the research design of these theories did not plausibly identify or code 

instances of failed and successful coercion. The intra-conflict coercion theories relied on 

stronger empirical evidence but championed exclusive strategy choices (punishment, 

denial, escalation) that are fairly easy to falsify. As we have seen with this study, all of 

these coercive strategies were at times successful or failures. Furthermore, both 

immediate and intra-conflict coercion theories to date are based on deterrence or 

compellence, terms that are only semantically distinct. This theory of military coercion 

relies on a strong data set that successfully overcomes most of the issues related to causal 

inference and does not tautologically exclude otherwise potentially useful coercive 

strategies. Furthermore, it looks at the phenomenon of coercion holistically and does not 

focus on indistinguishable sub-types. 
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Chapter Seven: Conclusion 

 

 

 

 

This dissertation has made four main scholarly contributions. The first is to provide a 

comprehensive account of the coastal island assaults, naval sea battles, and air and 

artillery clashes along China’s southeast coast between the PRC and Taiwan from 1949 

to 1958. Drawing extensively on Chinese sources, this is the first work, in English or 

Chinese, to put together so many disparate sources and consider this as one long period. 

The period from 1949 to 1958 that is understudied in the English-language literature, 

except for its flashpoints, the First and Second Taiwan Strait Crises. As the case studies 

have detailed, scores of battles took place to determine the ownership of China’s coastal 

regions as well as its air and sea domains.  

 

Second, this dissertation has demonstrated how military coercion was applied or 

attempted in numerous occasions, over a long time period with substantial changes in 

technology over the duration. We have seen the PLA evolve in capabilities from a force 

of light infantry units to fighter jets. Moreover, this dissertation has focused on two non-
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Western belligerents, which are almost wholly ignored in the current coercion literature 

except as targets of Western coercers. This sheds light on coercive crisis dynamics in 

East Asia by non-western practitioners. 

 

Third, this dissertation has provided a research design approach that is replicable and 

substantially mitigates two major threats to valid inference. First, the approach allows for 

the identification of both successful and failed instances of coercion, something that 

earlier attempts have not. In doing so it has mitigated a significant source of sample bias 

that has plagued coercion research. Furthermore, it proposes a way to mitigate well-

known case selection bias. By examining coercion in a longer duration conflict at the 

level intra-conflict coercion, we can have high confidence in determining whether intent 

exists at the immediate coercion level. 

 

Finally, this dissertation put forth a new theory of military coercion that is both 

explanatory and makes predictions about this phenomenon. Based on the interaction of 

two independent variables, this theory explains the success and failure of past military 

coercion outcomes. Furthermore, it can predict the outcomes of future attempts as well. I 

consider additional implications for scholarship and policy below and finish this section 

with some ideas for future research. 
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Implications for Scholarship 

After decades of research in the mid- and late-twentieth century, the study of military 

coercion was unintentionally driven into a theoretical cul-de-sac. The extant research to 

date has focused too much energy on making distinct theories from indistinguishable 

terms (deterrence or compellence). It has focused on championing single coercive 

strategy approaches (denial or punishment strategy) to little end. And, it has been largely 

unable to find suitable answers to the criticism of causal inference that Lebow and Stein 

have so importantly raised. As a result, it is no wonder that new theoretical or empirical 

research has not been developed for nearly two decades. 

 

The arguments and theory posited in this dissertation seek to coercion research on a new 

path. It has operationalized a two-variable approach focused on coercive threat credibility 

and counters to that coercive threat to explain military coercion success and failure. As a 

result, the theory explains the results of past outcomes of coercion. It also can be used to 

predict future attempts of employing military coercion. It had done so in a way that 

ignores the irrelevant distinctions of deterrence and compellence, a tautological approach 

toward the application of a specific coercive strategy, and that substantially mitigates 

against the enormous validity problems that plague coercion research. Furthermore, this 

dissertation provides a replicable research design that can be applied to additional cases, 

past and present, to further test and improve this theory. Specifically:  
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I have argued that theories of coercion cannot be specific to deterrence or compellence 

because the two terms are indistinguishable in practice. They connote false precision that 

is based on semantic distinctions. While this is not as obvious in the realm of general 

coercion, this reality is glaring for the realm of intra-conflict coercion. Furthermore, 

usage of these terms reveals conscious or unconscious normative bias of the analyst in 

judging the actions and the actors involved, rather than a positive statement. 

 

I have argued that military coercion encompasses not only immediate coercion (coercion 

that happens in crisis potentially leading to war) but also intra-conflict coercion (coercion 

that occurs during war). Additionally coercion research needs to focus on, or at least not 

exclude, operational and tactical levels coercion, as well as strategic levels of coercion. It 

is at the operational and tactical levels where battles are won and campaigns ultimately 

succeed or fail. These levels also provide a necessary foundational evidentiary base to 

determine whether coercion is actually occurring at the strategic level as well as 

immediate or general types.  

 

I have argued that coercive strategy choice cannot be the sole determinant of success or 

failure. Instead, any coercive strategy may be successful under the right conditions. 

Airpower may or may not be able to successfully carry out punishment strategies, but 

land and naval power have had success in addition to denial strategies. Furthermore, 

agreeing with Watts, successful use of coercion may entail a mixed strategy. 
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However, it is important to recognize the limits of what can be measured in this research 

and the conclusions to be drawn from it. First and foremost, the research is not intended 

to provide policymakers a how-to manual or ‘cookbook’ of carrying out policies of 

military conflict coercion. Instead, it is intended to highlight the significant causal 

mechanisms that can reliably explain and predict intra-conflict coercion success and 

failures. Yet, even well-established social science theories do not always predict every 

instance of a phenomenon accurately for a multitude of reasons (e.g., omitted variables, 

irrationality, private information, etc.). 

 

Second, the level of generalizability one can glean from any particular case study is 

always an issue that demands a fair amount of circumspection. While this dissertation is 

not immune to generalizability constraints, studying a ten-year period of conflict through 

three separate case studies increases our confidence in generalizability of the findings. It 

is hoped that further military coercion case studies can be added to the literature, 

allowing the theory elucidated in this research to be further tested and further refined. 

 

Implications for Policy 

From a contemporary U.S. perspective, numerous worldwide crises exist in which the use 

of American military power is seriously considered as a potential response. As the 

leading power in the global system, the United States faces enormous pressures, both 

internally and externally, to ‘do something’ about the various conflicts, insurgencies, and 
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terrorist organizations globally.1456 The case for employing American force is frequently 

made without substantial reflection or appreciation about the actual utility or efficacy of 

the military instrument. Instead, discussion of using military force is commonly premised 

on optimistic estimates of the military’s ability to achieve a ‘cheap win’ that coercive 

strategies are sometimes able to provide. 

 

Improving understanding about the likelihood of success and failure of military coercion 

can help guide policymakers when deliberating whether to become involved in a conflict, 

and if so, how to do it without generating unintended outcomes. Such insights will also 

assist policy makers and commanders who are tasked with waging conflict to be 

increasingly aware of how campaign strategy can be honed to more reliably achieve 

policy goals. The main findings for policy are listed below: 

 

First, while the coercive strategy’s cost imposition capability is key, it is not the 

whole story. The adversary gets a vote and that vote can be a countermeasure, a 

mitigation ability, or a counter escalation strategy. Any of these can substantially negate 

the cost imposition credibility of attempted coercion or impose a reverse cost imposition 

capability on the coercer. Assuming an adversary is resourceful and adaptive is crucial to 

not being surprised. Thinking through both obvious and non-obvious ways of how a 

coercive strategy might be either curtailed by adversary capability or even absorbed is a 

 
1456 From a structural realist perspective, “great power gives its possessor a big stake in their 

system and the ability to act for its sake. For them, management becomes both worthwhile and possible.” 
Kenneth Waltz, Theory of International Politics (Boston, MA: McGraw Hill, 1979), 195. 
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necessary exercise. This requires intelligent and innovative strategists, planners, and 

analysts who think outside the box and understand an adversary exceptionally well. 

Mirror imaging and other analytic shortcuts are the road to failure. 

 

Second, successfully coercing changes to an adversary’s military strategy is difficult. 

If the strategy is already in progress, it requires either a decisive defeat or threatening 

something that the adversary holds of greater value. Both Dengbu and Jinmen 

represented decisive defeats for the PLA because their respective campaign could not 

continue without attaining victory. No further avenues were available for the PLA to 

avoid or bypass these points. Dengbu because the PLA needed it as a stepping stone to 

Zhoushan Island and Jinmen because it was the objective itself. Furthermore, the PLA 

lacked the ability to commit additional reserves to these battles. As a result, tactical 

defeats turned into strategic losses. 

 

Coercing an end to a campaign before it begins, which is the realm of immediate 

coercion, requires escalation dominance. For the postponed invasion of Taiwan, the PLA 

ultimately could not conduct an invasion at long distance without air and sea support, 

which it could not muster during the time period it was seriously planning such an 

assault. Furthermore, the rapid growth of KMT on Taiwan, ironically from the defeats 

and withdrawals from other strongpoints, ultimately made the PLA’s invasion plan 

overburdened and unworkable. The intervention of U.S. air and naval forces could not be 

countered, mitigated, or counter-escalated. 
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Third, successfully coercing an adversary to slow down a campaign can be useful, 

but it will not singlehandedly achieve victory. Indeed, if a target has more patience to 

stay the course than the coercer, this coercive “success” can be the path to defeat. This is 

a circumstance that most noticeably occurs in counterinsurgency warfare. In such 

circumstances, brute force victory or another coercive strategy that achieves a High-Low 

situation, to change the target’s strategy, is still necessary to ultimately achieve victory.  

 

Further Research 

 

First, the new and relatively new warfighting domains of space, electromagnetic, cyber, 

and psychological warfare need to be studied intently for new patterns of coercion and to 

see the influence of coercion in those domains to the overall battlefield. It is unclear if 

coercive strategies in these domains themselves can be successfully used to achieve 

strategy changing (High-Low type) outcomes. Current Chinese warfighting concepts 

assert that battlefield initiative and control of the physical domains (air, sea, and land) of 

warfare can only be obtained if “information dominance” is achieved first.1457 Under the 

PLA’s current theory of victory, achieving dominance in this domain, while 

 
1457 Information dominance 制信息权. Shou Xiaosong, ed., Zhanlue xue [The Science of Military 

Strategy], (Beijing: Academy of Military Science, 2013), 129-130, 267-268; Xiao Tianliang, ed., Zhanlue 

xue [The Science of Military Strategy], (Beijing: National Defense University Press, 2017), 140-141, 266-
267. 
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simultaneously denying it to an adversary is the path to victory.1458 However if 

dominance cannot be achieved and the domains are merely contested, it may only have 

the effect of slowing down a campaign or battle rather than achieving decisive high-low 

results. 

 

Secondly, additional research that follows the same general research design of examining 

a long duration conflict to identify instances of coercion is necessary to further test the 

theory, add new insights, and possibly identify new types of military coercion. If the past 

is any indicator, we can have fairly strong confidence that new types of coercion, when 

they emerge, will continue to conform to the longstanding patterns of military coercion 

mentioned above, rather than disrupt the theory. With new conflicts and belligerents the 

evidentiary base can be widened and stronger causal inference can be achieved. 

 
1458 See Jeffrey Engstrom, Systems Confrontation and Systems Destruction Warfare: How the 

Chinese People’s Liberation Army Seeks to Wage Modern Warfare (Santa Monica, CA: RAND 
Corporation, 2018). 
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Appendix 

 

 

 

 

• General Information 

• PLA Organization 

• KMT Organization 

• Orders of Battle 

 

 

General Information 

 

Table of Organization and Equipment 

 

Very little is known about unit equipment from the sources surveyed in the available 

literature. The table below shows divisional equipment for the KMT and PLA circa 1948 

and the Huai Hai Campaign. 
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Table 29. Divisional equipment for PLA and KMT  

Weapon Weapon 
approx. 

max. 
distance (m) 

PLA East 
China 
Field 
Army 
(1948) 

PLA 
Central 

Field 
Army 
(1948) 

KMT 
1948 

105mm Howitzer 11,270 some - some 
75mm Pack Howitzers 8,790 4-8 2-4 8 
4.2-inch Mortars 515 - - 4 
82mm Mortars 3,040 20 9 27 
60mm Mortars 3,490 36 12 54 
Heavy Machine Guns Unknown 36 30 54 
Light Machine Guns 549 180 150 285 
Automatic Rifles 100-800 250 150 250 
Rifles Unknown 2,800 2,000 3,100 
Carbines 457 350 300 600 
Explosive Launching Tube ~300 - 10? 450 
Source: Gary D. Bjorge, Moving the Enemy: Operational Art in the Chinese PLA’s 

Huai Hai Campaign, Leavenworth Paper No. 22, (Fort Leavenworth, KS: Combat 
Studies Institute, 2003), 107-108. 

 
 
 
Table 30. AAA regiment equipment (1955) 

Weapon Nos. 
75mm AAA guns 16 
37mm small-caliber AAA guns 12 
High-altitude machine guns Some 
Source: DDZGHJ 340. 
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PLA Organization 

 

Central Military Commission 

 

1. General Departments 

• General Staff Department | General Political Department | General Logistics 

Department | General Cadre Department (1950-1958) | General Finance 

Department (1954-1957) | General Training Supervisory Department (1955-1958) 

| Armed Forces Supervisory Department (1955-1958) | General Ordnance 

Department (1955-1957).1459 

2. Services and Branches/Arms 

2.1. Services 

• [Ground Forces]1460 | Navy | Air Force | Air Defense Force [merged with Air 

Force in 1957] | Public Security Force [9/1950-9/1957].1461 

2.2. Branch/Arms1462 

• Artillery Corps [est. 8/1/1950] | Armored Corps | Engineer Corps 

Railway Corps | Chemical Defense Corps | Signal Corps.  

3. Field Armies / Military Regions 

 
1459 ZRJJS 59-67. 71-73 
1460 The PLA’s Ground Forces did not possess a headquarters at this time, instead the General 

Departments for the entire PLA served as the headquarters. 
1461 ZRJJS 559. 
1462 Branch/Arms that did not exist from 1949-1958 include Second Artillery Corps (later Rocket 

Force) [est. 1966], Capital Construction Corps [est. 8/1966], and Army Aviation [est. 10/1986]. 
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• First Field Army | Second Field Army | Third Field Army/East China Military 

Region | Fourth Field Army/South Central Military Region | Central Field 

Army. 

4. Military Regions 

• Beijing | Shenyang | Lanzhou | Urumqi | Jinan | Wuhan | Nanjing | Fuzhou | 

Chengdu | Kunming | Guangzhou. 

 

**General Armaments Department not established until 1998.1463 

**Second Artillery (later Rocket Force) not established until 1966. 

 

 

People’s Liberation Army Navy 

 

East China Military Region Navy HQ, Baima [est. 4/23/1949] | Chinese People’s 

Liberation Army Navy HQ [renamed 1/1950, moved to Beijing 4/14/1950]. 

 

Subordinate Organizations 

• North Sea Fleet [est. 8/19] | East Sea Fleet | South Sea Fleet | Naval Aviation 

Department.  

 

 

 
1463 Though there were many predecessor sub-departments carrying out GAD functions. ZRJJS 69. 
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EAST SEA FLEET 

East China Military Region Navy (4/1949-4/1955) [referred to as East China Navy, 

transferred to PLA Navy 5/1950] | Navy East Sea Fleet (10/24/1955).1464 

 

Subordinate Bases: 

• Zhoushan Base [est. 9/1950] | Fujian Base [est. 1958] | Shanghai Base [est. 

10/1969]. 

Subordinate Forces: 

• Landing Boat Fleet (renamed Flotilla) | Frigate Fleet (renamed Flotilla) | 

Independent Squadron | Marine Regiments | Torpedo Boat Units | Coastal 

Defense Units | Aviation Units | Air Defense Units | Submarine Force [est. 

1958].1465 

Subordinate Fleets: 

• 6th Fleet (est. 4/1950) | 7th Fleet (est. 4/1950)1466 | 4th Fleet (est. 5/1950).1467  

 

Operational history: 

Anti-mining in Yangtze River | Zhoushan Islands | Yijiangshan Campaign | Sinking 

Taiping and Dongting | Bombardment of Jinmen. 

 

 
1464 XZJHJ 404. 
1465 ZRJJS 541 
1466 XZJHJ 97-98, 144. 
1467 XZJHJ 104. 
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SOUTH SEA FLEET 

Jiangfang HQ of the Guangdong Military Region (est. 12/15/1949) | Guangdong Military 

Region Navy HQ (renamed 7/1950)| South China Military Region Naval HQ (renamed 

9/1950) | Navy South Sea Fleet (renamed 10/24/1955).1468 

 

Subordinate Bases: 

• Yulin Base |  Guangzhou Base | Zhanjiang Base1469 

Subordinate Forces: 

• South China Sea Fleet Aviation Branch | Surface Warfare Units | Submarine Units 

| Coastal Defense Units | Marine Units.1470 

 

Operational history:  

Wanshan Island Campaign 

 

NAVAL AVIATION BRANCH 

Naval Aviation Department, Beijing (4/1952) | Chinese People’s Liberation Army Naval 

Aviation Department (renamed 9/6/1952) | Naval Aviation Branch (renamed 10/24/1955) 

[Merged with Naval Air Defense Branch (3/8/1958)].1471 

 

 
1468 ZRJJS 542; XZJHJ, 404. 
1469 ZRJJS 542. 
1470 ZRJJS 542. 
1471 ZRJJS 543; XZJHJ 250. 
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Subordinate Units: 

• 1st Aviation School (11/1/1950) | East China Sea Fleet Aviation Branch | South 

China Sea Fleet Aviation Branch | North China Sea Fleet Aviation.1472 

Subordinate Forces: 

• Coastal aviation forces | Bombers | Fighters | Attack | Reconnaissance | Anti-

submarine | Ship-borne helicopter | Transport aircraft | Anti-aircraft artillery 

Forces | Radar Forces. 

 

 

People’s Liberation Army Air Force 

 

Aviation Commission of the CMC | People’s Liberation Army Air Force [est. 

11/11/1949].1473 

 

Subordinate Units: 

• Aviation (fighter, bomber, attack, transport) | Airborne | Communications | AAA 

[9/1957] | Searchlight [9/1957] | Radar [9/1957]1474 | Surface-to-Air Missile 

(SAM) [10/1958].1475 

 

 
1472 ZRJJS 543-544. 
1473 ZRJJS 543-544. 
1474 ZRJJS 546. 
1475 ZRJJS 546. 
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By 1954 PLAAF had 300 ac, and 28 divisions.1476 

 

 

People’s Liberation Army Air Defense Force 

 

Air Defense Unit (8/1955) | Chinese PLA Air Defense Forces (8/1955-9/1957) [name 

change] | People’s Liberation Army Air Force [merged, 9/1957].1477 

 

Subordinate Units: 

• AAA | Searchlight | Radar.1478 

 

 

People’s Liberation Army Public Security Force 

 

Chinese People’s Liberation Army Public Security Guard Division (9/7/1950) | Chinese 

People’s Liberation Army Public Security Unit (renamed 11/8/1950) | Chinese People’s 

Liberation Army Public Security Force (7/18/1955-9/1/1957) [Disbanded 1957, internal 

and border security units transferred to provincial military commands; district and county 

units transferred to local government and reorganized into People’s Police.] 1479 

 
1476 ZRJJS 546. 
1477 ZRJJS 546. 
1478 ZRJJS 546. 
1479 ZRJJS 559. 
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Subordinate Units (9/1950-10/1952): 

• Independent Public Security: 1st, 2nd, 3rd Divisions | Northwest MR Public 

Security: 4th, 5th, 6th Divisions | Southwest MR Public Security: 6th, 7th, 8th 

Divisions | South Central MR Public Security: 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th Divisions | East 

China MR Public Security: 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th, 17th Divisions |Northeast MR 

Public Security: 18th Division | Railway Police: 19th, 20th, 21st Divisions 1480 

 

Divisions in bold were disbanded and reorganized into other units on 10/22/1952. 1481 

 

Subordinate Units (10/1952-9/1957) 

• Public Security 1st, 2nd, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 13th 14th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th, 19th, 20th, 

21st, 22nd Division and Public Security Guard Division.1482 

 

  

 
1480 ZRJJS 559. 
1481 ZRJJS 559. 
1482 ZRJJS 559. 
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Third Field Army 

Table 31. PLA's Third Field Army, 1949-mid 1950 

Army Troop 
nos. 

Sub-ord. 
Corps 

Troop 
nos. 

Subordinate units Notes on 
disposition and 

battles 
7th 
Army 

133,000 21 Corps  31,000 61st，62nd，63rd Divisions  Zhoushan Islands 
Campaign; 
Wenzhou Bay 
Campaign 

22 Corps  32,000 64th，65th，66th Divisions Zhoushan Islands 
23 Corps 35,000 67th，68th，69th Divisions Transferred to 9th 

Army 1/1950 
24 Corps 36,000 70th，71st，72nd Divisions Transferred to 9th 

Army 
35 Corps 22,000 103rd，104th，105th Divisions  Zheijiang; 

disbanded to PLAN 
1950 

8th 
Army 

127,000 24 Corps.  36,000 70th，71st，72nd Divisions  Changshan Islands 
25 Corps1483  30,000 73rd，74th，75th Divisions Shanghai 
26 Corps 32,000 76th ，77th，78th Divisions Shanghai 
34 Corps 16,000 100th，101st，102nd Divisions Guarded Nanjing 

9th 
Army
1484 

138,000 20 Corps 32,000 58th，59th，60th Divisions  
27 Corps 35,000 79th，80th，81st Divisions Shanghai 
30 Corps1485 24,000 88th，89th，90th Divisions  
33 Corps 20,000 97th，98th，99th Divisions  

10th 
Army 

108,000 
-
129,000 

28 Corps  34,000 82nd，83rd，84th Divisions Pingtan 
29 Corps 33,000 85th，86th，87th Divisions Zhang-Xia-Jin; 

Nanri/Meizhou 
31 Corps 32,000 91st，92nd，93rd Divisions Zhang-Xia-Jin; 

Dongshan  
32 Corps1486 21,000 94th，95th，96th Divisions  

Special 
Forces  
Column 

22,000 -  1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 13th 
artillery regiments 

1x tank regiment  
1x engineering regiment  

 

4x 

Armies, 

1x SF 

Column 

525,000 15x Corps    

Sources: ZRJJS 401-404, 510-511; William W. Whitson and Chen-hsia Huang, The Chinese High 

Command: A History of Communist Military Politics, Chart F, note that ZRJJS does not acknowledge 
the 11th Army or the 32nd Corps 

 
 

1483 Starting in May 1950, the 25th and 26th Corps under command of 10th Army. ZRJJS 401-402. 
1484 Starting in January 1950, the 9th Army controls 20th, 23rd, 26th, and 27th Corps. ZRJJS 403-404. 
1485 Starting in February 1950, the 30th Corps was transferred to PLA Navy. ZRJJS 401-402.  
1486 In March 1950, the 32nd Corps was returned to 10th Army control from UI Army. ZRJJS 403-

404 
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East China Military Region 

 

East China Military Region (2/1949-4/1/1955) [Merged with Third Field Army (6/1949)] 

| Nanjing Military Region (4/1/1955-2/2016). 

Subordinate Military Regions 

• Shandong [transferred to Jinan MR] | Jiangsu [merged from earlier Sunan and 

Subei MR, 11/1952] | Zhejiang (former 7th Army) | Anhui [merged from earlier 

Wanbei and Wannan, 1/1952] | Fujian (former 10th Army) [transferred to Fuzhou 

MR, 7/1956, returned 6/1985]1487 | Jiangxi [transferred from South Central MR 

4/1955; transferred to Fuzhou MR, 7/1956, returned 6/1985] | Shanghai Garrison 

Zone (frmr 9th Army) [est. 10/1955]. 

Subordinate forces 

• Navy [transferred to PLA Navy East Sea Fleet 5/1950]1488 | Military Region Air 

Force (MRAF) | Air Defense Forces [incorporated into MRAF, 9/1957] | Public 

Security Force [transferred to Public Security Organ, 8/1957] | Artillery Force | 

Armored Force | Engineering Force.1489 

 

SHANGHAI GARRISON COMMAND  

 
1487 ZRJJS 621-622, 627-628. 
1488 ZRJJS 541 
1489 ZRJJS 374-375, 621-622. 
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Songhu Garrison HQ (est. 5/1949) [Under the 9th Army and affiliated with the Huaqian 

MR] | Songhu Garrison HQ and Songhu Air Defense HQ (renamed, 5-7/1949) | East 

China MR Public Security HQ and Songhu Garrison HQ (renamed 10/1949) | East China 

MR Public Security Unit HQ (renamed 12/1951) | Nanjing Military Region Public 

Security Unit Command (renamed 5/1955) | Shanghai Garrison Command (renamed 

11/1955).1490 

 

Subordinate Areas/Zones 

• Yangtze River Estuary Area | Wusong Fortress Area.  

 

Subordinate Forces  

• Militia, Reserves | Military Service | Mobilization Work | Urban Garrison | Sea 

Defense Garrison1491 | Public Security Force Shanghai General Corps (5x 

divisions before 6/1957, 7x divisions from 6/1957) | Border Defense Regiment, 

Escort ship regiment. 1492 

 

[Under the command of the Nanjing Military Region, CPC Shanghai Committee, and the 

Shanghai Municipal Government].1493 

 

 
1490 ZRJJS 629-630. 
1491 ZRJJS 629-630. 
1492 ZRJJS 629-630. 
1493 ZRJJS 629-630. 
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ZHEJIANG MILITARY REGION 

Zhejiang Military Region (est. 5/1949) | Zhejiang Military Region and 7th Army 

(renamed 5/1951-5/1952)1494 | Zhejiang Military Region (renamed 5/1952-7/1960). 

 

Subordinate Military Subdistricts 

• Jiaxing | Ningbo | Feiyin | Wenqi | Taizhou | Jueshui | Jinhua | Lin’an | 

Shaoxing.1495 

 

Subordinate Units; 

• Militia | Reserves | Military Service | Mobilization Work | Urban Garrison | Sea 

Defense Garrison1496 | Garrison Command HQ. 

 

[Under the command of the Nanjing Military Region and the Zhejiang Provincial CPC 

Committee].1497 

 

CDR: Wang Jian’an | DCDR: Wang Bicheng | CoS: Li Yingxi | PC Tan Zhenlin, Tan 

Qilong | PDD Ding Qiusheng.1498 

 

FUJIAN MILITARY REGION 

 
1494 ZRJJS 624-625. 
1495 ZRJJS 624-625. 
1496 ZRJJS 624. 
1497 ZRJJS 624. 
1498 XZJHJ 18-27. 
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Fujian Military Region (est. 8/1949) [Transferred to Fuzhou Military Region (7/1956) ] |  

Fujian Province Military Region (renamed 4/1960) [Transferred to Nanjing Military 

Region 8/1985)].1499 

 

Subordinate Military Sub Districts 

• Jianyang | Nanping | Fu’an | Minhou | Jinjiang | Longxi | Yong’an | Longyan.1500 

 

Subordinate Units; 

• Militia| Reserves | Military Service | Mobilization Work | Urban Garrison | Sea 

Defense Garrison.1501 

 

[Under the command of the Nanjing [later Fuzhou] Military Region and the Fujian 

Provincial CPC Committee].1502 

 

CDR: Ye Fei | DCDR: Cheng Jun | PC: Zhang Dingcheng | PDD: Liu Peishan | DCoS: 

Chen Tiejun. 1503 

 

 

 

 
1499 ZRJJS 627-628. 
1500 ZRJJS 627-628. 
1501 ZRJJS 627. 
1502 ZRJJS 627. 
1503 XZJHJ 18-27. 
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EAST CHINA MILITARY REGION AIR FORCE/NANJING MILITARY REGION AIR FORCE 

East China Military Region Air Force HQ (8//1/1950-9/1950), Nanjing [created] | East 

China Military Region Air Force HQ and Shanghai Air Defense HQ (9/1950-12/1950), 

Shanghai [merged and moved ] | East China Military Region Air Force HQ (12/1950-

5/1954), Nanjing [renamed and moved] | East China Military Region Air Force 

Department (5/1954-5/1955), Nanjing [renamed] | Nanjing Military Region Air Force 

HQ, Nanjing (5/1955-2/2016) 

 

Subordinate Air Force units: 

• Shandong Province [transferred to Beijing MRAF, May 1955] | Jiangsu Province | 

Zhejiang Province | Anhui Province | Shanghai  | Jiangxi Province [added from 

South Central MRAF, May 1955] | Fujian Province [added from Fuzhou MRAF 

Sep. 1985]1504 

 

Operational History of East China MRAF 

Air Defense Operations in East China (1950-) | ECMRAF HQ operational command of 

Korean air operations, Andong (7/1952-12/1953) | Yijiangshan Campaign1505 

 

Operational History of Nanjing MRAF 

Air Defense operations in East China | Jinmen Island operations1506 

 
1504 ZRJJS 552. 
1505 ZRJJS 552-553. 
1506 ZRJJS 552-553. 
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CDR: Nie Fengzhi | PC: Wang Jicheng | DCDR: Zhang Pan | CoS: Jiang Tianran.1507 

 

South Central Military Region/Guangzhou Military Region 

Fourth Field Army, Beijing (-4/1949) | Fourth Field Army and Central Military Region, 

Kaifeng and later Hankou (4/1949-1/1950) | Fourth Field Army and South Central 

Military Region (renamed 1/1950) | South Central Military Region (5/1951) | Guangzhou 

Military Region (renamed 5/15/1955).1508 

 

Subordinate Military Sub-Districts1509 

• Henan (Frmr 12th Army) [transferred to Wuhan Military Region 4/15/1955] | 

Hubei (Frmr  12th Army)  [transferred to Wuhan Military Region 4/15/1955] | 

Jiangxi (Frmr 12th Army) [transferred to Nanjing MR 4/15/1955] | Hunan (Frmr 

12th Army) | Guangdong (Frmr 15th Army) | Guangxi (Frmr 13th Army).1510 

 

Subordinate Forces: 1511 

• Military Region Air Defense HQ (Merged with MRAFHQ in 5/1957) | MR 

Public Security Corps (est. 10/1950) | MR Artillery | Armored Forces | Special 

Forces HQ | Engineering Forces HQ.1512 

 
1507 XZJHJ 118. 
1508 ZRJJS 385-386, 643. 
1509 Guangzhou Military Region 广州军区. 
1510 ZRJJS 384-385, 643-644. 
1511 Guangzhou Military Region 广州军区. ZRJJS 643-644. 
1512 XZJHJ 142. 
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Operational History: 

Hainan Island Campaign 3-5/1950 | Wanshan Islands Campaign 5-8/1950 | Operations 

against insurgents in Hunan, Guangxi, Guangdong 1950-mid 1952.1513 

 

SOUTH CENTRAL MILITARY REGION AIR FORCE/GUANGZHOUMILITARY REGION AIR FORC 

South Central Military Region Air Force HQ, Wuhan (est. 9/24/1950) | Guangzhou 

Military Region Air Force HQ, (renamed 5/1954) [Merged with Guangzhou Air Defense 

Forces (5/1957)]1514 

 

Subordinate Air Force units: 

• Guangdong | Guangxi | Hunan | Hubei [transferred to Wuhan MRAF, May 1955, 

transferred back September 1985] | Henan | Jiangxi Province [transferred to 

Nanjing MRAF, May 1955] | Fujian Province [added from Fuzhou MRAF Sep. 

1985]1515 

 

[Under the dual command of PLA Air Force and the Guangzhou Military Region]1516 

 

Commander: Liu Zhen, DPC Wu Fushan, CoS Huang Weihua, PDD Wang Jianzhong.1517 

 
1513 ZRJJS 385-386. 
1514 DDZGKJ 553-554, 653; XZJHJ 127. 
1515 ZRJJS 552. 
1516 ZRJJS 553-554. 
1517 XZJHJ 127. 
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Fuzhou Military Region 

East China Military Region (2/1949-4/1/1955) [Merged with Third Field Army (6/1949)] 

| Nanjing Military Region (4/1/1955-7/1956) | Fuzhou Military Region (7/1956-6/1985). 

Subordinate Military Sub-Districts 

• Fujian (frmr 10th Army) [transferred to Nanjing MR 6/1985] | Jiangxi [transferred 

to Nanjing MR 6/1985].1518 

Subordinate forces 

• Military Region Air Force (est. 8/30/1958) 1519 |Public Security Force [transferred 

to Public Security Organ, 8/1957] | Artillery Force | Army Forces | Engineering 

Force | Special Forces.1520 

Operations: 

Shelling of Jinmen 8/1958-1/1959. 

Commanders: Yi Fei; Political Commissar: Yi Fe. 

 

FUZHOU MILITARY REGION AIR FORCE 

Fuzhou Military Region Air Force (est. 8/30/1958) | Nanjing Military Region Air Force 

(transferred 9/1985).1521 

 

 
1518 ZRJJS 621-622, 627-628. 
1519 I.e., the Fuzhou Military Region Air Force. ZRJJS 555. 
1520 ZRJJS 631. 
1521 Or established 7/24/1958 (XZJHJ). ZRJJS 555; XZJHJ, 512. 
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Subordinate forces: 

• MR Air Force Units** | MR Air Defense Units 

 

**Includes 130 fighter regiments from other MRAFs that rotated in to Fuzhou MRAF to 

take part in air defense operations from 1958-1985.1522 

 

Operations:  

Air blockade of Jinmen (second half of 1958) | Anti-reconnaissance air defense 

operations (1958-1985).1523 

 

CDR: Nie Fengzhi.1524 

 

 

 

 
1522 ZRJJS 555-556. 
1523 ZRJJS 555-556. 
1524 XZJHJ 513. 
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KMT Organization 

 

Table 32. Taiwan Defense Headquarters, May 1950 

Subordinate Command  Subordinate Forces  
[19-20x Corps total] 

Army General HQ 2x Armies, 7x Corps, 16x 
Divisions. 

 Southeast People’s Anti-Communist National Army  
  Penghu Defense Command 1x Corps, 3x Divisions 
  Zhoushan Defense Command 4x Corps, 12x Divisions 
  Xiamen and Jinmen Garrison 3x Corps, 11x Divisions 
  Hainan Island Defense Command 4x Corps, 12x Divisions 
Navy General HQ  3x Naval Military Regions, 4x 

fleets, 2x mobile boat teams 
Air Force General  8x Groups, 1x independent 

squadron 
Sources: JFJJS 110; DDZGJD 322-323. 

 
 
 
Table 33. Taiwan Defense Headquarters, after May 1950 

Subordinate Command  Subordinate Forces  
[16x Corps, 6x independent 
Divisions total] 

Army General HQ 500,000 troops 
 Chinese Anti-Communist National Salvation 

Army 
(18-20 islands in 7/1950) 

  Dachen Defense HQ (est. 6/1950 to 2/1955) 10,000 troops 
  Mazu Area Defense Command 60,000 troops on Jinmen and Mazu 
  Jinmen Defense HQ (est. 1949 to present) 
  Wanshan (est. 5/1950 to approx. 6/27/1950) unknown 
Navy General HQ  200 vessels 
Air Force General  7x Groups (300 combat aircraft 

5/1950; 400 combat aircraft (1954) 
Sources: JFJJS 110; DDZGJD 151, 154-155, 254-255, 322-323; DDZGHJ 155; DDZGKJ 

324. 
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Figure 10. Numbers and aircraft of the KMT Air Force1525 

 

 

 

 

 
1525 Total end strength by date. Data does not include trainer, transport, utility helicopters or fixed-

wing aircraft. AFD-110405-030, Tab. 166, p. 307; AFD-110405-039, Table 85, p. 175; AFD-110405-040, 
Table 114, pp. 216-217; AFD-110405-040, Table 114, pp. 216-217; AFD-110411-021, Table 111, p. 214; 
110411-D-LN615-002, Table 120, p. 219; AFD-110411-023, Table 123, p. 216; AFD-110411-025, Table 
124, p. 211. 
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Orders of Battle 

 

Zhoushan (Chapter 3) 

 

KMT ZHOUSHAN ORDER OF BATTLE 

Zhoushan Islands Defense Headquarters, CDR Shi Chueh 

• 50,000 troops (before 11/1949); 90,000 troops (11/1949)1526 

Table 34. KMT's Zhoushan Island Defense Headquarters 

Service Corps Divisions Regiments 
Army 67th Corps 56th Division 156th, 157th, 158th Regiments 

67th Division 199th, 200th, 201st  Regiments 
75th Division 223rd, 224th (arr. 7/1949), 225th Regiments 

75th Corps 6th Division 16th, 17th, 18th Regiments 
95th Division 283rd, 284th, 285th Regiments 

102nd Division Unidentified Regiments 
87th Corps 221st Division 661st, 662nd, 663rd Regiments 

222nd Division 7th, 8th, 9th Regiments 
Independent 
Divisions 

71st Division 211th, 212th, 213th Regiments 
1st Land War 

Division 
1st , 2nd , 3rd Regiments 

Special Agent, Artillery Battalions 
Division Department, Motor, Engineer, 

Communications Companies 
Other  Police Security Battalion, Technical Team 

 
Navy  1st Fleet 211th , 212th , 213th Regiments 

 2nd Fleet Unidentified units 
 

Air 
Force 

 1st Group 3x B-25; 3x MK-26 
 4th Group 15x F-51; 2x AT-6; 1x PT-19; 1x C-46 

Sources: DDZGJD 243, 245, 249-250; Tang 2012 65-66. 
 

 

PLA ZHOUSHAN ORDER OF BATTLE 

 
1526 DDZGJD, 249-250; Tang, “Guomindang jun che shou Zhoushan Qundao shi shi bianxi,”: 65-

66. 
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7th Army, HQ Ningbo, CDR Wang Jian’an  

• 40,000 troops1527 

Table 35. PLA’s 7th Army 

Army Corps Divisions Regiments 
7th Army 21st Corps 61st Division 156th, 157th, 158th Regiments 

22nd Corps 64th Division 16th, 17th, 18th Regiments 
65th Division 283rd, 284th, 285th Regiments 
66th Division Unidentified Regiments 

35th Corps UI Divisions Unidentified Regiments 

Source: He, ““The Last Campaign to Unify China,” 82. 

 

  

 
1527 DDZGJD,239. 
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Xiamen and Jinmen (Chapter 3) 

KMT XIAMEN AND JINMEN ORDER OF BATTLE 

Fujian Provincial Government  

Fuzhou Suijing Office, Acting Director Tang Enbo1528 

• 80,000 troops1529 

Table 36. KMT Xiamen and Jinmen order of battle 

Service Army Corps Division Location (notes) 
Army 8th Army 55th Corps 74th Division Northern Xiamen 

181st Division 
29th Division Gulangyu 

5th Corps 166th Division SE Xiamen 
200th Division Xiaojinmen 

12th Army  18th Corps 11th Division Dadeng, Xiaodeng 
43rd Division Jinmen 

118th Division Unknown 
19th Corps 13th Division (Jinmen reinforcements) 

14th Division 
18th Division (Jinmen reinforcements; 2x regiments 

on Dadeng) 

22nd Army 25th Corps 40th Division Jinmen 
45th Division Jinmen 

5th Corps 166th Division (moved to 22nd Army after Xiamen 
defeat) 200th Division 

Youth Army 
201st Division 

Jinmen 

Navy   Taiping Fleet (9x vessels) 
Air Force  1st Group  (50x F-46; 25x B-25) 
Sources: JFJZS Annex 1 75(1); Battle for Jinmen 32-33, 49-50, 73-74, 83-84; 85-86.; ZRJZS 860-861; 
DDZGJD, 233; ZZD 1017. 

 
 
 
21x M5A1 tanks (37 mm guns)1530 1st Battalion of the 3rd Regiment (UI DIV or Corps 

(possibly the 18th Corps based on disposition)1531 [arrived in mid-September 1949]1532 

 
1528 DDZGJD,222. 
1529 DDZGJD, 222. 
1530 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 49-50, 61. 
1531 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 70-71. 
1532 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 70-71. 
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PLA XIAMEN AND JINMEN ORDER OF BATTLE 

10th Army, CDR Yi Fei  

• 40,000 troops1533 

Table 37. PLA Xiamen and Jinmen order of battle 

Army Corps Divisions Regiments 
10th 
Army 

28th 
Corps 

82nd Division 244th, 245th, 246th Regiments 
83rd Division 247th, 248th, 249th Regiments 
84th Division 250th, 251st, 252nd Regiments 

29th 
Corps 

85th Division 253rd, 254th, 255th Regiments 
86th Division 256th, 257th, 258th Regiments 
87th Division 259th, 260th, 261st Regiments  

31st 
Corps 

91st Division 269th, 270th, 271st Regiments 
92nd Division 272nd, 273rd, 274th Regiments 
93rd Division 275th, 276th, 277th Regiments 

Sources: JFJZS Annex 1 75(1); Battle for Jinmen 74-75, 86-87; JFJJS, 110; Liang, et al., 
Duhai denglu zuozhan, 212 

 

 

  

 
1533 DDZGJD,239. 
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Hainan (Chapter 3) 

KMT HAINAN ORDER OF BATTLE 

Hainan Defense Headquarters: CDR Xue Yue 

• 100,000 troops (5x Corps, 19x Divisions)1534 

Table 38. KMT Hainan order of battle 

Service Area of Operations Unit More detail 
Army Eastern defense area 1st Route Army (32nd Corps) Wushi Port to Mulan 

Port 
Northern defense area 2nd Route Army (62nd Corps) Mulan Port to Linshi 

Port 
Western defense area 3rd Route Army (4th, 64th 

Corps) 
Linshi Port to Lintou 
Bay 

Southern defense area 4th Route Army (63rd Corps) Lintou Bay to Wushi 
Port  

Navy  3rd Fleet (50x ships) 
Air 
Force 

 4x Groups (42 aircraft: fighters, 
bombers, transports) 

Sources: Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 2001, p. 211-212. 
 
 
 
PLA HAINAN ORDER OF BATTLE 

Fourth Field Army 

• 15th Army 

• Qiongya Column: CDR and PC Feng Baiju 

o 20,000 troops1535 

Table 39. PLA Hainan order of battle 

Army Corps Divisions Subordinate Units 
15th 
Army 

40th Corps 118th Division  
119th Division  
120th Division  

43rd Corps 127th Division  
128th Division  
129th Division  

 
1534 Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 2001, p. 211. 
1535 DDZGJD, 135. 
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Army Corps Divisions Subordinate Units 
other units 1st Anti-Aircraft 

Division 
2x unidentified 

Regiment 
 Engineering unit 

Qiongya 
Column 

 3x Detachments 
(20,000 troops) 

10x Regiments 

Source: DDZGJD, 135. 
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Postponed Invasion of Taiwan (Chapter 3) 
 
Table 40. The evolution of the PLA’s Taiwan campaign plan 

 

Plan date  Mid-July 1949 August 1949 Fall 1949 Winter 1949 March 1950 17 May 1950 
Nos. PLA 
corps 3x corps 4x corps 8x corps 12x corps 12x corps w/strategic 

reserve 16x corps 

1st echelon 
units 

3x corps (9th 
Army) 

4x corps (9th 
Army) 

4x corps (9th 
Army) 5x corps (9th Army) 6x Corps (7th and 9th 

Armies) 7x corps (7th & 9th Armies) 

20th Corps (9th 
Army) 
26th Corps (9th 
Army) 
27th Corps (9th 
Army) 

20th Corps (9th 
Army) 
23rd Corps (9th 
Army)* 
26th Corps (9th 
Army) 
27th Corps (9th 
Army)  

20th Corps (9th 
Army) 
23rd Corps (9th 
Army) 
26th Corps (9th 
Army) 
27th Corps (9th 
Army)  

20th Corps (9th Army) 
23rd Corps (9th Army) 
24th Corps (9th Army)* 
26th Corps (9th Army) 
27th Corps (9th Army)  

21st Corps (7th Army) 
22nd Corps (7th Army) 
23rd Corps (7th Army) 
24th Corps (9th Army) 
26th Corps (9th Army) 
27th Corps (9th Army) 
 

20th Corps (9th Army) 
21st Corps (7th Army) 
22nd Corps (7th Army) 
23rd Corps (7th Army) 
24th Corps (9th Army) 
26th Corps (9th Army) 
27th Corps (9th Army)  

2nd echelon 
units - - 

4x Corps (7th 
Army) 

7x corps  
(7th & 10th Armies) 

6x Corps 6x corps  
(10th Army & other) 

21st Corps (7th 
Army) 
22nd Corps (7th 
Army) 
24th Corps (7th 
Army) 
35th Corps (7th 
Army)** 

21st Corps (7th Army) 
22nd Corps (7th Army) 
35th Corps (7th Army) 
28th Corps (10th Army) 
29th Corps (10th Army) 
31st Corps (10th Army) 
32nd Corps (10th 
Army)  

28th Corps (10th Army) 
29th Corps (10th Army) 
31st Corps (10th Army) 
20th Corps (9th Army) 
35th Corps (7th Army) 
UI Corps (UI Army) 

28th Corps (10th Army 
29th Corps (10th Army) 
31st Corps (10th Army) 
32nd Corps (10th Army) 
25th Corps (8th Army) 
26th Corps (8th Army) 

Strategic 
reserve units - - - - 

3x Corps (13th Army^) 4x Corps (13th Army) 

38th Corps (13th Army) 
39th Corps (13th Army) 
40th Corps (13th Army) 
 

38th Corps (13th Army) 
39th Corps (13th Army) 
42nd Corps (13th Army) 
49th Corps (13th Army) 

* indicates a unit reassigned to a different army | ^ Fourth Field Army units | ** 35th Corps reassigned to PLA Navy in January 1950 | Units in gray are assessed to be 
the likely assigned unit in plan, but literature is unclear 
Sources:  JFJJS, 113-114; Hu, 39; ZRJJS ; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 117-119. 
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Zhejiang (Chapter 4) 

KMT ORGANIZATION 

Dachen Defense Headquarters, CDR Liu Lien-i 

Yijiangshan Area Command1536, Headquarters (Beijiangshan Island, Hill 203)1537 CDR 

Wang Shengming? 

1,100 troops 

• 4th Assault Group (CDR: Wang Fupi) 

• 4th Detachment of 2nd Assault Group 

• 1x Artillery Element (Zhongdui) 1538 

PLA ORGANIZATION 

Zhejiang Coastal Defense Headquarters (est. December 1953)1539 

Zhedong Frontline Command (est. early 1954 by CMC General Staff Department) 1540  

Forces: (Total land, sea, and air personnel: 7,313)1541 

 

Command Posts: 1542 

• Landing command post  

• Air force command post (Naval Aviation is under this CP in unified command), 

Ningbo1543 

 
1536 Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 194; ZJBQ9 1370. 
1537 Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 194 
1538 Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 194; ZZD 1077-1078; ZJBQ9 1370; DDZGHJ 220-221. 
1539 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 167-168. 
1540 Or alternately established in August 1954 (JFJJS5). DDZGHJ 200; JFJJS5 76 
1541 XZJHJ 385-386. 
1542 JFJJS5 75. 
1543 ZKBQ 1278-1279. 
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• Navy command post 

• Joint Rear Service Department (est. 1/4/1955) 1544 

 

Table 41. PLA Zhedong Frontline Command, ground forces 

Forces Type Units [Locations] 

Ground 
Forces 
(5,000 
troops) 

1st Echelon 1st & 2nd Battalion, (178th Regiment, 60th Division, 20th Corps) 
[Beijiangshan] 
2nd Battalion (180th Regiment, 60th Division, 20 Corps) 
[Nanjiangshan Island] 

2nd Echelon 3rd Battalion (178th Regiment, 60th Division, 20th Corps) 
[Beijiangshan Island] 

Unknown Echelon Flamethrower troops, engineer unit 
Artillery 
Units 

Artillery 4x Battalion (or 12x Companies) with 130mm artillery [Baiyanshan 
Island, Toumenshan Island], 122mm artillery [Toumenshan Island];  

Rocket  2x UI Battalions of rocket artillery 
Mortar 120mm mortar units [Chahua Island] 

 Anti-Aircraft 
Artillery 

UI regiment (or 6x battalions) with 60x AAA pieces [Gao Island 
and Toumenshan Island] 

The landing command post was led by Huang Zhitian who was the deputy commander of the 20th Corps 
and Li Zhaoming who was the Political Commissar of Zhoushan Navy Base. 
Sources disagree on numbers of artillery present and alternately report 57 artillery pieces (DDZGJD); 
119 artillery pieces (XZJHJ, Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan); which includes an additional 144 coastal artillery 
pieces (JFJJS5; Liang, et al. Duhai denglu zuozhan; XZJHJ; ZZD; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan) 

Sources: JFJJS5, 75; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 196; XZJHJ 385-386; ZZD, 1077-1078; Xu, 
Jinmen zhi zhan, 184; DDZGJD, 263-264, 266, Operational Map 11; ZJBQ9, 1370-1371; XZJHJ, 385-
386; Nie Fengzhi, Wang De, Wu Zaowen, and Hu Shihong, San jun huige zhan donghai [Three Armed 
Services March into Battle in the East China Sea], (Beijing: People’s Liberation Army Press, 1986), 
Three Armed Services Map; DDZGHJ 200. 

Table 42. PLA Zhedong Frontline Command, naval uUnits 

Fleet Units Ships 
ECMR 6th Fleet Zhoushan Battleship 

Squadron (1st Squadron) 
4x Frigates: Ruijin, Xingguo, Kaifeng, 
Guangzhou 

Zhoushan Patrol Boat 
Squadron (31st Squadron) 

2x Gunboats, 12x torpedo boats, 24x escort 
boats, 6x rocket boats.  

 
1544 Commanded by Zhou Guisheng. JFJJS5 75; DDZGJD, 265. 
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Fleet Units Ships 
Taizhou Patrol Boat 
Squadron 

Unknown  70-140x Landing ships 
The Naval Command Post was commanded by Peng Deqing and deputy commander Ma 
Guansan 
Most ships of the East Ching Military Region’s 6th Fleet assembled near Dinghai though the 
Zhoushan Battleship Squadron assembled near Shantou.  
Sources: JFJJS5 75; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 196; XZJHJ 385-386; ZZD 1077-
1078; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 184; DDZGJD, 266; DDZGHJ, 691) 

 
 
 
Table 43. PLA Zhedong Frontline Command, aviation units 

Service Participating Units Parent Units Platform 
PLAAF 15 Squadrons 3rd Fighter Division MiG-15 

12th Fighter Division MiG-15 
29th Fighter Division MiG-15 
11th Attack Division Il-10 
20th Bomber Division Tu-2 
1st Independent Reconnaissance Regiment MiG-15 
2nd Independent Reconnaissance Regiment MiG-15 

PLAN 
(Naval 
Aviation) 

7 Squadrons (from 5 
Regiments) 

1st Division (1st Bomber Regiment)  Du-2 
1st Division (4th Fighter Regiment La-11 
2nd Division (6th Fighter Regiment) MiG-

15bis 
4th Division Unk. 

Unknown 1 Detachment Night flying detachment Unk. 
AD UI regiment (or 6 

battalions) 
or 6 battalions) with 60x AAA pieces [ UI AAA 

pieces 
Aircraft totals: 144-184 aircraft (70-124 fighter aircraft; 24-46 attack aircraft; 28-36 bombers; 
AAA totals: 60 AAA pieces. 
Units: 22 aviation squadrons (15 fighter squadrons; 3 attack squadrons, 4 bomber squadrons) 
Aviation units (including Naval Aviation) were under the unified command of Nie Fengzi, 
and deputy commanders Zeng Kelin, An Zhimin. 
Air bases and command posts: Ningbo (main), Ningbo Lishe, Jiangqiao, Jiaxing, Shanghai 
Dachang 
Auxiliary command posts: Toumenshan Island, Songmen, Nantian, Gao Island. 
Air guidance station: Baiyanshan 
AAA pieces on Gao Island and Toumenshan Island. 
Notes: Aviation units were deployed to forward air bases on 12/21/1954 to 1/10/1955. 
Sources: ZZD 1077-1078; ZKBQ9, 1278-1279, 1370-1371; DDZGJD, 263-264, Operational 
Map 11; DDZGHJ, 691; DDZGKJ, 87-88; Liang, et al., Duhai denglu zuozhan, 196; JFJJS5, 
75; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 182, 184; XZJHJ, 385-386; Nie, et al., San jun huige zhan donghai, 
Three Armed Services Map. 

 

U.S. ORGANIZATION FOR DACHEN ISLAND RETROGRADE 

(2/8/55-2/12/55) Operation FULLBACK 
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CDR: U.S. Navy CNO Adm. Robert B. Carney 

Task Force 75: Surface Action Force (patrolled seas around islands) 

Task Force 76: Amphibious evacuation force 

Task Force 77: Attack carrier strike force (provided air coverage) 

Task Group 70.4 Hunter-killer group (antisubmarine protection) 

Task Force 72: Taiwan Patrol Force (additional air cover)1545 

Table 44. Known U.S. Navy ships participating in Dachen Island Retrograde, 1955 

Type Specific Ship Names 
Aircraft 
carriers  

Aircraft Carrier, Attack 
(CVA) 

Essex (CVA-9); Yorktown (CVA-10), Wasp 
(CVA-18), Kearsarge (CVA-33); Midway 
(CVA-41) 

Seaplane Tender (AV) Salisbury Sound (AV-13) 
Surface 
Combatants  

Cruisers (CA) Pittsburgh (CA-72), Helena (CA-75) 
Destroyers (DD) Ammen (DD-527), McDermut (DD-677), 

Hopewell (DD-681), Uhlmann (DD-687), 
O’Brien (DD-725), Harry E. Hubbard (DD-
748), Carpenter (DD-825), Agerholm (DD-
826), Ernest G. Small (DD-838), Bausell (DD-
845), Arnold J. Isbell (DD-869), Rogers (DD-
876), Floyd B. Parks (DD-884), John R. Craig 
(DD-885) 

Destroyer Escort (DE) McGinty (DE-365) 
Amphibious 
Warfare 
Ships 

Amphibious Force 
Flagship (AGC) 

Estes (ACG-12) 

Landing ship dock 
(LSD) 

Catamount (LSD-17), Colonial (LSD-18) 

Attack transport (APA) Henrico (APA-45), Lenawee (APA-195), Noble 
(APA-218), Bexar (APA-237) 

Attack Cargo Ship 
(AKA) 

Chara (AKA-58), Seminole (AKA-104), Union 
(AKA-106), Washburn (AKA-108) 

High speed transport 
(APD) 

Horace A. Bass (APD-124), Balduck (APD-
132) 

Landing ship medium 
(rocket) (LSMR) 

St. Francis River (LSMR-501) 

Landing ship tank (LST) Hamilton County (LST-802), Hampden County 
(LST-803), Kent County (LST-855); Stone 
County (LST-1141), Tom Green County (LST-
1159) 

 
1545 Marolda, Ready Seapower, 42. 
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Type Specific Ship Names 
Mobile 
Logistics 
ships 
 

Heavy Repair Ship 
(ARH) 

Jason (ARH-1) 
 

Combat 
Logistics 
 

Fleet Oiler (AO) Chemung (AO-30), Cacapon (AO-42), Taluga 
(AO-62) 

Ammunition Ship (AE) Firedrake (AE-14) 
Mine 
Warfare 
ships 
 

Minesweeper (AM): Ptarmigan (AM-376), Shoveler (AM-382), 
Toucan (AM-387) 

Auxiliary 
Ships 
 

Fleet Ocean Tug (ATF): Abnaki (ATF-96) 
 

Auxiliary Repair Light 
(ARL) 

Askari (ARL-30) 

Notes: The U.S. Navy destroyers Helvetia (DD-785) and Carpenter (DD-825) patrolled the 
Taiwan Strait at the beginning of the crisis in September 1954. This list of participating 
destroyers possibly includes the McDermut (DD-677). Also, the U.S. Navy cruiser Saint 
Paul (CA-73) patrolled the Taiwan Strait from 19 November 1954 to 12 July 1955.  
Sources: DANFS; JFJJS5 81-82. 

 
 
 
Air Units 

Including 13 Naval Aviation squadrons, 3 Air Force squadrons  

 

Table 45. Known U.S. carrier wings participating in Dachen Island Retrograde, 1955 

Aircraft Carrier Carrier 
Wing 

Aircraft 

Essex (CVA-9) VA-63 F9F-6 Cougar 
VA-65 AD-4B Skyraider 

Yorktown (CVA-10) VF-152 F2H-3 Banshee 
VF-153 FJ-3 Fury 
VF-155 AD-6 Skyraider 

Wasp (CVA-18) VA-23 F9F-5 Panther 
VF-194 AD-6 Skyraider 
VC-11 AD-5 Skyraider 

Kearsarge (CVA-
33) 

VF-112 F9F-6 Cougar 
VF-113 F9F-2 Panther 
VA-115 AD-6 Skyraider 

Midway (CVA-41) VA-12 F-2H2 Banshee 
VA-15 AD-6 Skyraider 
VF-174 F9F-6 Cougar 
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Aircraft Carrier Carrier 
Wing 

Aircraft 

Sources: Grossnick, Dictionary of American Naval Aviation Squadrons, vol. 1, 20, 26, 33, 
175, 182, 214, 218, 226, 248, 264, 320, 329, 375; DANFS; Cox, “H-029-3: A Brief History 
of U.S. Navy Cold War Aviation Incidents (Excluding Korea and Vietnam)”; Mark L. Evans 
and Roy A. Grossnick, United States Naval Aviation 1910-2010. 

 
 
 
U.S. Air Force Fifth Fleet Aviation 

Air Task Force Fifth (Provisional) (Taipei) 

18th Fighter-Bomber Wing (at Chiayi, Tainan, Taoyuan airbases) 

• 3x Fighter-Bomber Squadrons (F-86)1546 

 

  

 
1546 Van Staaveren, Air Operations in the Taiwan Crisis of 1958, 6-7. 
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Fujian (Chapter 4) 

 

KMT ORGANIZATION 

Jinmen Defense Headquarters (Beginning 1958) 

85,000 troops (or 1/6 KMT’s total force)  

• Infantry: 6x infantry divisions (31x infantry battalions)  

o 81st Division (Xiaojinmen Island)1547 

• Armor: 2x tank battalions 

• Artillery: 2x artillery companies (380 artillery pieces), 75mm or greater (or 308 of 

150mm or more Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, DDZGHJ) or (more than 400, 

DDZGKJ).1548 

• AAA: 146x AAA (above 40mm)1549 or 32x 90mm AAA and 114x 40mm 

AAA.1550 106s light and self-propelled artillery pieces1551 

On Taiwan: 600 aircraft (400 combat aircraft)1552 

 

PLA ORGANIZATION 

Fujian Frontline Command Post (est. October 1953)1553 

 
1547 XZJHJ 482-483; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 215-216. 
1548 Or 308 artillery pieces (DDZGHJ). DDZGJD, 385; JFJJS5 214-215; ZRJZS 1017-1018; Xu, 

Jinmen zhi zhan, 215-216, 227; DDZGHJ 403; ZZD 1084-1085. 
1549 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 215-216; DDGKJ 347-348. 
1550 DDZGHJ 403. 
1551 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 215-216. 
1552 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 211-212. 
1553 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 167-168. 
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• Xiamen Frontline Command Headquarters1554 

• Naval units entering Fujian Province. 1555 

o 92 ships, 14 coastal artillery companies. (7/1958) 1556 

o 2x Naval Aviation regiments (53 aircraft) (attached to Fuzhou MRAF)1557 

 

  

 
1554 ZZD 1071. 
1555 Battle for Jinmen 218. 
1556 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 218. 
1557 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan 218. 
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Air Operations on Southeast Coast, 1955-1958 (Chapter 5) 

 

PLA ORGANIZATION 

Table 46. Disposition of known PLA AAA units on Southeast Coast, 1955-1958 

Province (military region) Location Service Unit 
Zhejiang (Eastern/Nanjing) Luqiao Air Base PLAAF 533rd AAA Regiment 

573rd AAA Regiment 
Fujian 
(Eastern/Nanjing/Fuzhou) 

Shacheng Port PLAN 5th AAA Regiment 
Dongchong Port UI AAA Regiment 
Sandou Port AD/PLAAF 513th AAA Regiment 
Fuzhou 503rd AAA Regiment 
Jinjiang Air Base UI AAA unit 
Xiamen Island 521st AAA Regiment 
Zhangzhou Air Base UI AAA unit (109th Division) 
Dongshan Island PLAN UI AAA Regiment 

Guangdong 
(Southern/Guangzhou) 

Chenghai  523rd AAA Regiment 
Shantou Air Base AD/PLAAF 514th AAA Regiment 

532nd AAA Regiment 
537th AAA Regiment 
553rd AAA Regiment 

Shantou Port PLAN Independent 2nd AAA Battalion 
Independent 7th AAA Battalion 

Neilingding UI AAA unit 
Sources: JFJJS, 232; DDZGHJ, 339-341; DDZGKJ, 228-229; ZZD, 1079-1080, 1082-1083; Deng, Xin 
Zhongguo junshi huodong jishi, 216. 

 
 
 
Table 47. Disposition of PLA aviation forces on Southeast Coast, 1955-1958 

Air Base  
(Province) 

Service Division Regiment Aircraft Dates 

Ningbo AB 
(Zhejiang) 

Naval 
Aviation 
 

2nd Fighter 
Division 

UI Regiment  March 1955-
January 1958 

6th Fighter 
Division 

18th Fighter 
Regiment 

 January 1958-
unk. 

Luqiao AB 
(Zhejiang) 

Naval 
Aviation 

4th Division 
 

10th Fighter 
Regiment 

MiG-
15bis, J-5 

March 1955-
January 1958 

4th Regiment  March 1955-
unk. 

PLAAF 15th Fighter 
Division 

45th Regiment  MiG-15 approx. May 
1956-unk. 

Quzhou AB 
(Zhejiang) 

PLAAF 12th Fighter 
Division 

34th Fighter 
Regiment 

MiG-17 approx. June 
1956-unk 

Xincheng 
AB (Jiangxi) 

PLAAF 
 

9th Fighter 
Division  
 

27th Fighter 
Regiment 

MiG-
15bis 

June 1956-4 
August 1958 
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Huiyang AB 
(Guangdong) 

PLAAF 18th Fighter 
Division 

54th Fighter 
Regiment 

MiG-
15bis, 
MiG-17 

unk. to July 
1958 

Note: During this period PLAAF an Naval Aviation air divisions were often formed by only 
two subordinate aviation regiments. This is in contrast to ground divisions that were normally 
composed of three regiments. 
Sources: DDZGKJ, 335-336, 341, 353-354, 361-362, 459, 659; DDZGHJ, 341-342, 345; 
JFJJS5, 231-234; DDZGJD, 356, 359, 363, 391; ZZD, 1082, 1084; XZJHJ, 445-446; ZKBQ, 
1280, 1282. 
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Second Taiwan Strait Crisis (Chapter 5) 

 

PLA ORGANIZATION 

Fujian Frontline Command Post  

CDR (and PC of Fujian MR) Ye Fei1558 

 

Aviation Forces 

Fuzhou Military Region Air Force, Jinjiang 

CDR: Nie Fengzhi  

Table 48. Disposition of PLA aviation forces: first line air bases 

Air Base  
(Province) 

Service Division Regiment Aircraft Dates 

Longtian AB 
(Fujian) 

PLAAF 
 

16th Fighter 
Division 

46th Regiment  8/13/58 late 
August 1958 

14th Fighter 
Division 

42nd Regiment  late August 
1958 

Fuzhou AB 
(Fujian) 

Naval 
Aviation 

4th Division 
 

10th Fighter 
Regiment 

 13 August 
1958 

PLAAF 14th Fighter 
Division 

UI Regiment   late August 

Jinjiang AB 
(Fujian) 

PLAAF 16th Fighter 
Division 

48th Fighter 
Regiment 

 late August 
1958 

Zhangzhou 
AB (Fujian) 
 

PLAAF 
 

9th Fighter 
Division  
 

27th Fighter 
Regiment 

 4 August 1958 

Liancheng 
AB (Fujian) 

PLAAF  
 

1st Fighter 
Division  
 

1st Fighter 
Regiment 

MiG-
17P, 
MiG-
17PS 

27 July 1958 
to mid-
September 
1958 

3rd Fighter 
Regiment 

 6 August 1958 
to mid-
September 
1958 

16th Fighter 
Division 

46th Fighter 
Regiment 

 late August 
1958 

Shantou AB 
(Guangdong) 

PLAAF 18th Fighter 
Division 

54th Fighter 
Regiment 

MiG-17 27 July 1958 

 
1558 JFJJS5 216-217. 
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Air Base  
(Province) 

Service Division Regiment Aircraft Dates 

Unidentified 
(Unknown) 

PLAAF 
 

3rd Fighter 
Division 
 

UI Regiment   

Independent 
Regiment 

Independent 2nd 
Reconnaissance 
Regiment 

MiG-
15bis 

 

Note: PLAAF and NA combined for 9x Regiments, 2x Wing, 1x Squadron, and 200 aircraft 
in Fuzhou MRAF (Fujian Province). Including 53 Naval Aviation aircraft assigned to Fuzhou 
MRAF. 
Sources: DDZGKJ, 335-336, 341, 344, 348; DDZGHJ, 347, 402; ZZD, 1087; ZRZJS, 1018-
1019; ZKBQ, 1280; JFJJS5, 216-218. 

 
 
 
Table 49. Disposition of PLA aviation forces, 1958: second line air bases 

Air Base  
(Prov.) 

Service Division Regiment Aircraft Dates 

Zhangshu 
AB (Jiangxi) 
 

PLAAF 
 

8th Bomber 
Division 

22nd Bomber 
Regiment 

Il-28 beginning 21 
August 1958 

24th Bomber 
Regiment 

Il-28 

5th Attack 
Division 

13th Attack 
Regiment 

MiG-15 beginning 21 
August 1958 

15th Attack 
Regiment 

MiG-15 

Independent 
Regiment 

4th Bomber 
Regiment 

Tu-4 unk. 

Huiyang AB 
(Guangdong) 

PLAAF 18th Fighter 
Division 

54th Fighter 
Regiment 

MiG-
15bis, 
MiG-17 

1956 

Unidentified 
(Unknown) 

PLAAF 
 

11th Attack 
Division 

31st Attack 
Regiment 

Il-10 around 23 
August 1958 

1st Fighter 
Division  
 

1st Fighter 
Regiment 

MiG-
17P, 
MiG-
17PS 

late August 
1958 

3rd Fighter 
Regiment 

 late August 
1958 

Naval 
Aviation 

UI Division UI Torpedo 
Bomber 
Regiment 

  

Unk. UI Division UI Regiment   
Note: Second line/standby air bases included 11 regiments (one  and approximately 320 
fighter aircraft (mostly MiG-17P and J-5) 
Sources: DDZGKJ, 334, 341, 344, 348, 353-354; JFJJS5, 218, 232; ZKBQ, 1281 
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Air Defense Forces 

PLAAF 

• Weitou, Lianhe, Xiamen (around 23 August 1958) 

o 2x UI AAA Battalions (to provide air defense to frontline artillery units) 

o 1x Searchlight platoon (4x searchlights) (28 August) in Xiamen. 1559 

• Radar units 21 radar stations1560 

 

Or 2x AAA RGT under 63rd and 64th AAA Divisions. 

The 28th and 31st Corps High Artillery BTN. 

1 AAA Battalion (192nd Division, 64th Corps) 

2x RGT from 103rd Division 

Total of six regiments and five battalions of AAA forces in two groups. 

Covering Lianhe and Xiamen areas.1561 

 

Artillery Forces 

Table 50. PLA artillery units, 1958 

Service August 1958 Mid-September 1958 
PLA artillery 36 (or 32) battalions 

(or) 
17 BTN Lianhe area (for 
Jinmen island) 
17 (or 15) BTN Xiamen area 
for Xiaojinmen and western 
islands1562  

(49) battalions 
• 14 regiments 
• 7 battalions 

PLAN coastal artillery 6 companies 8 companies 

 
1559 ZKBQ 1281; DDZGKJ 348. 
1560 JFJJS5 217. 
1561 JFJJS5 218 and also see DDZGJD, 394-395. 
1562 DDZGJD, 389. 
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Service August 1958 Mid-September 1958 
Total artillery pieces 450 

459 (ZZD) 
 

Sources: ZRZJS 1018-1019; DDZGJD 389; JFJJS5 218; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 215-216, 226, 
228; DDZGJD 394-395; ZZD 1085-1086. 

 
 
 
3rd Artillery Division  

• 4x Regiments 

15th Artillery Division 

• 1x Regiment 

Artillery BTNs of 28th Corps 

Artillery BTNs of 31st Corps.1563 

 

 

Maritime Forces 

East China Sea Fleet of the Fujian Frontline Command  

CDR (and DCDR of East China Sea Fleet): Peng Deqing1564 

 

Command Posts: Yundingyan’an Shore Gun Command Post, Dongshan Command Post, 

Sandou’ao Command Post, Zhenhai Command Post1565 

 

Naval ships units: 

 
1563 JFJJS5 218; DDZGJD, 394-395. 
1564 DDZGHJ 402; JFJJS5 216-217. 
1565 DDZGHJ 402; JFJJS5 216-217. 
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(Stationed at Fujian Sandou’ao, Houyi, and Dongshan Island)1566 

 

• 4x High speed gunboat detachments 

• 3x torpedo boat squadrons 

o 1st Torpedo Boat Squadron (Shanghai) 

• 2x submarine hunter squadrons1567 

Totals: 47x Torpedo boats; 31x escort boats; 6x submarines; 8x Landing craft 

Total: 92 ships.1568 90 ships.1569 

Mission is to shoot KMT warships in Luowan port.1570 

 

Coastal Artillery 

Table 51. PLA coastal artillery units, 1958 

Location Mid-August 1958 Mid-September 
1958 

Types and 
number of 
artillery pieces 

Xiamen area units 6x companies 
107th, 108th, 149th, 150th, 

151st, 160th 

8x companies 50x 130mm 
8x 100mm 
2x 76.2mm 

Other units  8x companies 8x companies 
Sources: ZRJZS, 1018-1019; DDZGHJ, 694; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 226, 228. 

 
 
 
U.S. ORGANIZATION 

United States Taiwan Defense Command, CDR: Adm. Roland N. Smoot. 

 
1566 JFJJS5 218. 
1567 ZRJZS 1018-1019; JFJJS5 218. 
1568 DDZGHJ 402. 
1569 ZRJZS 1018-1019. Also see DDZGJD, 393-394. 
1570 Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 215. 
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Table 52. Known U.S. Navy ships participating in Second Taiwan Strait Crisis 

Type Specific Ship Names 
Aircraft 
carriers  

Aircraft Carrier, 
Attack (CVA) 

Essex (CVA-9), Lexington (CVA-16), Hancock (CVA-
19), Bennington (CVA-20), Shangri-La (CVA-38), 
Midway (CVA-41). 

Surface 
Combatants  

Cruisers (CA) Helena (CA-75), UI CA 
 

Destroyers (DD) Jenkins (DD-447), Taylor (DD-468), Isherwood (DD-
520), Cogsville (DD-651), Marshall (DD-676), Halsey 
Powell (DD-686), Hamner (DD-718), Jarvis (DD-799), 
Gregory (DD-802), Benner (DD-807), Dennis J. 
Buckley (DD-808), Hanson (DD-832), Forrest Royal 
(DD-872), Forrest Sherman (DD-931) 

Destroyer 
Leader (DL) 

John S. McCain (DL-3) 
 

Destroyer Escort 
(DE) 

McGinty (DE-365) 

Amphibious 
Warfare Ships 

Landing ship 
dock (LSD): 

Oak Hill (LSD-7), Fort Marion (LSD-22), Thomaston 
(LSD-28) 
 

Mobile 
Logistics 
ships 
 

Destroyer 
Tender (AD) 

Piedmont (AD-17) 

Seaplane Tender 
(AV): 

Pine Island (AV-12) (in Keelung Harbor) 
 

Combat 
Logistics 
 

Stores Ship (AF) Zelima (AF-49) 
Fleet Oiler (AO) Manatee (AO-58), Hassayampa (AO-145), Kawishiwi 

(AO-146), Ponchatoula (AO-148) 
Mine Warfare 
ships 
 

Minesweeper, 
Ocean (MSO) 

Pluck (MSO-464) 
 

Minesweeper, 
Coastal (MSC) 

Vireo (MSC-205), Wippoorwill (MSC-207) 

Minesweeper 
(AM): 

Constant (AM-427), Energy (AM-436) 
 

Support ships 
 

Salvage ship 
(ARS) 

Grapple (ARS-7), Conserver (ARS-39) 

Sources: DANFS; DDZGJD, 414. 
 
 
 
Air Units 

 

U.S. Air Force Fifth Air Force (Fuchu AS) 

• 41st Air Division 
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o 3rd Bomb Wing (B-57A) 

• 313th Air Division 

o 18th Tactical Fighter Wing 

• 67th Tactical Reconnaissance Wing 

• 600th Support Wing 

• 10th Weather Group 

• 5th Communications Group 

• 1st Communications Squadron 

• 7th Tactical Depot Squadron1571 

 

9x air bases on Taiwan.1572 Including: Songshan AB, Taichung AB, Tainan AB, and 

Hsinchu AB1573 

140x F-100 and F-1041574 

 

Table 53. Known U.S. Naval Aviation wings participating in Second Taiwan Strait Crisis 

Aircraft Carrier Carrier Wing Aircraft Dates of Operations 
Essex (CVA-9) VA-105 AD-6 Skyraider Sept to 26 Sept 

VA-83 A4D-2 Skyhawk unknown 
Lexington (CVA-16) VA-212 (FJ-4B Fury Aug-Sep 

VA-215 AD-6 Skyraider Aug-Nov 
Hancock (CVA-19) VA-151 F4D-1 Skyray  Aug-Sep 

VA-153 A4D-1 Skyhawk 23 Aug-9 Sep 
VA-155 AD-7 Skyraider 21 Aug- 11 Sep 1958 

Bennington (CVA-20) VA-55 FJ-4B Fury Sep 
VA-152 F2H-3 Banshee Sep-Oct 

 
1571 Arthur C. O’Neill, Fifth Air Force in the Taiwan Straits Crisis of 1958, (Honolulu HI: Fifth 

Air Force, Pacific Air Forces, 1958), 4. 
1572 JFJJS5 214-215. 
1573 DDZGJD, 381. 
1574 DDZGKJ 343-344; Xu, Jinmen zhi zhan, 211-212; CAFÉ 1280. 
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VA-216 AD-6 Skyraider Sept: 
Shangri-La (CVA-38) VA-113 A4D-1 Skyhawk Aug-Sep 
 VA-115 AD-6 Skyraider Aug-Sep 
Midway (CVA-41) VA-65 AD-6 Skyraider unknown 
Source: Grossnick, Dictionary of American Naval Aviation Squadrons, vol. 1, 101, 167, 214, 
218, 226, 273, 281, 285, 328, 348, 375, 404. 

 
 
 
Strategic Forces 

1x Matador missile squadron 

1x Nike-II missile battalion.1575

 
1575 JFJJS5 220-221. 
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